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FOR€illORO 

f or Julius Evola (1898-1974) alchemy was nor-as is 
generally believed-a single specialized subject con
cerning itself exclusively with metals and their corre-

spondences in man, but rather a comprehensive physical and metaphysical system 

embracing cosmology as much as anthropology (in (be sense of a complete 
knowledge of man in body, soul, and spirit).' Everything-nature and supernature
can be found in it. To Evola, hermetism and alchemy are one and the same. 

The goal of this system is the undemanding and experiencing of an ensoulcd 
"holy" organism, replete with living powers, in whom evetything is wonderfully 
interwoven, connected to and communized with everything elsc. Man stands in the 

middle where he is microcosm in analogy to the whole macrocoSm: As above, so 

below-in (he words of the Emerald Tabler. The alchemical symbol language as the 
expression of this universal system must therefore also have correspondences in all 

the other mysrcriosophic spheres and can conscquendy serve as a universal key in 

these spheres, juS( as, vice verSa, any other mystery teaching has the power to fill 
in the lacunae of esmcricism in alchemy. 

Alongside Atturo Rcghini (1878-1946)-and surely also at his suggestion
Evola was one of the few in those years who were aware of this parallel, espeCially 
to ancient theurgca] ptactice. In 1926 Evola published an article in Ulrra (the 
newspaper of the unusually liberal Theosophical lodge in Rome) on the cult of 
Mithras in which he placed major emphasis on the similarities of these mysteries 

1 This foreword first appeared in AIlSata~V{'_rlag's Die Hermecischc Tradition (Interlaken. Switzc_rland, 
1989), II is translated from the German by E. E. Rehmlls and H. T Hansell 
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with hermetism. In the UR group (1927-29), of which Evola was a member, 
specific alchemical symbols were employed in the teaching of "Magic. "2 It is this 
practical aspect tha< is emphasized here, for alchemy cannQ( be grasped by abstract 
thought alone, much less is it just a psychic process in the unconscious (C G. Jung's 
theory), 1 but much more than thaL it is an exercise of soul and spirit in the best 
Plaronic tradition. 

Where did Evola's early preoccupation with alchemical symbolism come from? 
After his Dadaist and philosophical period, Evola came in conract with Theosophi
cal and Freem.-,on Circles' Here we can especially point to Reghini, of whom 
Evola writes in his autobiography,S that he either lent him the essential alchemical 
texts or at least informed him of them. Through the very significant esorcric 
magazines, Atbanor and Ignis (1924-1925), ediced by Reghini, Evola became 
acquainted with a whole series of contributions to alchemy that were enough to 

give him his first hintS of knowledge6 Reghini's influence must have been decisive 
because so many of his quotations are also favorite quota<ions of Evola's7ln his 
autobiography Evola quotes from early translations of Rene Guenon's Le voile 
d1sis (later the Etudes traditionelles), which also gave him suggestions for his vision 
of alchemy 

Jacopo da CoregliaR writes that it was a priest, Father Francesco Oliva, who had 
made the most far-reaching progress in hermetic science and who-highly prizing 
the keen spirit and intellectual honesty of the young seeker-gave Evola access to 
records strictly reserved for adepts of the narrow circle. These were concerned 
primarily with the reachings of the Fraternity of Myriam (Fratellanza Terapeutica 
Magica di Myriam), founded by Docror Giuliano Kremmerz (pseudonym of Ciro 

2 In 1985 Amara-Verlag published [he first volume of [he UR group data reports and documents under 

rhe (ide Magie als WlSsenschaft yom Ich (Magic as sde:nce: of the ego). The second and [hird volumes 
of these monographs arc: to be published by Ansata in forthcoming years. l\1any passages difficult ro 
understand in (he present: book are explained in chese monographs as these monographs arc complc:~ 
IlKnted in The Hermetic Tradition. 

3 Alchemy is nor a psychotherapeutic path in the classical sense. It is actually intended for the ab.solmc!y 
spiritually healthy person, in whom "individuation" has already hem accomplished. Only then is its 
practice permitted in order to make of "life" a "supcr~lifc." Where nature alone can do nothing more, 
there must the alchemical "art" take: over. The alchemical v.rodc is psychotherapeutic only to the extent 
that the great healing (reintegration of man in transcendence) sW1ds in analogy to the: small healing 
(making the psyche well). 

1 St..:t..: OUT intToducti(m to Ev?la's R..<:'voll iJ.gainsllhl· ,\1IJdl'rn \.\.'orlJ (Rochester. V( 1994) 

5 II cammu"lO dd dn.a.bro (Milan, 1972), 109. 

6 Most prominent of these are Rcghinfs "Brevi note sul Cosmopolira ed i suoi scrkti" (Brief notes on ch.e 
Cosmopolite and his writings) in 19m:" nos. 3, 4, 5, and "Ode alchemica di Fra I"vIarcantonio Crassdlame 
Chinese" (The alchemical ode of Fra Marcantonio Crassdlame Chinesc) in Ignis nos. 8 and 9. 

7 Especially those of Bracccsco, Scndivogius, and Michel Potier's, Philosophia. pum. 

a Arthos, no. 16 (Genoa), 48ff. 
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Forllll:-,ano, 1861-1930), Evola mentions in the notes to chapter 11 that the 
\Ivriam's "Pamphlet D"g laid the groundwork for his understanding of the [our 
clemeIlts, 'Where this group in turn got its knowledge remains a secret. In its 0\Vll 

''lew, and Jacopo da Coreglia also shares this opinion, the Myriam (which seems 
:0 have s;plit into many groups) is the last torch-bearer of a tradition that has been 
':undrd down-under constantly changing names-from the classical times of 

P\'thagorean paganism and it is independenr of the Freemasons or similar contem
,'orary movcments. In his Pour 1a Rose Rouge er fa Croix dOr Count J. P. Giudicelli 
_~c Crcssac Bachellerie reveals its inner structme and current grading process. 

In addition, there is the decisive influence of Ercole Quadrelli, who under the 
:,seudonyms of Abraxas and Tikaipos, made some especially important contribu
cions to the UR group. And it should be mentioned in this regard that Quadrelli 
\\'as trained by Giuliano Kremmerz and the Myrialll. H1 

The freely accessible works of Kremmerz-l diafoghi sull'cr11lftismo (Dialogues 
on hcrmerics) and his magazine Commentarium (1910-12)-aI50 did much [or 
Evola's spiritLlal development in the realm of alchemy. His acquaintance with the 
Chvmica vannus and wirh the akhemisr Philalcrhes probably go back to these 
works. 

The strongest and perhaps decisive influence on the Evolian conception of 

alchemy as a universal system is probably Cesare Della Riviera's II mondo magico 

degli heroi (The magical world of the heroes), (Mantua, 1603; Milan, 1605). This 
is one. of the few texts of that time that helps itself to a hermetico-alchemical 

language, bur is of an unequivocally holo-cosmological character. Alchemy is 
always placed in perspective with the othn hermetic disciplines-such as magic and 

asrrology-and is nOt regarded a..."i an autonomous and specific teaching. For an 
alchemical book the unusually many references co the Abbot Johannes Trithemius 
(1462-1516) in this work point also in this direction. 

The first tangible result of these studies was shown in the periodical Krur(sequd 
to UR).l1 There Evola presented a first shot at discussing the hermetic tradition 

and anticipated the essential content of the later book. The. alchemical tradition 
was still portrayed only as pagan and nor as a roya.l tradition, an attribute that in 

the final edition receive.d so central a position that it brought Evola into conflict 
with other representatives of the traditional weltanschauung. 

A broader and altogether different influence on Evola at this time came as a 
result of his meering the Indian alchemist C S. Narayana Swami Aiyar of Chingleput, 

9 Appeared only as private publication for rhe inner circle. In his Eros mKi rhe Mysteries uf Love: The 
Metapbysics. of Sex (Rochester, Yr., 1991) Evola dcscrihes ",orne: of the sex magic practices of chi:<

group 

!ll Sec Dr. Renata del Fames' introductiun to Magie als Wi~scnscbaft vum feb. 

11 KRUR. 1929 (reprinr, Tcramo, 1981), i54ff., 201H" 2,,)1ff., .107ff.; see also p. 374ft" 
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who expounded on the great importance of the breathing techniques in alchemy 

and how it helpf_d to ingest certain substances. 
In 1930 Evola wrote "The Doctrine of Transmutation in Medieval Hermetics" 

for l3ilychnis (no. 275). In abridged form, d,e af(icled contained the fundamental 
precepts of La cradizi()ne ermerica, which was published by Later~a in 1931. (The 
19,,1 edition was insignificantly altered and expanded in 1948. This was followed 
in 1971 by Evola's laSt revision, which is ,he basis for this translation.) 

Tt is interesting in this regard that Benedetto Croce was instrumental in helping 
Evola to make contact with this eminent publishing house. Tn the archives of 

Laterza are several of Evola's unpublished letters that rder to 77,e Herllleric 
Tradition, and in which Croce's mediation appears again and again. One letter in 
particular is important, for in it Evola seems to answer the publisher's reproaches 
that the work was overloaded with annotations and had too litde public appeal. 
Evola argued ,hat it was nm written for public appeal but only and simply to show 
for the first time that alchemy was not just the beginning of chemistry, but a 

profound and forgotten 11lystery~science; and without the abundance of Lluotations 
Evola would be marked as a visionary and the publisher criticized for no' being 
scnous. 

Evola's conviction that alchemy waS a universal system clarifies his endeavor 

to see this work as the completion and synthesis of all his earlier works in 
llhilosophy, magic, and Tantrism. Hence his emphasis on the pre- or, more cor

rectly, super-Christian character of the he.rmetic tradition. 
Naturally, Evola's belief in the all-inclusive character of hermetism did not go 

unchallenged. Certainly his most important critic WaS the second great herald of 
Tradition, Rene Guenon, to whom Evola, nevertheless, was indebted for outstand

ing insights (and the idea of the Tradition in the first place). 
In his review of The Hermeric TraJition in rhe Voile Jl,is in April of 1931," 

though basically positive, Guenon rejects quite strongly the idea that alchemy is 
a complete metaphysical doctrine and reduces it to the status of a mere cosmo
logical system. According to him, a true tradition could never have come from an 

Egypto-Hdlenic origin, then passed on to Islamic esotericism, and from there to 
Christian esotericism. In addition, alchemy had always been integrated into these 
various currents, whereas a pure and complete tradition has no need for some 

other tradition serving as an auxiliary vehicle. Moreover, it is an indication of (he 
speCial character of alchemy that this path of knoWledge in traditional societies 
shOllid be a domain of the second caste, of the Kshatriyas (warrior caste), where_as 

only the Brahmins were truly dedicated to metaphysics. The last argument was 
correct, as far as Evola was concerned, for he had always seen himself as Kshatriya 

12 Comaineu in Formes m:J(litiundles rf cycles cmmiqucs (Paris 1970), li9tf 
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and for him alchemy and the possibiliry of continuing to experiment on the 
spiri(Ual plane-the "at[" aspect-were extremely important. Nevertheless, the 
present work and its rcpresemation of alchemy is no willful or special interprcta~ 
tion on Evola's parr, although on the ground of his "personal equation" some 

aspects may have been givt'-n a stronger emphasis-especially the active and the 

inner alchemy (nel'tan). 
Gucnon's opposition was consistent; it is knO\Vll that the "Redness" rcpresems 

the highest stage in alchemy and is above the "Whiteness." The Red (or Purple) 
embodies an active state, which naturally stood in a contrast to the White, which 

the contemplative Brallmin exhibits. (Evola points this up qUite clearly in chapter 

23). Against Guenon's view that the "white" Brahmin caste unequivocally held the 

highest place in the traditional world, Evola set the "purple" king as "pontifex" 

(bridge-builder) uppermost between Heaven and Earth. \Mth the priority of the 
symbolic color red over white in hermftism, Evola seems [0 have a point. But 

Gwinon could only call alchemy a specialization and he could never assign it the 
universal character that Evola did. 

In spite of Evola's decided rejection of Jung's psychological interpretarion of 

alchemy, Jung described The Hermetic Tradition as a "derailed account of Her
mecic philosophy," and he citcs approvingly an entire: section in translation. J 3 Evola 

never saw himself as a shaper or cre.ative interpreter of alchemy, but only as one 
who did no more than deliver this knowledge, clarifying it, to be sure, bur 

broadcasting it unchanged. 
GUCIlOI1 repeated the reprOach against universality in his review of Evola's 1932 

edi(ion of Della Riviera's I1 Illondo magico Jegli heroi (published with Evola's 
commentary). Guenon also blamed Evola for (he assimilation of alchemy by 
magic. 14 

To be sure, Guenon's auchori(y to judge alchemy has now and then been 

questioned, considering that he: himself had never written a work on the subject. 

Eugene Cansriiet, for example, dlC alleged disciple and publisher of the works of 
Fulcanelll,L5 doubted Gucnon's competence on this marrfr.t 6 On the other hand, 

neither docs Guenon hold his criticism back from Fulcandli, especially his Freres 
J Hdiopolis. '7 

LI C G, Juog, Psychology and Aldlcmy, vol 12 of the C()1iecceJ Works (Princcton, N.j.. 1968), 228, 
242n. 

H (:(}mpte~ rem/us (paris, 1 Y73), 7ff. 

I.', See c:::.pecmlly PauwdslBcrgicr. Aufbrllch ins drirrc Jahrtauscml (Bern, 1962) and Kenneth Rayner 
Johnson, The rulcandli PIJt~Ilomcl7on (St, HdleL 1980) 

If> Robert Amadoll, Lt' feu du sob1 (pari~, 1978) 

17 R. Guenon, J70rmcs tra.JitiuIlCllcs, op cir" 1fifi. 
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Evola's work after the publicacion of Mondo magico Jcgli heroi was more and 

more politically defined, and aside from the insignificant changes in the revised 
editions of The Hermetic Tradition and single reviews and articles, Evola waS 

silent abOll( alchemy Mencion is found of course in his Eros and rhe Mysteries of 

Love The Metaphysics of Sex. where the sexual background of alchemical sym

bolism is illuminated. 
An essential complement of Evola's alchemical work WaS his interest in Chinese 

alchemy, revealed in his editions of two Chinese alchemical treatises. i8 This interest 

is also evident in the tide of his spiritual autobiography, I1 cammino del cinabro 
(fhe path of cinnabar). In Chinese alchemy the path of liberation is the journey 
from the "lower" to the "higher" cinnabar; chemically as well as alchemically 

cinnabar derives from the union of Sulfur (the masculine principle) and Mercury 
(the feminine principle). 

Despite the widest coverage in the present work by the author himself, one 
point must also be emphasized here again: if we are now really to understand the 

following-not just intellectually, but also spiritually and in body and soul, in a 
word, completdy- our consciousness must rbk a leap. Tn its profundity the Illeta~ 

phorical world of alchemy is simply not accessible to the COntemporary absrract 

understanding. We must, for once., turn off the contillual din of reason and listen 

with the "ear of the heart" if we want to have the symbols strike re"ponsive chords 
in ourselves. Two worlds are met with here: 011 the one hand a timdess world, lying 

beyond reason, prehistorical, and beyond history, and on the other, a time-bound, 
historical world that is chained to dialectical reason. Between them there: is now no 
gradual passage, but an abyss, which we must leap over. What does Friedrich 

Wilhelm Schelling say? "Accordingly historical and prehistoric times are not 

merely relative. differences between one and the same time, they are nvo essentially 

differeIlt kinds o[ rime completely removed [wm OIl( another, and mutually 

exclusive. We call it completely different time full of events, but of quite 
another sort, and conforming (0 quite a diffe-renr la.w. "19 

Since modern man is So slow to lay aside his belief in progress, which stamps 
his thought patterns and dist()rts his yardsticks-it seems to him almost lllOnstrOus 

t8 Lu.Tsu, Tl mi.\tcw del hare dom (The secret of the golJen flower [Rome, 1971J). and with Lu Kwan 
Yu (Charles Luk), La yoga del [.10 (Rome. 1976). Both works appear v.;ith commentary (the second, 
necessarily only in p<1t(, becau<;e of his deach) by Evola. Not without importance in this context atC 

the Evolian editions of the famous Tao te Ching: Firsr as Uhrn della via e ddla virtu (Lanciano, 1923), 
and then in a completely re.vised version uoder the title 0[: Illibro del principe e della sua aziunc (Milan, 
1959). 

19 EilJleitung in die PbilosofJhic der Mytholo~i[' in Sammdtc Wake (1856; reprint. Darmstadt, 1976), 
1113-36. 
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tha( there aho exist complecely different ways of thinking and (hat is why the 
astronomer does not understand the astrologer (in the ancient sense), the moorm 

priest does nor understand (he Egyptian hierophant, the philosopher does not 
understand (he initiate, and the chemise does not understand the alchemist. Al
chemical symbolism has now acimi[(edly been found eo have widely influenced 
lircra(Ure, painting, and sculpture in the past. Literati and art his(orial1s COncern 

dlCl11sdves about rhe interpretation of this work. They can immediately discover 

worthwhile suggestions in this book, if they wish to penettaec this other world, 

H T Hansen 

Forcwurll· ........................................... xiii 
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PREFACE 

• r 11 the present work we shall use the expression "her-

metic craciition" in a special sense that the rvIiddle Ages 

and the Renaissance gave it. It will not refer to the 
ancient Greco-Egyptian cult of Hermes, nor will it refer solely CO [he teachings 
comprising the Alexandrian texts of the Corpus Hermcricum. In the particular 
sense that we shall use it, hcrmcrism is directly concerned with the alchemical 
tradition, and it is the hcrmccico-alchcmicaJ tradition that will be the object of our 

study. We shall attempt (Q determine therein the rral sense and spirit of a seCret 

doctrine, a practical and workable wisdom that has been faithfully transmi[[cd 
from the Greeks, through the Arabs, down to certain texts and authors at the very 
threshold of modern times. 

At the outSCC, we must draw attflltlOn to the error of those hiscorians of science 
who want to reduce alchemy to merC chemistry in an infantile and mythological 
stage. Against this notion are raised the explicit exhortations of the most quoted 
hermetic authors not to deceive ourselves by taking them literally, because their 
words are drawn from a secret languagc expressed via symbols and allegories. l 

These same authors have repeated, to the point of weariness, that the "object of 

1 Artephius :;;peaks for all those author:;; in the following: "J:;;11 't it only too v.;ell knO"wn that ours is a 
cahalistic Art? That is, ro be revealeJ only orally and oVL'rflO\ving wirh mY:'itcric,? Poor fool 1 r low can 
you be so naive as to believe ebar we woulJ te<1ch you openly anJ de<1r1y ell€' greatest anJ most 
important of our secrn:s? I assure you rbat whocver tries to explain in thc ordinary and literal ~cnSe 
of rhe words what the [hermeric] philu~phers have written will finJ hitnseH caught in the meanderings 
uf a labyrinth frorn which he C<111 never escape. occause he lacks Ariadnc'~ thread as gUide." From Livre 
d'Artephiu:, in Salmon. cd, Bibliothequf des philosopbe:, chimiques (PariS. 1741), 2:144 . 
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Ol1r precious art is concealed",; that the operations to which we allude arc not done 

manually; that its" elemellts" are invisible and not th",e the vulgar tecognize. The 
same authors refer contemptuously to the "puffers" and "charcoal burners" who 

"lUinf.d the science" and whose manipulations could expect "nothing more than 
smoke," and to all those ingenuous alchemists who, in their incumprehension, 

surrendered to experiments of the sort that modern.s now attribute to the hermetic 
science. The proper alchemists have always laid down ethical and spiri(ual condi
tions for their operations. In view of their living sense of nature, thdr ideal world 
is presented as inseparable from that other-which we can call Gnosticism, 

Neoplatonism, Qabalah, and theurgy-anything hut chemistry Likewise, with a 
multitude of half-expressed formulas, they have given to underscand "to those who 
can read between the lines," for instance, (hat alchemical sulfur represems the will 
(Basil Valemine and Pernety), that smoke is "the soul separated from the body" 
(Geber), that "Virility" is the mystery of "arsenic" (Zosimos)-and in this wise we 
could cite an infinite number of texts and authors. So it is that with a bewildering 
variety of symbols the "Sons of Hermes" all manage to say the same thing and to 
repeat proudly the quod ubiquc, quod ab omnibus c[ qu()d .'.;cmper.2 

Jacoh Boehme reveals tu us the axiom on which this uniquc knowledge rests, 
this tradition that claims for itself universality and prilllordiality: "Between Eter

nal Birth, Restoration from the Fall and the discovery of the Philosopher's Stone 
there is no difference.. "3 

Are we standing perhaps before a mystical mainstream? Tf so, why the disguise 

and hcrmetic concealment? Holding ourselves to the conventional idea of "mysti
cism" (a sense. which in the West it has acquirr.d since the period of the classical 

Mysteries and especially with Christianity), we must point out that it is nor 

2 Cf., for exampk Geocr (Livre du l1Jercure oriental in Rf'tthelot, ed., La cbimif' au mOycth1ge [Paris. 
1H93]. 3:248). "1n reality, rhere is accord between rhe authors, though ro the uninitiated it appears that 
they have differences" i also A. J, Fernery (Elbks egyptiCflllf'S a greCqLKs dcv()i!c:e.~ [Paris, 1786], 1 :11): 
"The hnmeric philusophen; are all in agreement; none comradicts the principles of the others. And one 
who -wrote thirty yeats ,lg0, speaks as one who wrote two thousand years agu. They never rire of 
repeating rhe Church axiOm: 'Quod ubiquc. gLIOd ab omnibus et quod .~cmrer, ,,, And even dearer b the 
Turba pbilosupburum, one of the oldest and mo.,r qumed uf westerl1 hert1ledco~<llchemical texts (in C. 
Puini, cd .. lntroduziOl1c alia magia [Rome, 19711 2:24,,)): "Be it noted that v.;harever (he manner in 
which [the hennetic philosophers] have spoken, nature is one, and they find themselves in accord and 
.,11 say the same thing, But dlC ignorant take OUr wOflls exactly a<; we say the:m without undcr.~ral1ding 
the why or wherefore. Instead, (hey should con<;ider whether or nor our words are reasonable and 
natural and then take rhem [as they are.); and if our wurds a.re nor rt<lsoIlabk they ,'ibou/d try ro raisc 
tbemselves rn OUr iIlLention instcad of hoIJing to [hf' latcr, In any case. you mUSt know thal we arc 
in agreement, whaU'ver we say. So bring aile ,Ulother together accordingly and study us; hrcau~e in one 
it may be clrar what in another rrlll.tins biJden and who rruly searches will tind everything." 

3]. Buehme. De sigllilfurn renlm, 7, §7H: [" Wic die ev.ligc ('r('burt ill ~ieb seIber ist, also is! auch der 
Pruzcfl mit der Widerbringung IMch dan Falk und also ist <weh dcr FrazeE dcr WdSffl mit ihn:m 
Laptdc Pbilosopborum. f'5 ist krill Unterscbied da.zwischt"n."~ Trans] 
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:~-:.\·sticis111. We will demonstrate rather that it is a real science., in which rcintcgra

::,'1' (with the primordial state) does not have an intended moral, but is concrece 
~:"'..:I. ontological. even to the point of conferring certain supernormal powers, one 

':. whose incidental applications may even be the famous transmutation illvolving 

::-:aallic substance.s. 

This characteristic of the hermetic process constitutes the first reason for its 

..:oncealment. Not for superficial monopolistic purposes, but for inner technical 

:--c::asum;, any science of this type always protects itself by initiatory secrets and 

-::xpres:::.ion through symbols. Bur there is a second reason, which to be understood 

'L~uires the fundamental knowledge of a general metaphysic of history Hennetico
,!chemical knowledge has been described as a "sacred" science, bur the prevailing 
.1t:signation that better characterizes it is that of Ars Regia or "Royal Art." 

.-\nyone who studies the varieties of spirituality that have evolved in what we call 

~istorical times can verify that there is a fundamentai opposition, one that we can 

-educe analogically to the conflict between "royalty" and "sacerdotality" 
The "royal" initiatory tradition, in its pure forms, can be considr.red the most 

Jireer and legitimate link to the unique, primordial Tradition. 4 In more recent time.s, 

~[ appears to us in its heroic variants, that is, as a realization and reconquest 

-:onditioned by analogous virik qualities suitable, on the plane of the spirit, to the 

warrior. But, on the other hand, there is the sacerdotal position in the narrow sense, 

with different qualities from the first, and at times upposite to it. This is especially 

so when, brought to the profane in its theistic-devotional forms, it confronts what 

we referred to above. as the "heroic" variations of the royal tradition. From the 

point of whac wc symbolize as the original" divine royalty." this second tradition 
now appears as something crumbling to pieces, the blame for which must be 

attributed to the senrimclltal. emotional, theistic-devotional and mystical de

ments-especially in the West-who arc constantly gaining ground in their at

tempt to keep its esoteric clements in almost total darkness. 

It is no accident that the hcrmetico-alchemical tradition should call itself rhe 
Koyal Art, and that i[ chos< Gold as a central royal and solar symbol. which at 
(he. same time cakes us back to the primordial Tradi.tion. Such a tradition presents 

itself to us essentially as the guardian of a light and a dignity that cannot be reduced 
to the religious-sacerdotal vision of the world. And if there is no talk in rhis 
tradirion (as in a cycle of orher myths) of discovering gold, but only of making it, 
(hat only goes to show how important, in the already indicated sense of reconquest 

and reconstructon, the heroic moment had becomC'. 

4 To understand better rbo<;(' ideas that art: contrary [(l the traditional and the primordial srate., of the: heroic, 
Clc.. reference ro our work Revoir against tbe Alc!{tcrIl World (Ruchester. Yr., 19(4), and to the books 
and tcxb of R. Gut.non is almost indi.'{)('.l1sibk. Cf. as well our Maschcril f volrn ddlo spiIiwalismo 
coorcmporanco (Kome. lWt), particularly the chapter on the notion of returning LO Catholicism. 
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Thus we can easily understand the se_cond reason for disguising the doctrine., 
With the fall of the Roman Empire, the predominating principles of the West 
went on (Q become the basis for the othcr tradition-the sacerdotal· -which in its 
decadence was almost completely stripped of its entire esoteric and metaphysical 
range In order to convert itself into a doctrine of "salvation" in rhe name of a 
"Redeemer." Things being so, the hermetists, in colltrast to olher initiatory 
organizations that were tributaries of the same secret royal vein, instead of coming 
out into the light and presenting themselves for battle, chose to go into hiding. And 
the Royal Art was presented as the alchemical art of transmuting base metals imo 
gold and silver. By so doing it no longer fell under the suspicion of heresy, and even 
passed as One of the many forms of "natural philosophy" that did not interfere 
with the faith; even among the ranks of Catholics we can discern the enigmatic 
figures of hermetic masters, from Raymond Lully and Albertus Magnus to Abbot 
Pernety. 

In a narrower sense, and leaving aside the fact that the various Western 
alchemical authors declare that they have each employed a different ciphered 
language (Q refer (Q the same things and the same operatioIls, there is no question 
that alchemy is not Simply a Western phenomenon. There are, for example, a 
Hindu alchemy and a Chinese alchemy And anyone who is at all in touch with the 
theme can see that the symbols, the "matters," and the principle operations 
correspond to One another; bur especially does the Structure of a physical (and 
ultimately metaphysical) science correspond inwardly and outwardly at the same 
time. Such correspondences are explained by the fact that once present, the same 
conceptions with respect (Q the general and "traditional" view of the world, life, 
and man, lead quite naturally to the same consequences. even in considerarion of 
speCial technical problems like that or transmutation. So, as long as this "tradi
tional" conception persists-even when only residuaily in lifeless philosophical and 
logical distortions with respect to which the differences between Orient and 
Occident were minimal in comparison with those that wuuld exist later between 
alchemy and the modern mentality-while it has continued to remain alive, we will 
find alchemy recognized and cultivated by illustrious spirits, thinkers, theologians, 
"nacural philosophers," kings, emperors, and even pOpf_S. Dedication to a diSCipline 
of this kind has not been considered incompatible with the highest spiritual or 
intelkcruallevel. One proof, a.mong many others, is that mOre than one. alchemical 
treatise has bern attributed to the. "angelical master," Thomas Aquinas."l 

An alchemical rradition has enigmatically extcnded itself not only across at least 
fifteen centurie:-; of Western history, bur even across the continents, as deeply into 
the Orient as into the Wesr. 

:3 See M.~L vOn _Fran;::;, Aurora C01l511rgc:ns, vol. 3 of Mysceritlm C(}niuJlcriOllL~ (Zurich. 1957) 
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Our work will not be Jirected toward convincing rhose who do nO( v.ish ro be 
convinced. But it will supply firm points of supporr for anyone who rcads it 
without prejudice. On (he orher band, anyone who is in accord, be i( only with a 
single One of our conclusions, will not fail to recognize its entire importance. It is 

like the discovery of a new land whose existence was previously unsuspectcd-a 
s(range land, alarming, seWn with spiries, metals. and gods, whose labyrinthine 

passages and phamasmagoria are concentrated little by link in a single point of 
ugbc the "myth" of a race of "kingle,," and "free" creatures, "Lords of the Serpent 
and the Mother" to use: the proud expressions of the: same hermetic texts. 

Apart from the introduction, the purpose of which is to clarify what we have 
called the "heroic" expression of the royal tradition, the prc.scnt work consists of 
two parrs, the first dedicated to the symbols anJ the doctrine, thc second to 

pranice. 
The limits of the presenr edition have obliged us to forego a quantity of 

quotations from Greek, Latin, and Arabic texts, so (hat we have saved only what 

is essential. We have also tried to be as clear as possible. But the reader should have 
no illusions. Rather than being simply read, this book clemands srudy. For rbis 
reason, after having acquired a coherent vision, one: must go back over basic 

teachings and particular symbols, which can nevcr be understood isolated [rom the 
rest, in order to exhaust all their possible: and different meanings. For our part we 

can aSSUrc the reader that in the prescnt book he will find a solid basis for dealing 
with any hermnico~alchcmical text no matter how obscure and sybillinc. For the 

rest, we will insist only that in the practice section there is good deal more than 

appears at first glance, should the reader rcally want to know by experience tbe 
rcality and pOSSibilities thc "Sons of Hermes" are talking about. In any casc. 
elsewhere6 we have givcn everything necessary for integrating all that can be 
learned from this book, with a view to the evocation and effective Contacts of the 

spirit with the metaphysical, superhistorical dements of the hermEtic tradition. 

6 Cf. rh(' rhree: volumes of the collecrivr work 1nrroJLlziow: al1a magia 
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Introduction to Part One 

CREE, 

Cl)E SERPET)C, 

AT) 0 

O ne of the symbols that we encounter in diverse traditions 
remote in borh time and space is that of the tree. Meta

physically, the tree. expresses the universal force that 
spreads out in manifestation tbe same way that the plant energy spreads out from its 
invisible roots to tbe trunk, branches, leaves, and fruit. Consistently associated witb 

the tree are on the one hand, ideas of immortality and supernatural consciousness, and 
on the other, symbols of mortal, destructive forces and frightening natures sucb as 

dragons, serpents, or demons. There also exists a whole cycle of mythological 
references to dramatic events in which the tree plays a central part and in wbose 

allegory profound meanings arc hidden. The biblical myth of the fall of Adam, among 
others, is well known. Let us highhght some of its variants, bur not without first 

pointing out the universality of the symbolical elements of whicb it is composed. 
In tbe Vedas and Upanishads we find tbe "world tree," inverted sometimes to 

suggest the origin of its power in "the heights," in the "heavens."1 Here we discover 
a ready convergence of many elements and ideas: frum this tree drips the nectar 

j C f Katll'-l-l Jpani.~!lild, 0 L Bhaganw-ejita, 15 1-3, 1026 
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,)f immortality (soma or amrita) and whoever sips it is inspired with a vision 
'",yond the reaches of time, a vision (hat awakens the memory of all (he infinite 
: orms of exis(enCe. In (be foliage of rhe tree hides Yama, (he god of beyond the 
?:rave, whom we also know as the king of the primordial state,2 

In Iran we also find the tradition of a double tree, one of which comprises, 
,ccording to the Bunda},fsh, all seeds, while (be other is capable of furnishing (be 
3tink of immot(ality (haoma) and spiri(ual knowledge,3 which lead, us immedi
;rely to think again of the (wo biblical trees of Paradisc, the one of Life, and the 
."her of Knowledge. Tbe first, men, is equivalem (Matt, 13.31-32) to (be repre
:,('ntation of the kingdom of heaven that sprouts from the seed irrigated by the man 
:n the symbolical "field"; wc encounter it again in the Apocalypse of Jobn (22.2), 
;md especially in the Qabalah as (ha( "grea( and powerful Tree of life" by which 

Life is raised on high" and with which is connected a "sprinkling" by virtue of 
,."\-hicb is produced the resurrection of the "dead": a patent equivalence to the power 
i_1£ immortality in the Vedic amrita and Iranian haoma.4 

Assyro-Babykmian myth()logy also recognizes a "cosmic rtee" rooted in Eridu, 
"-he "House of Profundity" or "House of Wisdom." But what is important to 

,(cognize in (hese rraclitions-hecause (his dCl11en( will be llsC[ul in what follows
~3 another association of symbols: the (ree. also represents for us (he personification 
l)f the Divine Mother, of that same general type as those great Asiatic goddesses 
"i Nawte. lshtar, Anat, Tammuz [sic], Cybele, and so fonh, We find, then, the 
~Jea of (he Feminine nature of the universal force represented by the tree. Thb idea 
:5 not only confirmed by (he goddess consecrared to the Dodona oak- which, 
","sides being a place of oracles, is also a tClUntain of spritual knowledgc~but aLso 
;,,, the Hesperides wbo are charged with guarding the tree, whose frui( has (he same 
svmbolic value as the Golden Fleece and the same immortalizing power as that (ree 
,of the Irish legend of Mag Mell, also guarded by a fcminine emi(y. In the Edda it 
:5 the goddess Idhunn who is charged with guarding the apples of immonality, 
'."\'hile in the cosmic tree, Yggdrasil, we again encounter the central symbol, rising 
'xfore (he fountain of Mimir (guarding i( and reintrodUCing the symbol of the 
Jragon at the roO( of the tree), which comains the principle of all wisdom.' Finally, 
,,:cording to a Slavic saga, on the island of Bajun there is an oak guarded by a 
iragon (which we must associa(e with the biblical serpent, with the monsterS of 
.ia~oIl's adventures, and with (he garden of (he Hesperides), that simulraneously is 
:he residence of a feminine principle called "The Virgin of tbe Dawn," 

Aho rather interesting is the variation according to which (he tree appears to 

..:5 as the tree of dominion and of universal empire, such as we find in legends like 

~ \.-;oblet D'Alvidla, l.a. migracion des symboks (paris, 1891), 151-206. 

Jao:;:na. 9 and 10. 

, Lobar, 1 226h; 1. 25fu, 3.h1a; .l128b; 2.hlb; 1. 225b; 1.131a 

Cf D'Alvidla, Migra.rion 
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those of Holger and Prester John, whom we have mentioned elsewhere6 In these 
legends the Tree is ohen doubled-the Tree of the Sun and the Tree of the Moon. 

He.rmetism repeats the: same. primordial symbolic tradition and the same asso

ciarion of ideas, and the symbol of the tree is quire prevalem in alchemical texts. 
The tree shelrers rhe "fountain" of Bernard of TrevisQ, in whose center is the 
symbol of the dragon Ouroboros, who represents the "All.,q It personifies "Mer
cury," either as the fitS{ principle of the hermetic Opus, equivalent to the divine 
Water or "Water of Life" that gives resurrection to the dead and illuminates the 
Sons of Hermes, or else it represents the "Lady of the Philosophers." But it also 
represents the Dragon, that is, a dissolving force, a power that kills. The Tree of 
the Sun and the Tree of the Moon are also hermetic symbols, sometimes producing 

crowns in the place of fruits. 
Ths quick glance at the stuff of religion, which we could expand indefinirely, is 

enough to establish the permanence and universality of a tradition of vegetable 
symbolism expressing the universal force, predOminantly in feminine form. Ths 
vegC[able symbolism is the repository of a supernatural science, of a force capable of 
giving immortality and dominion, but at the same time warns of a multiple danger 
that complicates the myth in tum to various purposes, different truths and visions. 

In genetal, the danger is the same anyone runs in seeking the conquest of inunor
tality or enlightenment by contacting the universal force; the one who makes contact 
must be capable of withstanding overwhelming grandeur. But we also know myths 
in which there are heroes who confront the tree, and divine natures (in the Bible, God 
himself is hypostaSized) that defend it and impede access to it. And the result, then, 
is a battle variously interpreted, according to the traditions. 

There is a double possibility: in one case the tree: is conceived as a temptation, 
which leads to ruin and damnation for anyone who succumbs to it; in the other, 
it is conceived as an object of possible conquest which, after dealing with the 
dragons or divine beings defending it, transforms the darer into a god and some
times rransfers the attributes of divinity or immortality from one race to another. 

Thus, the knowledge that tempted Adam8 to "become as God" and that he 
attained only by immediately being knocked down and deprived of the Tree of Life 
by the very Being with whom he had hoped to equali"e himself. Yet this is the same 
knowledge, supernarural after all, that the Buddha acquires under the tree, despite 

6 Evola. II miscero dd Graal e la cradizione ghibellina dalJ1mpero (Milan. 1964). 

7 Cf. the ex-libris hermetic reproduction byL. Charbonneau-Lassay. in R..,lgnJ.hil, no. 3-4. (1925). In the 
cemral space of the tree: is found the Phoenix, symbol of immortality. who brmgs us back ro amrira 
and haoma. 

8 Although we shall return to the topic. let us pause for a moment to allow [he reader to intuit the 
profound meaning of the symbol. according to which "temptarion" is repre:se:ncro by "woman"-the 
"Living Eve"-who orginally fonned parr of Adam. 

4 . . . . , , , , . . . . , , . . . , , . . , , . , , Che Symbol, and Ceaching, 



all the efforts of Mara, who, in another tradirion, stole the lighrning from Indra9 

As chid of rhe Devas, Indra himself, in turn, had appropriated amrita [rom a 
lineage of anterior beings having characters sometimes divine and sometimes titanic: 

the Asuras, who wirh am rita had possessed the privilege of immortality Equally 
successful were Odin (by means of hanging himself in self-sacrifice from the tree), 
Hercules, and Mithras, who after fashioning a symbolic cloak from the leaves of the 
Tree and eating it,..; fruits, was able to dominate the Sun.t° In an ancienr Italic myth, 
the King of the Woods, Nemi, husband of a goddess (tree = woman), had to be always 
on guard because his power and dignity would pass to whomever could seize and kill 
him. II The spirimal achievemem in rhe Hindu tradition is associated with curring and 
felling the "Tree of Brahma" with rhe powerful ax of Wisdom. 12 

Bur Agni, who in the form of a hawk had snarched a branch of the (tee, is struck 
down: his feathers, scattered over the earth, produce a plant whose sap is the 
"rerresrrial soma"; an obscure allusion, perhaps, to the passing of the legacy of rhe 
deed to another race (now terrestrial). The same advantage Prometheus gained by 
similar daring, bur for which he fell, was chained, and suffered the torment of the 
hawk or eagle lacerating his innards. And if Hercules is the prototype of the 
"Olympian" hero who liberates Promerheus and Th,,-,"us, we have a quite differem 
pe.rsonificarion in the he.roic type of Jason, who is of the "Uranian" race. Aher 
Jason returns with the Golden Fleece, found hanging on rhe tree, he ends by dying 
under the ruins of the Argo, the ship which, built of Dodona's oak, conveyed the 
very power that had made rhe theft possible. The stOry is repeated in the Edda of 
Loki who stole the apples of immorraliry from the goddess Idhunn who was 
guarding them. And the Chaldean Gilgamesh, after culrivating the "great crystal
line fruit" in a forest of "trees like those of the gods," finds the entrance blocked 
by guardians, 13 The Assyrian god Zu, who aspiring ro the supreme dignity tOok 
U!lto himself the "tablets of destiny" and with them the power of prophetic 
knowledge, is nevertheless sei;:ed by BaaL changed into a bird of prey and exiled, 
like. Prometheus, on a mountainmp. 

The myth speaks to u.s of an event involving [undamental risk and fraught with 

9 Cf. Weber, lndische SCUdicll. 3:466. 

10 Cf. F. Cumont. Lt'5 mystercs de /vfirhril (Brll~'<;cls, 1913). 133 

t t This myth is dlC ccmer arounJ which is crY>itallizc:J (he exhaustive material of (he famous work of 
J. G. rra:z;cr, The &oiden Bou.4h 

12 Hhagavad-Gita, 15.3 

13 Cunnection to the Hehrides i:,: obvious. This tcxt. incomplete as ir is, docs nut exclude an uirr.rior 

pba<;c of the: advcntuIt: (cf. D'Alvirl1a, !vligratio!1, 190)_ The better knov';ll text, TIle c.'pic of GilgaInesh, 
gives a negative unravelling uf the 'ldvcnrurc. Gilgamcsh loses, while askep. the plant of inlmortality 
that he had final1y won after crossing tbe "waters of death" and arriving at the "primordi.l1 srare" 

kingdom 
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elememal uncertaimy. In Hesiod's theomachics, typically in the legend of the King 
of the Forest, gods or transcendental men arC· sho\VTl as possessors of a power that 

can be transmitted, together with the: attribute of divinity, to whomever is capable 

of attaining it. In that case the primordial force has a Feminine nature (tree· divine 
woman). It coIlveys the violence which, according to the Gospels is said to be 
necessary against the "Kingdom of Heaven." But among those who try it, those 
who are ahle to break through, triumph, while those who [ail pay for their audacity 
by suffering the lethal effects o[ the same power they had hoped to win. 

The interpretation of such an event brings to light the possibility of tWO 
opposing concepts: magical hero and religious saint. According to the first, the one 
who succumbs in the myth is but a being whose fortune and ability have not been 
equal to his courage. But according to the second concept, the religious one, the 
sense is quite different: in this case bad luck is transformed into blame, the heroic 

undertaking is a sacrilege and damned, not for having failed, but for itself. Adam 
is not a being wbo bas failed wbere otbers triumpb, he has sinned, and what 
bappens to him is tbe only rhing that can happen. All he can do is undo bis sin by 
expiation, and above all by denying the impulse tbat led bim on the emerprise in 
tbe first place. Tbe idea tbat tbe conquered can tbink of revenge, or try to maintain 
tbe dignity that bis act bas confirmed, would seem fram tbe "religious" point of 
view as the most incorrigible "Lucil·erism." 

But the religious view is not the only one.. As we. have. already sho\VTl above, 

this point of view is a<.;sociated with a humaniz;ed and seculariz;ed variation on the 

"sacerdotal" (as opposed to "rayal") tradition and is in no way superior to tbe 
otber-tbe llCraic-wbieh bas been affirmed in both Eastern and Western rradi
tions and whose spirit is reflectf_d in great measUre by hermetislll. One exegesiS 

gives us, in fact, the "rod of Hermes"" as a symbol of the union of a son (Zeus) 
with bis motber (Rhea, symbol of tbe universal [orce), wbom be bas won after 
killing the fatber and usurping bis kingdom: tbis is tbe symbol of "pbilosophic 
incest" that we shall encounter in all of tbe hermetic literature. Hermes himself 
is, of courSf, the messenger of the gods, but he is also the one who wrests the 

scepter from Zeus, the girdle from Venus, and from Vulcan, god of "Fire and 

Eartb," tbe tools o[ bis allegorical art. In tbe Egyptian tradition, as the ancient 
amhors tell us, Hermes, invested with treble greatness~Hermes Trismegistus-is 

confused witb tbe image of one of tbe kings and teacbers of the primordial age 
that gave to men the principles of a higher civiliz;ation. The precise meaning of 

all this can escape no onc. 

But there is still more. Tertullian refers to one tradition tbat reappears in Arab-

141n Atht:nagora:; (20.292) we find alsu an intt:rference: in the heroic cycle of Ht:rcuks; the one in which 
Rhea is hound hy rhe "rope of 1 Irrculrs." 

6 ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , Che Symbol, and Coaching, 



Syrian alchemical hermerism and brings us back to the same point. Te"ullian 15 

says that the "damned and worthless" works of nature, the secre" of metals, the 
virtues of plants, the forces of magical conjurations, and "all those alien teachings 
that make up the science of the stars" -that is to say, the whole corpus of the 
anciem magico-h<rffiCtic sciences-was revealed to men by the fallen angels. This 
idea appears in the Book of Enoch, wherein it is completed within the context of 
this most ancient tradition. betraying its own unilaterality to the religious inu~rpre

tation. Merejkowski l6 has shown that there is an apparent correspondence between 
the B'nai Elohim, the fallen angels who descended to Mount Hermon [ha[ are 
mentioned in the Book of Enoch. 17 and the lineage of the Witnesses and Watch
ers-ErPl1ropo.--(about whom we are told in [he Book of Jubilees, 18) and who 
carne down to instruct humanity. In the same way Prometheus "taught mortals all 
[he a"s."19 Moreover, in Enoch (69:6-7), Azazel, "who seduced Eve," [aught men 
[he use of weapons that kill, which, metaphor aside, signifies that he had infused 
in men the warrior spirit. Here we can undets[and how [he myth of the fall applies: 
the angels were seized with desire for "women." We have already explained what 
"woman" means in connection with the: tree and our interpretation is confirmed 

when we examine the Sanskrit word shakU, which is used metaphysically to refer 
to "the wife" of a god, his "consort'," and at the same time ro his power.'o 

These angels were prey to the deSire for power and, in "mating," fell-descended 
to earth-onto an elevated place (Mount Hermon). From this union were born the 
Nephdim, a powerful race (the Titans-nrave,-says the Giza Papyrus), allegori
cally described as "giantS," but whose supernatural nature remains to be discovered 
in the Book of Enoch (15: 11): "They need neither food, nor do they thirst and they 
evade (physical) perception." 

The Nephdim, the "fallen" angels, are nothing less than the titans and "the 
watchers," the race that the Book of Baruch (3:26) calls, "glorious and warlike," 
the same race that awoke in men the spirit of the heroes and \Varriors, who 

15 De culm feminarum, 1.2b. 

16 D Mcrcjkowski. [)a.~. C,dl-l.:lJnni. ... d~~ H..','s[,ms (Leipzig. 1929). chaps. 4 and .') 

17 Book of Enoch, 6:1-6; 7:1 

18 Book of Jubilees, 4.5, in Kautzch, Apokryphm und Pseudoepigraphen (Tiibingcn, 1900), 2:47 

19 Aeschylus, Prome(heus, 506. 

20 Fabre d 'Olivet (The Hebraic Tongue Rescored) in his commentary on the biblical passage (Gen. 4: 2), 
sees in "women" a symbol of the "crearive powers." A special pertinence EO what we will say about 
the compelling character of the hermetic art is sho\.VIl in the Tibetan symbolism wherein WISdom 
appears again as a "woman," while the "method" or "Art" plays the part of the male in coirus v.rith 
her. Cf. Shrichakrasambhara, A. Avalon, cd. (London-Cakutta, 1919), xiv, 23; Dante (Convivio, 2.15.4) 
calls the Philosophers the "paramours" of the "woman," which in the symbology of the Fideli D'Amore 
represents Gnosis again, me esoteric Knowledge. 
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tn\Tntcd the arrs, and who rransmitted thc mystery of magic. 21 \\!hat more 
decisive proof conccrning the spirit of the hermctico~alchemical tradition can there 

be than rhe cxplicit and continuous rcference :in the texts prccisely to that tradi~ 
tion? We_ read ul the hermctic Iitnature: "The ancient and sacred books," says 

Henlle~, "teach that certain angels hurned with desire for women. They descended 

to earth and taught all the works of Narure. They were (he Ones who created the 
(hermetic) works and from them proceeds the primordial trac1ition of this Art. "22 

The vcry word chemi, from choma, from which derive rhe words alchemy and 
chemistry. appears for the firs( time in a papyrus of the T wdfth Dynasty, referring 
to a cradition of JUSt this kind. 

But what is the meaning of this art, this art of "the Sons of Hermes," this 

"Royal Arc" 
The words of the theis(ically conceived God in the biblical myth of (he tree 

are the following: "The man has become as one of us, to know good and evil; 
and now. lest he pm forth his hand, and (ake also of (he tree of life. and eat, and 
live forever." (Gen. 3,22-24). We can diS(inguish rwo pOints in (his quotation, 
first of all, the recogni(ion of the divine digni(y of Adam, which he has won; 
and after that (he implicit reference to (he possibili(y of transferring (his achieve
mem (Q (he rank of universal power, symboli;:ed by the Tree of Life. and of 
confirrning it in immortality. In the unfortunate result of Adam's adventure, 

God, beinghYIXlS(a(ized, was unabk to imerfcre but he could keep him from (he 
second possibilitY' access to rhe Tree of Life would be barred by (he flaming 
sword of the cherubim. In Orphism, (he my(h of the Titans has an analogous 
sense: lightning strikes til scorches "with a thirst that burns and consumes" 
those who have "devoured" rhe god. a thirst that is itself symbok,ed by tbe bitd 
of prey that pecks at Prometheus. And in Phrygia Anis was mourned, XTfPCOV 
crrciXvveXv1]f:Jtvra, "corn cut while still green," and his emasculation, that b to 
say. the deprivation of (he virile power thar Attis suffers, corresponds well 
enough to the prohibition" of the powerful tree at the center of Paradise" and to 
the. chaining of Prometheus to the rock. 

But the flame is not extingUished, rather it is transmitted and purified in the 

secret tradirion of the Royal Art, which in certain hermetic texts is explicitly 
identified with magic, extending even to the construction of a second "Wood of 

71 Tn rbe mon: original conception, v"hich we also find in Hcsiod, ,. the watchers" ate identified as beitlgs. 

of the primordial age, the Golden Age, who never died bm simply made thcmsr.ives invisible: to m£'n 
down through the ages thereafter 

22 In M. BrrrhdO['s anthology, La cnimic au moyc-n-iigc (Paris, 1893) 2:238 (hcrc:afrer eked as Li\1A} The 
same rradition is found in tht: Koral' (2:96). which speaks of the angels Harm and Muut, b()[h "('O,h110reJ" 

of the .. woman" and who dcscrnd-t'd tu teach magk to men; and who fell inro <1 holt: with their feet sticking 

up. This cnuId be interrrered a~ the Vedic tree. whose head is below and its roars are "above." 
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Life" as a subsriwre for the lost one.23 It pe_rsists in seeking access "to the center 
of the (tee in the midst of the tert<strial paradise" with all that that terrible struggle 

implies. 24 It is no mOre and no less than a repetition of the old temuity, in the spirit 

of the Olympian Hercules, conqueror of the Titans and liberator of Prometheus; 

of Mithras, subjugator of the Sun; in a word, of that very personality that in the 
Buddhist Orient received the name of "Lord of Men and Gods." 

What distinguishes the Royal Art is its character of necessicyor compulsion. 

Berthelot, by way of Tertullian's statements dted above, tells USe "Scientific law i.\ 

fatalistic and indifferent. The knowledge of narure and the power derived from ir can 

be (LIrned equally to good or evil," and this is the fundamental point of contrast with 
the religious vision that subordinates everything to dements of devout dependency, 

fear of God and morality And Berthelot continues, "Something of this antinomy in 
the hatred for the [hermetic] sciences runs through the Book o{Enoch and Tertullian. "25 

Nothing can be more exact than this: although hermetic science is not material 
science, which is all it could have been in Berthelot's view, the amoral and determining 

character that he sees in the latter pertains equally to the former. A maxim of Ripley 
in t:Illi regard is quite significante "If the ptinciples on which it operates are true and 

the seeps are correct, the effect must be certain, and none other is the true secret of 
the [hermetic] Philosophers. "26 Agrippa, quoting Porphyry. speaks of the determining 

power of rhe rites, in which the divinities are {orcedby prayer, ovcrcome and obliged 
to descend. He adds that the magical formulae force the occult energies of the astral 

entities to intervene, who do not obey prayers but act solely by virtue of a namral 
chain of necessity 27 Plotinus's idea is no differente the fact in itself of rhe oration 

produces the effect according to a detcrministic relationship, and llot because such 
entity pays attention (Q [he vvords or intention of [he prayer irself 28 In a commentary 
of Zosimos, we reaci: "Experience is the supreme taskmaster, because on the foun

dation of proven re.sults, it teaches [hose who understand what bcs[ leads to the 

goal. "29 The hermetic Art consists, [hen, in an obligatory method that is exercised 

23 Ce_sarc Della Riviera, Ii mondo magicn degli heroi (Mlan, 1605).4, 5, 49 

24 Ba~il Valentine, Azorh, ill Manger, BiblloteCil chemica curiosa (Genoa, 1702), 2;214 (hereafter cired 
as Bee). In S. Trismosin's Aurum vellus (Rohrschach, 1598) is an iIlustrarion of great significance; we 
sec a man in the act of climbing the -tree whose trunk is traversed by the symbolIc stream_ References 
to Hercules, to Jason. and their de('d~ arc explicit and frequent in rhe 1itt'_raturc, and in them-which is 

even more importam-rhr soul i~ lIocxpcncdly called Prometnem. 

2::5 M Ikrrhdor. res origines de J'alchimie (P,1ri.~, fHR.')j, 10, 17-19. 

26 Philalcrhes. F.[Ji~t. di Ripley, §8. 

77 Dc occuira pbilosopiJia, 2:60; 3:32. 

7H Enneads, 4.42.26. 

29 Cit. in M Berrbdor, Co]kction Jes illlciens afchimistcs grccques (Paris. 1887). 2; 2H4 (hereafter cited 

" C4G). 
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over the spiritual powers, by supernatural means if you will (the symbolic hermetic 

Fire is often called "unnatural" or "against nature"), but always excluding every kind 
of religious, moral, or finalistic tie or any relationship that is alien to a law of simple 

determinism between cause and effecr. To return by way of the tradition to those who 

"are watching"-£yp!jYOPol-those who have robbed the tree and possessed the 
"woman," this reflects a "heroic" symbolism and is applied in the spirirual world to 

constitute something that-as we shall see-is said [Q possess a worthiness higher than 

anything we have mentioned before;30 and this is not defined by the religious tetm 
"holy," but by the wartior of the "King." It is always a king, a being crowned with 

a royal color, rhe purple, the final color of the hermetico-alchemical opus, and with 

the royal and solar metal, gold, that constitutes, as we have said, the center of all this 

symbolism. 
And as [or the worthiness of those who have been reintegrated by the Art, the 

expressions in the texts are precise. Zosimos calls the race of Philm,ophcrs: "autono~ 

mOllS, nonmarerialistic and without king," and "custodians of me Wisdom of the 

Centuries"-a!3amAsvroq yap allrwv r, yevstX Xai avrovol'oq31 "He is above 

Destiny"-ri rin).ouoq,roqyivoqavrorspov rr,q sil'ap!'.€VI'/q emov''-''Suprrior to 

men, inunorml," says Pebcchius of his nlasrcr. 33 And the tradition passed on a"i far 

as Cagliostro will be, "Ftee and rna"" of Life," having "command over the angel 
nature_so "31 Plotinus has already mentioned the temerity of [hose: who have: entered 

into the world, that is, who have acquired a body, which, as we can see, is aile of 
the meanings of the fa11,35 and Agrippa16 speaks of the terror that inspired man in 

30 It must he borl1e in mind that thi~ ~uperi()rity depcnd.~ on tbe specific perspective of the heroic point 
of view; (0 which, in the final analysis, it is relative. The dark age:s of the: primordial rradirion can be 
seen here, wirh rhejt "genl("t<ltiOIlS." .From the purdy metaphysical poim of vkw the essence of all 
<luthentic initiation is always the rcimegrarion of man with the "primordial" .~tate 

31 CAe. 2213 

32 Ibid., 229 

33 CJ\V1., 2:310. Thar the alchemists we!C conscious of fashioning an immortality contrary (0 the 
inrenrion of "God," is observed. for instance. in Geber, who in the Livre de ia mi:"ericorde: (c..i\1A., 3: 173), 
~ays, "If he [God] has pur in him [man) divergitlg elements it h because he wanted to assure rhe purpose 
of the created lXing. God did not want every being to survivr. forever, apart from him. so he inflicted 
on man this dbparity of the four 11arures, which le<1d (0 man'~ death, and the. separation of his soul and 
body." Bur elsewhere (Uvre des baianccs. c..l\1A, 3: 147 8), the .~ame aurhor proposes to equilibr<1te the 
natures in man. once decomposed, to give him a !lew existence "stich that he MU no longer be able to 

die," hecall.<;e "ona' rhis equilibrium is attaineJ, bl'.ings do nor change, nor become corrupt nor ever 
modify themselves again." 

34 See this tex( in the !l1.:"lgazine ignis (192:,)),227,305 

.{:) Enneads, f).9.14; d. ,").1 1: in the Corpus He:rmr:ticum we .~ee the analogous audacity in "leaving the 
spheres" in the sa!lle ::.ense that Lucifer (Boehme, Dc signilwrarertlm, 16, §40) had exited from the 
"harmony" of the world. 

36 De occuJca philo50phia . . ~:40 
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his natural stare, that is before his fall, when instead of instilling fear, he himself 

succumbed to fcar: "1hs fear, which is the mark imprinted on man by God, makes 

all things submit to him and recognize him as superior" as carrier of that "quality 

called Pachad by the Qabalists, the left hand, the sword of the Lord." 
But [here is something else: the dominion of [he "two narures" that contain the 

secret of the "Tree of Good and EviL" The teaching is found in the Corpus 
Hcrmcricum: "Man loses no worthiness for possessing a mortal pan, but very 

much on the contrary, mortality augments his possibility and his power. His 

double functions are possible for him precisely because of his double natuK because 

he is so constituted that it is possible for him to embrace hoth the divine and the 
terrestrial at the same time. "37 "So let us not be afraid to tell the truth. The true 

man is above them [the celestial gods}, or at least equal to them. For no god leaves 
his sphere to come to earth, whereas man ascends to heaven and measures it. Let 

uS dare to say that a man is a mortal god and a celestial god is an immortal man. "3H 

Such is the [ruth of the "new race" that the Royal Art of the "Sons of Hermes" 

is building on earth, elevating what has fallen, calming the "thirst," restoring power 
to the enfeebled, bestowing the fixed and impassive ga"e of the "cagle" to the 

wounded eye blinded by the "lightning flash," conferring Olympian and royal 
dignity to what used to be a Titan. In a gnostic text pertaining [Q the same ideal 

world in which Greek alchemy recdve.d its first expressions it is said the "Life~ 

Light" in the Gospel of John is "the mysterious race of perfect men, unknown to 

previous generations." FollOWing this text is a precise rderence to Hermes; the text 
recall, that in the temple of Samothrace there stood two statues of naked men, 

their arms raised to heaven, their members erect:~9 "as in the statue of Hermes on 

Mount eyliene," which represented the primordial man, Adamas, and reborn man, 
"who is completely of the Same nature as the first." And it is said: "First is the 
blessed nature of Man from above; then the mortal na[Ure here below; third the race 

of those without a king that is raised up, where Mary resides, the one whom we 
seek. "40 "This being, blessed and incorruptible," explains Simon Magus, "resides in 

,{7 Corpus Hermericum. 9.4; d. Boehme, Aurora 11, §72: "1111". soul of man sees much more deeply than 
the angels, because it sees as much of heav('\1 as of hell"; <\Od he adds that "because of that man lives 
in great danger in this world." In rhe Scpher Yerzira11 (chap. 6) the seat of the hean is assimilated [0 

that of th~ "King in war." 

_,8 Corpus Hermericum 10,24-25, 

.19 By way of constituting the figure Y schematically, which is the sign of "Cosmic-man-with-upraised
arms," one of the fundamental symool<; of the Hyperborean, Nordic-Atlantic tradition has been 
preserved as a rune (Rune of Life) ill the Nurse-Teuronic tradition. 

40 Hippolyrus.l'bilosophumena, 5.8, Tilis Mariam is eVidently the eqUivalent of the symbolic "woman" 
witll whom the "Philosophers" joined, the "Virgin" who is mentiont:d in [his passage uf dEspagner 
(Arcanum hermr:cicile phffosopbiae opus, §SH, in Bee 2): "Take a winged Virgin, impregnated v.rith the 
semen of rhe First Male but stili prescrving the glory of her virginity intacr"; whose meaning is, in rum, 
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, ~.\:.~.- ~-u.;.g. hidden; fX)[cnrial rather than active. It is precisely the one who keeps 

qanJmg. ,,·ho has kep[ "anding above and who will continue [Q remain standing; 

who has caminucd "anding here below, having been engendered by the unage 

[rel1ectionJ in the flood of waCHS; and who will again stand on high, before infinite 
pmemiali[y. whereulloll he will be made perfectly equal to it."41 

111is same teaching is repeated in the many texts of the: hermetic tradition,42 and 

holds the key to all its meanings, as we shall attempt [Q illustrate in its principle 

aspects in the pages [hat follow 

the same as Rhea-the ~hakti aspeCt or "power" aspect of the: Onc- which, the. farhrr haVing been killrd 
(the b'ir:::;t Male: of whom d'E.~pagnrt speaks), Zeus possesses, makil'g of his mother his wife. Also in 
the Qahalah thr "Marrona" is mmti()IlCd in whom all the powers of the king have hem entrusted, (thar 

is to say, Jehovah), who is rhe \",!ife (shahi) also of the king atld who was "espoused" by Moses as well 
(Zohar, 2.144h, 14,5a; 3,51<1). 

4\ HippoJycus, PhilosophwI1C1lil, 6.17 

42 cr,. for example. th(C "Tahles of rhe Theorems," ~2,~ of 1. Dee, Monas bieroglypbi«J (Antwerp, 1564), 
wherein are also mentioneJ three !>tages: the first refers ro <l "seeJ of power" prior to the dements atld 
se1f~cotlceivcd", the second to "punishment and sepulcher"; the third to a srare "existing af'rer [he 
dements," which i.~ resurrecrion by one's own pDwer and "triumph of glory." 
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One 

cbe pLURAlicy 
Al)n nUAL icy 

OF civil iZACiol)s 

R f_cendy, in contrast to the notion of progress and {he 

idea that history has been reprfsented as the more or 
less continuous upward evolution of collective human-

ity, the idea of a plurality of the forms of civilization and of a relative incommu

nicability between them has been confirmed. According to this second and TIfW 

vision of history. civilization breaks down into epochs and disconnected cycles. At 

a given moment and within a given race a specifiC conception of the world and of 

life is affirmed from which follows a specifiC system of truths. principles. under
smndings, and realizations. A civilization springs up, gradually reaches a culminat

ing lloint, and then falls into darkness and, mOre ohen than TIot, disappears, A 
cycle has ended. Perhaps another will rise again some day, somewhere else. Perhaps 
it may even take up the conce.ms of preceding civilizations. bur any connection 

between them will be strictly analogical. The transition from One cycle of civili
zadon to another --one comple:tdy alien to the other~imrlies a jump, which in 
mathematics is called a discontinuity.1 

Although rhis view is a healthy reaction ro the superstition of history as 

I The hf.~[ knoWTJ. exponent of this concept is 0 Spengler (The Decline of the WCS[). Since: de 
Gubine'llI. this rheory has had further dcvdopmcnLs in COll11CC[ion with the doarine of race 
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progress-which came into fashion more or less at the same time as materialism 

and Western scientism2-nevertheless, we should be cautious, for in addition to a 

plurality of civilizations we have to recognize a duality~especially when we limit 
ourselves to those times and esse.ntial struc(Ures that we can embrace with some 

measure of ce.rtainty. 
Modern civilization stands on one side and on the other the entirety of all the 

civilizations thar have preceded it (for the West, we can put the dividing line at the 

end of the Middle Ages)~ At this point the rupture is compiete. Apart from the 
multitudinous variety of its forms, premodern civilization, which we may as well 
call "traditional."·l means something quite different. For there arc two worlds, one 

of which has separated itself by cutting off nearly every contact with the past. For 

the great majority of moderns, that means any pOSSibility of understanding the 

traditional world has been completely lost. 
This pre.mise is indispensable for the examination of our subject. The hermctico

alchemical tradition forms part of the cycle of premodern "traditional" civilization 

and in order to understand its spirit we need to translate it inwardly from one world 
to the other. Who undertakes this study without having acquired the ability to rise 

above the modern mind-set or who has not awakened to a new senSitivity that can 
place itself in contact with the general spiritual stream that gavc life to the tradition 

in the first place, will succeed only in filling his head with words, symbols, and 
fantaS(ic allegories. Moreover, it is not just a question of intellectual underS(anding. 

We have to bear in mind that ancient man not only had a different way of thinking 
and feeling, but also a different way of perceiving and knowing The heart of the 

matter that will concern us is to reevoke, by means of an actual transformation of 
the consciousness, this olckr basis of unde.rstanding and action. 

Only then will the unexpected light of certain expressions dawn on us and 
certain symbols be empowered to awaken our interior perception. Only then will 

we be conducted through them to new heights of human realization and to the 

understanding that will make it possible for deSignated "rites" to confer "magical" 
and operant power, and for the creation of a ncw "science" that bears no resem
blance to anything that goes by that name today. 

1 In fact, the extraordinary idea of a continuous evolucion could only haw been born of an exclusive 
contemplation of the material and technical aspects of civilizatiom:, completely overlooking their 
'{ualitucive and spiritual dements 

3 The source tor the precise concept of "uaditional civilization" a~ oppo~ed to "modern" is Rene 
Glienon's The Crisis of [be Modcm World (London, 1942) 
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Two 

Livil)Cj l)ACURE 

C he fundamental issue: in our swdy is me human experi

ence of nature:. The average modern man's relationship 

with nature is not the One that prevailed in the premodern 
"cycle," to which, along with many other traditions, the hermetico-alchemical 
tradition belongs. The study of nature today devotes itself exhaustively to a 
conglomeration of strictly reasoned laws conceming various "phenomena"-light, 
electricity, heat, «c.-which spread au( kaleidoscopically before us utterly deVoid 
of any spiritual meaning, derived solely from mathematical processes. In the 
traditional world, on the contrary, nature was not thought about but lived, as 
though it were a great, sacred, animated body, "the visible expression of the 
invisible." Knowledge about nature derived from inspiration, intuition, and visions, 

and was uansmittcd n by initiacion" as so many living "mysteries," referring to 

things that today have lost their meaning and seem banal and commonplace-as, 
for example, the art of building, medicine, cultivation of the soil, and so forth. 
Myth was not an arbitrary or fantastic notion: it arose from a necessary process 

in which the same forces that shape things acted upon the plastic faculty of the 
imagination, unfettered by the bodily senses, to dramatize: themselves in images 

and figures (hat were woven into the tapestry of sensory experience and resulted 
finally in a "significance" of moment l 

"Universe, hear my plea. Earth, open. Let the Waters open for me. Trees, do 
not tremble. Let the heavens open and the winds be silent I Let all my faculties 

J Cf. F W Schelling, Einlcltung in die Philosophic der Mythulogic in Sammdtc Werke, 2:192. 215-
1?' 222; also C. Puini. [mroduziollC alJa magia (LanCia-no. 1919) . . ~:66 
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celebrare in me the All and Onel"-these are the words of a hymn that the "Sons 
of Hermes" recited at the beginning of their sacred operations;' such was rhe height 
(0 which they were capable of elevaring themselves. The following is an even more 
emphatic version: 

• 
Tht~ gates ofHeavi...'Tl are open; 

'lhe gates (-f na1th (lr-e open; 

'1he Way o( the Current" open; 
My sfJirit has been heard by "II the gods and genii; 

By ti.< slnnt of Heaven-and Earlh-the Sea 

-and the Current,,) 

And such is the teaChing of the Corpus Hcrmeticum: "Rise up above every 
heigbt; descend deeper than any depth; concentrate into thyself all the sensations 
of created things of Water, Fire, Dry and Wet. Think of finding yourself simul
taneously everywhere, in the earth, sea or sky; think of having never been born, 

of still being an embryo: young and old, dead and beyond death. Embrace every
thing at the same time: aU times, places, mings, qualities and quantities." 

Thc.sc possiblities of perception and communication, this aptiwcie. ror connec~ 

(ions, despite what we believe today, were not "fanrasies," wild superstitions, or 

extravagant exaggerations. On the contrary, they were. part of an experience a.., real 

as that of physical (hings. More precisely: the spiritual constitution of the man of 
"tradi(ional civilizations" was such that any physical perception had simulta
neously a psychic component, which "animated" it, adding to the naked image a 
"meaning" and at the same time a special and powerful emotional overtone. "4 This 

is how ancient "physics" could be both a theology and a transcendental psychol
ogy: ir derived from quite universal metaphysical essences, primarily from the 
superconscious world, in sudden flashes of light wherein matter was provided by 
the sense organs. Natural science was a corollary spiritual science and the many 

meanings of its symbols reflected different aspeers of a single knowledge. 

2 Corpus Hermericum. U. i8. 

3 Leiden papyrus V in M. Derrhdoc. Incroducrion j /'ewde de la chimie des ,weiens (PariS. 1 H89). 

4 Inwstigations underrakf'.11 by sociologisrs (DurkheiIll, levy-BruhL etc) have lillcovered something 
very similar roday Tn the ways that so-called primitive people perce.ive; which people. in reality, are not 
primitive. bllt the degel1t'Tating remains of a cycle of premodern civilizarion. 
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Three 

Cl)E l)ERffiECic 

K1)OUlLEOqE 

• r (is on the above basis that we have to understand the 

whole idea of the hennetico-alchemical science. In a 
certain sense. it can also be called a "natural science, " 

but complerdy disregarding all the present connotations such a term rna y evoke 
in Our minds. Today the medieval designation of "natural philosophy" expresses 
rather the syntheSiS of two elements, now standing on two separate planes, One 

intellectually unrealistic (philosophy) and the other consciously materialistic (sci
ence). But, given the characccr of organic unity-of a cosmos-that the universe 

offered to uaditional man, there was also an implicit anagogical power in this 

"nawral" understanding, namely, the possibility of rising [0 a transcendent meta

physical plane. On this basis arc to be understood such expressions as "hieratic 

science," "divine" and "dogmatic art"-TEXV1) 8£ia, T€xV1) 8oYJ.lanJdj-"Mithraic 
mystery," "Divine Vvbrk" -edov epyov-appearing with the origins of alchemy! 
and which arc preserved within the emire tradition of what Zacharias would call 
"divine and superna[Ural science. ,'2 

And as psychic sensitivity to the deep forces of nature began to dwindle in later 
eras, it became common to avoid the ambigUity in the expressions of the hermetic 

tradition by distinguishing between the "vulgar" or "dead" dements and the 

, 0, eg. CAe;. n09, 124.145; 188. 114. 

? Zacharia~, De fa philosophic: nawrdle des mctavx, §i 
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"living" ones, which are "our elemenrs" (the "our" refers [0 those who had 
preserved the original spirirual state of the tradirion), "our" Water, "our" Fire, 
"our" Mercury, ctc.--not "those of the vulgar or common"-ajargon for referring 
to elemenrs that were (physically) invisible, occult, "magical," known only to the 
"Wise," those "of us who have kept in our hands" those "dements of creation" 
rhar must be recognized by uS as distinct from the earthy, impure "created 
dements" that arc merely the modifications of physical matter. 

"The four Elements in which all things participate," says Flamel,3 "ate not 
apparent to the senses, but are known by their effects." Ait and Fire, of which 
Bernard of Treviso speaks, are "renuous and spiritual" and "cannm be seen by 
physical eyes"; his Sulfur, Arsenic, and Mercury "are not those that rhe vulgar 
think them tc, be" or thar "pharmacists sell," but they are "the Philosopher's 
spirits.'" So "Philosophical Alchemy" is that "which teaches how to investigate, 
not by appearances, bur according to concrete trurh, rhe latent forms [in an 
Aris[Qtclian sense, the occult formative: principles] of things "5-an idea confirmed 

by Razi in the Lumen iuminum; "This Art is rhe study of Occulr Philosophy. In 
order to follow it, onc must be acquainted with hidden and internal natures. In it 

one speaks of the rise [incorporeal state) and fall [visible srare) of the elements and 
their compounds."6 The true dements " are as the soul of the mixtures," the others 

are "nothing but the body," explains !'emery? 
And if the spontaneous presence or absence of the necessary meraphysical 

sensitivity itself determined the dividing line between those initiates to whom alone 

rhe rexts speak and for whom the techniques of rhe Royal Art bear fruition'~- and 
those who arc not initiate.s (for whom it is written not to ca'\t pearls before 

swine)'-for these last rhere srill remained the possibility of attaining rhe necessary 
state by means of an appropriate asceticism, even if the miracle of illumination was 

missing. 

We shall discuss this asceticism later, but for the moment we shall confine 

3 N FlameL Lc desir desire. §6. 

4 !krnard of Trcviso. La parole: ddai::;~cc in Salmon, ed., Bibliorhtquc des philn.mphes chimiqucs (Paris, 
1741).2:401.416 (hereafter cited as BPC). Cf. d'E~pagnet, Arcanum hermericar, §44: "Who ~ay~ that 
the Moon or the I\1ercury of the Philosophers is (he vulgar rvIe:rcury. either wants (0 deceive or is himself 
deceived"; and Phila\cthes, Epist. di Ripley. §61: "They are also deluded, who look for our secret in 
vulgar substances and still hope. to find the Gold." 

.~ G. Dom, Oavis phl1osophiac chemisticae. Bee. 1:210. 

6 In CMA, 1312 

7 A. J. R-rnety, Fables egyptiennes et grccques devoiltes (Paris, 1786), t:75. 

R G. C. Agrippa, De occulta philosophia. 3:6.5; G. Dom. op. cit., 244. This theme derives from the 
Greek alchemist..~ (CAG. 2;62, 63) who declared (hat they spoke for those who v..rcrc initiated and had 
trained (he spirir-"rhosc who have understanding," the Arab authors would say-"Everyrhing we say 
here is strictly for the Sage, nO[ for (he ignorant" (Livre du feu de la pierre, CAiA, 3:220); and].S 
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ourselves to pointing out [hat \Vithin the framework of hennetism, asceticism docs 
nor have a moral or religious justification. It is simply a technique. Its purpose is 
ro provide an experience that is not limited to the "dead" or "common" aspect of 
the Elements-as happens in that empiricism on which rhe modern, profane sci
ences are based. Instead, a subtle, incorporeal, spirirual qualiry infuses it. Paracelsus 
describes this quality in this way, "She (Namre) knows me and I her. I have 
contemplated the light that is in her. I have verified it in the microcosm and have 
found it again in the macrocosm. "9 

As is said in the Hermetic Triumph, "To know the inner and outward properties 
of all things" and "to penetrate to the botrom of Nature's operations" is the 
condition rhat is imposed on whomever aspires to possess this knowledge IO And 
so it can be said that "who does not understand by himself, no one will ever be able 
to make understand, do what he will. "11 This science is nor acquired through books 
or reason-others affirm-"but by action, by an impetuosity of the spirit." "For 
rhis reason I declare that neither the philosophers who have preceded me nor I 
myself have written anything except for ourselves" -nisi solis nobis scripsimus
"for the philosophers, our successors, and for no one dse."12 

Weidenfdd (De &cretis Adepwrum, London, tfd4, p. 47); "Alchemists! Open Your Eyes and Seize the 
Light of Narure!" 

9 Thesaurus thcsaurorum a.lchimi~wrtlm in A. Poisson, Cinq rraircs d'a.lchimie (PariS, 1890), 86. 

I() bruretiem dEudoxe et de PyrophiJe sur lc Triomphe Hcrmetiquc, BPC, .~:225. 

11 D. Treviso. De IiI philosophic dcs mecaux. BPC, 2: 398. 

12 Gebc.r, Summa perfcctionis magisterii, Bee. 1:383. 
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Four 

"Ol)E 

ChE ORAqOl) 

OUROBOROS 

O nly when we have succeeded in recapturing a living and 

"symbolic" ~e:nsitivi(y toward everything modern man 
has fossilized as dead "nature" and abstract concepts 

will we arrive at the first principle of the true hermetic teaching. This principle is 

unity, and rhe formula rhar expresses it can be found in the Chrysopoeia of 
Cleopatra,' "One the All"~ £V TO mXV-tD which we can conneCr rhe "Telesma, 
Farher of all things" of rhe Emerald Tablet. Certainly it is nor a question, in rllis 
case, of a philosophical theory-a hyporhesis reducing everyrhing to a Single 
principle-bur of an actual state brought about by a cenain suppression of the law 
of opposition between I and 110t-1 and between "inside" and "outside" [subjective! 

objective). These dualities. with rare exceptions, dominate the common and most 
recent perception of reality. The experience of this state is the secret of what the 

Hrerature calls rhe "Materia of rhe Work" or "Firsr Marter of the Wise," Only 
from this S(atc is It possible to "extract" and "shape," by "ritual" and "art"

TSXVl1(wq-everything that the tradition promises, in spiritual as well as operative 

(i.e" "magical") terms~ 

1 Marciano codex (Venia,). ms. 2325. fo1 HlHb; and ms. 2U7~ fo!' 196 
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The alchemical ideogram of "One rhe All," is 0, the circle. a line or movement 
that encloses within itsdf and contains in itself both its end and beginning. In 
hcrmctism this symbol expresses the universe anJ, at the Same time, the Grear 

Work.' In the Chrysopoda it rakes the form of a serpent -Ouroboros-biting its 
O\VI1 rail, containing within the space of the circle that it creates, the tv fa nav. 
In the same palimpsest is found another pantaclc formed by two rings, the inner 
bearing this inscription. "One is the ~crpcnt, which contains the poison, according 

to the double sign (eiq So-TIV <> 0<1>[(;0 £xmv rov i6v writ OVO crov8e}.lamJ" while 
in the outer circle it says: "One is the all, the source of all and the culmination of 

alL if the all did not comain the all, it would be nothing."3 
This" all" has also been called chaos("our" chaos), and cgg-aXlv Jrp=6JVvov

because it comains the undifferentiated potentiality of every devclopmcm or gen
eration: it sleeps in the depths of each being as a sensed myrh, [Q usc Olympiodorus's 

expression, and it extends to the chaotic mulriplicity of scattered things and forms 
in space and time here below. The closed line 0, the circle of Ouroboros, also has 
another meaning: it alludes to the principle of exclusion or "hermnic" sealing that 
metaphYSically expresses the idea of a unilaterally conceived transcendence being 

extraneous to this tradition. Here the transcendence is conceived as a mode of being 
contained in the "one thing," which has a "double sign": it is both itself and 

ultimately the overcoming of itself; it is identity and at the same time poison, that 

is to say, it has the capacity to alter and dissolve; it is both dominating (male) 
principle and dominated (female) principlc-1<-paTovo-a lCai ICparov}.ltv1)-and 
hence androgynous. One of the most ancient hermctico-alchemical totaments is 

the saying that Ostanes confided to Pseudo-Dcmocritus as the key to the books 
of the "Art"· "Nature rejoices in nature, nature triumphs over nature, nature 

dominates natute" (1) <1>vm" T!j <1>VOOI rtPJreTal, 1) <1>vmq nlq <1>vmv VI1\¢,rj 
<jJvmq -rr,n IjJvmv K"pa-rf:fl"4 But Losimos says in the same vein, "Nature fasci
nates (-rEpnEl), conquers. and dominates nature" and, he adds: "By the Sulfurs.') arc 

the Sulfurs dominated and restrained"-a principle found recurring throughout the 

development of the tradition, from the Turba phi/osophorum6 on. 
Thefe proceeds from this a whole series of symbolical expressions intended to 

indicate the absolute self-sufficiency of the unique prinCiple in every" operation": 

, Agathoruimon, citcd by Olympiodurus. CAG, 2·80; 3:27 

~ Marciano codex, 111S. n25, fol. 188b. 

4 CAG, 2:43 

'~'Ihi~ b a play un 6Efov. which in Greek means hmh "sulfur" and ·'divinity·' We arc referring to rhe 
·'t"ires,"' (he internal fi)TCeS of thing:,. These expressions, like rhosE' tollowing, have both a microcosmic 

and a macrocostnic sense. 

Ii BCe 1 :4'-:)'-:): cf Rnsinu<; ad Sarratamam cpi::,cOl.ltJlll. ill J1rtL, ;wrJicrae quam chcmiam v()cant (Basel. 
1572). 1288. 
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facher and Marner of itself? -avronlhopa /Cai aVTOfl1jropa- of itself it is (he 

son, by itself i( is dissolved, by itself is killed, and to itself it gives new life. The 

"unique dling that contains :in itself the four dements and rules over them,"S the 
"matter of the Wise," also called their "Scone," contains in itself whatever we may 

need. I( kills itself and (hen brings itself back to life. It weds i(Sdf, impregnates itself 

and dissolves in its O'Wll blood."9 It is its own root-radIx ipsius. 

We must always bear in mind, moreover, what we've already said: we arc not 

dealing with a philosophical concept, bur wi(h the traces of a nature sub specie 
itlcerioriratis, that goes beyond the antithesis betwc:en maner and .spirit, between 

world and superworld. And sO Zacharias can say, "If we declare OUt matter to be 
spiritual, thac is (tue and if we declare i( to be corpoteal, we do not lie. If we call 

it ceJcstial. that is its true de:signadon. If we name it terrestrial, we have spoken 
correctly"l0 The "egg," which is the image of (he world-1(6<r,uov ,ui,uaw 
receives, in the Hellenistic alchemical texts, the name J.,i8ov roy au J.,iBOV,11 and 

Braccesco explains: "This is stone (or being, fann, corporeality, tangibility) and 
not stone, it is found everywhere, is base and preCiOUS, hidden and visible to 

everyone."12 "It is chaos or spirit in the form of a body [the cosmos, perceived 

nature]' but nevertheless is not body. "13 In one brilliant stroke, these enigmatic yet 
illuminating words of Zosimos synthesize the knowledge of (he marvelous thing, 

via the double pa(hway and the double expression. It is, again in me evangelic 
sense, (he hermetic Stone of the "Lords of me Temple"-oil(o&<rn6rcq-the 

"Engineers of (he Spirit"-q)1JAa~ nvsv,uaT{j)v. 
Herr then is the grea( divine mystery. (he looked-for objeer. This is the All. 

From it and by means of it everything COmes. It is two nawres, one essence: 
because one is attracted by the orner and one is domina(ed by the other. This is 

the luminous water (literally, "Silver") that is forever fleeing from and a"racted by 
its 0\VIl clements. It is the divine Water, which no one knew. whose nature is 

difficult to contemplate because it is not a metal, nor the water of perpewal 
motion, nor a corporealiry. It is indoI1u·,ab1e. All in all, it possesses a path and a 

spirit, and the power of destruction. 14 

7 Corpus Hermcricum. 4.5.8. C1'. Hippo!yrus, Philosophumena. 6.17 

i:I Moric.nus, Encrctiem clu Roi Ka.hd. BPC, 2:86 

9 Triomphe Hermecique, BPc' 3:196. Cf. RosulIIs ad Sarrarantem in Arcls auriferac, L~25; Bracccsco, 
La espositiollc di ereher philusopho (Venice, 1.,,)51). fol. 25a; Turba philosnphortlm, BPC, 2:17. etc. 

1() PhilosophiC naturclle des metaux, BPC, 2:.,,)2.~. 

11 CAG. 2:18. 

12 E~p()5itione, fo1. 66b: cf. R. Bacon. De secreris opcribus a.rti:" r::t II<l[Ura, Bee 1:622. 

Ll A 1- Pnnr.ry, Dictionnaire mytho-hcrmcrique (Pari~. 1758), 281. 

14 Tex( in CAG. 2:143-144 
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Five 

COE OERffiECic 

PRESEnCE 

O nce the combination of corporeal and spirirual has been 
understood as it must be understood-that is, not as two 

principle parts (though one of them is called spiritual) of 

a theoretical cosmos exterior to consciousness, but as a living process provided by 
real experience-we come to another fundamental hermecic teaching: that of imma

nence, rhe presence of me "marvelous thing" in man, rhe "living chaos" in which all 

possibilities reside. The hermrric texts continually refer to trus immanence in the 

same terms, passing from a cosmico-natural meaning to an inner human meaning. 

Srone, Water, Mine, Matrix, Egg, Chaos, Dragon, Lead, Firsr Marrer, Tree, Spirir, 

Teiesma, Quintessence, Woman, Heaven, Seed, Earth, and so on, are symbols in 
the hermetic cipher language that refer, often in the same pa..<.;sage, to one continu

ous objecr and thereby create an enormous difficulty fDr the inexperienced reader. 
The literature is also clear about me "origin of immanence." The Emerald Tabler's 

"Tdesma, Father of all things" is complemented by the redoubtable revelation of the 
Corpus HermeticlIm .. ' "Thou art all in all, composed of all powers." Morienus, in 

answer to King Kalid, explains, "Oh, King, I will confess rhe ([Urn to YOU. God, for 
his pleasure, created in you this most wonderful thing,2 and wherever you go, it will 

1 Corpu.~ Hamericum. B.2. 

2 This thdstico-creationist ruotif, <lnd various others similar to it in the medieval texts, are nothing but 
a concession to the dominating exoteric religious beliefs of the rrme . 
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be in you, and you will not be rid of it .... You are i(5 mine and storehouse, for it 

is in you, and to tell the truth. you yourself are the one who receives it and gathers 

it in And whoever seeks any other stone in the Teaching will be deceived in his 
labor. '" Ostanes. in the Arab text of Kitab cl-Foqul, says the same, "There is 

nothing in the world as common as this mysrcriolls thing: it is found in rich and 

poor, accompanies rhe traveller and stays with one at home. ,,' And he add" "By 
God l If ir were called by its true name. the ignorant would shour. "lie l " and the 

intelligent would be perplexed." Moreover, "The stone speaks but ye heed it nOL It 

call, to you and ye answer nOL 0 ye sleepers I 'What deafness stopS your ears' 

'What vise grips your heart'''' The Cosmopolite say" "'What you're looking for 
is in from of your eyes; no one can live without it, all creatures serve it, bur few even 

notice it; and everyone has it in his power. "n And in the Seven Chapters of Hermes: 
"I have come to tell ye what ye do not know, the Work is with you and within you, 

once yc find it in yourselves. where it continuously resides, you will possess it 
forever right there where ye stand. "7 

"0" word heaven, of which it is said in the Gospels, "the kingdom of heaven 
is vvithin," is also used [or the First Principle in the hermetico-alcbcmical tradition. 

But for this there is, as we've said and will see, another even morC frequem and 

typical symbol, water. The mystical hermetism of Boehme say' about ito "This 

water endures throughout eternity. It reaches every corner of this world and is the. 
Water of Life which penetrates beyond death nowhere is ir perceptible Or 

apprehensible (' difficult to contemplate,' Zosimos said). But it fills everything 
equally. Jc is fowld also in the body of man and when he thirsts li)T this water and 
drinks oFit, the Ught oEUff shilles in him. "8 Thus is affirmed once and for all rbar 
"man is the center in which everything winds up: the quintessence of the whole 

universe is locked in him. He participates in the virtues and properties of all 
individuals. "9 

But the body being the most concretc. expression of the human entity, in 

hermetism the same cosmic symbols also deSignate the "mystery" of corporc.al
ity-and now we begin better to understand that which is "nearer than any other 

thing." which "all have before their eyes and ar rbeir fingertips," considered vile 
by the ignorant and held by rhe sages as most precious of all. The Buddhist 

:\ 1::fntretiens, BPC 2:86. 87. 88. 

4 Texc in CA1A. 3:124. 

:i Texr in CMA. 3:117. 124. Cf Commenrario de pharmaC(} cath()liC(} (Amstetdam. 1666). 4. §8 

6 De sulplmre (Venice. 1644). 20K; BPC. 3:273. 279 

"7 Text in Bl'C. vol. i. 

H J. Boehme. Aurora. 24. §38. 39. 

9 Pernery. Fables, j·72 
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sayinK "This body, a mere eight hands tall, comprises rhe world, is rhe creation 
of the world, the end of the world and the parh rhar leads to the resolution of the 

world" strongly complements the Tabula Smaragdilla: "11ut which is above is as 
that which is below, and thar which is below is as rhar which is above, for the 

performance of the miracles of the one thing." This is expressed in the Greek 
texts as: "Everything in (he macrocosmos, is also in man "10 and is echoed by 
Boehme: "The earrhly body you inhabit is all one wirh the rotality of rhe 

<nflamed body [that is, the body living in the special scare of rhe "fire" of rhe 
spirit) of this world. "11 Still another hermetic sentence: "Look, it is a unique thing, 

having a unique root, of a uniqueness [0 which nothing exterior to it has been 

added, but which in rhe working of the Arr, many superfluous things have been 
removed. "12 

This fundamental principle_ of hermerism, a~ we shall see, provides various 

orders of correspondence: real, analogical, "magical." Certain structures of reality, 
certain metallic states-conceived as silent astral fecundations in the grcmium 

matris terrae-certain natural phenomena of the urano-planetary world, are con
ceived as OSSifications of forces that reveal their secret in corresponding States of 

the spirit that lie sleeping in the heart of corporeality. 
In the Orient they teach thar by follOwing the traces left behind in us by the 

attnan we can attain the knowledge of the universe.13 Agrippa, paraphrasing Geber, 
expounds on the same teaching with equal clarity: "No one can excel in the 

alchemical arr without knowing the principles in himself; and the greatet the 

knowledge of the self, the greater will be the magnetic power attained thereby and 
the greater the wonders to be realized. "14 "AlubuJa ab intra" is one of the mottoes 

of the Commel1tatio de pharmaco catho/fco. 

And this "interior way," thi' Via sacra that begins wirh rhe "black hie
fatic stone"-ispar'fK'1} ALeoa /-l&Aalva the "stone that is not a stone" but an 

"image of the cosmos"~,,6aflOv Idfl1JTa "our black lead" (all symbols of the 
human body, from this point of view), and along the course of which will rise 
up Gods and Heroes,i5 "heavens and planets," elemental men, metallic and 

1() Olympiodorus, text in CAe, 2:100 

11 Aurora, 24, §67. 

12 In TIle,mum chemicum (Urscl, 1(02), 1 :833 et sey. 

13 nrihadaranyaka~l "Janishad, 1.6.7 

14 Agrirra. Dc occufta phifosophia, 3.36. 

L'i It is useful to recall that the Romans ritually rur a black srone-/apis niger at the beginning of the 
Via Sacra. The herme,dc work in the Greek texts ::,ometimes refers to itself as "the mystery of Mithra~" 
and J\.1ithras \vas conceived as a god, or hero, is;;uing out of a stone, who \VOuld subjugate the Sun. Upon 
"rhis stone" evangelistically-must be built a "church"; while "lords of the temple," as \VC have said. 
were referred to as hermetic masrfrs. We can go yuite far with such meaningful associations 
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sidereal"-this path is enigmatically conrained in the sigil represented by 
VLTRJ.O.L., explained thus by Basil Valentine; "Visita Interiora Terrae 
Rectili'cando Invcllies Occulrum Lapidem" (pass through the bowels of the earth 
[earth - "the body"), and by rectifying thou wilt find the hidden stone). Eventually. 
along that path the knowledge of sdf and the knowledge of the cosmos intersect 
and seaSOn one another t until they become the ant' and the same marvelous thing, 
the true goal of the Great Work. As above, so below, as in spirit, so in nature. 
Within (he human organism, as outside it, are prcsem the Three, the Four, the 

Seven, the Twelve, Sulfur, Mercury, Salt; Eaf(h, Water, Air, Fire; the Planers, the 
Zodiac. "The fumace is uniquc"-aHirm the Sons of Humes enigmatically
"unique the path and unique, as welL the Work."!7 "There is but one Nature and 
one Art .. _ . TI1e Work is all there is, and beyond it there exist no other (rUChS."18 

In the Hermetic Triumph it is said that "our Stone" exists, but that it hide.s itself 

until the artist can lend a hand to Narure. 19 The henncric Art is (0 illuminate anew 
the meaning of the analOgies by reestablishing rhe realiry of what they represent; 
self-sufficient and not needillg anything but self-sufficiency. To need nothing at all 
is the "unique thing'.zo itself. the "divine" and operative tecllIlique,"rEXVI) (Jc:ia, 
T"'XVI) OOyp.aTIlClj." The latter, "via the affinity of natures, controls the natures 
of like substances. "21 For that which can be said wirh rhe greatest certainty is that 
"the Work is a third world, like the orher rwo, but with the forces of the 
macrocosmos and of the microsmos reunited in it. "22 

16 Cf. Boehme Aurora, 7.\ §H3: ["So man wi!! rechr urkunden dcr Sterncngcbun oder Anfc!Ilg, 50111u}5 

ma.n cigcntlich wis.~cn die Gcbua de:, Lebcns, wdls.ich das Leben il1 cinCIIl Lob gcbiihrcc del111 cs I~~[ a!ks 
cillerki CIt'burr " (In order to know the origin of the stars or the Beginning, you must ullderst,lIld the 
origin of life, and how life originates in the body. because in everything rhere is only one origination.)
Trans] 

11 Pseudodemocritean texts. CAG. 3:37 

1H Nuvum !umen cllCI1liwl11 (Venice. 1644). 62 

19 Tcx( in BPC 3:272 

20 The many hermeric c.xpre<;sion<; refer to this idea according to one of their principk meanings-that 
nothing can be added to the symbolic" matters". (hat they suffice ro pedecr rhemselves and nothing 
ex(erior ro thCI11 can confer thar: perfection; that they contain in themselves the principles of all the 
operations. Citing Moric:nus (Ellfrefit'l1s. BPC, 7.:07.) for all "T11o.~C who have what they need in 
thrm.<;('.lws [the hermetic ma"ter~J. require nobody'~ help." 

21 CA.G, 2:209. 

22 Uvn.' de 1a misericordc. C7vfA, 3:179 
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Six 

CREACioD 
ADO mgcl) 

e wish to call attention to one final aspecr of 
the analogy. According to the hermetic con
ception, as the elements of the cosmos COrre

spond to those within man, so both the process of crcacion-and che process by 
which man, through the Art, reintegrates hlInself wirilin hilllself-followan iden
tical path and have rhe sallle meaning The analogy between the alchemical Att
XTI/.ada- and the Act of the Demiurge-1<'OGflOmia-goes back to the first Greek 
rex" of Pelagius, Comarius, Zosimos. We can easily recognize the phases of 
Creation in rhe different pha..-.;cs of the hermetic work: the initiation experience 

furnishes the key to cosmogony, and vice versa: according to the hermetic exegesis, 

every traditional cosmogony and mythology has, among other meanings, an 

explanation shaped and veiled by the enigmas of the different operations and 
transformations of the Art. 1 

In order to make sense of this (caching it is clearly necessary to abandon the idea 

1 CL CAe. 2:.713-14. This idea is explicit in Cra:,~dlame. Ode ilkhClllica (rexr in O. \Virrh, Le 
symbolismI.': hcrmctiquI.': [PariS. 19091161): "Our Great Work shows clearly that God ha~ made the 
whole in rhe same way rhar the physical elix.ir is made." Morienus, (Ellfrecit'11S, BPC 2:HH)' "It COJ1[aim; 
in it~d[ the [our eieIllC!lts and resembles the world and the composition of the world." Cf. Della Riviera. 
Mondo magien. 40. 98 99; Philalethcs, imroiClJS i1perw5 .Id OCclUSU111 tfgi~ pafariu/l?, chap. :); Pc:mcty. 
Rlbks, i: 25; Hortubnus (Commcncdrio Tabulae Smaragdinae. lWe 1, §11· "Our stolle is made in the 
same way that the: world was created." 
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of the Creation as a historical fact over and done 'With in the spatial and temporal 

past. We must conceive of it as functioning in an ongoing state, metaphysical in 

its own right and therefore beyond space and time, beyond past as well as future, 

which is more or less that same state that some mystics, even Christial1lllystics, 
have called erernal creariolJ. On such a basis, creation is an ever-present event that 

comiciousncss can always recover by acrualizing itself in states, which-according 
to the "principle of immanence"-constitute the possihilities of its profound na

rure-its "chaos"-while in the cosmogonic myth, they are presented to LIS in the 
form of symhols, gods, images, and primordial accs.' And given that the goal of 
the" ambula ab intra," of the hermetic" inner path" descending to the" interior of 

the earth" is preci~dy that "profound nature," this aspect of the hermetic teaching 

is easily explained. And as the alchemists not only take rhe different phases of the 
Hesiodic, or even biblical, creation [or a paradigm, but sometimes extend the 

analogy to rhe same episodes in the life of Christ and particularly to the Herculean 
and Jasonic lahors, all of these to them are neither "historical [acts" nor "fables" 
but allusions to extratemporal spiritual states and acts. 

We must add (0 the above that this "living of the myth" has, in hermetism, 
nothing even vaguely "mystical" about it. Aside from all that has been said, "living 
the myth" means to arrive by means of symbols at a perception of that metahistorical 

order in which nature and man himsdf, so to speak, are found in a state of creation 
and which, among other things, contains for us the sccret of the energies that 

activate within and behind visible things and human corporeality We shall see that 

none. other is thc premise in all strictly alchemical (i.e., not ~imply initiatic) 
operations. 

For now we shall confine ourselves to pointing out the connecrion bctwcen such 

ideas and the deepest understanding of the ancient traditions according to which 

gods, demons, or heroes are the introducers to "physical reality" or (() living 
consciousness, of the mystcries of nature. Hermetically "to know" a god is to 

realize a "creadve: state" that is at the same time a metaphysical significance, the 
"secret soul" and the occult power of a specific process of nature. 

1 Hermetism, moreover. reaffilms the tl'aditional icka or the imernai wlity of all myths. ,1S expressed 
by J. M. Ragon (De 1i1 Mdl,"Olll1erie occuicc cc de lYnitiatioD hcrmcriqut"' [Paris, 1926], 44)· ··On 
recognizing the truth uf the alliance of me two systems. the symbolic and the philosophical-ill rhe 
allegories of rhe monuments of all 'lges, in the symbolic writings of the priesthoods of all nations. in 
the riLuab of the mystery societies we ohtain a constant series. an inv,lriablc system of principles th,l( 
proceed OUt of a vaSt, impre:,;sive, and genuine superstucturc. which is the only framework in which they 
can be truly coordinated." Concerning the symbolic contenr of rhe myth, \Ve ,.vill limit ourselves w 
rcproducingjust this one testimony hom Braccesco (Fs(Josiliollt', fob. 77h. 42a): "The Ancklits hid this 
science in poetical fables and spoke throllgh similitudes ... those who have no knowlrdge of this science. 
cannot knuw what the Ancients intended, what they \\·ished ro indicate by the llames of so tn<1ll)! gods 
and goddesses. or by their generariollS, love affairs ,mel mutation!">. Nor should yuu imagine du1.t moral 
lessons me: hidd.en in these fables." 
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The different references in the texts to "genii," gous, etc, which in dreams or 
visions have revealed to the "SOllS of Hermes" the secrets of the Art, muS( be 
understood in the same sense. 

Now we shall go on to consider tbe developments of the hermetic doctrine in 
regard to the principles comprising the "one knowledge." 
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Seven 

"illomA 1)," "illACER," 

"mERCU Rg," 
• "P01S01)" 

e have spoken of the tv TO ,mv. But we need 
to begin by establishing the "chaos" at "every
thing" aspect of the "one. "In (he strictest sense, 

this is the FirSt Maner" the undifferentiated possibility, the otigin of all genetation. 
In hetmetism, although the symbolism that designates it is rathet diverse, it 
recapi[Ularcs the symbols utilized by many ancient civiliz;atiolls.lt is "Night," the 
"Abyss," the "Matrix"; the place of the "Tree," and as we have also seen, the 
Woman-the Mother, the "Lady of the Philosophers," the "Goddess of sublime 
beauty"l But the technical and specific symbols of the hermetico-alchemical texts 
arc t above all, those of Water and Mercury 

"WIthout the divine Water"-8efov oouw<;-"nDthing exists"-ov&v ia-nv
says Zosimos:2 "it works every operation through its components [that is to say, 

in that by which it takes form)." Water of the Abyss-evujJvaaulOv v!5op, 
Mysterious Watff, Divine Water, Permanent Water, Living Water (or Water of 

1 This last. in the third key of Basil Viliemine (Aurrfia occufrum phif()~opborum, Bee 2) is offered as 

the "Woman or rhe Sea," and at the same time, refers (0 the "eemer of dK Tree that is in the eenrr.r 
of Paradise," what "(he Philosophct<s have sought su carefully" 

, CAG, 2144 
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Life), Eternal Water, Silver Warer (vi5papyvpov), Ocean, Mare Nosrrum, Mare 
Magnum Philosophorum, Aqua-Spirit, Ems ['erennis, Heavenly Water, erc., are 
Expressions found everywhere in thE texts. On the other hand, between the 

symbols of the Feminine Principle and those of the Waters-"Morher Eartb," 
"Waters," "Mother of the Waters," "Swne," "Cavern," "House of the: Mother," 

"Night," "House of Profundity" or of "Strength" or of "Wisdom"-there is a 
connection that goes back (0 the beginning of timc. 3 And this is what hcrmctism 
reclaims. 

Meanwhile the Waters, the "Radical Werness, " tbe "Lady of the Philosophers," 
Chaos, the I!v ro mxv, the "mystery sought for eons and finally found," etc. all 
come down, alchemically, to Mercury Everything is composed of Mercury (or 
Mercurial Water), say the [txts; it is what constitures, they say, the Marrer, tbe 
beginning and the end of the Work. 

We have mentioned another association: the Serpent or Dragon. This is

Ka8oAlK6~ ot/>u;-- the "universal" or "cosmic Serpent" which, according to the 
gnosdc expression, "moves through all things."4 Irs relation to the chaos prin
ciple-"our Olaos or Spirit is a Dragon of fire that conquers all":J--and (0 the 

principle of dissolution6 --.:LelwcHq-(the Dragon Ourobouros is the dissolution), 
goes back to the most ancienr myths. 

Hcrmctism, however, also use,s more particular symbols for this. Venom, Viper, 

Universal Solvent, and Philosophical Vinegar deSignate the power of the undiffer
entiated, at whose touch all differentiation can but he destroyeJ. But at the dIllc 

we finJ the word mcnSrtUUll1 to indicate the same principk and, as such-rhat is, 

as the blood of the symbolic "Lady" which nourishes generation-ir also takes on 
the oppOSite meaning of the Spirit of Life, the "Fountain of Living Water," the 
"Life in the bodies, that which attracts, rhe Light of lights. "7 

The principle in question, then, has a double meaning. It is Death and Life. It 
has the double power of solve and of coagula.- it is the "Philosophical Basilisk," like 
a bolt of lightning burning all "imperfect metal" (Crollius); "Terrible Fountain," 
which if allowed to run over would lead to ruin, but which confers victory ovcr 

all things to the "King" who knows how to bathe in it (Bernard of Treviso), It is 

.-\ Cf. H Wirth. Det Auf,q-ang dcr Mcnschhcit Gena, 1928). and J. J. Dachofen, lfrrchgion und antih' 
Symbo!e (Leipzig, 1926). 

4 1n Hippolytus (PhilosoplwDJeJ.la, .5.9; d, ,,),16), where the Serpt:llC as the hermetic Mercury in Basil 
Valentine is assimilated to the river by the spring thar issu('s from the center of l:Jen. ;lud secondly to 
the Logos of John, whereby ,111 things are made (an assimilation mat we aho find in hrrmetism); for 
Boehme Mercury is the Sound. the Verb, the "Word ot CrOd, manifestation of the eternal Abyss" 
(Aurora, 4, §§13. 14; Dc 51!;n,lrUra, 8, §:J6). 

:i PhI1alethes, IOlrairus apercus, chap. 2 

6 Pscudodemocrite:an texts, CAG, 3:22 

7 Syrian texts, (A1A.. 2:158. 
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the: Ruach, Spirir or Breath, the "undifferentiated principle in every individual";8 it 

is the "black Lead," and also the "Magnesia," the "Quinressence," that which can 

do f'vnyrhing in all things-pHn NIl pHsi -and thar ro rhose who know -IlOWl]

and who understand its use, it supplies Gold and Silver.9 

in reality, by the same absolutely undifferentiated nature of that which it 

signifies, the symbolism used hy the texts for this purpose is unlimited. The 
hermetic authors say explicitly that everything can Ix deSignated by any thing

including the most extravagant things-with the aim of misleading the ignorant. 
What is of imerest, however, is how we rdate these symbols [0 a spiritual state 

under the guise of an experience: given that for hermctism one: must consider true: 
what Arisrork said of the Mysteries, that perhaps one went to thf'111 not to learn, 

but ro acquirf' a deep impression from a lived experic:nce:-ov /1.aOEfv, eXAM 
naOElv.lO It is in this sense: that one: muSt understand rhe expressions relative: to 

the same priniciple of which we have just spoken, rhat we. find in certain kindred 
currents of hermcrism: "Warer rhat produces trembling"-cpplK'rOV voop;1i "The: 

darkness is a rerrible Water! "-TC) 8£ malTo, iJowp emi ¢of3£povY "Complete 

power of violent agitation, like water in constant movement"; that which brings 

"What makes permanent, frees what goes, destroys whar grows"; and in whose 
image we(C made Cepheus, Prometheus and Japheth."13 Boehme says it better, 

"The essence is squeez;ed wholly out of death through the death process, which is 
dlectf'd in the great anguish of the impn:ssure where there is an exisrential death 

rarment, which is the mercurial life and this fearfulness come.s from the 
Mercury, or the anguish of death. "11 It's a matter of coming into contact with the 

venom, with its dissolVing force, as death, that bre.aks up the finite essences. 

So, hermetic Mercury, the "Philmophical Basilisk," that acts like a bolt of lightning 

(recall the bolt tbat stmck tbe Titans), corresponds (0 pra"", the life force, which in the 

Hindu tradition is also called the "supteme cause of tettor" and "brandished fireball," 

which, however, .. makes who knows ir immortal. tt15 In Assyrian mythology, the god 

I\1.arduk has thunderbolts in barh hands when in combat against the Chaos monster, 

Tiamat. 111is symbolic comhat leads us t() the next phase, that of separarion. 

,~ Pcrnety, Victionnairc. 141 

" Ci. CAG 291, 94-96, 98, 144 

10 In Synesius, Dion., 48. 

Ii The Grear MagiC<ll Pap.vms of Pari", text in Introduzione affa magia, 1: 144ff. 

12 In 11irrolytus, Philosophumcna. S19. 

n Ibid., 5: 14 

t4 Boehme, De siglli:lWril, 3, ~~19. 20. ["0,1.'1 WeSCll ~eher alles aus dcm Tode durch.~ S'tcrbcrl, welcbes 
geschieht in der gr<~Rcn Angst des lmpres~cm. da cinc ~tcrbcrJ(lc QUill ist, v.oekIJl:s d;lS mercurialische 
Leben I~~r und dicscr Schreck ist aus dem Mercurio oder aus deT Angst Jc~ '{odes. '~TrJll<:..] 

Li Karhif.Upant:<;had, 2.1.2 
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Eight 

SEPARACiOl): SU l) 

Al)O mOOl) 

"1) ature takes pleasure in itself" and "Na~ 
turC dominates itself." Hfrc is the possi

bilityof "nature" being desite, abandon
ment (a itself, spontaneity. and identification with self-gratification. At the samc 

rime it is the possibility of saying no to itself, of manifesting itself as that which 

acts against itself. that which dominates and transcends itself, ro the point of 
actually making the distinction between that which dominatc\' ("masculine," ac

tive) and that which is dominated ("feminine," passive), in which alone is found the 
ancient chaotic nature. Such are, sub specie lfw::rioritaas, the two poks that in 

splitting apart, release one from the other. 
We can also say that in the One the All, the "One" and the "All" now crystal

lize as tWo distinct principles. The "One" takes on the meaning of a cenrer that 
manifests in the heart of chaos (dle "All") and affirms itself tllCrf as a principle of 
incorruptible fixity, stability, and transcendence. from the signature. of O-"the 
first matter" we move on to 0, which is (he ancient hicroglyph of (he SUIl. And 
that which in the originating matter waS undetermined possibility, a passive 

potentiality for any quality, change, or chaotic transformation, is turned into a 

quite different principle, which in hermcrism corresponds (0 rhe feminine symbol 
of the MDoIl (L 
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Sun 0 and Moon «: is (he fundamental hermeric duality It can be said that the 

Serpent, upon mulriplying itself, has opposed itself (0 i(self' and the principle 

symbols that expressed themselves as the "prima mate:ria"-Woman, Dragon, 
Mercury, dlC Waters-now serve only to express (he lunar force. Separated from 

the cemer, (his force becomes a blind impulse and savage flood. Its downward 
direerion is the direc(ion of (he "fall" precisely indicated by the alchemical hiero

glyphic of the Wa(er principle V, under (hat aspect identical to the Moon «:. 
The dragons (like the Bulls) become those which the solar heroes-- Mithras, 

Hercules, Jason, Apollo, Horus, etc.-fight against. They are called by the alche

mists, in the: hermetic interpretation of the myth, "green" and "undigested," 

because they have not yet suffered the "maturation" or domination that will 
((ansmute them to higher orders of power. In place of the Primordial Woman, of 
the solitary Virgin of the \M)rld, K6apov K6p'1, are introduced pairs in which is 

expressed the duality of the Tdlurian and Uranian principle, Earth-Heaven, "Above, 
the celestial. Below, the tcrrcs[tial. The work is compicccd, masculine and feminine 

helping together.'" Mercury is "fixed" and "coagulated", such is the sense of 
F1amel's sixth figure, wnich is a crucified Serpent. 3 

If (he Dragon figures again in the center of the "Citadel of (he Philosophers" of 

Khunrath, it is nevertheless a dragon that must be conquered and killed, the one 

[hat incessantly devours itself This is Mercury as burning rhfr.'it,4 covcmusness, 
hunger, blind drive for gratification,:) and dlUS tile "viscous nature," the principle 

of idcncificadon and :-;c1f;absorption nature "fascinated" and conquered by na~ 
tureG Such is, macroscopically, (he sccrer of the sublunary world of changing and 

I Cf. Eliphas Levi, (Hisroirc de Ja magic [Paris. 1922], 138): "life is a serpent that incessandy creates 
and devours itself. One must ignore fear and plant one's foot firmly Oll its head_ I krmes. by Joubling 
it. opposes it to itself, and in eternal equilibrium makes of it rhe talisman of his power and the: glory 
of his caduceus." 

, CAG. 2,147 

3 Grillu de Givry, Muse(' des .mrciCIS. mages cr alchimLm's (PariS, 1929). :~98, 414, plate 347 

4 Psclldodrl11ocritcan (exb. CAG, 2:20 For rhe symbol of the dragon that devours itself. see O::;tanes 
in Cr.1A. 3:119-20 

'~Ill De signarul'a. 2, §7, Boehme speaks of <l craving or will that cannot satisfy itselt outside of ibelL 
that is the pr(Jpcrty of a "hunger (hat fcc.ds on itself." Cf. 3. §3: "l11is desire was present in the Norhil1g 
before irsrlf. cannot look for anything beyond itself. and cannot find anything in naturc but it~.·' in 
3. §12: "The desire Iears ur our of thc Abyss [ef. tht:' alchemical "water of the Abyss"] and in that very 
desire wc fil1d the beginning of nature." This touches on the symbol of (he dragon that devours itself 
and Mercury as "burning thirst." 

"Apart from rhc quotations aI1d comments ill the Pseudod.emocritean texts (CAG, 2·63), it is said that 
Mercury binds with the elemcnts and cannot be separated from (hem, wbich is why it is "dominated 
and dominating" at the same time (amalgamatioI1). "Viscous" soul is an expressi0l1 to signify the 
spiritual state of l11al1 on which thb force acts. Fernery (Dicrirmnairc, 202) speaks of a "Viscous 
{-{umidity," that is "the Mercury of the Philos()phers," which is the basis tor "all the individuals of the 
dlIee kingdoms of l1aEUrC " 
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becoming, opposed to the uranian region of being, of the discarnate "abiliry of 

celeseial natures reflecting the mode of pure spiritual virility 

Transposed co heri11etic, metallurgical symhols, the principle of rhe Sun 0 
corresponds to Gold, that subseance which no acid can alter; and rhe principle of 

the Moon «: corresponds to fluid Silver or Silver-Warer (rhe ancient name for 
Quicksilver or Mercury). 

Under a certain aspect the solar principle can be rdated to [he. color red and the 

second principle eo white, referring, rhen, eo Fire and Light, respectively Fire is rhe 

proper vinue of the solar principle, not me fire of desire, generative ardor. or lust, 

but rhe flamma non urrns, the nonmaterial principle of all animation? Light, per 

SC, is more c10sdy related to the feminine, lunar principle as Wisdom which, with 
respect to 0 has the same nature as rhe light that the Moon reflects ftom tbe solar 
principle. 

There is a special alchemical symbol rhat is in part eqUivalent to the Sun, 

arsenic, which is explained by the Greek word apC56VlIdJ v meaning both" arsenic" 
and" masculine" or "virile. ,,8 Still anothr.r symbol is Niter or Saltpeter, whose 

ideogram CD indicares rhe predominance of a phallico-virile principle (the vertical 
I which CUts through the "prima maceria" 0, The symbolism of Niter (Sali[[cr) 

is much used by Roehme, with which he expresses the "heat that acrivares the 
light," the "active, bOiling virtue" of the divine powers in opposition to Mercurius 

or Sound (the corresponding Light principle), which is, we shall learn, the principle 
of all individuation. 

7 By virrur of rhis tire, which h "a parr of celestial homogeneity," all ., invisible spirit," a "soul not 
subject to the dimension of bodies," a "miracle that only rhe Philsopher~ can recognize," immense, 
invisihle, apt by its virtue for action (0 br present everywhere. s"'e Agrippa, Dc nccu/ta philu:,opbul, 
1:514; Philakrhes, E/Jist. di Ripley. §§56, 57; Regulae, chap. 10 

8 C:J1C, 2:417: "Symholically. in enigOl<l, <usmic was understood to mC<Hl 'virility." 
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Nine 

FROZE1) A1)O 

FloUli1)Cj UlACERS 

O nce the. two principles have been separated, the: connec
tion that can be made between them is of twO kinds: 0 
(the Sun, Gold) can be dominated by «: (me Moon, the 

Watexs), or it can dominate them. In the first case we have (he law of becoming, 

proper to that world which, from ancient times [0 me scholastic cra has been 
appropriarely referred to as sublunary, and in rhe Hindu tradition, norably in 
Buddhism, the world of samsara --which is the hermetic "dissolution," the seCret 

of those myths in which figure men and primordial beings devoured by dragons or 
other narures personifying rhe wer principle of chaos (for example, the Egyptian 
myth of Typhon-Seth and Osiris). 

The second case refers to everything rhac reflects the immovable 0 having the 
character of an C'exhauS[ivdy") completed, perfected thing, and to everything in 
which exists more cosmos than chaos through me predominance of a law of order, 

organization, and equilibrium OVCr mere: change. 
From this there follows, in particular, a rdation of rhe Gold principle-Sun, Fire, 

Niter, etc-to everything (har is individual and corporeal, in the sense of a signature 

having the stable imprinting of a power: and oi the Moon principle to everything 
that is "volarile" and unable to grasp the "vital spirir," the subtle energy of 
transformariom;. Tn the literature we find a multitude of allusions confirming such 

relarionships-Frozen Waters and Flowing Waters: iorees individualized and fixed 
by the Solar principle, and forces in the elemental state. In AriStOtelian terminol
ogy, we can say that in general the Sun is "form" and the power of individuation, 
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while the Moon-which preserves (he archaic Mother and Woman symbols 
expresses (he "material" and universal: to the undifferentiated vitality, to the 

cosmic spirit or ether-light, corresponds the feminine. Everything, on the contrary, 

that opposes it as spcciahZa(ion, qualification, or concrete individuation reflects, 

(hen, (he masculine solar principle. Here functions (ha( power of limita(ion, (he 
contracting virtue (he coagula in opposi(ion to (he solve) to which (his passage of 
Boehme refers: "The universal divinity, in its most intimate. and essential genera

tion, in its nucleus, possesses a sharp al1d terrible asperity, which astringent quality 

is an excessive, radical, firm attraC[ion . , similar to winter, when the cold is 
biner and unbearable, to the point of water being transformed into icc. "1 

The strange alchemical terms "cold fire" and "igneous cold" have an analogous 

meaning: the peculiarity of (he Fire of the "primordial Masculine" as it opposes the 

moist and savage quaUty of the. "impure. matter" and of the Lunar Dragon, is 
precisely to be frozen at the same time. It animates, and also dominates, binds, 

projects a "fixation"; and from it detaches forms in which the Waters arc chained 
rogether by a law, till they culminate in the miracle of (he Mysterium Magnum, 

of a life with a central consciousness that says [0 itself: "1." In pages to come the 
context of our discourse will show precisely how Gold or the Sun, in one of irs 

main practical sense.s, expresses what we can call the ego principle; whether it 
manifest itself in "earthy," "vulgar" form, (where it is only a mirror of the true Sun 

projected by the fortuitous Waters of the "Current"), Or wlmher it unites only to 
itself, or is pure, in the form of noble. living mera!, and then acquires effec(ively 
the value of "cenrer" as in the primordial state. Such is the key [0 understanding 

the operations of the Art according to the central meaning of the work of 
palingfnesis. 

We should mention again that, in (his context, the choice of the symbol of 

the Stone for (he human body acquires a complementary juS(ification: the body, 
as a compiered, organi;:ed, and stable Nature is a "fixed" (hing as opposed to 

(he instability of psychic ptinciples and the volatility amibuted to "spirits"; so 
nor only is the rdation of Sun, Gold, anJ Fire wi(h the body (Jirectly or 
through the equivalent symhols) vety frequent, but when the same spiritual 
interior being has acquired the supernatural stahility of the regenerated, the 
corporeall1rinciplcs are elevated to a higher plain, and the "two are made one" 

in a "slliritual corporeality"; and the word that serves once again to express that 
corpoteality will be (his same Stone: d,e Philosopher's Stone. The hermetic 
imperative is: "Transform yoursc!ves, ye dead stones into living philosophical 

1 Boehme, Aurora. n, §§55, 57: ["Die gam:;e C;otthde hilt ill ilmT inl1erStell oder anfanglicht:n Creburr 
im Kern g;Jr eillC scharfe, fr.~chrecklichc Shiir[e:, illdt.'111 die herbc Qualieae gar ein crsdln'Cklich herb, hart, 
Finster ulld kalt Lusammcnziehcll isr, gleich dr.::m \-Vinter, wann cs grimmig kale ist, cilE ,Jus del11 
Wasser Eis wird. "-Trans.) 
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stones"-rransmuramini de lapidibus morruis in vivos lapides philosophicos2 

In this aspect of its symbolism an inl1uence on hermetism is rather apparent on 
the part of the spirit of the classical tradition. The value auributed in the classical 
world (0 all thac has form. that is completed according to a limit and a measure-
1Ccpa,; rhe comempt amimystically given. on the other hand. to that which is 
indeterminate and inddinite-a1Cs!pov-is teflecred in rhe connection rnar heunetism 
establishes between the principle of corporeality and the signarure of Gold (Sun). 
the most noble of narure's dements. "To treat the Fire of Mercury [the fire-desireJ 
wirh Fire, and unire Spirit (0 Spirit, with the aim of tying the hands of the Virgin, 
of this fleeting demon," is, in this regard, an enigmatic expression, but then full of 
significance for the Greek alchemists. l Irs Sense will be seen with greater clarity in 
what follows; and we shall also see that in every rradition of which we speak 
"heaven" is used as a symbol for a1l the invisible, spiricual, and impersonal staces 
and principles. It has the feminine function with respect to the masculine one of 
corporeality, with respect [0 [he "dragon without wings" that contains the germ 
of the Gold-or of the personality in a superior sense (the hermetic King)4 

2 Durn, Spcculativac phi!osnphiae in TI]carrum chemicwn, 1: 265-67. 

] CAe, 2206 

~ The v.ringlcss dragon is one (hat cannot rise up from the earth. that is, it finds itself joined to the body. 
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Ten 

SAle 

ADO ebe CROSS 

• rna Greek alchemical text we read "One becomes Two 

and Two become Three; and by means of [he Third. 
[he Fourth achieves Unity. Thus [he cwo creace no[h-

ing but One. "I The thoughts already expressed about the hermetic quality-0 and 
«:-lead us to the understanding of the "Third." 

If as we have suggesced me law of "desire" and of self-absorption is expressed 
by the descending direction of [he symbol for warer V. everything in [he "one 
thing" that is on [he contrary oriented toward the principle of the Sun can be 
expressed by the ascending opposite direction, that is, flame: wnence the alchemi

cal sign of Fire. 2 

Water V Fire 1:.. 

But there is an even morc schematic symbolism. The passive water nmurc of 
[he feminine principle as compared [Q the masculine can be expressed by a 
horizontal line -. which conveys the idea of "lying flat"; whereas the rising 
direction of fire can be expressed by the vertical I , which comprises both the idea 

1 Philo50phu5 Chriscial1U5, CAC, 2:404. 111(' analogy can be corroborared in an expre-,,~jon of Lao~(zu, 
in the Tao tc Ching. 42. 

2 To this, incidentally. there is a strong resemblance of hermetic water and tire co the Hindu rradirian's 
tamas and S3.[tva . 
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of virility and of stability "crux", "rhat which is standing." The "two" that 
become "three" are the twO in their joining. And ideographically, that can be 
expressed by the cross +, equivalent from this point of view to the seal of 
Solomon (overlapping of 1:J. and V). Having said this, we can proceed with the 

hermnico-alchemical sym bolism. 
The point of intcrscnion, which is the "third" represented by the cross, can 

have a double meaning, firsr rhe point of the "fall" and neutralization; second, the 

active synthesis of both as male and female powers creatively united. 
The first case defines the hermetic idea of the fixcd(as opposed to volatile) taken 

in a negative sense. This is the scare of petrification, arrest, suspension, and 
stagnation devoid of life. It is the "body" dement in the widest sense where the 

Gold, although present, is as restricted in its power as the opposite principle to 
which it has reacted. It is the ne.gative side of individuation With rootS in a state 

of conaast between the. two: the "two enemies," the twO dragons that devour one 
another in turn, the eagle fighting the serpent, etc., according to the variations of 

the ciphered language. It is that which we find in the ideogram of saIr e, "materia 
prima" 0 qualified in the sense. of stagnation as indicated by the horizontal. Tn its 

more generally accepted sense, salt expresses the physical stare or world interpreted 
as a state or world in which the "corpses" of invisible batrlts,of cosmic interfer

ences between powers are precipitated. 3 Here the body is equivalc'ilt tQ "sepulchre" 
and "prison," the symbolic rock to which Prometheus has been chained iiI order to 

purge the unfortunate failure. of tbe titanic audacity-equivalent to the act of 
possession, to the primordial individuation that did violence to the. "goddess_" 

Adding to the "Third" the Two that have engendered it, we ohtain the meta

phYSical Triad, the hermetic notion that proceeds from the traditional general 
teaching, Sun, Moon, and Earth-world of pure spiritual Virility; world of plasmic 
forces and becoming, and world of bodies--and, sub specie inrcrioriratis, three 

corresponding conditions of the spirit. Three crowned serpents or three serpents 

rising from three hearts express the triad of Basil Valenrine; the tbree carS and three 
"vapors"-aieaAal-of Ouroboros; thre.e serpents that emerge from the cup that 

the androgyne holds in one hand, while with the other she squeezes a single serpent, 
in the R05iarium phi/osophoTum and in the Viarorum spagiricUln; a serpent with 

thm: heads in the German edition of the Crede mihi of Norton; and thus we have 
established the provenance of the triple dignity of the first master of this tradition, 
Hermes Trismegi.stus. 

3 Cf InwKluz.iulJi: <llla magia, 1:129-34; and rderence could also be mack ro the: Simonian teaching 
(Philo50phumena, ,').1 Y) rhar exrlains the particular beings a~ the result of t:rhscrossing imcrfncllces of 
spiritual powr.:r~ their "types" (nlJro.;, iBfa) would be "seals" or "imprints" engraved by one On 
allorhe.r. 
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Eleven 

cbe FOUR 
eLe01e1)CS 

A1)O suLFUR 

• r n another of its aspects, however, the cross also leads 
us from the "Two" to the "Four" by way of the beams 
and quarters that result from the inrersccrion. The 

cross, then, is the cross of the four Elements; Fire above, Earth below, Air to the 
right, and Water to the leftI TI,e State of arrest and petrification, which is the 

mystery of Salt, leads us beyond itself from Fire and Water to the signs that give 
the hermetic sense of the other twO Element" Earth V is a stoppage or syncope 
in the direction of the "fall" that is characteristic of the waters V; and analogously, 
Air A is a stoppage or break in the ascending direction of firc 1:... So that from the 
Two, through the Third (Salt), proceed the Four: the tetrad of the Elements.' 

Fire 1:.. Water V Earth V Air A 

I Cf. G. Kremmerz., FascicI110 D della Miryam ([Pamphlet D). part of the ~ecret teachings of tbis 
COntt'!11f1Orary grour that upholds the hermetic tradition) 

2 Fur the analy~is of the dements cOllmined. in the complete symbol of the: cru~~, d. Dell. Riviera, 
Mondo ma,gico 24-2il, 40 44; and J. Dec, Monas hieroglyphic,l, passim. r:or thc_ signs of the four 
hermetic de:mmts. cr. also 0 Wirth, I.e syrnb{)li.~me hcrmctiqLlc. 
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According to this aspect of the symbol, the central point of the cross expresses 

the point of unity of the four Elements, the originating superior and anterior to 

their four differentiations given by the four directions. Thereby it expresses the 
Quincessence, the incorrupcible and simple principle that, according co the tradi

(ion, is the substratum, the principle of life and the nexus of reciprocal union 

formed by the four elements. 
Here we must point out that, like the clements, the hermetic Quintcssence-the 

equivalem of the Pychagorean oAICaq, the Hindu aizaSM, (he Qabalistic avir, Taoist 
d11, ([C, -is nor considered a specularive abstraccion or some contrivance of the 
"physics" of yesteryear, but a reality to which corresponds a specific spiritual 
experience. And the symbolic central point of the cross, as soon as it is "known 

to the magical hero and understood," says Della Rivicra,3 "becomes the root and 

origin of all magical marvels." 
In accord with the more operative than speculative orientation of hermetic 

alchemy, the sign + is rarely encountered in isolation. More often it forms part of 

other symbols expressing the principles and powers that stand over the four 
Elements, although it also eneers imo elememal combinations. Thus, for example. 

Sulfur t Mercury l;i 

This Mercury must not be confused, of course, with Original Mercury It is a 
Mercury that Lo..; still impure and" terrestrial." Its symbol ~ expresses the state of the 

elements + in a nature l:1 subject to the lunar law of transformations (superior 

pOSition of the Moon ~ with respect (0 the symbcl of undifferemiated substance 0). 
The symbol for Sulfur t gives us, on the contrary, the condition of a Fire J:::. 

in domination over the dements (.6 over +). Sulfur t should not be confused, 

however, with Sulfur in a pure or "native" state, which in the beginnings of 

alchemy was given a different symbol 't, the same as Aries, symbol of the 

masculine principle of every generation and direct manifestation of the power of 
Gold. Only to such a principle are expressions referred like this of Zacharias. "The 
Agent, whose nature shows the power and strength over matter to that which it 

is united, is Sulfur";' or again, "Sulfur is the principle that gives form."s The true 

Sulfur "of the wise" is an incombustible Sulfut. And another impressive alchemical 

expression that indicates the unalterable quality of "not catching fire" is this 
celestial and royal barrier. "Our sulfur is a sulfur that docs not burn and that Fire 

3 Della Riviera. Mondo magico, 39 

4 Philosophie: llilwrdlc des merilll.X, BPC, 2:512 

5 Pcrncry, Dietiannaire, 270. 
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[understood as an equivalent of "Poison") cannm devour. "6 The expression" edov 
a1Copav" is seen in Pseudo-Democriws in connection with the formula: "Nature 

dominates nature, "7 and the Syrian tex" also speak of a noncombustible sulfur that 
1, arrests the fugitive" /~ it is a dominating activity, exempt from every instinctive 

element or inner principle (spiriwal Sulfur, says Philalethes) of action and life, but 
proceeding from the superiority and fixity of the solar cemer. On the other hand, 

when Sulfur is designated by t, it expresses, stricdy speaking, the same power, 
but already in an impure state, because it is chained (0 matter and a form that it 
still animates and in which it constitutes poremially the "divine" principle (the 

double meaning of edav, "Sulfur" and "divine"). And in addition, it is the teaching 

of the whole cradition that "the perfection or imperfection of metals [that is, of the 
individualized essences extracted from the symbolic 'mineral' or Earth) is deter
mined by the withdrawal or [by the state of) participation of their Agent, that is, 
the Sulfur. ,,9 

~ Text in C1\1.4, 3:52; d. Fernery (Dictionnairc, 469): the "Sulfur of the SagE":;" is "the incombillltibk. 
the seed fi'xcd in marrer, the true internal agent." 

7 CAe;, 3:47. 373. 

'CMA. US 

9 Zacharias, Philosophic narurdk de; mecau..x, BPC, 2:513 
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Twelve 

souL, SPiRic, 
ADO BOOg 

B dore proceeding we should pause a moment in our 
correspondence of human nature to the principles we 
have been contemplating in accordance with the pro~ 

nouncemen(; "Everything that exists in the macrocosmos, man also possesses." 

Sulfur, Mercury, and Salt are found in the ("imundial) universe and in man, in 
whom the three "worlds" are manifeseed as soul, spirit, and body It should be 
noted henceforth that soul and spirit do not possess the same meaning here that 

they do in our time. 
In this comcx( the "Soul" is the supernatural dClncnr peculiar to the personality 

The "Spirit," On the other hand, is to be taken as the whole package of psycho
biological energies constituting somerhing between the corporeal and the 
noncorporeal and that together may properly be said to constitute life, that is, the 
animating principle of tbe organism. Having said this, let us declare that man 
carries hermerically in his soul, the presence of rhe solar and golden force 0; in his 
spirit he carries that of the lunar and mercurial force \iI; and finally, in the body, 
the force of Salt e is expressed-that is to say, Jirectly linked to the "Fall" are 
crucifixion and imprisonmf.l1t, while with the "resurrection" COl11es subjugated 

power, "burning water," fixed by spiritual law This is why Bernard of Tteviso 
says in Parole detais .... ,.ec: "There is a trinity in unity and a unity in trinity, and there 

we find Body, Spirit, and Soul. And Mercury and Arsenic as well." And Boehme 
writes: "Everything that grows, lives, and moves in this world is in Sulfur, and 
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Mercury is its life. And Salt is the corporeal essence of Mercury's hunger.'" 

Such correspondences can easily be found in the texts; it suffices to bear in mind 

the symbolic equivalences so far assigned and some others that can be imuired, and 
to be on the lookout for those contexts where, under some other point of view, the 
same symbols acquire a meaning that can sometimes take the direct opposite of 
their usual ones. 2 

From the ternary correspondences in man we can pass on to the quaternary, 
which rder to the Elements. First of all we must mention the power of the Earth 

element. Here, to understand complerely, we need to tecall everything that has been 

said about those neutralizations of opposing principles that create the "body" 

aspect of beings. In one of its a.~pects, the opposition takes place between the 
universal and the individual and causes a blockage of (he consciousness resulting in 
the perception of an exterior, material world. 

In the "petrification" of the spiritual world created by the bodily senses, in the 
breaking of contacts, in perception conditioned by the dualistic law of I-not-l 
(which, as we have said, is the main obstacle to modern understanding of the 
traditional sciences), it is the power of Salt that operates. But Salt, Body, Stone, 
and Eanh, in [he aspect of the hermetic symbolism we arc discussing, arC equiva

lents. So the power of Earth in man will be that which forces on him, via the 
physical body, the materialistic vision of the world3 

t Roehme, Dc signawm .. 4, §lY: ["Alles. was da wfichst.ldxt unJ weber ill dicsa Welt. cias stchcr im 
Sulphur. und im Sulphur ist der Mercurius d.1S Leben. und eLlS Salz ist 1m Mercurio da.~ ldbliche Wescn 
seines Hunger. "-Trans.] 

2 In one of the Azuth figures that shows " man in (he acr of raking upon himself (he whole universe, 
Ba<;il Valrnrine rcwals rhc rrue "marerial of the Opu~," and another figure in the same document labeled 
with the familiar command. Visi[,1 inreriora rerrae rccrifkando invcnic.~ occultum lapidem. gjve~ the 
cxplicir corrrpondcl1ccs Sun-Fire--,.I;)oul, Moon-Spirit. B{xly-Stone. Cf. also Bernard of Treviso. Parole 
ddaiss6: (BPC 2:432). where Sulfur is indic<l(rd as (hr Soul, thc . . ~imrlc element of the Stone (of the 
human compOSite) separared from all corporeal burden; also in De pharm<Ico Cilt1lOlico (3, §16): "111C 
Philosophers, when speaking of Earth, mcanr by char norhing more than the body. and by the body 
nothing more than Salt"; and (3. t1l): "'Ibis [Mercury] invades and penerraees. as spirir. the other cwo 
principles. Sale and Sul~~hur [rrad body and soul]. which it unites and controh constantly. by natural 
heat" In the: Triumph!: Hermeti'ltlc (BPC 3:302): "ll,err aTr [hree differe11t suhstances and three 
principles of all hodies-Salt, Sulphur and Mercury, which are Spirit, Soul and Body." 111e same 
expression h in the Salcerio di Er11lofi"lo. Cf. also Sendivogiu.<; (Dc sulphure, 173): "The b{xly i~ Earth, 
the Spirit Water. the Soul is Pire. j.e., the sulfur of Gold." See also Fhll11d. Lksirdrsirr. §6, and Pnnety, 
Dictiollt11ire. viii. 111e tex(s, as can plainly he .<;een, are quite explicit. it would b<:: intere~ting to know 
what those who reduce alch<::my to '"inf'lIltik chemistry" make of such S(;1(el11c(1ts 

.l Cf. R. t<'ludd (Utriu:-.'lw: cosmi bistoria 2 [Oppenheim. f6f9] and de Givry, .:1:204): The earth i~ 
re.presen[e.d .1<; rhe ccnrer of' the sensible world. The fiv<:: human ~en~e~ which are the basis of sensorial 
perception therefore correspond co ir. We might also recall that in a manuscript of the: fourteenth 
century, attributed to Hortulanus. the figllr<1 terrae is given by the opposicion of rhe tWO dirrcrions. V 
and.6.. (ha( are neu(t"lizul. in rhe sign of the seal of Solomon (see c.i\-1A, 1:74). 
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From this there follows a fundamental point, the ordinary man docs not know 
the other (hree Elements-Air, Water, and hre-"as rhey actua1lyare in themselves 

-the C0111mon man knows only the ability co perceive what these Elements 
undergo when they manifest rhrough the Earth element-that is to say, as they are 
translated in the processes of the corporeal perception. Water, Air, and Fire, as 

everyone knows them (that is, as states of physical marrer), are no more than 
correspondences-so to speak-tangibly symbolic of the ((ue elements called "liv
ing" by the hermetic masters, In themselves, they are other existential states, other 
modalities of consciousness, quite separate from the body, that can transpose all the 
principles of things according to their noncorporeal nature, just as in the corporeal 
existence, in the terrestrial body, all principles arc analogously (ransposed and 
known by d1<ir manifesta(ions in the Earth clement, In (he maS( universal sense, 
this earthing of the metals (i.e" the individualized principles) is sometimes called 
impurity, dross, or shadow. 

The other eiemems beyond Earth, which together constitute the "Philosopher's 
Heaven,'" can only be apprehended by a consciousness diffcrem from that which 
comes from the body, even if such consciousness has been perfected by all the 
expedients of modem science, The principle of this other knowledge is "Like is 
known by like," and here again the premise is that in the essentiality of man arc 
also contained the essences of all the other elements, that is, the potemiality of 
other states of consciousness apart from that under the spell of the Earth element. 

And here We arrive at the quaternary classification of man in the wholeness of his 
being, 

4 Cf. Zohar, 1..~9b, wht:n: the statemt:nt that "1h: visible is dlC rd1ecrion of the: invisible" means (har 
the: symbolic "Earrh" is rhe: vi.<;ibk part of "He:avt:n," that is, the vi:sibility of the invisible:. Pernety 
(Fable,:s, 1:60), defines Earth as "(he material principle of everyrhing that exists," which implies also rhe 
physical scate of the other three ckmt:nts as well. 
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Thirteen 

cbe "FOUR" 

iT) mAT) 

e he quaternary division derives directly from the already 
explained ternary division, but within the middle term 
Spirit, which is the source of the subtle life-giving ener-

gies, We can distinguish between two aspects. The first refers to a group of forces 
undergoing the ascent of the "Body" principle, which arc sruck to the Body as to 
their lodestone and nourished by the Body as the flame is nourished by the 
firewood from which it comes forth and which, little by little, it consumes. The 
second aspect refers to a group of forces conforming, on the other hand, to the idea 
of the "Soul" principle, which [0 a certain degree, rransmics to them its "solar" 

quality. 
Alchemically speaking, the Spirit is Mercury. Thus, we shall aiso encounter 

within the sign of this symbolic substance a bipartite division into \;i and ~. The 
second of these symbols corresponds to the Double Mercury or Androgyne, 
possessing the nature of fiery or burning Warer, expressions that betray their 
identity with the fire or Soul principle. And in fact its symbol is obtained from that 
of ordinary Mercury \;i by the substitution of the sign of Aries 1', or Sulfur in the 
pure state, for that of the rising Moon t:"I. Thus life forces are interpenetrated by 
a masculine spiritual quality, which reveals the rising of 0, the Gold or Soul. 
HaVing said this we can proceed to explain the quartering as follows, 

In man, before everything else, there is a terrestrial being, also called a Satumian 
being, or simply Saturn. It is through him the "Earth" force acts, which derermines 
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and maintains the density Or heaviness ("our lead"-!,6;lr/lo<; Ijpfrspo<;l-in a quite 
specific sense). This is the hard and tangible animal body and manifests itself 

principally through the elemem of calcium (bones), and also through horny mate

rial, cartilage. tendons, etc. Sub specie incerioricatis d1is entity is seen as the power 
of devouring and yearning (the voracious desiccation aild grredy andiryof "dry 

land," in the alchemical jatgon), the root of all thirst and desite. The titanic, 
rdlurian clement that is spoken of in Orphism refers to this entity, which is also 

the primordial principle of individuation. It is the "fixed" par excellence, and even 

though it is the eternal matrix of indiVidual bodies, at the same time, since they are 
so ephemera!, it appears as the God who after having created them, devours them. 

It is the hermetic exegesis of Sawrn's double aspect, king of the "Golden Age" (we 

shall see that this is related, among other things, to the primordial spiritual state 

of corporeality) and devourer of his own SOilS. 

In the second place we have an aquatic ("fluid") or Lunar entity rhat is, of 
Mercury, or Mercury in a limited sense ~. and Moon. Here we must rder to the 

general notion of the double the Egyptian Ka, the "wind of the bones" and the Ob 
of Hebrew esotcricism, the Etruscan 'asa, the Hindu" subtle form" (sul,shmasiirira) 
and prana, etc. It is the life of the Saturn-body entity, by virtue of which, it is 
considered as the. carrier of the various racial energies, the genetic inheritance of our 

"primordial forefathers" (the relationship between the "double" and the totem 
among primitives).' That [or which rhe first entity is rhe skeleton, [or this second 

entity is the white nervous and glandular system through which a plasmodic 

influence is exercised. With regard to consciousness it represents the treshhold over 

which the exterior penetrates into the interior: Mercury is the seat of the senses, 
the mirror in which are illuminated the phantasms of things (whence its connecr.ion 
to the power of the imagination),3 both when they are produced through the first 

being (normal physical perception) and when they are produced directly (paranormal 

psychic perception). 
Then we have the Mercury united with the Fire, a more subtle "fluid" entity, 

less corporeal, more specialized by an intimate interpenetration with the soul 
principle, as we explained in discussing the ~ symbol. On the other hand, as fire 

on contact with water results in the gaseous or airy state, so this entity, which the 
ancients frequently deSignated as body or igneous fonn, we mu<.;t recognize as the 

correspondence to the Air element A, wldersrood as a blockage of the pure Fire 
power .6.. The latter, represented by red blood, proVides the viral or animal heat 

1 .For tht Black Lead of which "the ancients speak a~ the founddtion tha( underlies substance," cf 
Zosimos, C.AG. 2:223 

2 Cf. U:vy~Bruhl. L amt' primirive (Paris. 1927), 2.~8·-49. 

3 Whence Agrippa (Dc occulta phifowpfu'a 2:28). has the imagina(ion correspond to Water and simple 
Earth feelings. 
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and all power of movement, just as the preceding liI is the principle of "etheric 
light" diffused in the senses and vitalizing the white nerves. 

Finally, we have the intellectual entity. which is the Sun and Gold in man. It is 
the center 0, the principle of spiritual stability, radiant and not inert, primary 
origin of everything that through ~ and Ii arrives at the telluric union, to move it 
and make it alive in a higher sense. In i[Sdf supra-individual. it gives rise to 
individuality, the ego-function. It is the vov;, according to the Hellenic mystery 
conception; the first power of Fire (the "Fire of the Stone" of the Arab alchemical 
texts); the" stable and not falling soul" of Agrippa' In the Corpus Hermcticum it 
is called "incorporeal essence, neither moved by anything, nor in anything, nor 
towards anything, nor for anything, because it is a primary force, and what 

precedes has no need of anything following"; "an essence that possesses its own 
end in i[Sdf'" is identified with this same principle.' 

Such are the Four in man-and such are the sears wherein knowledge of the 
hermetic Elements can take place. They have different forms, but they are pre.sent 
and active in man simultaneously, the first in a spatial way, the other three in a 

nonspatial way, like different states of the body (in the ordinary sense) and of 
physical matter. TI,e normal man does not have any distinct knowledge of them, 
in him they are. experienced in a confused way in a gene.ral sensation (coenesrhesis). 
which is jl1uminatf.d in the form of sensory phantasms and reflected images and 

very rardy in actions of the igneous principle or of concentric (cyclopedic) solar 

vision (referring to the "third eye" of Oriental tradition). It is the impure state of 
the "mixed," the obscurity of the "tomb of Osiris" (Osiris ~ 0) and according to 
the expressions of the texts, the indistinguishable quality of "our philosophic 
chaos," in which, whoever surrenders himself to the hermetic Art, must extract the 

individual natures spagyrically. Only then emerge the four possibilities as glimpses 
and reintegrations in meTaphysical contact with the Elements. It goes without 

saying that the organic systems (skeletal. nervous, and blood) brought into contact 
with the different entities, arc not these entities, but manifestations, apparitions of 

them in the heart of the saturnian terrestrial being. In alchemical terms this last is 
the "thickened" (or gross); the conjunction of the rest is the "subtle" or "volatile" 
(in the broad sense), Earth and Heaven. 

So, "Like knows like." Thus, as long as man is amalgamated with the Earth 
emity, he will know nothing more than the Earth aspect of things and beings-their 
physical and sense aspect. Likewise, in the lunar entity taken from the "tomb," 

·1 Ibid .. .3:44. 

'~·Ireated under The Virgin of the WorM. 3 (text in Mead. 239. 245). 

'5 The lines of this four-part division follow Kremmerz. Fascicolo D della j\,firy<!m and I Jialoghi 
~ull'crmetism(} (Spoleto. 1929). 6 -7. 11. 116. We: have: chosen to give: the:m directly. to make: it easier 
for rhe reader ro find the bes( WilY co explain (he t11eancirrings of symbolism in (he rexrs 
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naked, he would know Water, not the vulgar water, but the luminous and perma
nent Water of the Sages, and everything would be conceived as a kind of "Water" 
(subtle perception); and the Air and things ruled by Air -"Eagles "-would be 
known in the ~ entity; and finally, in its own cemer, teimegrated in the solar purity 
of 0, "soul sranding and not falling," a simple and universal vision, the" cyclical" 
or "cyclopic" vision would be enclosed in the interior of the "Fire Spheres." There 
the Homeric" Staff of Hermes" would be in operation, at whose coman everything 
is transmuted into the state of symbolic Gold (in this context, this is the passage 
from the common perception of the world to that of the-/C6u!'o, voryr&;
intelligible world)? 

A fin~1 poim regarding the hermetic symbolism of colors. After black, which 
is appropriate for Earth, the obscure Lead, and Saturn, we have the white of liI the 
Moon or Venus,' the ted of~, and tbe golden color of 0. As we shall see, to each 
one of these colors corresponds a phase of the hermetic work that focuses precisely 
on the principle in question. Moreover, the symbol also encompasses the four 
kingdoms of Nature, considered as symbols and manifestations of corresponding 
forces. In the ceUutic entity man contains in himself the mineral kingdom; in the 
lunar, "our Water" emity he contains the vegetable kingdom (whence the reason 
for the permutation of the white color for the gteen of vegerability); in the igneous, 

f in the lircrarure the differenriarion bcrwcc:n ~ and ~ i.~ oftc:n shown by the symbol of tWO "fumes" 
or ··vapors." One: white: and the other red, or quite simply by tWO S(oL1{'S, one red and the: other white, 
which are liberated from rhe smne (the body). by the two trces. one lunar. the other solar (d, the: 
Cosmopolite; Braccesco. Clef de 1<1 granru' science, etc.), by the: tWO Mercuries, occidental and oriental. 
one of them Spirit and the other corresponding to the SouL The last is poL,;;ol1, unless mitigatcd
"chilled "-by the other Mercury ~ (CMA, 3· 208): poison. devouring fire, and also (Promethean) vulwf(' 
are eqUivalents in the tradition. for which. d, Corpus Hermericum (iO, 17 -i8): "\\!hen the intellectual 
principle [vov~. 0J is liberated from the body of Earrh. it is immediarcly rec10thcd in its tunic of Fire. 
which it could not save [integrally], while inhabiting this Earth body, since the Earril docs not support 
Fin:: ... with the resule that Warer [ ~ ] surrounds the Earth and forms a bulwark to proteCt ir from 
rhe, Fire." Cf. also Agrippa (Dc ucculta philosophia, 3:37): "The soul in its descent redothes itself in a 
celestial and aerial corpuscle. which some call the etheric vehicle. and others the chariot of rhe soul-
by means of which the Soul is infused first in the central poim at rhe heart. which is the center of the 
hUrna11 body. and from there expands into every part and member; which it does by uniting its chariot 
with the natural heat [ ~ ] by means of the he.3.t of the Spirit generated by the: heart; and by means of 
this heat it is immersed in the humor~ [~) through which it accedes to the members. in the same way 
that the hear of the Fire attaches itself to the Air and Water, although reaching the Water [t1 J by the 
Air [~]." f-<'or other references of correspondences with the blood. etc" d. CMA (Syrian text) 2:315; 
Livre dOsC<lI1es. C1vfA. 3:120; Corpus Hermeticum. 10,13; Zo~imos, eA.G. 2:133; De signarura 11, 
§10: Livre Ju merclire oriental, CJ\.i4.. 3:212, etc. In Boehme v.;e can point out a very expressive 
symbolism: rhe etheric body ~ is compared to an "oil." in which bums the igneous quality t becoming 
splendor. light of life, "life of joy char exalrs everything." Every sickness is but a "yenemous corruption" 
of this oil-upon extinguishing ib light. the body decomposes. Concerning the "aqueous'" alteration of 
this oil by the "Pall," ahout: which Boehme also speaks (De slgnatura, 6. §§3. 23. 25, 28; 7, §2); see, below. 

8 On occasion. instead of white we find green by chromatic analogy to the energies of vegetable life. 
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the animal kingdom; and finally in order to tepresent himself and nothing but 
himself there is the intellectual or "incombustible Sulfur" entity 0. 

Within the framework of the world vision to which hermetism pertains, there 
ate simuicaneousiy real. magical, and symbolic correspondences; kingdoms of 
nawre, states of matter, systems of corporeality, and human consciousness consid
ered as diffetent manifestations of the same metaphysical principles. 
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Fourteen 

CbE pLAT)ECS 

C.. he same metaphysical correspondences apply to another 

teaching that hermetism also shares with the most an; 
cient traditions, that of the Seven-which prevails in the 

symbolism of the sewn planets .. 

Metaphysically, Seven expresses the Three added to the I'our .. According to the 
e:smblished meaning of these numeric symbols, Seven is the manifestation of the 
creative principles (triad) in rdation to the world made up of the four elements 
(3 + 4): the full expression of nature creating nature (natura nawrans) in action. 1 

These seven principles arc Simultaneously internal and ex(crna1,2 residing in man 
and the world in the visible and invisible aspect of both .. Sometimes in the teaching 

they undergo a duplication, which expresses the duality existing between the Sun 

("being") aspect and the Moon ("energy") aspect of each indiVidual power (whence 
the hermetic symbolis111 of the two trees each with seven braches or seven fruits, 

arbor solis c[ arbor lunae); or else rhe duplication is that existing between the 
septenary as it is in itself, and what the septenary becomes upon the intervention 
of the "Fall" and the domination of the Earrh element.. 

As for references, we. can start with this from the Corpus Hermeticum: "The 

intellectual entity, male and female god (the primordial androgyne composed of 0 

i Cf. Livre de fa mi:.cricorde(ClIJA, 3:168): "The Opus is wrought through seven thing;,: the spirirua1. 
the corporeal [ 0 and « J and their combination, determined in Air, \Miter, Fire and Earth," 

1 Boehme, De signatura. 9. §8: "In eternal nature a<; in external natllre there ,lIe seven forms, which the 
ancient sage~ indicated by rhe names of the planets_" [Es sind vomehmlich sieben Gestaltctl in der Natur. 
beidcs in der eWigen autercIl, clil11I1 die auj5eren gwen au:. det ewigct1. Die afren Wcisen haben dcn sieben 
Pfancten N<!Jl1t'1I gC,4chen. nach den sieben Cesta/rcll der Natur. Tram.] 
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and « J, which is Life and Light, engenders by means of the Logos, another creaciw 

inteJIigcnce:, God of Fire and Fluid, who in turn creates seven ministers, who enclose 

within their circles the sense-perceived world, Their dominion is called ei",appevl] 
[Fate).' Here the last phrase sends us back to the tradition referred to by Plato as 
the Wheel of Fate composed of seven spinning spheres, ruled by the "daughters of 

neceSSity" TI,e preceding distinction makes this necessity the work of a second 
god, beyond whose realm, howeve_T, exists an even highf_r intellectual androgynous 

entity. And in the f uncdon of this higher region can be seen the same seven 
principles. 

Besides, in that gnostic, mystery ambience in which the Greek alchemical texts 

took form, it was customary to teach the existence of twO septcnarics, a lower, 

called the "sevenfold serpent, daughter of Ialdabaoth" (a name for the "second 
god") and the other, higher and celestial, which in its torality could be made to 

correspond to the eighrh sphere (that "beyond the Seven") or ogdoad: also placed 
by Plato above those of "necessity'" The gnosric Valentinus calls ir rhe "Heavenly 
Jerusalem."6 A gnosric-hermetic papyrus conceives of it as the "Holy Name," being 

rhe seven Greek vowels taken as symbols for the "Seven Heavens," while rhe 
Eighth is the "Monad" or unity "of another kind," which repeats them on a higher 

plane; we can then establish a connection with the schematic of the eight-rayed 

stars in the Chrysopoeia of Clmpatra? And vice versa we can consider, above all, 
the higher septenary, and sec in the last of the seven forms rhe substratum of the 

inferior seprenary, which is born through the symbolic "Earth." It is in this way 
that Boehme sees in the seventh principle, "Nature," the expansion (exterioriza~ 

tion) of the other six-rhe "body" being [he seventh, and the others being its "life" 

(in a transcendent sense): "The seventh spirit is the spirit-fou11tain of nature. Once 

engendered, it becomes the mother of the other seven. It comprises in itself the. 
other six, and generates them in turn [that is, manifests them in her O\vn form by 

making them manifestations in visible nature; for example, the seve.n visible 

planets, which are the sensc~perccived symbols of the invisible} since in the 
seventh exists [he natural and corporeal essence ... In this, one of the seven forms 

of nature dominates the others, and each one collaborates according to its own 

3 Corpus Hermcticum, 1.9. For (he sense: of the Fluid and of the r:irc., which h the substance of this 
pa~~age, d. Hippolytus (Phi!osophumcrw, 6. §§7, H: "Rivers have been designared as the moist elemem 
or generation, and Fire the impecuous desire: for gem:ration." For rhe. higher ~tate, ill this (cxr as well 
as in the Corpus Herm('ticum, "a new mall, who is androgynous" is also mC11[ioned. 

4 In Irenaeus, Adversus haeresc~. 1.30.5 

3 Plaro, Repuhlic, 10.614C. 

6 In Hippolytus, JlhiLsopbut1low, 6, §32; d. §49 where (he (caching of !v1arCllS the Gnostic .~et.<; forth 
the COtre<;pondcnces to the seven Greek vowels 

7 Lciden papyrus W, in .l::krthelor. introduction a lett/de de In Chimie, 17; cf. c..J"lG, 3:302 
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essential strength, naturalizing itself in the body according to its rank."s "Body," 

here, of course, has [() be understood in the broadest sense, in which tbe tangible 
human body is merely a particular case of its own. 

111csc same doctrines, prc~cnted in the form of myths and descriptions of 

cosmic entities, must be rdated to the meanings and possibilities of inner experi

ence, especially with regard (0 the ditlerentiation between the two septenarics. We 
can thus return to the hermetic text cited above9 wherein it is said that man, Once 
awakened to a will to create., wants (0 bypass the limits of the circles of neceSsity 

and master the power residing in Fire. This is cle.arly a variation on the Promethean 
myth, which also end, in a "fall", the man who is "superior to harmony [that is, 
to the universal order, the unity of the various laws and narural conditions], to 

harmony becomes a slave. Although hermaphrodite like the Father and above sleep, 
he remains dominated by sleep. "10 But sleep is an esoteric word traditionally 

meaning consciousness weighed down by the conditions of the animal body, in 
antithesis to the symbol of the awakening of the initiate with the work of 
destroying sleep (nidriibhanga in the Hindu texts), by the "sleepless" intellectual 
nature-I) ",val(; aYPo1(vo,;-of which Plotinus speaks. As Buddhistic avidya, so 
this symbolic " sleep" Can be considered equivalent as well to "oblivion," the Greek 
AijlJry, "lethe." Macrobius l1 transmits the trarurion of the division of the. "materia"·

VAry-into two parts, of which one, as ambrosia, is the sustenance of the gods, and 

the other, as drink of the souls, consrirutes the waters of the river Lethe, the water 
of forgetfulness; and this tradition clarifies the meaning of the reaching of the two 
septenaries. 

It is not a question of rwo really different orders, but of the same reality With 
two different modes of manifestation. 12 That which leads from one mode to the 

other is the event referred to in the Corpus Hermccicum, the epilogue of which is 
the "state of sleep," "forgetting," the loss of spiritual consciousness, the: alteration 

of the most profound principle. 
This teaching is explained by a disciple of Boehme, Georg Gichte\, who speaks 

of a [ire (thar is, an ego-power) that, when separated from the Light (that is, from 
the diffuse Vitality), is turned into desire; this fire hotly devours all "oily wetness," 
by wbich the light is extinguished!3 and a black precipitation is produced (the color 

8 Boehme, Aurora. 11. §46; 16, §§5, i:I; De signatura. 13. §1 

9 Corpus Hcrmeticllm, 1,12 

10 Ibid .. 12-15 

11 l'v1acrobius. COl11mcl7[arium in :o;omnium Scipionis. Eyssc.nhardt. cd. (Leipzig, 1893), ,''l31ff. 

12 In the rraditions of As~yrian ~tock. the seven god<; of the Abys~ are disdnguished Thith ~ome difficulty 
from the celestial deiries. Cf. Hubert-Mauss. Melanges dl1isroirc de la religion (Paris. 1929). 114. which 
demonstrato that it is a question here. as well of a single order wirh rwo different kinds of appearance. 

13 See note 3 above 
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of Saturn. whose dark poinr. in an engraving of Basil Valenrine. is precisely directed 
mward the corpus principle). It is the "corruption of the luminous paradisiacal 

body" that in sleep (Gichtel uses exacdy this word) is replaced by the black 
terrestrial body. "seat of an insatiable appetite. of sickness and death." Gichtel 
COntinues, inwardly dead. the Soul (that original Fire) is converted into "Hell." 
where eternal corruption takes place. "And then appear seven forms. daughters of 
the Fire Dragon. Spirit-of-this-world. who are the seals that keep the non-regen
erated from perceiving the Divine Fire. "14 

Transmiued as morifs in fairy tales and fables are dragons with seven heads 
who guard "caverns" (that is to say. the accesses to the interior of the "Earth." to 
the depths locked in the corporeal) or "treasures" (Gold. or precious stones-in 
alchemy and before that in Gnosticism. gems frequently Signified "powers"). 
According to Mirnraism the soul, in order to free itself, must go through seven 
spheres marked by seven gares. each one of which is guarded by an angel of the 
"God of Light." an equivalence to the seals that bar the spiritual ascent to the 
higher septenary (the seven "heavens")15 To each gate corresponds a degree of the 
Mithraic initiatiOn, however, which confirms that it is nOt a question of theological 

abstraC[ions but of allusions to transcendental forms of consaousncss, which have 
been paralyzed by the power that acts on those who have been conquered by 
symbolic sleep16 

14 G. Giehrel. Theosophia practica, (1736), 2:.'50, 1 H, introd .. 3:6; d. Boehme, (De signatura, 12, §30) 
"The Tree is divided inco sewn branches: it is life. The curse of God has ocen C-a<;t over the seven furm~." 

15 As for the two aspects ()f the higher septenary, ro rhe. 0 or Y aspect of each one of the seven 
principles, the two choru"es of gods can he. made to correspond-the first motionless and fixed ( 0 ) 
and the. others in movement (Y) with whom, according to the Corpus Hcrmeticum (10.7), the souls 
that have reached immortaliry enrer into contact-and the first will consrirute "the. highest grade of the 
gloriOUS initiation of the soul." 

16 We might mention an illustration ill rhe German edition of the Crede mihi of Norron, in which is 
ShOW11 an androgyne sleeping in a locked garden and Mercury sranding nearby. The opposite spiriwal 
condition is shown in a figure il1 the Rosarium philosophorum (Arris auriferae, 2:291), in which the 
androgyne b shown over the Moon (thar is, Mercury) with a tra: in his hand and tWO pairs of .~evcn 
fruits 
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Fifteen 

CE1)CERS 

OF LiFE 

L er us move On (0 the t·Sevf_n " in man. What the 
hermetiS(s call Spirit ( t;1 and ~. the "life body") " 
corresponding analogically to the planetary region 

intermediary between Eanh and Heaven-also presents forces and structures 
corresponding to each of rhe planets, Plotinus himself raught, "There arc within 
us forces analogous to the powers of rhe different planets. "I And thus we 
come (0 the esoteric doctrine of the seven points through which the higher 
powers enter into the corporeal context, whereupon they become vital cur~ 
rents and energies speCific (0 man. 2 But because of the two~way direction 

that each point of passage or "portal" affords, thrse seven centers, which 
normally serve (0 convey nonhuman forces into human channels, can be taken 

in an opposite direction. That is. the flow may be turned back from the 

1 Plotinus, Enneads, 3.4.6. 

20n this basis a dLstinction mu~t be made berwe_en the energies that, though aways immortal whatever 
may be the b:x-ly in which they act, are still universal or parricular depending on whether they are 
exercised in "divine bodies" or in "lllorcais," in which latter case they acquire (he aspect of sensarions 
(Corpus Hermcricum, KOPTl KOcrj.lOU, 214-15)_ Della Rivie.ra (M()ndo magico, 19) says that "UP0l) 
insrilling itself in the individuals of each species, the divine virtue, to those ir has given life. being, form 
and permanence, at me same moment loses its uniwrsalnarure. . Wherefore, it VJill search uselessly 
and vainly outside (he Cemer contained in the Center." 
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human to the nonhuman-which is equivalent to the aforementioned passing 

through the seven gates, breaking the seven seals, ascending through the seven 
heavens, and so forth, 

To see this (caching in more complete and explicit terms, we have to go 

back to the Hindu tradition where the centers are called chakras or "wheds" 
(because of the spinning movement of the vitalizing energies that radiate from 
them), and abo padma, or "lotuses," The lotus, however, like the rose it) 
hermctism (or "flower," less specifically), is a symbol that we also find in the 
ehaldeo-Egyptian and Minoan traditions, where often enough it is associated 
with the "key of life" and has the meaning of resurrection, palingenesis, 
awakening; the "flowering" of the seven higher forms freed from the obstruc

tion that the human Earth (the body) entails is the reconquest of the integral 
and primordial being of Gold.' 

The varieties of hermetico-alchemical symbolism in which, One way or the 
other, the Seven figure, can be interpreted at the microcosmic level On the 

basis of such a teaching. The references to specific points of the body so 
rigorously followed in the Orient (references not cruddy spatial, bur of "functional 
correspondence"), are rarely encountered in hermetism. We encounter the mo.\t 

explicit reference-conforming quite closely [Q the Hindu teaching in this matter

in the fourth illustration annexed to Georg GichteJ's Theosophia praccica. In 
this illustration the coronal, frontal, laryngeal, cardiac, lumbar. umbilical, and 

sacral regions are indicated by means of the hermetico-astrological ideograms 
of rhe planers affixed at given pOints in each of these regions. Since the il
lustration shows "the dark and terrestrial narure of man, I, it represents the 

inferior septenary. In (his same depiction, a spiral extends [rom Saturn (sym

bol of the basic corporeal and "terrestrial" condition in which the orher plan
ets or principles are manifested) in an enveloping movement passing through 

all rhe orher centers until it arrives a( the heart, where a serpent can be seen 

coiled around the solar 0 principle. This is a representation of the process 
of "falling," which unwinds down to the restriction where the power of the 

ego, far from the living Gold or Sun of the Wise, manifeSts only in its vulgar 
form of the human personality. In each one of (he ocher centers an eqUivalent 
loss of power occurs and, in fact, to each of the centers in the chart there 

is given the name of a passion. 
An equivalence_ to the Hellenistic doctrine is evident in the symbolic de

seem of the soul through the planetary spheres, from each of which the soul 

3 Thi~ meaning is hidden in [he Jcwh:h rite of (he lighting of (he candr.1abra with seven branches, while 

the Seven Sleepers of rhe fable may signify the oppo~ite meaning. 
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takes On the garment of a given passion or the quality of thc energies accord~ 

ing to its degree. The inne.r meaning is the same the debasing of the powers 
of the primordial man to dark. repressed, corporeal enngics cOntaillc.d in the 
subconscious and peripheral psychologisms-passive, broken off from cosmic 
spirituality (0 the point where it is said: "This miserable soul, ignorant of 
what it is, is turned into a slave of bodies of strange: form, in sorrow, bearing 
the body like a' weight, not as one who dominates, but a"\ one dominated. "4 

But nOW we can see what the return journey should be, described in clear 
words by the Corpus Hermericul17::' once separated from the irrational nature. 

the Soul passes back up through the planetary spheres, "divesting itself" ,If 
whatever pertains to each of them. surmounting them. renewing the audacity 

of transcending the Lords of Destiny who had brought it to its fall in the 
first place; and so arriving. "cloaked in its sale power," at the eighrh stage, 

whose symbol is the region of the fixed starS, called the sphere of "identity" 
or "being in itself" - l(a9' cavB6-in contraSt (0 the spheres overCOme. which 

ate called those of "alteration" or "difference"-lmra ro i!r1]pov There, beyond 
the Seven, is the place of "those who are,'" those who have stopped "becom
ing." It is at that point that we reach the possession of the transcendent 
Knowledge. It is the moment of "birth according to essence"-lj ova,w&, 
ytvcal,-and "becoming a god." One is transformed into [hose beings-be
comes them. Once "necessity," which rules the lower spheres, has been iden~ 
[ified wi[h [he current of the Wa[ers, the symbols of [his realization will be 
the figures of those who have been "saved from [he waters," those who can 
"walk on the water, "7 those who have crossed the "sea" or the "stream" (and 

4 Cf. J. Evola. 111e Yo~a of Power, 140ff . 

.:; GJrPLlS Hermericum, 10.8. 

; Ibid, 1.22-26, 4.1. 

'1 In some texts tht: ~eventh sphere, instead of the eighth. expresse!'; the same meaning; in rdation ro the 
aforementioned in the introduction (pp. 1.'1-16), the definition of the seventh ~tate has a special meaning 
and should he. taken in (he same sense as that of "ehe onr. standing, who keeps standing and who will 
go on ~tanding" (Hippolytu~, Pbilosophumena, 6.13). Some concurrences: an t:~oteric meaning of the 
btblical seventh day of "rest" (the lnitiatic pax) after the other six of work; Horu~, the Goo who 
succt:eded in definitivcly conquering the dragon Typhon is the ei~h[h son of lsh, who sought the virile 
11arts (the power of OsiriS), dressd in seven black "gannt:nts." Osiris, thr. "primordial masculine," 
quartered Or mutilated by the dr.lgon and put back together again by Horus, can chen wmpare: himself 
to the: Vedic Pra;apati, who after having crear.ed the Water~ (Waters - Dragon) wa~ assimilated by them 
(dissolutiun) and then came out of them ill the form of a golden seed (Rig~Veda, 10.121; 1.7) 
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for this we can ab, call up all (he varieties of navigational symbolism), and 
that of swimming upstream against the curre.nt, This last, according to the: 

Corpus Hermeticum. is the means of reaching the state of "those who have 
attained Gnosis"-oi BV YvcO(YC;z 6vrs,,-"whcrr one is nO longer inc:briatcd,"8 

where inebriation signifies, obviously, symbolic sleep, forgetting, the power 
of the Lethean waters. 9 

H Cf. G, Po~tl':1. Uavis ab:,cunJitus, 15. fi16. which speaks of the "htw of gr<lce which extracted lTIen 

from the Waters of rhe world." and refers to the symbol of Chrbr, who "walb on the sea sustained 
by his own power." an identical expression to tffilt used in the Corpus Hcrmcricum for those who reach 
me eighth level 

(J Corpus Hcrmcticum, 7.2. The ~ame symbolism is quite frequeue in the Orienr _ d, Dha1l1mapada (HI), 
34H, .170) where crossing the stream is explained as crossing amI passing beyond the kingdom of death. 
and where (he ascetic who has overcome rhe five obsracles is identified with the one who has crossed 
the ocean; Surranipara. 3,6.36; Katha-Upanishad. 1.3.2. The "upslream-swimmer" is a technical expres
sion for rhar "puriry" of rhe hean that has arrived at the formless states -arupa-(cf, Dhammapada. 
218). From the Gnm.tic point of view. Jesus was considered one of those who "have raised rhet11selves 
againsr the srream" (Phiiosophwnrna . . 'l.7-H). 0. plate on p. 192 of the Chymica vannus: a man h 
preparing to cross a river and on the other bank arc seen "vvinged" beings (Air sEarl's); there is also a 
ship en roure ro a fiws St'crcrus. TllC rwo symbolic directions of the Waters are revealed in a Gnostic 
collllnentary to Homer (G/yssey, 24,9-12)_ Oceanus. farhcr ot the gods and at men. ehhs and flows 
hack again; in falling hr gives way [() the generation of men and in rising. to the white SWIlt' (kl1casia); 
he brings in the gods. referred (0 as the "Seven Gods" and "the Androgyne Man in everyone" (in 
Hippolytus. l'hiiosophumcna. 5.7-8). 
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Sixteen 

SEVE1), 

CbE OPERACi01)S, 

A1)O CbE miRROR 

1) ow that we have outlined the doctrine we can begin (0 

cur a path through the complex symbolism of rhe 
technical alchemicalliterarure, which otherwise would 

be almoS( impenetrable. We shall accompany rhe reader through a parr of this 
li(Crary labyrinth in order CO familiarize him with the seCret language. 

05(aneS1 speaks of seven distillations necessary for obtaining from the serpems 

of Mount Olympus and ocher mountains' the "Divine Warer" that kills the living 
and revives (he dead (rhe deep stages of consciousness buried in terrcscrial form).3 

1 CA.G, 2:261; 3:250 

2 Concerning "mountain," sec page 130, note: 3. The "serpentS" here symholi;:::e the powers residing 
within "Earth \.; breast." The same symbolism can be seen in an illustration ot Abraham the Jew (de 
Givry, Must:e des $Orders, 397): a mountain, seven caves, seven serpents; lxlow, two griffons mutually 
devouring nne another indicate the anragonism of the powers, about which we have preViously spoken 
(p. 40). and give origin ro the body as petrifying neurr<llizarion; above. at the slliIllllic. is a tree Vvith 
branches of golden. red and white flowers (awakenings in ~ and 2" ) 
3 Boehme (Dt' sigllarura. 12. §31) says that the seven forms of human life arc first killed and then aroused 
to a new life. In the images of Abraham (he Jrw (de Givry, 297). this killing is expressed symbolically 
by "the massacre of the ll1nocents:" seven children have heen killed and thdr blood serve.<; as the bath 
("washing'") of the king and queen. 0 and <C. Abo in Hindu alchemy onr. is instruaed to "kill" 
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And Raymond Lully also speaks of (he preparation of the warer of life, which is 
the "solvent" to be used in the work, "This menstruum is reccifierJ( - is replaced 

by I , which .. resurrection)4 seven times, each time removing the residue. ":l Flamel6 

advises that in order to purify the "leprous head of the raven" it is necessary (0 

l".Ilter the regenerating flow of the_ Jordan seven times. And Perl1ctyl speaks no 

differently of a bathing, adding that i( is a question of passing rhrough (he seven 

planets, realized hy means of seven successivc_ operations (hat conduct us through 

different stages of Mercury, symbolized by the various alchemical merals, up to (he 
srage of Gold ((he plane of "(hose-who-are," beyond (he spheres of change and 

becoming). 

In (he Grear Book of Narure a dyke is mentioned (ha( holds back the waters 

from flowing into a garden. The dyke is overcome Upon the instruction of an infant 
gUide, "not the son of man," who commands: "Strip off your fobes," which is 

explained in the: seven grades of "expiation" to be discusse.d later.'i And Similarly, 
in the Chernlca! Wedding of Chrisrian Rosenkrcuz by J. V Andreae, we see that 
the bridal candidates have (0 pass the (es( of (he seven burdens, and (hen seven are 

the Stories of the tower of the royal palace where the resurrection of the King and 
Queen ( 0 and « )9 takes place. According (0 l'hilale(hes, seven are (he times that 

the doves of Venus must circle because "all perfection resides in the number seven"; 

and elsewhere he mentions "dle MrTcury must be purified at least seven times. 
Only (hen is (he 'Ba(h of (he King"ll ready." And with (he inlage of the bath we 

rerum to the symbol of washing, to which is submitted (he one who, being King 
by nature, must rule again. 

In the Book of J!.I HabiT it is said: "Wash ye seven times the lime that is not 
ycr exhausred" (symbolizing the thirsty "dryness" of Water),,; I direct you to 

work over the ashes [that which remains after the aCtion of the purifying Fire] 
subjecting them [0 heat and irrigation seven times [here we are dealing with the 

the Me:rcury ~ix. times i11 order to transform the Copper into Gold See: P. C Ray, Hi<;[()J"Y of HiIld[1 
Chemisrry (Londnn-Ca1clltt'l, 1902), 1. prd., 46; 7., pref.. 39-44. 

4 See page YOff. 

"R. Luliy. ClJviclJl", §1b; d. Tht"<1Crum chemJ·cum. 4.334. 

h Livre (It' Synesius, RPC. 2.190; Flame], Figures hit'roglyrhiques. (chap. 4), in BPC 2:243. 

7 Dicriollna.irc, .30i. 

8 Italian edition, trans. Todi(i9?1) 7 8. E, 20. Concerning tht:: Jam we ('.an return to the dted (fadition 
(l'hilosoplH1!llflla, .5.7) that speaks of a wall bchinJ which is found the "inner Man," who proreeds 
"from thr primordial celestial Man, Adam," ["lien inro a work o[ mere clay and mud in which "he ha::. 
furgotten everything" (skep. forgetring, etc.) 

9 CiKJllL<;chc Hochzcir Vall Chrisrian J(oscnkrcuz (PMis, 1928), 36, Boehme (Dc .\ignatllIa, 10, §(3) cans 
tht:: otht::[ :::.eptenary the "diabolical castle," which "the knip;ht will destroy in (he seven kingdoms 

10 Philakrhes, Fpisr. de: Ripley. §51; Regulae, §5. 
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other, celestial modality of water. which is used in 'resurreC(ions'). OU( of [his the 

ashes will be sweer. good and fair. And ye W111 no longer sec death. ,oil Sometimes 
[he seven indicates symbolic periods of time (days. years. e[c.). which oitcn rder 
[0 [he same ordrr of ideas. 

The. seven gates of [he Mysteries of Mithras are encountered in me Arabic 

edition of the Book of Oscancs: in a vision occasioned by asceticism. fasting. and 

prayer, [here appears to the author a being who conducts him [0 seven doors 

where, guarding the treasures of knowledge, is an animal whose Own parts are 

being devoured among [hemselves12 (as mentioned on page 34). This clearly 
symbolizes [he deSire [hal feeds on itself. establishing by its presence [he obstacle 
to the realization of [he transcendent s[a[es. 13 And the seven initiations are seen in 

[he symbol of the seven steps in [he Stairway of the Wise in an illustration oi the 
Amphithratrum sapientiae of Khunrath, a work in which is also encountered the 

symbol of a "philosophical citadel" with seven towers, corresponding to the seven 

operations of the Art. with a dragon in the center, symbol of the prima materia. 

In a mystical Syrian alchemical [eXl. [he usual veil of enigmas almost com
plerely falls away when we come ro [he Mirror contained wirhin a temple appro
priately called [he "Seven Doors", 

The purpose of the mirror was not to allow a person to contemplate himself 

physically, because scarcely was the mirror PUt down, when the person lost 

memory of his own image. The Mirror represents the Divine Spirit. When the 

soul sees itself in it, it observes the shameful things in itsf.lf and rejects them. 

Once purified, it imimtes and takes as model the Holy Ghost; it becomes 

spirit itself; calm possesses it and it turns continuously to this superior state 

in which -it knows (the divine) and is known (by it]. Then baving become 

wiciJouc shadow, it divests itself of the chains that are its own and those it has 

in common with the body. And what is the word of the philosophers? Know 

[hyself With these words is conveyed the spritual and imdlectual mirror. And 

what is this mirror if not the primordial divine spirit itself? When a man looks 
into i( ahd sees himsc-lr, he- turns away from e-vnything bt:aring the names of 

gods and demons, and uniting himself v.rith the Holy Ghost, he becomes a 

perfect man. He sees the l~d that is in him. . This mirror is situated 

11 CMA, 3:95, 114 

17 Cf. also CA.G 2:287 88, 3L"1. 337; CA1A, 2:37. 38; Livre de EI Hahir, CMA. 3:88. 

1., C1\1A, 3: 119-20; Cf. dEspagnct (Arcanum hermeticae, Bee 2, §:52): "The garden of the Hesperides 
is guarded by a horribk dragon; at the: entrance there. is a fountain of the. clearesr living-Water, issuing 
[rom seven sources and pouring out in all directions. Have tbe dragon drink thh Water according [Q the 
magic numocr of three times seven (the: se:ven referring to me: three principles) until, inebriated, he 
divests himself of his soiled garmenr " 
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over seven doors ... correspond.ing (0 (he seven heavens, over the sensory 

world, over the twelve houses [the zodiac or forcrs of animal Vitality] .... And 

over them rises the Eye of the- invisible senses, the Eye of (he Spirit, which is 

pre.scm and in all places. This perfect Spirit is seen in the pawn of which 

everything is compristd.. 14 

In sum: in hermetism, the numbe.r seven, according to traditional esoteric 

teaching, expresses transcendent forms, nonhuman forms of consciousness and 

energy rhat stand at the foundation of "dememal" things. The pOSSibility of a 
double relationship to these forms explains the doctrine of the tWO septenaries, one 
bound to necessity and the other opening to freedom." The state of physical 
embodiment in which man finds himself is ried te) the mystery of rhis septenary 
differentiation and, through the "centers of life," also contains the. double power of 

the keys of "locking" and "unlocking," of the hermetic solve and coagula. Purifi
cations, distillations. circulations, divesunents, calcination~. solutions, ablutions, 

killings, baths, rectification.s, etc., all relate more or less directly to the number 
seven. In the technical hermetic literature they express the work assigned to the 

powers through their transition from one mode of being to another. which is 
"nonhuman." 

And so we have moved from the doctrinal part of hermctism and entered the 
terrain of practice. Bur before proceeding we shall set down a series of ideas and 
symbols thar will allow us to clarify the essence of the hermetic work. 

H C""MA. 2:262-63 

b Cf. TIle Virgin of rhe WoriJ. 3 (Mead, 7..'5.'1): "The differx::n<.:e bctVv"f:cn corruptible things and ctertl;l! 
things. hc.twec:n physiC-II and non-physical. is that (he ones are subject to necessity and the orhcrs ex.ist 
hedy" 
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Seventeen 

(joln 
iT) cbe ARC 

O ne view that is central to the Royal An is that the 

hermetist performs certain operations by which he 

actualizes and brings to perfection a symbolic "Mat-

ter," one that Nature has left imperfect and potemial and which, withom this 

assisrancf. of the Art, would never be able to improve itself. This view refers to 

everything me common man finds here below, but particularly (0 the imponancf 

of that which, "unknown to cather races," we have mentioned in connection (0 the 

specific spirit of the "hernic cycles." 
Concerning the first point we can cite, speaking for all sources, the Dc pharmaco 

ca[halico: "Nature rests and suspends me work on the Gold [in me sense of vulgar 

Gold, interpretable as thl? state according to which the solar force is found in the 
common man), ,This is the highest goal of all metals [of all the other natures 

differentiated by me 'matrix'], higher and beyond which, Nature cannot by itself 

bring any metaL"! But "men can aid nature and oblige it to undertake something 

beyond mat a((ainable by its ordinary actiVity'" to reach that goal Geber calls "the 

extreme limit" and" the difficult thing" and "the highest that man can desire, "3 The 

1 Dc pliarmaco, 4, §2 

? Salmon, inrroducdol1 to BPe. iii; d_ Triomphc Hc:rrn&ti'-JIIc, BPc' 3:243 

l Livre de fa mjsericunk:. CAlA. 3:1HH. 1R'5. 
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a!chemises thus establish a distinction between that Gold which is a narural 
production, and the other which is prepared by the help of the Arc and receives the 
mark and sign of "the Masters of Power.'" Concerning this, Philalethes says 
allegorically that if Mercury is found among merchants, the Sun or Gold, on the 
other hand, is "a consequence of our work and our operacion"; and who does not 
know this" still does not understand rhe purpose of Our scerer work. "" As we said 
at the begilming, the purpose of the hermetic An is nor the discovery of Gold, but 
its fabrication. 

Having fixed this general point, we can understand the meaning of such expres
sions as "death and resurrection," "killing the living and reviving the dead," and 
others that constitute a leitmotiv of hermctism. 

4 Syrian [c"Xrs, CMA. 2:121. 

:, Introitus apertu~, ~18. 
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Eighteen 
........ 

ShAOOlU, AShes, 
AnO RemAins 

• r n order (0 return to life, the dead must die. The sym-
bolism of death, in general, can be referred to "sleep" as 

we have shown, and since sleep or dreaming is the state 

of ordinary consciousness within the body, that would seem to affirm the idea of
in a more sotcriologico-relig;olls sense than initiatic-the body as evil, the fall and 

negadon of the spiriL 
References to this arc nO( lacking, w be sure. In the Corpus Hermeticwl1-to 

begin with tbat-the body acquires the label of burden or prison. And every soul 
does find irself so laden and enchained, "But even underneath this burden, rhe soul 

struggles and thUlks, thougb these are not the same kinds of thoughts thar it would 
have it it weIr. detached from the body"; instead of "energies" it knows only 

sensations and passions that proceed from the body. It is for this reason mat as a 
prerequisite for the acquisition of illumination or Gnosis, hatred for the body is 

recommrnded. And it is said, "Bur first thou mUst tear off from thee rhis cloak 
which thou wearest, this cloak of ignorance, origin of every evil, chain of corrup

tion, tangle of darkness, living dea[h, sensation's corpse, the comb that thou 
draggest along witb thee, (be robber in tbine own house who through the things 

he loverh, hateth (hee, and through rhe things he haterllixars thee malice.'" Here, 

1 TIle Virgin of {he W()rld, 2 (MeaJ. 214-15); Corpus Hr.:rmericum 4.:5; 72 
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in any case, the symbols of garmem, cloak, tomb, death, and datkness (shadow) 
are clearly employed in the same sense that they must be given when they appear 
in me enigmas of technical alchemical literatute. 

Here are some "shadow" correspondences: "The bodies [in the sense of the 
subjects over which the Opus will be exetcised) all have a shadow and a black 

substance that must be extracted. "2 Speaking of the symbolical Copper-the red
dish yellow "metal" nearest to being transmuted into Gold-AgathoJaimon says: 

"The soul is the most subtle part, mat is, the tinctural spirit [which acts in the same 
way a tim or tincture diffuses its 'color' imo all parts); the body is thac heavy, 
earthy thing pledged to datkness. "3 Zosimos counsels to wotk it through until me 
copper has no more datkness: 4 "Expel the shadow of the Copper," repeat the 
Arabs." "The Copper has passed to white" [stage of ~ consciollsne,,) and has been 
liberated from the dark .. , stripped of its black color, it has abandoned its opaque 

and heavy body."6 Comarius, speaking of a "dark spirit" that opptesses bodies 
repeats almost verbatim what is said in the Corpus Hermeticum. He says: "Body 
[in the primordial sense), Spirit and Soul are all debilitated because of the shadow 
that falls over them. "I Pelagills adds that only when the Copper has become 
shadowless can it "colot" all kinds of bodies, something which, as we shall see, 
coincides more or less with the goal of the ArtS Even more explicitly, the Cosmpolite 
says that it is a question of clearing up the darkness and coming to see that Light 
of Nature that has escaped our notice; because in our eyes, the body is che shadow 
o{ nature.9 

If these allusions were not subject to any deepet meaning, they would have a 
suspicious character from the initiate's point of view. Since the body. in a wide 
sense, is the expression and at the same time the basis of individuation, it is a 

question of overcoming an escapist and mystical-pantheistic tendency penaining 
more (0 the world of religions than [Q that of the initiates. But a series of 
expressions of vety different spirit are regularly found in the hermetic doctrine. 

For example, for those of us who know what "Salt" is~what docs an expression 

2 Livre de Crat6, CAlA, 3:55. 

3 Stephanills (CAlA. 1.261); d. note in D. Trc:viso, Phih~ophie des meraux, (RPC 2:3H9)- 'The shadow 
of the Sun is the embodiment of the GolJ "' 

4 CAG, 3:B.~; d. PscuJouemocritean texts, Cl1C. 3:45. 49; and Pdagius, CAG, 3:246-47 

5 CMA, 2141 

6 CAG, 3:454. 459. 

7 CAe, 2:2% 

" CAe;. 2,257 

9 NOVWll Jumfll ciJt'miClll1l. 65 
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like this, from the Dc pharmaco carholico mean, "Withom Salt we could not make 

the Philosopher's Stone," or this, "Metallic Salt is the Philosopher's Stone"? Ac
cording to the symbolism of "distillations," the dregs ate what remains aiter the 

spirit has been extracted, that is to say, they are the body, from which is also taken, 

among other possible meanings, the symbol of the" ashes" -by analogy, thar is, as 
residue without any more Fite, But the surprising thing is that "dtegs," "ashes," and 
"remains" alike are valued as something precious that the "Son of the Art" must 

guard against underestimating and throwing away, beeause it is precisely from them

it is declared-that the Gold is made, or racher, the ashes are the Gold, the true 
Gold, not the vulgar Gold, but the "Philosopher's Gold." "In the ashes remaining in 

the bottom of the tomb," Artephius lO says, for instance, "are found tbe diadem of 

oUr King." And dEspagnet says, "The earth at the bottom of the cup is the true 
mine of the Philosophers' Gold, the Fire oi Natute and Heaven. "11 Zosimos ascribes 

to the residue of the burnt ma((ers, (he dross, the "power of evcryd1ing [navro.; 
tvspycra)" and adds, "Know that the ashes constitute all the mystery, which is 

why the Ancienrs speak of the black Lead, which is the basis of substance. "12 As we 

know, such lead corresponds to the " sacred black Stone" which, according to John 
the Alchemist, 13 confers "skill" on the masters; it corresponds to Saturn, abom which 

Boehme says, "Patadise is still in this world, bm man is very far from ir, so long as 
he fails to regenerate himself. And rhis is rhe Gold hidden in Saturn"; 14 it corre

sponds to Earth, about which the Hermetic Triumph says, "When by distillation, 

we Extract the Water, which is the Soul and the Spirit (here Water is an aU-inclusive 
symbol for everything that is not Earth),'" the body remains at the bottom of the 

vessel, as a dead Earth, black and vile, which nevertheless must not be disdained .. 
. the remains of Earth are convened into a true essence. and who would take any; 
thing away from our subject, knows nothing of [hermetic) Philosophy. "16 And we 

also quote the words of the Emerald Tablet; "The power of the Tdesllla is IlO( 

complete if it is not converted into Earth." We might also recall Olympiodorus, 
"Dregs and ashes arc the oracle revealed by the demons"; in the Book of EI HaM:, 17 

"The Redness [which is the final stage of the process, equivalent to 0 and t J 
neither appears nor seems to exist outside these precious cinders," and So on. 

10 Livre d'Arupbius, BPC 2:1()9 

II ArCaJlUm lJcrmcticae (Bee, 2). §§22, 23. 

12 CAe;, 2:99, 213, 223. 

13 Ibid .. 26.') 

14 De sjgn3.wra, 8. §§47, 48. 

I.; BPC. 3.302. 

j(, eMit 3-%, 114. 

17 [That i<;, the shape::. and forms and movement:, of Inatter aparr from sub::,tance, -Trails.] 
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Other symbols have this same meaning. When the body is associated with 
Gold, there will also be attributed to the body a masculine value. 1d And also, "Who 

would become Master of the Work, and seeks anything other than this Stone, will 
be as one who wants to climb a ladder without rungs, and who, as that is 

impossible, would dash his head to the ground. "19 In the same way, Della Riviera 

has the "magical hero" derive from "Hera," our of the Earth, which the Chymica 
Vaflnus describes as "the egg of the Phoenix. "20 

Alongside the idea that this individuation that is sustained by the body (the 

hlack Stone is the bas;s of the substance) must be dissolved indiscriminately into 
the All, there are also other kinds of evidence. It is said of tbe divine Water tbat 

it "dissolves and returns me metals (0 this crude state, but conserving them always 

111 their 01Vll specie [that is, in their own individuality). . without these bodies 
being destroyed in any way. except to receive a regeneration and new farm, nobler 

and more excellent than they possessed before."21 It is not a question of "destroy
ing but of improving." says The Thread of Ariadne." "It is incorrect to call this 

the rransmu[a(ion of lllerals, because in truth it is a matter of the purgation, 
fixation, coloration and perfection of imperfect metak" And "even if our Gold is 

not the vulgar Gold, it is nevertheless found in the vulgar Gold"; the fruit of "our 
work is extracted from ordinary Gold and Silver. "23 And in Pelagius and the Letter 

from Isis to Horus it is said that Gold is the seed of Gold, as who sows wheat, has 
wheat come up and harvests wheat,24 and so the "species" is preserved. There is 

a continuity 1110 central modality of 0 remains (which in its vulgar form is 

manifested by the human personality), and the operation does not "altet" it. 
We meet the same idea again in the sytnbolism of (he circulations. The "vessel" 

in which the work is completed-the aludel, the athanor-must remain hermetically 

sealed until the completion of the Great \M)[k. This has been laid down by all the 
authors. But it follows then that the subtle parr of the "compound," also called 

"angel,"" is separated from the dense and corporeal under the heat of the fire, 

18 Cf. Philalethes (Regulae, chap 3): "Aside from Gold, which is the bodyanJ which acts as the male 
in our Work" we neeJ the Spirie ere 

1? Enctxtirns. BPC 1.85. 

20 Chymica V3nnU.'i, 279, 2Hl; cr. Bracccsco. (Epu:.itium:. foL 79a). "The fays of the heavenly bodies 

are cOllcentrated in no Element vvith such vitroe and power 30<; in Earth. precisely because Earth i:, the 
rrtK' alld solid receptacle of the celestial virtues and the center of their spheres ., 

21 Uvre dArtephius. BPe. 121 

n Filum Ariadnac, 38. 46. 

23 Philalethes. JrlCroiw5 ilperrus. §§18. 19 

24 C± CAG, 3.34, 258; Livre de m l-Jahir, CMA.. 3:11:5. 

7:~ Cf. Pe.rncty, Dicrionnairc. 33 
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affording it no power to escape. Pressing against the upper wall of rhe closed 
container, it is obliged to condense anew and rerum below, as a distillation that will 
act on the residue to transform it. It is a fundamental principle of rhe Art chat the 
spirit must not fly out and "cape, under pain of lOSing what was supposed to be 
achieved. Artephius says: "Do not let the spirit exhale, because if ir escapes from 
the vessel, your work will be complerely destroyed. "26 

That is rhe reason why Fires rhar are tOO violenr are ill-advised: because rhe 
force of the spirits would break the vessel and every benefir would be lost;27 because 

of this, orhers insist likewise on the thickness of rhe glass of rhe flask and on the 

perfectly "hermetic" seal. And it is advisable to rush immediately to the aid of rhe 
Rody when the Soul is stretched by having loosened irs bond: otherwise" the Soul 
will abandon irs terreserial company to resolve into another dement ,28 which is not 
the objecrive thar is being pursued. This is expressed in similar fashion by Zacharias: 

"It is necessary to remain attentive and vigilant in order not (0 miss the precise 
moment of rhe birth of Our Mercurial Warer, wirh the end of reuniring ir wirh irs 

body, thar until now we have called yeast Or leavening and which from now on we 
shall call Venom."" The word venom refers to rhe point at which the principle of 

the work is manifested as a transcendent and dissolving power with respecr to tbe 

personalized individual states. And Boehme says: "If rhe spirie flees from irs prison, 
lock it back in again. "30 

~ BPC 2:157; d. Philalethes, Introitus aperflL'i, chap. 17 

27 H'Ium Atiadnae. 82-83; Livre de E1 Habit, 104. 

28 De pharmaco cachuiico 2. §§3, 4; d. 3,04. Equivalent teaching- "Tah. special care that rhe diluvian 
Waters do nor suffocare the: Fire: of Earth·, (Triomphe Hermetique, 306). 0. Dialogue de Marie er Arm, 
BPC,179. 

29 Zacharias, P1liloso[1hie naturdle de:. mecaux, 2.534. Cf Turba, BPC, 2:7 

.~o Auroril, 10, §:50. 
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Nineteen 

phiLosophicAL 
rl)cesc 

F rom all that has been said up to this point we can now 
define the full intent of the hermetic enterprise in the 

following way' 
It is possible to cause consciousness (0 pass from an individualiz;cd state (which 

is the condition of the body = ego 0 as "vulgar Gold") to a nonindividualized, 

unshaped state (Warers, Solvents, Mercury, etc.). The symbols of this process are 
liquefaction, fusion, dl'ssolution, solution, separation, and so on. 1 It is also possible 

to confront (his transformation in two discinc( ways: actively or passively, as 
dominator or dominated, either according to t or (0 ([ 

This alternative underscores the main differences between mysticism and initia

tion. In the first case a kind of indiscriminate, Ecstatic nondiffcrence appears as the 
goal, rhe poinr of arrival, and salvation. In the second case, conversely, the goal is 

a state in which an individuali;dng power, the same 0 principle already manifested 
in the human body as the "I" hidden in the shadows, is reborn and reaffirmed. 

In order to confirm definitely that the spirit of the hermetic achievement 
corresponds fully to this second possibility, an examination of the group of 

allegories in the literature that is concerned with symbolic connections between 

Mother and Son, Feminine and Masculine, will be decisive. We shall begin with the 

1 These last terms in the alchemical jargon should be taken in a double sense, including that which 
obrains in expressions like "solving a problem" and "dissolving a bond ' . 
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maxim of Philalethes that "the fixed becomes volatile for a while in order (0 acquire 

a nobler quality the better to fix the same volatile again.'" In this case the 
"volatilc"-cy.uivalent (0 Mother, Woman, the Waters, the Moon, nc.-signifies 

the Spiritus Mundi. the universal life-force. The "fixed"-which is the Son, the 
Male, Fire, Sun, Red Stone, etc. .. on the other hand, signifies the ego, the petSon

ality, the SouP 
Tn general it is rhe unanimous opinion of all rhe hermetic philosophers that a 

"mortification" must intervene: a dissolving in the Waters. a disappearance into 
the Mother's womb that devours or kills the son, a domination of the Female over 
the Male, of the Moon over the Sun, the volatile over the fixed, and so on; but all 
that is simply a provisional condition for returning potentiality (0 the son, (0 

enable him to reaffirm himself again over what has previously dominated and 
"dissolved" him, to make himself "more perfect and greater than his parents." 

And it is here that dEspagnet says, "The Female at first is stronger than the Male 

and dominates him, in order to transmmc him into her own nature. Bm then the NIalc 

recovers his vigor and in tum gains ascendancy, dominates the Female and makes her 
like himself. "4 And rhe Yurba philosophowm.· "The Morher engenders the Son and 

the Son engenders the Mother and kUls her. "5 In other texts we encounter analogous 

expressions, "When I find myself in the arms of my Mother, united with her 
substance, I control her, I detain her and fix her."6 "The Water or Mercury is the 

Mother who is taken and sealed within the womb of the Son, that is, of the Sun, 

which came f onh from this Water. "7 The Female must first be allowed to surmowlt 
the Male, and then the Male the Female. "8 And F1amel adds, "Once the infant [created 

by the Art) becomes strong and robust, to the point where it can do banle against 
Water and Fire [the force must be understood as that which manifests in the 

awakenings of ~ and~; see further, pages 113-114 and 168-169), it witt insert into 
its own belly the Mother that had given it birth'} and so forth. 

2 Introiws apt:'rf!L<;, chap. 1. 

3 The thing to understand about symbols is [hat [hey sometimes have very different meanings, which 
arc: not necessarily conrradicrory hut may derive from quite differem poims of view. So the "fixed" can 
syrnhnlizc the hexly ill relation to "volarility" and to the subtlety of the vital prinCiples, hut at the same 
time, as in this case, it call also symbolize the Soul considered in its srability and identity. in rhe fact 
of its constituting a stable poim and a ccm:cr confronting the universal Life and its undetermined 
possibilities and also the becoming of the dcmenrs 

4 In hrtlery, Dictionnaire, 220, 

s Turba philosuphonl1Il, BPC, 2,19. Cf, (he appendix knmvn as L epfcre .;1 Arisre. 

Ii Sette capitoli d'Ermerc, §4. 

'f Livre d'Arrcphiu$, RPC, 2:131. 

B Liv.tt:' de Synesius, BPC, 2: 180. 

9 Fi/?urcs hii,rogiyphi'-]ues, BPe, 2: 244 
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Of particular importance are the forms of this cycle of allegories wherein the 
Mother-primary subsrance of every metal or individual being-becomes rhe wife 
of her son. These forms speak clearly to us abour me role and meaning amibuted 
by the hmnetic tradition to the mascuhne dignity of the one who seeks realization. 
But the other forms of the allegory are also interesting, those that show us what 
the expression of the mystico-religious or pantheistic solution in the symbol of 
relationships against nature can be: rhe states in which the universal power~ 
substance, the "One Life," dominates the personality arc equivalent to the Woman 

who possesses the Man, rhe Son who returns to the womb of his Mother, the 
servant raised over his master, "Superior (0 him in all ways,"IO and so on. 

In hermcrism these states do not consirurc anything more than passing phases; 
immediately afterward the correct relations, those sanctioned by nature (after the 
solve, after the" contact," me coagula), are established. For all that, they confirm 
in so many ways the affirmative and "magic" spirit of hermcrism, for whomever 

follows the work. 
Still, the central question has not been sufficiently addressed. This "fixing" of 

the Female or possessing of the Mother hy every creature in order to return to 

"Nature that takes joy in itself" to "Nature dominated by itself," which is peculiar 
to the male, may it not express, in the final analysis-as the equivalent symbol of 
the theft of the Tree of Life does-me same act of personali2;ation, whose result. 
as we have seen, is the Body? And will we not find oursd ves then in a vicious 
circle? In fact, the texts consider tbe body to be the center of vulgar life shrouded 
in darkness and deadl, something that must be overcome; yet the body returns to 

present itself as a necessary result of the coagula which, paradoxically, is the 
rerminus of the Opus Magnus. It cannO( be tbe same thing. Obviously corporeality 
cannot mean the same thing in [he one case as it does in the mher, and so the 
problem is to determine where the difference lies. 

10 Pernery, Dicrionnaire. 449. 
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Twenty 

cnE COmB ADO 
cniRSC 

For this problem as well, we shall find the best key in a 
previously cited text from the Corpus Hermericum to 

the adventure of the one who wishes to go beyond the 
seven circles of necessity (see chapter 14). 

What justifies the prior negative expressions, from a mystico~soteriological 
coloradon that we encounter in the hermetic tradition, is not so much the. fact of 

"individuation" Or "body" per se-that is to say, the qualification an.d organization 

of what is undifferentiated and indistinct, as the wotk of an active ptinciple, t Ot 
or 0 or 'Y', rcaning on the Mercurial Moistness and coagulating in an image, sign 

of its powet~but a distinct relationship to individuation and the body. Such a 
relationship will be that which cotresponds to a stare of "love"~in the sense of 
"iocntiflcarion" and n amalgamation" (that is, in the samc .sense as the power, which 
accotding to Hindu teaching, "thirst" and "desire" have)~precisdy with regard to 

the body and individuation. Such a state is one in which the Waters penetrate the 
solar principle with a "superfluous moisture" to iHJ'Ute it, intoxicate it, darken it, 

and carry it away. They lead it to submersion and absorption into [hat which 
already has received the itnpression of the form of its dominion, to attach itself to 

it and no longer distinguish itself, degenerating from its own nature_ and participat

ing in everything and through everything of its nature. It converts itself, so to 

speak, inw the image of itself. an image that, as such, suffers the condition of the 
thing in which it is manifested. Such a development immediately presents itself to 
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us internally in the myth of Narcissus. Narcissus is lured to "death" in the 

"Waters" by an awakened passion for his own image reflecred in rhese Same 

warers, and this "death" is the substance of that which men who are bound by 

desire to the world of bodies and becoming call life. 

In the introduction (sec pages 11-12) we quoted a gnosric rexr in which we 

recognize these same symbok in the intermediate stagc, prior to his reintegration, 
it is said of Primordial Man rhar "He stands upright here below, having been 
engendered by the image [reflection] in the current of the Waters." In a similar text 
we read, "Recast in watc.ry form, it (the soul] suffers .. a', the slave of Death. "1 

We have seen finally that Water -' either as itself or as I'v1e.rcury, is in a certain sense 

understood in hermetism as hunger. desire. or burning thirst. And it is clear that 
rhe myth of Narcissus also forms parr of the hermeric rradition, and we have 
pointed our rhe meraphysical meaning that it contains. Thc Corpus Hermericum 
(1.12-15) speaks of "a form of marvelous beauty in which all the energies of the 
seven powers were united with the: divine form." There is an allusion to a vision 

of this form in the Water and in the Shadow over rhe Eardl, and a love rhar is 
manifested in "Narurc"; we are told how the same Primordial Man "upon perceiv
ing in the water rhe teflection of his own form, was seized by desire for it and 
wanted to possess it. The act followed me desire and so irrational form was 

conceived. Nature possessed herself of her lover. embracing him tightly. and they 
were united in murual love." Hence rhe "fall," rhe origin of the "sleep," the 
submission to rhe tyranny of cosmic law-apilovia-on the part of whomever 
was placed under it by dint of his own nature (see page 54). It is precisely to this 
situation that we referred when we spoke of the bewitchment of the terrcstrial: 2 

petrification, transformation of the energies into passions and sensations, "Metal
ness," the veil of "datkness" and "leprosy," rhe seate of silence or the "vulgat" stare 
of profound powrxs and principles in man, external conciousness tied down to the 

physical world through the brain, etc. 

"Man," says Boehme. 3 "dieJ to the divine celestial essence [about which he 

1 In Hippolytus, Phi/osophumena, :itO; d. Heraclitus (frag. 68 Dids) "For souls, to become water is 

dearh. " 

2 A passage from Plotinus (Enneads 6.4.14) exr!ain~ rhe reaching: "Ir has occurred ro rhe. Higher Man 
to wall( (0 Ix in addition someone else, and on encollntering us he has united himself to us and us 
to him . As wirh one voice and wirh a single word, the ear that hears and receives make:; another 
elsewhere, because from that active power [of the spoken word] is born a hearing that has presem in 
itsdf this rower in [its] aCtion; so we have become two together, and no longer what we were arart 
Or what we have aJJeJ, only that the higher man is "askep and as (hough not present." For (he 
corresponding myth in Buddhist teaching, d. our work The Duclrinc of the: Awakening (London, 
1951). 

3 De signatura., 14, §6; L'l, §§6-8; 4, §28; :5, §1:5. 
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speaks elsewhere as the 'noble Gold of celestial corporeality'), because the inner 
desire, having arisen from the fiery center'. . inclined (oward external temporal 

birth. So in man the divine essence, or inner corporeality, is converted into death.!' 

The same author then speaks of the alchemical symbolism of Saturn, W which we 
shall Inurn presently. and says that the body from (hat time on remains in Saturn, 

dad ill miserable rags; the Golden Child is hiddel1 by Satum behind a black cape, 
It is the "tomb of Osiris," the body turned intO the Sepulchre of the Living, The 

primordial violence done to (he Tree constitutes the corporeality, in a transcenden
tal sense, according to which the body is identified or associated with Sulfur, Fire, 

and divine Gold, The symbol of transcendental man refers W thac he is the 

Absolute Individual. But when the passion of the Primordial Waters rises again, 

arresting the process, then he is Auis, dlC "ear of corn CLlt while yet green"; it is 
premature deadl, rhe mutilation that causes Artis to be s(Crile-aKap1l'O~. This is 

the mystery of rhe body in which 111all is found here on earrh, The angels fell not 
because they wanted to possess "women," but because they had "desired" them: 

ir waS the burning, fiery desire imprisoned in Adam, according to Gichtel,' which 
deprived hinl of his spouse Sophia, rhat is to say, which separated him from Life 
and power6 

The dilficulty, then, is explained, In hermerism it is never a quesrion of sepa

raring from the Body in order to escape (rhe "spirits" must nor flee, the soul must 

not escape into the Air, etc.), but of separating in order to reestablish a causal and 
dominating relarionship of the solar principle, frcc of passion, with thar ro which 

it has given form and which is now offered to it in its greater nonhuman powers 
so that it can itself undergo a rebirth. From this is derived, in hermetism, a 

4 In Adam. says Boehme (Aurora., 11, &62). it was Niue. or the active force of personalization. which 
struggled wirh the "Fountain of Life" 

5 Gichrd, Thcmophia praccica 1, §§19 20; l §§66-70; 6, §§45-46. The symbolism of rhe magnet in 
some cases can be applied to the power of the Body that has attracted the soul. tying it to itself. The: 
rt'sulrant state is equivalent to the ahamkara in Hindu rradition, by means of which the ego makes its 
own the characreristics that come to it from the Body. 

6 A correlation between "thirsr" or "desire" and the failure of a "Titanic" advenrure can Ix found in 
Orphism. The inscription of the Lamina Turii IT reads: "1 am of your blessed race [Uranian-e,uoi ytvo<; 
ovpavl0v, Lamina Pete1ia]. Bur Moira and the flashing lighrning bolt struck me and withered me." The 
sudden fulmination hurled at the Titans on the part (jf Zeus as well a~ the "aridity" caus{'s the "thirst 
thar parches and coIl;sumes me" from the Lamina Padl~1. which can be quenched only by the W1rers 
of l'v1nemosyne, reserved fur initiates. Me.rapbysically to interprer such thirst a;, desire, however, one 
would have had to recognize rhat it is nut so much the eHect as the cause of the Titans being crushed 
by lighrning. But it must Ix noted thar the hermetic "purification" that fetches the primordial states 
back frum those it ha<; degenerated is "Iso somerimes called "fulmination" (cf. for example, Pcrnety, 
Diceionlla.ire. 17':;); the awakening ot the central puwer thar acr.<; ill the Opus .Magnus is often compared 
to a "lightning flash" that suddenly destroys every" imperfect metaL" i.e., every individual essence not 
qualified to pass the test thar it confronts now for rh{' sr.cond time. 
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"transcendental realism" wherein the reversal of values peculiar to the mystical 

language acquires a different and very special senSe. 
In the "image generated by the Waters" Primordial Man "stands on his own 

feet," but this is nothing more than spectral support. Once identifying himself with 
his body, man finds himself defined by it. All his faculties of watchfulness, instead 
o[ looking ahead of the body, are looking back On iL And this is why only exterior 
reflections arise from everything he comes into contaC[ with. From this point of 

view, Boehme rightly says "in that faltering Angel," man, the body engenders the 
sou/.: the flesh, despite not being spirit, is the 1110therof the spirit.7 lt is a question 
here of the Soul and Spirit of the "dead" and regarding which-from the modern, 
materialist point of view-is the truer. 

The "spirituality" of "psychological man" is nonessential, contingent, and there 
are only tOO many circumstances that speak to us of this contingency. of the 

dependency of the "superior faculties" and individual consciousness itself on the 
body. The body is truly the root and origin of the soul and its [acuities, but without 
producing them directly; the situation is almost analogous to a drum that without 
prO\.lucing the sound itself, is the necessary condition for the sound to be mani

fested. And so also life, consciousness and self-consciousness cannot be manifested 
in man except through corporeal reality. 

Occultly and hermetically considered, this reality is the place in which the 
metals that seem noble but are vile, in which the elements that seem alive bur are 
really dead and sterile and disdained by the wise, are found in their true nature
primordial corporeality-except for a certain impurity, darknes~, and moismess, 
which it is possible to get rid of. 

Such is the key to all those alchemical expressions that proclaim through 
symbols the superiority of the Body and present it as the true materia of the work 
and the vein of the 'Gold. This is the reason that the De pbarmaco catholico 
exhorts the alchemist not to fly off into the heavens bur to .\earch here below, in 
the humus, in "Earth." Here is where the Stone addresses the personifications of 

the vulgar [acuities, "Thou art not that Gold of which the philosophers speak, on 
the contrary, that Gold is hidden within me. Thy soul [that is, the living 
principle] constantly resides in me, and is more stable and fixed than it could ever 
be in thee. . without me it is not possible to make perfect Gold and Silver . 
nOr could ye elevate yourselves beyond the state in which Nature has pur you. "oS 

And Zacharias says, 'The Body has a greater power than that o[ the twO 
brothers we call Soul and Spirit," and adds that when "what was hiclden is 

Aurora, 16. §5, 21. §69 

8 TticmJphe Hermirique. BPC. 3:18:5, 201. Cf. also the dialogue followillg the text. where the three kinds 

of Gold art mentioned (3:231 tf). 
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revealed," the Body has the power to fixate and reduce the Soul to the Soul's nature, 
"wherein it is to be made into Gold. ,,9 "It is necessary to animate the dead body 
and resuscitate it," says Alhertus Magnus,10 "in order to multiply its power [0 the 

infinite." There are so any possible quotations in the same spirit that we would 
have difficulry choosing among rbelll." "Osiris is Lead and Sulfur"- 'OeJlPu; £OT'V 
JloAuf380, Kal lidov, says an Alexandrine text,12 Black Lead-the fallen body
called the "tomb of Osiris," is associated besides with the Egg that is the tv TO 
nav. It is fixed in tbe "spheres of Fire" and attracts a new soul to itself. And in 
this, say (he texts, consists the: Gre.at Mystery. H 

9 Phl10S0l'hic naturdlc: des mecaux, 4.531. .')32. 

10 Composirum de composiris, §.5. 

II Cf. Co:,mopolit('. NOVl1m lumen chcmicum, 10, 50-.'51; Uvrc d'Anc:paitls, BPC, 2: 144. H7; !\:rnety, 

Dicrionnairc, 354ff. 

12 CAG, 2:88. 

'3 Ibid .. 98. 192, 169fl.; 93, 9.\. 
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Twenty-One 

SACURT): 

rT)VERCEO '1oiO 

C O bestow on these symbols a more concrete fir_an
ing, we have (0 fall back on the quadripartite divi
sion (discussed on pages 47-49). Magical Lead more 

exactly corresponds (0 the terrestrial element, to the mineraliryof the body, 
(0 that which in the body is obedient to the forces of the mineral kingdom 
(the skeleton). And that is just where the primordial state of the individual, 
Osiris, lies sleeping-and Saturn also, who was the king of the Golden AgL 
the metaphysical kingdom corresponding to the state of being in the absolU[e 
sense. 1 And if we remember that the calcareous clement is expressed by the 
skeleton, the corresponde_nccs established by certain ancient texts, via pseudo
homonyms, the titanic clement, the tauh element, and the. calcareous dement 
arc ail very interesting. In one anonymous Greek text, Earth appears at the 
end, and the operation pertaining to it is called rbe almighry limcswnc.' And 
Aga(hodaimon adds: "Such is the \lvIJrd on lime, the omnipotent [or 'titanic'
riravo,) lime, the invincible body, the only useful thing. . Whoever finds 

1 P. Negri (Inrroduziolle a.lla rnagu. 2:76ff.) ha~ also indicated such a corrf'spondence etymologically. 
breaking it into Silt~tlnws and conferring on the urnus terminal the same value that di-urnus and nocr
urnus possess, the root sat coinciJing with (he Sanskrit word that means "being" and which figures in 
(he Hindu designation of the corresponding "Golden Age" uf Hesiod: Sary<l- Yuai1 or Krira- Yuga. 

2 Oeuvre des quatre dement . ..,' in CAG, 2:340 . 
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it, will triumph OVfr the incurable sickness of poveny-'r11V av{arov 1r&viav 

v6aoq.3 But Plutarch informs us penia, "privation" or "misery," is the materia 

thar "in and by itself is full of need; it is satisfied in full by the Good, ewr 
inclining to it, tending to participate in its nature. "4 Poverty, the "incurable 

sickness" is then dle same stare. of privation that in "the matter" is rhe need. 
"thirst," the "aqueous form"; and the Good is the actuality of the Absolute 
Individual bound to the "ominipotent lime," to the re.surre.cton and transfigu

ration of the Titans. Once again we return to the. same meaning. 
Now that said correspondence. ha.."i been clarified, let us turn briefly to rhe myth 

of Saturn. Saturn also suffered emasculation, after which he hid in Latium but 
Latium (from laterc) is nothing mOrC than a duplication of the idea of hiding 
oneselt} of pa..<.;sing to a state of latency or silence (nonmallifestation); we have 

explained the emasculation as the deprivation of the power, which is equivalent to 

the premature reaping of the corn and the biblical prohibition concerning the Tree 
of Life. Orher possible meanings of the myth might be seen here in an allusion to 

the transformation of connectiom; that refer to Lead in the sense of a corrulltible 
body, which Saturn himself devoured and destroyed. 

Thus in alchemy we encounter a duplication: Saturn is the "ancient" and the 
"divine" (or sulfurous) and at the same time it is inverted Gold-Lead-as the vulgar 
body;6 it is the father of our Srone and that of the Philosophers7 -in which. 
according to De pharmaco catho/ico, it i.s manifested as "cosmic spirit" with a 
"body and spirit-nature comparable to Arsenic," that is, [Q the virile power par 
excellence. Boehme explains that Lead and Gold are produced in Saturn by the same 

J Ibid. 2B5 

4 De [side ("[ Osiris §:56 We mUst understand "good" in the sense of Platonic philosophy, tbat is, as. 
completion, a.;, nature complete ami perfect in itself. 

.~ "Latium a laten'," Virgil, Aeneid, 1.8. [Latium, an ,Ulcimt counrry in Traly, is etymologically a place 
of "concealment" or " retirement. '-Trans.] 

r, Syrian text:,. CMA, 2:158 

7 "Hie esr Farer er Marer eius, <;ivi' lapi<; nnsrcr ct Phiiosophorum "(Codex plumlxum, reproduced in 
inrrndu4ionc alla rnagia, i:298).ln the same codex is found the expression "leprous Gold," referring to 

Saturn, in which If'prosy. the sickness that consumes, represents the sudden infection suffered by rhe 
Sun in the terrestrial boJy (d. vulture that C01lsumes, thirst that consumes, erc.). Tn a text of Isaac the 
Hollander (reproduced by RcVl1(' Thcosophiquc, [1927]. 379 91) we read· "From Saturn proceeds. and 
from Saturn i:, made. the Philosopher's Scone . There is no greater seCrCt than this: that this is found 
in Saturn, sincc in The Sun [rhe vulgar Sun, that is to say, in the intellectual faculties of external 
consciuusness] we do not find the perfection that we find in Saturn. Tn in; interior. and in this all thf
Philosophers agree, it is a most excellent Sun In truth, Saturn is the stone th,lt the ancient 
philosophers did nOt want to n;lllle . "Noching does it lack, bur ro he deane.d of its impurity; its lntenOr 

must be made c:xterior that is to say. its Reduess must Ix brought (JUt ;lnd tben it will he an excdlcrll 
Sun." (§§1. 4. 5, 16-17) 
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power, and adds, "I( is nO( dea(h, but all endosure that represents tbe diVlIle 

celestial essence. ),8 

A hieroglyphic appearing on (he cover of the Twelve Keys of Basil Valemine 

expresses the same idea: in this we see a Saturn crowned with sickle and compass 
(symbols of the two powers, (he sickle is dissolu(ion and the compass is (he power 

"ro measure," to sec limi" , the coagula) a( the (Op of a symbol mac comprises the 

different e!emems (or phases) of me Work Immediately below Saturn, that is, 
latent (La(ium), is t, the symbol of Sulfur, which COntains the phoenix bird within 

itself; it concerns the "Primordial Fires," of the first inex(inguishable, ubiquitous, 

superpersonal powers of animation and individuation. 

However, whenever me "xes speak of the Sulfurs of Saturn or the like, it is an 

alluson to tbt:'<C forces (or "Gods")" hidden wimin (he organs that they themselves 
have formed in me "Earth"; uniting wim whiell (as with their Original members) the 

power conferred by will-Telesma-whac "is here," will be made perfect. Wherefore 
i( has been said: "Let dc",end and everyiliing will be fulfilled" -ro mrco r<ai reV1ja&rm, 10 

and in (he Book of Mercy "Return the Soul (0 me Bodies: make your Souls perish 

in the Bodies and purify the Souls and Bodies cleansing and washing (hem together. 
Submit the volatized Souls to the Bodies from which mey have escaped. "11 

The reason is thus dear for the importance attributed [0 the alche_mica1 n ashes," 

the "sediment," the. caput mortuum or "precipitate," [0 the tcrrestriality remaining in 
the bottom of me vessel when separation is worked: which is why it is called "the 

diadem of me king," and why it is said mat in the residue of "combustion" is revealed 

the "energy of everything"-"avro, ew?preta. What in appearance is the most 
wot(hless of the four entities (see pages 47 -48)-Saturn-is actually the most precious, 
beca1L"f it bears within itself the "traces" or "memories" or "signatures" of "the State 

of being" (the Golden Age), while the other more subtle mcxlc-, of the human entity 

correspond (0 states already derived from a disempowered condition. They arc 

allegorized in the hermetic interpretation by the myth of the Ages of Silver, Bronze, 
and Iron that succeeded the Saturnia Regna("Saturnian realm'V' "Paradise is still on 

this earth, but man is so far from it that he cannot regenerate it unle.ss he can reentcr 

8 Boehme, De signatura, 4. *~22-23 

geL Della Riviera (MunJo milgico, 207-H): "Now thi~ Lead or SarurI1. is cal1cdFather of the ocher Gods, 
that is of rhe other magic metals; given (har all of them in the tx:gintling were hidden in him: but they 
come to light during the construCtiOn of the magic world. being rendered manifest and visible by the 
spagyric Arr of (he Hero." 

[0 BerrheJor, lnrroductkm j l'i!wde de b cilimie, 294. 

11 Arab texts, CMA. 3:169 

12 One particular meaning of "a.<;hc.s" is that they (an Ix destroyed no further-they are. the absolute 
r('<;idlK' after the purifying action of Fire. Rosinus says: "This is the earth of your body, the limit of rhat 
which is pe:rmanenr" (Ad Sarratantam, in Artis .wriFcrae, 2: 18.~).l<·rom this pOinr begins the resurrection. 
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it through his own reintegration. And ir is there that the <fOld is bidden in SatutlJ in 

despised shapes and colors and very different from its normal state. '·13 

On the basis of such ideas we can now offer a synthesis of the condirion of the 
human being by means of the idet)gram~, found in Della Riviera,li if we may so 

interpret it. The vulgar Moon and Sun ( '" and 0 )-thar is. rhe exteriorizations 

of ordinary waking consciousness-are in ascmelance (above) with regard [0 the 
elememal forces of the Body (symbohed by the cross + ). which. however, in 

their depths ( 'Y' in turn is found under +). are recapitulated by the primordial virile 
form. 'Y'. the sign already explained as IIdov-Sulfur or Divine Energy-in a "pure 

state." With these three parts of the hieroglyph ( tI. +. 'Y' ) we can convey three 

systems of the human entity. hermetically spealcing. To the vulgar 0 and", (Sun 

and Moon) correspond the head. with its cerebral organ that plays the role of a 
center of transformation of all perceptions into sensations and material images, 

wkh corresponding subje.crive, emotional states. L'l The waking consciousness doc..;; 

not usually illuminate anything but what appears in this site. 16 

As for the elememary Cross, +, it corresponds [0 the middle zone of the human 
organism with the ccntcr in the heart, which is eqUivalent to the center of said cross 

and thence to the Quintessence, to the secret Heaven. the Water of Life, and all the 
other symbols referring to the "Spirit" principle. In a special sense, elemental "life" 

is bound to this z;onc as vibrating Or rhythmic life in communication with (hi:: 

rhythms of the cosmic forces expressed in different ways within the physical body, 

above all in the respiratory and circulatory systems. From this region is now 

excluded the ordinary COnsciousness; the processes that take place within it, it does 

not know except through the "signals" given in the function of the higher zone 

(images-<:motions)I7 The contents of this region are essentially made up of trans

iacions of processes that at first are produced nonmaterially in the mid-region. 
manifesting forces still deeper. 18 

13 Boehme. Dc signalUra. 8. §§47. 48. 

14 Mondo magico. 24. The same symbol is in J Dee. Monas hicroglyphica 

15 Particularly, EO the moon Y correspond~ the "image" aspect and to the sun 0 the" emotional" aspecr 
of waking life: 

16 Cf. Boehme, (Aurora, 25, S109): "The brain is certainly under rhe corporeal rule of this world. from 
which sense and instinct have ocen generated .... But the holy and true Spirit of man is generated in 

the secret Heaven, in the Water of Life" 

17 From here another varianr of the symbolism proceeds (d., for example. Pcrnety. Diclionnaire, 322). 
according to which the central site and the heart correspond to the Sun, whose light is rdlected in the 
Moon, that is to say. in the rdlective faculties of the brain and in emotional repercus~ions. The Moon 
then becomes an inclusive symbol for all the "vulgar" forms of the faculties. Cf. Zoh£1r, 3.2:"i3b: "The 
brain is the emblem of Water (= Moon) and the heart of Fire." 

III Cf. Boehme. Aurora, 25. §§101-2: "The brain tlmt is in (he head is a power of the hrart: occause 
all the powers rise from rhe heart to the brain The hrain in the head has its roots in the heart." 
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So attest the anciene teachings, both Oriental and Occidental, concerning the 

relation between the heart and the intellect: the dependence of the brain on the heart 

is not one of "sentiment" (the heart associated with "sentimene" is a profane 

notion), but of "nobler" forms of the intellective faculties tihat precede hierarchi
cally their sense-perception through the brain. Hence Geber says: "The intelligence 

has its seat in the heart, because that is what precedes all the other organs;19 it 

supervises everything brought ro man', brain. Wtthour it the brain could never be 
awakened. "20 

From the center of the Cross, which is the equivalent of the central and 

immobile hub OUt of which the "wheel of the elements" rolls, we rejoin the third 

region, the inferior region corresponding to 'Y'. This is the site of the nonhuman 
creative forces that in the corporeal structure crop up from the power of sexual 

generation, whose organs are situated precisely in the center of that which physi
cally corresponds to this region. It is the foundation, the first root Out of which 

everything springs inro action through elemental processes to be manifested in the 
energies and internal and external forms of the particularized consciousness of the 
individual. This is the dark world in an illustration of Gichtel's, called the "toot of 

Souls in the center of Nature"21-dark insofar as it hierarchically precedes every 

manifestatOn (light). Here is the. end paine of the visfta interiora [errae recdfica.ndo. 22 

We feel it has been apposite ro add to the quaternaries these ternary COrrespon
dences, because they help us understand certain special and technically important 

aspects of the hermetico-alchemical teaching. 

1') It follows from this rhat it is a qut:stion of thc_ deep intelligence. from that which pre!'iides at the same 
processes of the organism. of which the wakillg cerebral consciousness blOWS norhing hy direct 
experience. Thic; was intuited by Nietzsche. when he spoke of "the great intelligence of the body" as 
distingUished from rhe merely indiVidual faculties 

20 Geber. Livre des balances. CMA, 3:140 

21 Also in the engravinp of Fludd (Utriusquc: cosmi bisroriil) in the genitals appears (he inscription 
Cc:ntrum. In other illusnation!'i in the same work (de Givry. 5:200. 201. 203). where man appears 
inscribt'_d in circles that give prominence to his macrocosmic correspondences, the center of such circks 
remains also within those organs. Cf. Agrippa. De occulta philosophiil, 2.27. tigs_ 2 and 3. Accortling 
ro esoteric Hindu teaching the sear of rhe roOt power-kundalim·-called muIadhara. is located in rhe 
same region. 

22 In De pharmac() catho{ico. 3. §17. one of rhe consequences of the vl~~ira is rhe kn{Jwkdge of the genesis 
of the "metals." and the power to distinguish by experience "the perishable and elusive from the 
imperishable and the permanent." This is precisely the knowledge of the deep processes that contain. 
as reality. what seems accidental and phenomenal to the exterior consciousness 
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Twenty-Two 

c1)e FieLt> 
Ant> c1)e seet> 

B dore passing on to the practice section, we shall diSCU,SS 

the hermetic symbols referred to as Seed, Field, and 
Flowering. 

TI1e "Field" as Earth generally stands for rhe group of conditions and possibili
ties contained within corporeality that is understood in an all-embracing sense. The 
Seed is, first of all, vulgar Gold, which "separated from the Mine (Universal Life) 
is as dead"; but when ,hrus, into Earth, or ,he Field, and aftee pmrefying, it is 

reborn and brings to full flower the principle whose potentiality it held-whence is 
drawn a further symbolism taken from ,hc vege.table kingdom, which b born in 
and rises up OUt of ,he "depths" of ,he Earth, tm:s, flowers, gardens, et c((cra, 

Upon this foundation there appears to us, firS( of all, the inner meaning of the 
correspondence between Saturn and the cultivation of the Earth and the Fields, for 
which he was established as the god in ,he ancient Italic my,hs, in the sense that 
that context of analogous traditions cannot hut confirm.! Concerning the symbol 

1 This symbolism is also found in (h .. Laws of Manti (12.12ff.) and in the Bbagavad Gim (13.1 -2) and 
is explained in (he follOwing terms: "This body [or kauntcya]' h called the Field .. by the ont:: who 
knows it, and is calleJ by the sages the Connobseur of rhe r:ield .... The wbJom concerning the t<'ield 
and the knower of the Fidd 1 believe to be rhe true wisdom." In the qabalisric tradition the initiates 
C rhose alone to whom the mysteries arc confiJed"), are called "cultivators of the fields" (Zobar. 3.141b, 
127b, etc.). There is no m:eJ to refer here to evangelical symbolism or to the Ekusinian rite in which 
resurrection was ocpresemed by an ear of COrn 
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in genf.ral we can cite dlC Hermetic Triumph: "The Stone is a Field that the Wise 

cultivate, into which Nature and Art have planted the seed thac must produce its 
fruit.'" We may also consiocr the eighth key of Basil Valentine, in which is seen 
a ~ower, a cadaver stretched over ears of corn, and a man rising OUt of the grave, 

with the legend: "A creature of heaven. ' . dies and rots. Then the stars, by means 
of the elements, will give life again to this putrid corpse, so that from it may rise 
a new ceksrial hody Once this is done, thou shalt see the terrestrial completely 
consumed hy the celestial and the earthly body forever in a heavenly crown of 
honor and glory. ".~ 

Alongside Boehme's word" "Sulphur is the material womb co which we must 
ICcurIl," because "Everything that is embodied, whether spiritually or materially, 
consists of a sulphurous property," we must add these twO passages: "The grain 

of wheat will not germinate if it is not thrust into the earth," and "Wherever the 
seed, which is your Soul, is sown, there will the Body be lifted Up.',4 Hamel, afrer 
sa ying that the" Earth of the philosophers is their imperfect body, and is called the 
Mother, because it contains and comprises all the Elements, "5 also speak.-; of a 
sowing of Gold in the white tilled Earth.' 

After the sowing comes the growing, symbolized by the seasons, aftcr the black 
winter follow the clear spring, red summer, and. golden autumn, whereupon the 
fruit is ripe and can be picked. These are the four traditional hermetic colors used 
to designate the phases of the Great Work. The three last correspond respectively 
to the resurrection of the states of consciousness or of nonterrcstrial entities-~, 
~. and 0-enclosed in the human Earth; and said resurrection in turn is equiva1em 
to the backward movement .\"ub sjJlx:'ie inccrioritatis through the three e.ras that 
preceded the "Age of Iron" until we arrive at the golden age of Saturn. 

In order for the seeJ to bear fruit, a'\ we have seen, the seed must die, break, and 
be opened. Regarding this mOment of crisiS, the process is articulated by different 
aspects. to which we will refer in a theoretical and symbolical scheme [Q be 
continued in the section devoteJ to praxis. 

L Triomphe Hcrmcriqu(', 285, 287. 

J Dodici chiavi, .'):'). The ~ame symbol is in rhe eighth key uf .Michael Maier 

4 Roc1mlr, Dc signarura, 10. §56; 8, §1; 10, §50. Aurora. 21. §49 

.~ D6ir Je:-,iri. BPe. 2:317. 31.") 

(, The tilleJ white earrh corrc:spond:s murt exactly ro [he body in th.: '!i sew:: See below, Chapter 40. 
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Twenty-Three 

eDe smoRt> Ant> 
eD€ Rose 

e know now that" seed" and" vulgar Gold" represenr 

the ordinary personaliry. This is the "King that is not 
king," because n standing upright" is precarious in face 

of the strong forces of the body upon which-after idenrifying with a particular 
form and the "Fall" ~,he law of the hermetic "Rulers of Destiny" goes into effecr. 
This principle, also called "exccrior Sulfur," continues in its way, however, to 

express the principle of virility; in Boehme's terms, it is the "property of Mars" 

united to the "sulfurous furor" in the "elemenral [earthly) body." To ,his can be 

referred ,he Iron (" Mars) of rhe last of Hesiod's ages and ,he general ideogram of 
virility and crect position, createJ by verticality. 

But in the state of the fall we must a1.<.;o consider rhe instinctive and ardent force 

of the animal nature transfused fmo the same soul. This is one of the meanings of 
the Red Lion, or fiery Dragoll, often jusdy associated -with terrestrial man. The 

hermedc "Kill the living"i refers as much to this same force as to the Niars element. 

and to the Gold locked in the prison of the sense of self imposed by the body. To 
,his we must add rhe metaphor of beating, striking, and knocking down; and the 

Fire of the Art that acts in this phase takes as symbol whatever instrument is 

capable of intlicting a wound: sword, spear, scissors, hammer, sickle, etc. 

1 Cf. Rosa.rium pbilospborum (in Arti.., a!1rifemc 2:23.1), in which it i<; said that Mercury rriumphs ewn 
over Gold, becau<;(' it is what kills and what brings to life 
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From the state of activity normal to the ordinary waking state, we then pass 

on to the passive: the masculine I , knocked down as -, which is also one of the 

Water ("dissolving") symbols, This is the sowing of the seed and its "death" in the 

Earth, We might also observe that the horizontal that cuts the vertical makes a 

cross with it +, which is why some hermetic authors actualIy took the Christian 

crucifixion itself as a symbol for the Work. And the more so since in this there 
occurs a spearing in the side, that is, in the place where, according to Gichtel, the 

serpent of the "Spiritus Mundi" imprisons the Sun (ego principle) in irs encircling 

coil; and since the side wound exudes whire warer and reJ blood, which hermeti

cally deSignate the twO successive phases of the Work; and since before his 
crucifixion, Christ, according to the tradition, suffered insults while dressed in a 

mocking purple robe,' which Herod replaced with a white robe; and finally, the 
crucifixion is followed by the " descent to hell," to the bosom of the Earth, and then 

the resurrcC(ion and ascension. 
Out of the negative state. -, the principle of virility rises anew in a third 

phase in the form of pure and transcendent activity, capable of inducing a rebirth 
in all the dements a metaphor for the exaltation, elevation, standing up that 

can be expressed by a return to verticality I. This same is the ascendent di
rection of the forces of growth in the vegetable kingdom, which-after break

ing the Earth apart -are uplifted to the Sun as grasses and plants3 The Flower 
is produced in the Air-when we are in the other "philosophical seasons "-after 

the black winter. The ripe fruit of autumn will signify the fixarion of the 

resurrected solar principle. 
The Rosicrucian symbol of the Rose that blossoms at the center of the 

cross (transformation of the interference of the tWO principles I and - from 
the. point of a fall and neutralization to a living and radiant point at the center 

of the four elements) reveals the whole meaning. On the ocher hand, it also 

pertains to hermeti,m: the Porta Ermetica of Rome leads directly to the "Ad 
Rosam per Crucem,,,4 and rhe Rose or Flower, a symbol also common to 

7 We mu~t recall here rhe_ alchemical allegory of Bernard of Treviso, {Jf a King cloaked in the "purple 
of a false royaky"; and thac of 20.<;imos (CA.C, 2:112, 116, 207) of the Man also dressed in red who 
suffers the bath in a black ~oll1tion toged1er with "the burning of the blood and bones of the: dragon' 
The rt'd in this case is tile color of the vulgar human Gold. 

3 On this d. A. ReghinL Le pamle S3cre f di passo, 85--92; J]. Bachofen, Urrdigioll und al1rike Symbole, 
1:279. 372, etc, LCf llS emphasize, in passing, that the myth." of emasculation may also be considered 
from another vkwpoim, wherein the virile parrs signify vulgar Mars, the material aspen of force. Cut 
and fallen to earth or into the sea, they pnxiuce, as a seed, a plam (the almond tree of AUis) or a 
goddess-Venus-under whose footsteps over the Earth, the flowers spring up afresh. Likewise, the 
Earth produces vegetation from the blood of (he hull stricken by Mirhras, etc. 

4 P. Rornia, La Porta Ma};ica (Rome, 191.5), 31 
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other esoteric uaditions,5 is encounn?red in the technical texts of alchemy.6 

Continuing with the vegetable symbolism, the development of initiation had a 
characteristic expression in the lotus, a flower whose corolla 0 opens On a vertical 

stalk I that ri.'''-s up to and above the watet level -, while its roots have grown 
out of [he ahyssal mud of [he Moist Earch? Thus, together, we get the hieroglyph 
f which in Egyptian herilletism signified "the key of life," "liVing," "to live," with 
regard to resurrection anJ inunorrali:z;ation: in a bas-relief of the T-welfth Dynasty 

the "key of life" is delivered to a king by a goddess, accoillpanied by the folIowing 
words: "I give thee life, "ability. puri[y, like Ra [the solar god], eternally." 

We can also cite in the hermetic work Arab alchemical texts concerning this 
vircue of the s[elll I, In these is memioned a "green ching, called myrcle, which 
grows out in shams from a base, called "stem of myrtle," and it is said: "Mix ye 
the stem with the Stone. TI1is stem will burn the soul and consume the 

combuscible illlperfections of [he Sronc It liberaces it from all corrupting principles: 
i[ rt'cum .... · 11ft: co [he dead/ and Fire has no further power over it. "I{ Turning to 

Boehme "The liberation-quality passes through the astringent quality [by being 
assimilated by the contraction of the hard Eanh), lacerates the hody and moves out 

of the body, outside and over [he Earth and [hus advances, tenaciously, to [he 
sproudng of a large scalk.. ,The qualities buts[ into flames on the S[alk and emer 
it;9 they generate colors, in aCC<.1rdance with their kind." Then On the stem a spadix 

or "bud" appears, "which is a new [state of the) BoJy in the bud or spathe, similar 

:. In Aru1eius. one who has dcgcllcl"ated int() an animal is resrored to his original srare by means of a 
rn:-.e; in Carholici"m, Maria, jalltla Coeli, is callr.d [he Ru:-.a MY3tica; in a medieval poem, lJ Fiore 
(Cf. Va.}}f, 11linguaggio 5e};reco def Fideli d:4.more (Romc, 192H), 49. 119) there is mcntion of a kiss ro 
the rose given wirh arms forming a cross. In [his work of Valli's, (p. 249) is che drawing of Francesco 
da I3arbcrino, wherein among rhe pcrsonage:-. ascending in pairs (men and women) [he seven steps 
leading (0 the Androgyne, the firs,( couples ate represented as being stung hy arrows. while rhe last bear 
roses. And" Amor" in his f1ight ro the Androgyne, also bears rose.\. Cf. The Mysrery of rbe Grail, and 
abo Charbonl1eau-Lassay. "Le sYIllbolismc de la rose" in Regl1,1bic, 110. 10, (1926). 

6 Cf., tor exampk. B. Treviso, Pbilosopbie des meraux, BPC, 2:428; Zacharias, Pbilosophie nawrdle 
des m2filllx, .536, ,:)37; Livre de Cra[t~5 in CMA, 3::')6; Buehme (De 51".gnarura, 8, §.:52; 7, §36; 1:5. §.~S): 

"The outer Body is norhing more than a clump of bralnbks in the c(::ntcr of which, however. roses could 
blossom"; "roscs that bloom after wimcr"; "~In che same way (h,H rhe flower rises OU( of the earth, the 
image of light rises aftcr death"; "Subjugate (he Ego and prosper like a flower in the divine :-.pirit"; erc. 

71n the wdl-knoVJl1 Hindu mantra, Om 11lilllipadme, "Om, the jewel in the lorus," (he jewel is a mineral 
symbol rhat may well be likened ro rhe Philosopher's Stone. Cf. also BribadaranYi:!b-Upani~bad, 2.3.6 
'The a:-.pec( of rhe incorporeal spirit is like a rongue of fire or like a lows flower, or like a sudden flasb 
of Ji};bming." 

S Livre du mercure occidcnral, G\1A., 3:215 

'l Corresponding ro the esoteric Hindu (eaching is the. blossoming of the loru<;e.<; (spb(}ta), (har is., of [he 
"cl'.nten; of life" (d. p .. 5fltf.) in the verticil I dimcllsion via the path that the ascending currenr of 
regeneration (rhl'. stem) takes. Cf. J. Evola, The Yoga of pov.rer, chaprrr 10. 
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[Q that which plunged its roots imo the Earth in the first place, but which now has 
taken a subtkr form. "10 

For more general associations with flowers, resurrection, or alchemical spring

time, we can but repeat the impressive words of Osrancs referring to the "suange 
and terrible Mystery"; "When the highest descends to the lowest, and the lowest 
rises to the highest; when the blessed waters descend to visit the dead stretched out, 
enchained, cast into the darkness and gloom of Hades; when the Pharmakon of Life 
reaches them and awakens them, taking them out of sleep, right where they are; 
when the New Waters penetrate . , rising in the midst of Fire. . The waters, 

on reaching them, awaken the chained and impotent bodies and spirits. little 
by little they are unfolded, ascend, redressed and are seen in living and glorious 
colors, like flowers in spring "11 

1l,ese are the variarions of a primordial symbolism linked to the vegetable 
kingdom, in which the Tree also appears, though understood in a different way; 
primordial, we say, because in the Hyperborean and Nordic-Atlantic tradition the 
rune,Y thar is, "Cosmic-man-with-upraised arms" (see page 11, note 39), and the 
Hermes (of C yllene)-which also had the value of "resurrection," "opening mouth," 
"rising sun," "Light of the F1dds"-is ideographically equivalent to the symbol of 
the "Tree." This "Tree" is born of the StOlle or "Rock" and in one of irs variants 
gives rise to the hieroglyph that in Egyptian signifies the "double," that is to say, 
rhe subtle states of corporeality, the hieroglyph, Ka. rendered by tbe two raised 
arms Uy~ To hermecism, the convergence of all thcs.e elements organizcJ into a 
Single unJerstanding and transmitted aCrOss the centuries is perfect. B 

10 Aurora. S. §48, 52. 56. 

11 CAG. 2:292-9J; d. Zosimos. CAG, 2-122-3 

17. Cf. H. WlIth, DeI Aufgang der Menschheit. 99, 206, etc 

1:\ Let us nOfe ill passing that the vegetable symboli::;m of the Tree can be extended ro rhe "garden" and 
the "fnre::;t." TIle first. whose imporcance in the biblical and koranic <;cripturcs surely escapes no one, 
is frequently encountered in hermerism as the "garden of the Philosophers" a!ld "garden of the 
Hesperides," concerning which and speaking for all we Can cite Fernery and d'bpagnet (Dicrionnairc, 
207 and Arcanum hermeticae, §§5Z, :53), for the impOft<Ulr rderences to the dragon who guarJs it. to 

the symbulical colors of the flowers to which the "Fire of Nature" gives birth assisted by the Art. and 
finally, ro a Fountain uf the clearest watas gushing our of .<;even springs. In rhe Koran (2:25), the garden, 
under which Stre<ll115 run, .'>till cont<lius the fruit.'> "by which it was nourished in me beginning," and me 
worthy who will dwel1 Ul jr eternally will find (herrin "immaclllate, ul1rouchedwives," which meaning 
will be understood if we return, for example. to the "Women" for which the angels descended. 
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Twenty-Four 

• seem, VIRUS, 

AT)O tROT) 

C he Greek alchemists have a technical term that ex~ 
presses the power of the "stem." that is. i6<;(ios). And 

[wO"l<;(iosis). therefore, is the resulr of the action of the 
i6r;. The i6r; in itself has the same sense as virus, and iosis is the state of virulence, 

understood a.<.; the active and specific property that leads in certain mnals to their 
oxidation. On the other hand, oxidation is usually accompanied by a rusting in 
metals, and the reddish color of the rust provides all allusion to the solar virile 

nature of the new force manifesting in the metaJ.1 This is why iosis has been 

assigned the. sense of "purification" via "separarion,"z that is to say, of an energy 

that recovers its orginal power by separating from the corporeal amalgams. The 
violent aspect of transcendental force that emerges at the momem of separation is 

given the value of "poison" Or "dissolving acid," which at elmes goes by the same 
term, ios!s. Having alluded to rust and oxidation, we wish to turn (0 another 
variation on the vegetable symbolism: upon being oxidi:z;ed and experiencing iosjs, 
certain flowers are produced in the merals, the eqUivalent of symbolical corollas 
that blossom on the "stem." 

In this sense, iosis is a "virulence," that is, virility. No(e, ho"WCver, ma( if ior; 

I The symbol of rusr was kept alive in all me succes:::.ive a1chemicallirerarure and, in general, must be 
inre_rpreted prt:cbdy on the strength of irs reddish color. 

'Cf. CAG. 2176, 196. 198. 
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is the equivalem of virus, from the root vir(cf. Latin, vis, virws), it is idemical co 

the Sanskrit vfrya, a technical [Crm of the Hindu doctrine of regeneration whose 

sense corresponds entirely to what is hidden in alchemical iosis. In reahty, vlr'ya, in 
the Hindu doctrine, and especially in Buddhism, is that purely spiritual energy that, 

once isolated, is capable of reacting on the habitual functioning of the elements, 

setting in motion an action that is no longer a part of nature and that is a result 
of the "unnatural Fire" and the "Fire against Nature," whose meaning attributed 

by the hermetic texts we shaH explain below. In order to isolate the vfrya, an energy 
is necessary [hat is capable of suspending desire (canda riddhipadah), after which 

is awakened the spiritually virile power that brings the demems of the human being 
to a state no longer in flux (vfrya riddhipadah):' The rising of the stalk over [he 

Water and the Earth, and its blossoming hermetically adumbrate these same 
meanings. 

The virile character of the power at work in the resurrections (virus, virtus, 
vrrya, vis, vir) suggests that in hermetism the dements, although in their vulgar, 

dead, Or terrestrial state, constitute an approximacion or a transposition, often felt 
to be most apt for the preparation of the Philosophical Gold. By that we are told 

that Mars (god of iron and war) is a metal from whose "tincture" (or tint)-if its 
extraction be obtained (that is, if one l11anages to separate the virile-warrior dement 

of man from its corporeal condition)-one could obtain Gold.4 Braccesco returns 
time and again to iron: "Iron is calleJ man [Vir), becau.,e he has a flexible soul and 

a healthy spirit, because his root is pure: he is young and strong because he is hard 
and strong." "On Mars," he says, "depends the perfection of the elixir," given that 

it possesses "the power nearest to conversion into Elixir"; it is a "fixed Sulfur";5 
its property b; not found in any other substance. "In its lime, it dominaces Firc, and 

1\- not dominaccd by ie ... , but, admirably, it reposes in it, rejoicing in ie" 

Senior also has the symbolic Iron say, "\ am Iron, the strong one, hammer and 

hammered, all good comes through me: and Light, the secret of secrets, by me is 

generated." Because it possesses a stronger will than othe.r bodies, it has been 
chosen by the Wise.' 

Naturally, as encountered in man, l'viars has impure parts: it is prone to "com
bustion," resis" "fusion" too much, and "lacks lustre" (branels Bacon, Geber); it 

must be washed and "subtly triturated." Nevertheless, the "heroic" power, the 
spiritual-warrior virtue hidden in the symbol of this metal and god, is recognized 

3 Cf. T Srchc.rbatsk:y, The Central COI1Ccpriol1 of Buddhi~m (London, 1923),:l); C. Puini. lntroduaioll 
to WIc "MahaparinirV<l11<l ... )Urra!! (Landano, 1919), 1 j -13. 

-4 Boehme, De sJ~!1arura, 8, ~32. 

5 Por [he meaning of mb expression SlY pages 42-43. 

n Braccescu, Espositionc, fols. 65a, :)8a, 58b, 59a; d. 63a 
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as one of (he best principles and "prime matters" for the Work; it can do no less 
than confir111 the sprit of that tradition w which this same Vv'nrk percains and 
abour which we have already spoken. 

In conclusion we must add that in more recent times, the symbolism of the 
philosophers has particularly turned to the hardness and infrangibiliry acquired by 
iron when creared by Water and Fire we refer to steel. The Cosmpolite compares 
doe "Steel of the Wtse" to the symbolic virtue of the Magnet. which here is 
understood as the transcendent n hardness" of the dominating Spirit and incombus
tible Sulfur to which [he mercurial forces in a state of freedom arc attracred and 
submit, as the female to the male. And Philalethes says, "Our steel is, in the end, 
the true key of the Work, without which it is completely useless to tty to light 
the lamp or the philosophical furnace. It is the vein of Gold, it is the purest spirit 
of all. an infernal and secret fire, and it is, also, in its way, extraordinarily volatile. 
It is, in sum. the wonder of the world and the focus of the higher virtues by inferior 
beings. "7 

Now it only remains for ll."i to see in detail the operations on which the 
foundation of such power must be completed in order to attain that prodigious 
existence, which beyond all the allegories and enigmas, the hermetic masters 
promise us as "heirs of the wLo;;dom of the centurie."i." 

7 IIlCroicus apercus, §3 
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Part Two 

CbE 

bERffiECic 

ROgAL 

ARC 



Introduction to Part Two 

en€ R€Alicg 
OF PAL iT)Cj€T)€sis 

B efOfe we engage ourselves in the practical details of the 
"Royal At(," we need [0 decide on the maS( exact 

terms to convey d1C character of its reality. 

It would be very far from understanding the essence of the Art if, misled by the 
analogy of mystical and religious expressions, such as "death and resurre-crion," 

"rebirth," "mortification," and so on. one were: [0 believe mac it all comes down 

to something "moralistic," vagucly spiri[Ualistic, or merely mystical. 

And in fact, to some degree, alrnoS( everyone tends to adopt such a view, 
because of such exprf.ssions. But we have said from the beginning that the very fact 

that the hrrmctic doctrine has always and continuously been disguised, even in 

periods when to speak of palmgencsis "mystically" did not constitute a he.resy, 

indicates that in reality something quite different has been involved, something 
that in itself again dcmanded that law of s"i/ence, which had been so rigorously 
observed in the pagan mysteries. 

To indicate (see the preface) the derivation of the hermetic rradirion from a 

primordial "royal" and "heroic" vein is itself enough to explain its concealment in 

the period when Christianity dominated. But the fact is, there is also anmher 
reason encapsulated in rhe maxim, "l1,c. Sagc, in his wisdom, should not disturb 
thc mind of the ignorant." This is a maxim that had to be observed even morc 

rigorously in a time when the number of "ignorant" had come to be ahnost total. 
To account for thiS, wc must go back to a fundamental traditional teaching 

already citcd: that of thc rwo natures. 
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There is the nature of rhe immorrals and the natUre of the mortals; the higher 

region of "dl0se who are" and the lower region of "becoming." The idea thar these 
two branches could have originally been One single thing (according [0 ~lcsiod 's 
thinking, by which "one is the lineage of men and the other of the Gods, both 
proceeding from a single matrix") and that the duality is simply the consequence 
of the fall of the one and the ascension of the other (according to the hermetico
Heraclitean conception of the god as an "immortal man" and of man as a "mortal 

god"), did not keep the differentiation ftom being intrinsic and essentially twofold. 
Passage from one to the other was considered possible, but exceptional and on 

condition of an essential, effective, and positive transformation from one mode of 

being into the other. This transformation was acquired by initiation, in the strictest 

sense of the word. By initiation some men could escape from one nature and 
achieve the other, ceasing thereby to be men any longer. Theit arrival at the plane 
of another form of existence, constituted an event on the new plane exacdy 
eqUivalent to genetation and physical birth. 

So those who were reborn, were n:generared. In the same way that phySical 
birth involves the loss of the consciousness of the higher state, so deach implies the 
loss of the consciousness of the lower state, with the result that, to the degree (0 

which all consciousness of the higher state is lost (that is, and according to the 
terms we already know), to the degree in which the "identification" (the "sclf
absorption ") occurs, to that same degree the. loss of consciousness of the inferior 

(human) state caused by death and the disintegration of the support of such 
consciousness (the body) results in the loss of all consciousness in [he personal 

sense. In the: eternal sleep, in [he larval existence of Hades, in the dis..<.;olution-which 
is thought to be the destiny of all those for whom this life and the forms it takes 
constitute the beginning and end of everyrhing human-in all this only those will 
escape who, while still in life, have learned how to focus their consciousness upon 
the higher world. The Initiates, the Adepts, find themselves at the end of this road. 
Memory-ava,uvern,-according to Plutarch, haVing been acquired, they have 
freed themselves, they have broken their chains, and wearing crOwns, celebrate the 
"mysteries" and consider the masses of uninitiated and "impure" men on earth to 
be asleep, all crammed rogerher and stuck in mire and darkness.! 

To tell the crud), the traditional post mortem teaching has always emphasized 
a difference betwee.n survival and immonality. Various forms of surVival can be 

1 In Scobaeu<;, Flor., 4.107 According to the Corpus Hermericum (22.3), man has the hope of immor
Tality. It i:,: said thar not all human souls an::: inU110ftaj, but only those that becol1le daimom (10 7, 19) 

Thl;" drC:isivc: thing b their Ie.vel of idenrification with the latter. Pythagoras would have: .1dmitted th..,t 
"the suul in :-;oll1e cases can become mortaL when it allows itself (0 be duminn,ed hy the Erinyc:s, rhat 
is. by the: passions-and makES itself immorta1 again when freed of the samc·-whkh are passions again·· 
(Hippolyrus, Philosopb[JInClJa., 6 26) 
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conceived that arc more or less contingent. passive. and conditional survival for 
(his or (ha( human principle or complex. Bu( (his has nothing co do with immor
(a!i[y, which can only be [hough[ of as "Olympian" immorrali[y, as "becoming a 
god." Such a conception prevailed in the West up to Hellenic antiquity. But directly 

out of the doctrine of the "two natures" proceeded the knowedge of the destiny of 

a death. or of a larval and precarious survival for some, and a conditional (on the 
cOIK-lition of initi .. uion) irnmorraliry for others. 

It was rhe vulgarization and abusive generalization of a truth valid exclusively 
for initiates-a vulgarization that began in some degenerate forms of Orphism and 

was ~oon fully developed by Christianity) that was to give birth to the strange idea 

of all "immortality of the souL" and then extended unconditionally to the same for 

all souls. From that moment until today, that illusion has been perpetuated in diverse 
forms of religious and "spiritual" thought: the chilnera that the soul of a mortal is 

immortaL that immortality is a cerrainry, not a problematical possibility.2 
Once the false notion was established and the truth perverted in this way, 

initiation could nO longer be presented as necessary; from that moment its value 
as a real and eHecrive operarion ceased co be undersmod. Li(de by little. all [tuly 
transcende.ntal possibility was forgonen, and now when men spoke of "rebirth," 
it had dwindled into a se.ntimental fact with merely a moral and religous meaning, 

into a mOre or le~s undefinable "mystical" state. 

From then on it would have been futile to try to suggest, during the centuries 
dorninated by such an error, that "soIIlcching different" was possible; that that 

which some considered a sure thing and others an arbitrary hope was actually a 

privilege hestowed hy a secret and sacred Art; and it would have been useless to 
try to cxplain---just as in the deterministic world of matter and energy, so in the 
opera[ions of rhis At[ (ha( morality. faith, cievO(ion and all the rest are ineffectual 
wrapons against human hailey. "As the gods muS( one be, nO( as good men. It is 
nOt that one. must free oneself from sin, but that one must transform oneself imo 
a god-chat is (he goal," Plotinus had already said.' To declare the relatiVity of 
everything that is religion, speculation, and human morality from the standpoint 

1 A"::. for Christianity in its less popular forms, it prese11ts an a.~recr of rhe rragic doctrine of salvation, 
which CO some extent preserves an echo of tbe ,uKient truth: thl: idt:a-pu"::.hed to txtremes by Luther 
and Calvin that man on earth stands at the crossroads he[weell SalvaTion and e[("fnal damnation_ This 
poim or view, if lived intensely and coherently, could create tht conditiuns for liberation at tht moment 
of death or in pu.'>t-mortcm states, (Cf, Evola, Tile Yoga ()fP()wef and The rJocrrinc of rhe Awakening.) 
Among aurhentically rradirional forms, rhere is at1 especially esoteric Taoism, which has professed most 
dearly the ductrine of conditional immortality and the only one possihle_ Sec the introducmry essay 
to our edition of the Tao re Ching of Lao-tzu. r lihm del rrinnjiio deff.l sua .l~ioll(' (Milan, 19:)9) . 

.-1 f<..rJncaJ.'>. 1.2.7; 1.2.6 
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of rcalicy in its transcendence of all morral construction; 4 to speak of the divine as 

of a symbol for the other state of consciousness; of the coming of a Messiah as 
of the me/ior spes nourished by those seeking initiation; or to speak of the 

"resurrection of the flesh" as of just another symbol for the regeneration of the 
same principles of the organism that can be realized while we are still in life-to 

make such attempts would henceforth prove to be utterly useless. 
And how would it have_ been possible to avoid the IllOSt tragic misunderstand

ings if these same words and primordial symbols now degraded by religion had 
been employed? Much better then to speak of Mercury and Sulfur, of metals and 
puzzling things and impossible operarions, better to attract the greedy attenrion 
and curiosity of the "puffers" and" charcoal burners," of those who rhen gave birth 
to modem chemistry; and best of all, in order to keep others from suspecting that 
the rare and enigmatic allusions were actually metallurgical symbolism refnring to 

things of rhe spirit, to pretend, on the contrary (as those positive soul::. who \Vtite 
the history of science still believe to this day), that it was nothing more than a 
mystical allegory for metallurgical questions and the workings of natural and 
profane science, standing in opposition to the supernatural terrain of faith and 

dogma. 
A", far as we are concerned, on such grounds, we can understand the occultation 

and even deplore the fact that it doesn't go far enough to impede, in our time, 

certain "spiritualistic" interpretations of alchemy which, while nOt lessening the 

naive incomprehenson of historians of science one bit, have raised it to a mystical
moralistic plane-and even to psychoanalysisS-and thereby simply made it worse 
for those who do not want to jump from the skillet into the fire. 

On the contrary (and perhaps we have said as much already (p. 77) about the 
faculties or "vulgar" metals that have presaged it), perhaps the very ones who 
positively believe that every psychic and spiritual faculty is conditioned and 

.. From the point of view ot the profane dbciplines i( is expressed rhusly in an Arab alchelIlicallexl: 
"He who knows thi:; [uur) Science, e:ven superficially, and who de~erves to be one: of its adeprs, it; 
superior even EO tho.w'_ .<;pirits whu are the most discinguished in all the other science~. In fact, any maIl 

imtructt:d in ;my science whatsoever, who has never consecrated a part of his rime to the study of even 
one of rhe principle.<; of the Work. in theory or in pracrice, pos.<;esses an absolutely inferior intdlectl!.11 
eJuC<1tiOll. The: mOSt he can do is to align words, combine phr,lses and defilliriOils from his imaginatiun. 
and ro inve.<;tigate things that have no existence of rhrir own, but which he still believes exist outside 
himself" (Livre du mercure occidenral, C.M.4. 3:214). Even Aristotle, alrhough cOilsidered "the must 
hrilliant of nnniuminous beings," could not have compared himself to tho~ beings who have reached 
lhe incorporeal state (Syrian rexts. C.M.4, 2:264). And in the: Corpus Hcrmcricum (16.2) it i~ ~aid: "The 
C;'reeks, 0 King, have new kinds of language. to carryon argumt:nb, anJ their philosophy is a buzz; of 
words. We, however. do llot u~e word~, but the gre,H voice of rhillgs." 

.S This is what the psychoanaly~t C G_ Jung ha.<; done systematically in hb work. Psycbolo;;y,'l11d 
Alchemy, on the basis or rhe "uncnnsciou~," of "projections of the unconscious" and the like 
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determined by empirical factors (organic, hereditary, enVironmental. erc.) and who 
since Niet2;schean nihilism have been led to the idea of the rda(ivity of all values, 
as well as that greatest of renunciations, the "renunciation of bdid"-perhaps such 

persons ate better situate.d today to understand the effective reach of the hermetic 
and iniriat/c work. 

Here " rebirth" is neither a sentiment nor an aJ1f-gory, but a concrete fact that no 

one can understand who has not passed through the Mystery. Its rrue meaning
as Macchioro jusrly points outn-might juS( be glimpsed roday, if at all, by 
abandoning mystic(}~rdigious conceptions and turning to whatever remains among 

the primitive peoples of the world, as a degenerated residue of a superior primordial 
teaching. "For them," \Vtites Macchioro, "palingfnesis is not an allegory, bur a 

reali(y so real (ha( frequcndy i( is considered a physical and marerial fact. 11K 
mystery does nO[ aim to teach but to renew the indiVidual. There is no need to 
justify or impose the renewal: palingencsis occurs and that is that."7 

And in the same way that if the necessary circumstances were present to 
produce some physical phmomenon, (he phenomenon would reliably be produced; 
so, when the necessary conditions to produce an initiation are prOvided, the rebirth 
is juS( as reliably produced-independently of any ques(ion of worrhiness. It is as 
(hough in Eleusis, if it could have been affirmed, coherendy, (ha( a bandit was an 

initiatf., then he participated in immortality. while an Agesilaus or an Epaminondas. 
if not an initiate, would after death find no bener df-stillY than any other mortal. 
If already, in (hose days, a Diogenes could be scandalized by such an idea, how 
many morc roday would be prepared to agree with him' 

Those who have, instead, abandoned the unrealistic conception of the 

non corporeal and who at the same time are capable of conSidering the spirit as an 
obJ·ective force -an active force, reacting, necessitating, determined, and determin

ing-would not find the thing to be 1110re against nature than if today we were to 

submit a bandit, Agesilaus, Or Epaminondas to a high~tension wire and find that 
the curtent would certainly not fOrgive Epaminondas and Agesilaus fot their virtue 

and electrocute only the bandit. because of his crimes. 

It is proper, then, for the hermetiC Art, as for any other initiation-whether 
oriemal or occidental-to turn the indiVidual from "human values" to the problem 
of the spirit in terms of reaii[y l3u[ then [he individual finds himself confronting 
his body, which is the fundamcmal nexus of all d,e condirions of his state. The 
consideraton of the connection between the. ego principle in its double form of 
thought and deed, and corporeality (in the complete sense of this term), and d,c 

r; V Macchioro. Heraclitus (Bari. 1922), 119-20 

i Ibid. 
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trans{ormacion of said connection by meanS of well ~defined, practical, and neces~ 
~ary acts, even though they are essentially interior, constitutes the essential core 
of the Royal An of the hermetic masters. The latter will be directed first of all to 

the conquesr of rhe principle of immortality, and then to the total stable narure, nO 
longer rransitory or Jctcriora(ing the dcmcnts and functions by which (he human 
manifesration is established within the realm of becoming, Flamel says: "Our 
Work is thc convcrsion and changc of one being into another being, as from onC 
thing into another thing, from debility to strength from corporeality to 

spirituality"8 And Hermes adds, "Convert and change the narures, and you will 
find that which you are seeking. "9 

All that remains is to study the single operations (hemselves that technically 
comprise this Great Work. 

~ Fbrnf'l, T"ksir desire. §6 

9 Ibid 
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Twenty-Five 

S€PARACiOT) 

C he testimony of the literature agrees that the first step .. 
in the hermetic A rt is the separacion. In the ciphered 

language it is designatcd by a great number of cxprcs~ 

SiOIlS, sometimes with the imendon of confusing the profane and sometimes to 

indicate the various aspects that comprise iL We shall have an opportunity to see 

for ourselves why terms like separation, dissolution, cxcraction, preparation of the 

Mercury of the Sages, preparation of the. Corrosive Waters, Deam, n:duction of 
the prima materia. washing, coniwlCtio, denudation, etc., are all cqUiValCllL 

We shall establish the rechnical problem in Sendivogius's terms. according w 
which the arcanum of the Work is conraincd in the Sulfur of the Philosophers. 
which, however, is found in a "darkest prison" whose keys arc guarded by Mercury. 1 

Mercury, in turn, is under the custody of Saturn. Tn order to understand this we have 

only (0 rdate such symhols to the meanings of the various entities within man. 

The task is to emancipate the subtle fotm of life (Mercury) that unites Soul and 
Body fr0111 Saturn. which is the physical body itsdf. and which in the process of 
identification with form attracts and fixes to itself the Mercury in its individual 

character designated by ~ (as opposed to ~). Among rhe various meanings of the 
hermetic allegory. Saturn amputating the feet of Mercury (this is found. for 
example, in Abraham the Jew) is just this. Mercury is thus cOllve.rred into an 

I Sendivogiu<;, De sulplwrc, 157. 171, 196, 219 
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individualized Mercury. not free to choose his own individuality, but bound and 

hobbled against the possibility of taking any mher forn1 of life than that of a 

particular designated life. This is the sense in which Mercury is under the custody 
of Saturn. 

The bondage of ~ is transmi((ed (0 ~, and so the actiVity that nOw provides 

a glimpse of the influence of a higher principle 'Y' remains channeled in the 
pathways of [he body and submi[[ed to conditions the latter dictates. This is how 

the "ego" principle, or Sulfur, continues to be controlled as well, to [he poin[ of 
heing permanently housed in the form of a given individuali[y. [hac is, [he individu

ality of that particular physical body Mercury then, possesses the keys of this 
prison, subject to Satum.2 

Hermetically speaking. separation means the extraction of the Mercury from 
the Body. Once the action of the animal organism on the vital force has been 

suspended, the other principles are virtually free as well. For this reason it is said 
that Mercury is the only key" capable of opening the locked Palace of the King" 
or as Philalethes also says, "breaking the barriers of tbe Gold. "3 Thanks to the 

separation Mercury is again liherated, returned to the state of vital. unlimited 

possibility (it is tbis that is known as "conversion in the FirS( Ma[[er"). And now 

the internal Sulfur finds the way open (0 every transcendent activity or rransfor
marion. 

Such. then. is the blueprint, which a few texts will confirm. And now we are 
in a position (0 uncierscand better what it means to "purify and animate the 

common Mercury." In terms similar to Sendivogius, Pemcry speaks (0 us of a 

hidden Fire burning inside the nacural Fire (this is (he deepest stage of tbe ego force) 
that is to be reanima[ed by liberating it from the prison in which it has been locked 

up: "The Body is [he principle of fixation and deprives the other twO principles 
(Spirit and Soul] of volatility (the possibility of freedom that is characteristic of all 

noncorpore.al states); the Spirit [i.e .. Mercury) prOVides (he fIJfranCf by opening (he 

Body: and Water, with the help of the Spirit (by Water. here, we need to 

1 Cf. rhe passage of Della Riviera. (Mondo magico. 19) wherein it b ~aid that the divine virtue. on being 
diffused into individuals. "luses at that very mOl11etlr irs universal narure wherefore it is u.~c1e.ss to 

look for it outside the [trud Cenrer within the.1imite:d [come.quendy human] Center. This Center is that 
which has been called the Cavern of Mercury; and rhe Spirit is no othe.r than the. gift hidden therein: 

,Uld ulrimarely rhis same Mercury is the son of Maya. identified. in the anciem theology. with the earth 
itself." Cf. Boehme. De signilwnl, 8. 934: ["Der Kiinsrler soli rccht vcrsrchcn. wo die MagIichkdt kige 
als fm Sulphur (der die Grundlage aller Operationen 1st)' Sawrntls halt i1m lI1ld den Makur in sldl ZU 

hart gefangenj so ibm alxr dcr KilIlstkr zu HIlle kommt so t:vird cr stark und wirh Satumum wcg 
und offenbart das Kind." (The artist must know sulfur well. It is the basis of his operarions, and he must 
liberate it and the Mercury. who arc pri.~one.rs of Saturn. Only then can the Child be manifested.)
Trans.J 

.1 Salmon. introduction to EPC cxvii. 
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understand that which by 'dissolving' the Spirit. returns it to freedom) fetches the 

Fire from its prison, and is the Soul. "4 The same author says specifically, "The 

whole secret of Hermetic Philosophy lies in keeping the Mercury purc(so to speak), 
in the State in which it was found before ocing mixed with any other meeal (ocfore 

ocing speciahed as life bound necessatily to an individual being). This is the 

Mercury-principle. which must be distiguished from vulgar Metcury, which is 
lifeless outside the Mine (outside the universal possibility, nOW that it has ocen 
arrested by Saturn), be_cause its inner Fire is dormant and cannot act (in any 

supernatural way) if it has not been put into action by the Mercury principle."s 

We have ,een that desire is what has bound life to a body in the sense of having 
"fallen." And we have also spoken of the traditionally established connection 

between the desire principle and one of the meanings of the Water symbol. So now 
we arc in a position (0 understand what Flamel means when he exhorts us to drain 

off the Warer (Mercury), which meanS to remove the symbolic humidiry which 
represents the Jesirc~forcc. "until it has taken root in its own element (reintegration 

into its Original state: through the suspension of deSire]' "6 Similarly, other authors 
speak of a preliminary realm of Fire ocnt on destroying the "superfluous humidity" 

and seeking the dessication and" calcination" of the whole subscance. The Livre de 
fAlun et du Sel say' that the process consis(S essentially in extracting (from the 

body) the pernicious humidity and infusing into it, a contrary fiery wetness
hurlllditas 19nea. "Then the Water will be spiritual and have the power to trans
form one Na[Ute into anothe_r Nature. "7 

Again our system runs straight into Philalethes who speaks of a "Passive sulfur, 
occurring in Mercury (the ego-force left wanting behind by the vital principle when 

it is fixated in the Body) which should be active and effective ... thence it is clearly 
necessary to introduce a life principle-but of the same nature-which resuscitates 

the life that is hidden within it and which is as dead at the core." At this point the 

Magi "mixed life with life (that is. after separating the vital principle, they re
united it to its original trunk)' moistening the dry, animating the passive by the 
active, and finally, resuscitating life by means of death."8 

In the next chapter we shall clarify the proper meaning of this" death. " But for 

4 Perm:ty, Dicciollnaire, 403. 

5 Ibid .. 294; d. 296 

6 Flamd, Disir de.sire, 313. We can now abo cite d'bpagnet (Arcanum bermcricae, Bee 2, §:50ff.) who 
say~ that Mercury has twO inhcrcm defects, one deriving from earthiness. which was mixed in with 
congelation (rhat is, indiViduation), and the: other from hydropesis, involving an impure and crude: 
Water (that is, which is still in irs primary .~[ate of chaos and thirst) and which has entered illto the 
flesh 

7 FlameL LNsir desirt~, 313 

8 Philaic-thes, ftlfroirus ,l{1erfUS, §11 
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nOw let us note again the complementary symbol of "moistening the dry," which 
is contrary only in appearance to the draining of the Matter. It is still a quesrion 
of the desire principle that in One case is considered under the symbolic aspect of 
Water, of Chaos, of "Nature taking pleasure in itself" and "fascinated by its own 
dements"j and in the other casc, on the: contrary, it is taken as the dryness inherent 

in [hirst, as the desiccation and contraction that the impure and devouring Fire 
produces in the Life principle. 1hs is why it is also prescribed "to irrigate the 
Earth, rendered dry by the aorion of the Fire, by means of a Water of the same 
nature (that is, which has been purified by separation)." Thus the pores of this 
symbolic Earth are opened, and the "1hd will be obliged to flee with his artifices 
of iniquity" Here the "Thief" srands for the gnostiC "counterfeit spirit," the Hindu 
"ego of the elements," rhat ego which is but a creature of the body "The Water 
will be purged in this way of its leprosy and dropsical Or superfluous humor (this 
is the: excess of the moist principle over the golden, an excess that constiwtes the 

consuming state of-leprosy-of desire) by adding the true Sulfur. Thus Wilt thou 
obtain the Fountain of Bernard of Treviso. "9 

We: shall return (0 this fountain later. In it we can rccogni:z:c me fan..,' perennis of 
the classical Mysteries, the fountain of that Warer which, evangelically, quenches all 
thirst and confers the life eternal. But here we now perceive the symbolism of the 
Two Waters, corresponding to the twO regions, that of being and of becoming. This 
is the life~force as it manifests according to [he requirements of one framework or the 

other. The separation, says Arnold of Yillanova.lO produces the "Divine and Immu
table Water" (tbe "permanent" or "eternal" as opposed to the law of the lower region 
of changes), an operation that simultaneously is brought into contan with the 
thawing of the ice to the fluid staff of the water, that is, in the alchemical" solution." 

Here then is thc explanation of the convergence of the various symboL-;: to s('pa~ 

rate from the body meam to cause the life-principle (Warer or Mercury) to pass on 
to the unindividuated state; as passage from the "fixed" seage to the "unfixed" there 
is the "solution"; as liberation of that which the body has locked up, hidden from 
itself, tnerc is "extraction"; as recurning to the original state there is "conversion intO 

the prima materia" and " concocting the Mercury of (he WISe"; 11 and, finally, coniunctio, 
when the two states arc hypostatized and in me transformation one sees the unifica

tion of the specialized life with the immutable life which, however, is nOt external to 

it but stunned and inebriated in the roOt of the former. 

, Ibid. §h 

10 Arnold of Villanova, Semira. semicae, 18; cf. Flamel, Desir desirr, §1 

11 cr. Triomphe Hermeriquc: (BPC 3: 141), "Mercury b called Spirit of the Philosorhrrs Ixcause only 
the wise. know the se.cret of converting ir into :;pirir liberating if fmm the prison of tile body, ill which 
na.ture had locked ie." 
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Twenty-Six 

bEAcl) ADb Cl)E 

BLACK mORK 

O nce the int1uence of the physical body on \;! has been 
suspended, its influence on the psychic and mental 
principles of the person, haVing their foundation in §, 

is also suspended at the same time. At this momcm we come to (hat crisis to which 

we referred when we spoke of the symbolism of the seed, which "must Jie in the 
Earth, in order to come to fruition." All the commOn faculties-even [he sense of 
the ego itself-are affected by it. Here appear all the symbols already assigned to 

philosophical Mercury as a weapon that wounds, stuns, and kills: dissolving water, 
poison, philosopher's vinegar, viper, Then the Iligredo appears, the "blacker than 
black" color of putrefaction or hermetic "mortification," sign of the first effective 
change in the entirety of the symbolical "substance," which passes to the horizon
ral position -, corresponding naturally to that which has been struck down. 

To explain this experience in general terms \vithout resorting to esoteric tcach

ings. the simple fact itself suffices that when the activities of the external waking 
consciousness in (he ordinary person have been reduced, the collective conscious

ness is likev.rise reduced. Said reduction, in its successive stages, is parallel to the 

progressive scparati<Jil ()f the Mercury principle, which when disengaged, ceases to 

perceive images from the exterior world. If [he normal man is able to orient himself 

at all without the direct supporr of these images, he. finds himself in a state of 
reverie, and then in the dream state, in which the e.nergization of the imaginary 

activity, dissociated frol1l the external senses, is accompanied further by a reduction 

and emptying of the consciousness of self. When that aliena.tion increases, sleep 
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comes and (hen consciousness is abolished. Farther beyond ~e crance, ie(ha(gy. and 

(he ca(alep(ic srare. Far(her still, when the separation is complete, he enters into a 

state of apparent death, and finally into the state of the dissociation of the 

organism no longer held together by (he vital force, which is to say: death. 
Such is the phenomenology of the "separation" and the dissolution when it 

appears spontaneously, passively, and negatively whether in man's ordinary night 
or in the great night, or when it is invoked by special substances, such as drugs, 

anesthetics, and poisons. These are all genuine srates and conditions of being. 
Now the whole seCt€'( of the first phase of the hermetic Opus consists in this: 

in \VOrking in such a way that the consciousness is not reduced and then suspended 

at the threshold of sleep, but instead can accompany this process (hrough all its 

pha<.;cs, in complete awareness, up [0 a condition eqUivalent (0 death. TIle "disso

lution" is then made into a living, intense, indelible experience, and this is the 
alchemical" deadl," (he "blacker (han black," the enrrance into the" tomb of Osiris," 

the knowledge of the dark land, the realm of Saturn, of which the tex[S speak. 

The sense of the secret operation in the classical mystery initiation that assured 

the mutation of nature and immortality is no different. 
"Man's soul at the moment of death," says Plutarch,1 "experiences the same 

passion (naBoq) as those. who have been initiated in the Great Mysteries; the word 

corresponding CO (he word, the deed to the deecl [u;A.<:vrav and U;A.<:!crlJat)." 
Initiation is celebrated as a voluntary death and as a gratuitous salvation, according 
to Apuleius-' Boehme would say: "Dea(h is (he only way by which the spiri( can 

change form," specifying that by means of a willing spirit it can traverse the" fiery 
death. "3 The whole difference is that the "phibsophal death"-mors philosophorum
is active: it is not a question of a body which, upon disintegrating loses its soul, 
but of a soul so concemratecl in its power, that it unmakes the body. Porphyry says 

it in the clearest possible terms, adding that it is not absolutely true. that one death 

follows the ocher: that is CO say, (hat the common death must be followed by 
liberation and transfiguration (the "spiritualist" theory) Or that initiatic death must 

follow physical death4 None of this has anything to do wi(h mystico-sentimemal 
states nor with "mortification" in the ascetic or religious sense. It is a question of 

a state of spirit, but not separable from any re.allllodification of the bonds between 
the different dements of human wholeness. 

1 Tn Sroba£"us, Flo!"., 4.107; cf. Porphyry. Sentential:. 9. 

7 Apu!c.ius, Metamorphnsc.~, 11.21. 

.j Bo(;;hme. De :-,ignatura. 14. *73; 15. §51 

4 TIle Latin text of Porphyry (ScIlwlfiac 9) is· "Mors duplex: alrera qUidem aeque omnibus Ilota. ubi 
corpus solvitur ab anima; altera vcro pbilo50phorum. quum anima 50hirur a corpore nec semper altera 
a/rctam scquiwr .. 1 
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But the adventure is not without risks. It can happen that any aleeration, the 

process of which is not completely under one's control or is inHuenced, for 

example. by an ill-time.d ego reaction, estab~shes between said elements ab
normal or fragmentary connections, (0 which-if the ordeal is not mastcred
there cannot less than correspond diminished or abnormal forms of the faculcies 
of awareness. Artephius says that along with the "solution" and the "black 

color," there is produced a "discontinuity of the parrs." In effecr, the disinte
gration of the "composition" or "mixture" of its elements is provoked, with the 

result that whoever confronts the experience and during the whole time it lasts, is 

in constant danger of death, or at least in danger of all those disorderS (schiZO

phrenia, amnesia, stupefaction, confusion, epilepsy) that can result from the re
lentless separation of the vital energies from the organs and bodily functions to 
which they correspond" 

\\!hcn, however, all the changes of state have been carried oU( and maintained 

without losing control or consciousness, and the separation has actually been made, 
the beginnings of the new birth have been set in motion. "The [initiatory] genera
tion is realized when the Materia is in complete dissolution, which [the PhilosphersJ 
call putrefaction or blackest black. "6 

Among the many references to "mortification" we can cite the words of Basil 
Valentine's Azoth, plate 5, the picture wherein we see an old man in decomposition 
locked up with a raven (the technical alchemical symbol for this state) inside the 
"philosophical egg" surrounded by Fire, in the act of exhahng two spirits (the subtle 
principles, "Spirit" and "Soul'} "My surname is Dragon. I am the runaway slave, 
and they have closed me in a grave in order that I might be rewarded with the royal 
crown and I can enrich my family, My Soul and my Spirit abandon me [these 

are the two exhale.d spirits, the two clouds, one white, the other red, [hat mUST be 
extracted from the Stone]' May [hey nor forsake me forever, but let me see 
the Light of Day again, so that this Hero of Peace? whom (he world awaits, can 
come: oue of me. ,'8 

:i Cf. IncwduzioDe alia I!lagia 2:305-14 Some dfects of the magical discipline: the separation of the 
·'llloccure. 

6 Pemety, Diccionnairr. 181. 

7 Pax. in the sense of the enJing of a symbolic "war" wlderraken by rhe hno. 

8 1n Bee 2:214. For this ph,lse the symbol of (he "sepulchre" is frequently used. The "black," in 
connection with Saturn, Lead, and Chaos, is called the "Grave from which the spirit muse exit in order 
to glorify its body" (Salmon, introduction ro BPC, xv). Tn rhe Viatnrum .~pagiricum is seen a coffin in 
which art: the King anJ Queen (the vulgar forms of 0 and of «) With a skelcron of Mercury alongsick, 
and we find it again in rhe Margarita preriosa and in the edition of the Rosarium contained in rhe Arris 
auri[crae, in Hamel, etc. The expression is characrerisric: "Here is a grave comaining no corpse and a 
corpse not in its grave. The corpse and the grave are the same thing." (in Thcauum chcmicum, 3:744) 
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"The dissociation," Flamel explains,9 "is called death, destruction and perdi
tion because the natures are changing form: undergoing calcination and denuda
tion." Other authors speak of a gteat eclipse of Sun 0 and Moon «, beyond 
which chaos obtains,!O specifying that the black and dark color expresses the 
state of the body when the soul has been snatched away. necessitating an inva
sion of a "white smoke" (incorporeal aerial state) into it, which multiplies the 
Waters. 11 For the direct "experience" let us again [urn to Boehme: "Being is 

liberated, or liberates itself from death with an agony experienced in the great 
anguish of impression [ef, Plutarch's 7ralJo,], which is rhe mercurial life [lived in 
a free state); and in this pain, the nitrous terror (the terror is 'that which comes 
from Mercury or the anguish of death,' while Saltpeter is the principle of indi
viduation), brightens like lightning. Immediately liberty returns to itself and the 
being plunges into the dark and austere anguish,"!2 corresponding to the color 
black. which, on the other hand, Sy.nesius calls: "The black Earth, or raven's 
head, called dark Shadow: on this, as on a rree trunk, the rest of the Magisterium 
has its foundation. "13 

We can say, then. that the power at work in this phase is the same as that which 

is called forth in the phenomenon of death. It is clearly expressed by an Arab rext: 
"The Dragon, that produces the various colors [symbols of the successive phases 
of the Work]' is the very one that would have been fatal to your existence and 
would have separaced your Soul from yuur Body. "14 Here is a comparison, also 

found in the esoteric Hindu teachings: Aum is the mantra LS of the serpent power 

(kunda1ini) used by the yogins to open the "threshold of Brahma" and to cause to 

flower (he "cemers of life" in regene_ration-it is also the. mantra of Martya, the 

God of Death. "Be attentive to Mercury drawn from Arsenic-warns The Book 
of E1 Habir-because it is an igneous venom that dissolves all things."" "The 

9 Figures hiCrogJyphiques, 231 

1\) Philalcthcs, lncmitus apercus, *20 

11 Morienu~. t."rureciens, BPC, 2: 110. 

i2 Dc si!rHMura.. 3, §§19, 20_[ "Dil';; Wescn !rehct a.lles a.us dem T od. durch Srerben, welches geschieht in 
der gro/5en Angsr des Jmpres~iom, welches da.s merkurialische Leben ist; alMa gescbiehet der salnitriscbe 
Schrack a.ls ein ausfahrender Blitz; da.nn die Freiheir .~cheidet sich allda in sich seIber und ist doch das 
ingczogene Wesen <iUS dc:r Lust der Freiheit. mir im Begrilf des lnzichms ill der herben, srrengen, 
fi11Srcren Angsr blicben. "-Trans.) 

13 Livre de Synesius. BPC 2:186. 

14 C.MA., .~:74. 

15 According to Hindu [rawdon, manrra.s are formulas which when pronounced under definitc and 
supernatural spirirual conditions, have the power to evoke anJ actuate supcrscmual force:). Cf. Evola. 
The YO!ra. of Power. 10sH 

II'> CMA, 3:102 
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Mercury burns and kills everything," is repeated by others.!? But then we are given 
the prescription, "To mix the mccals in their due proportion with Mercury and to 

continue until me result is convened into an igneous venom. "1/'l 

And again: "the Philosophers called this tincture Sulfur, Sulfurs. Consuming 
fire, blinding ray, Sf.one. of the ,ling that shatters and destroys the Stone, leaving 
a pffl1lancnt scar of the fracture:. "19 

17 Bee. 1 :4-"18. 

IH Livre de: Lrates, CA1A. 3:34; cf. 67 

19 Livre du ftu de 1<1 pierre elVA 3:216 
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Twenty-Seven 

cl)e CR iAL OF 
cl)e voin 

, , Separation,,, according to the alchc_mical authors, is a 
most difficult thing, a labor of Hercules," compared to 

which the rest of the operations are mere "woman's 
work" and "children's games", so strong is the irrational tie that binds all rhe 
elements together in the hUlllan "mixture." The authors exhort tenacity, constant 

patience, and tireless application; they counsel against haste and repeat that" any 
precipitousness is of the devil "; we must work, they say. v.rithout becoming 
discouraged, with ardor, but without letting ourselves be carried away, lesr the 
Work rhat has begun be ruined.' 

The difficulty is rhe breaking into and opening up of the Gold, char is, in the 
setting aside of [he personality, For it has been said that it is harder to undo the 
Gold than [0 make it.' The second difficulty is to preserve, in the midst of this 
ciesrtuctive stage, no matter what happens, a "quintessence," an active, subtle. and 

I Cf., for example. llernety, Dicrionnaire, 360; Livre de El Habir, C"1\.1A, 3:103; Paracelsu$, Th:,sa.uru.~, 

in Poisson, Cinq train's, Hfi; Turba philo50phorum. BPC 2' 22; Dialogue: de lvflrie er Ams. BPC. 1:80,; 
Geher. Summa. Bee. 1:521; f7ilet d'Ariadllc, 84,: Sendivogius. De sulphure, 1$7. In the words of Geber 
(Livre de la CliIIlt7lCe. CMA. .): 136): "1 recommend you to an slowly and with precaution. not tu hurry, 
bur to follow the example ot Nature." Such an example can also be il1terpreted as mtenrion to those 
processes itl which the separation is produceJ in natural ways (sleep, etc.; sc_c below). 

2 Dc pharmacn cacholico, 1. §H: farther au (12, §2) they speak of the Soul and Cosmic Spirir locked 
up in the Gold as a center in its circlc 0 and say: "The magical Elements ope_n the suliJ body of rhe 
SUt), and make possible thc extraction of thc Soul and Clarified Body. , . 
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essential principle from within this same Gold. The vulgar Gold is found and 
preserved mostly in fixed natures and it is very difficult to reduce it to a state of 
"dissolution" without its losing its innet, buried principle, or "Soul," as welL 

To depart from the metaphor, as long as external consciousness linked to the 
brain and settled in the organic individuality prevails, we feel ourselves to be a 
person, "I," but we are barred from the othet, deeper states of being. But let the 
Gold be broken -"pUt to rhe sword," "crushed," "pulverized," or "flattened thin." 
etc., (all equivalent expressions in the ciphered language)-and one passes on to 
these noncorporeal and "fluid" states. It is at this time that a negative condition for 
the sense of the ego is encountered. And hardly have these states been encoun
tered-the inner experience feels as if there is no ground underfoot-when there is 

an instinctive, irresristible reaction, an automatic fcar~rcsponsc that suddenly startles 
and jerks us back to the point of departure-to the "fixed," to the "body" or 
"Earth"-and the gates are shut again.' 

We must therefore proceed patiently, persistently, and subtly, learning the 
symbolic "science of balances" or "dosages," that is, the quantity of activity and 
passivity necessary to use and equilibrate; filing down little by little the "Iron"4 in 
order to avoid tho" automatic jumps mentioned above, that would hold back the 
process of separation -but at the same time taking carc that there remains a 
sufficient quantity of the solar 0 elemellt in order not to end up in diminished 
forms of consciousness, which would lead not to the hermetic realization but to the 
negative states of trance, somnambulism, or mcdiumship. 

So we can have some presentiment of what we have been told, of the weary 
peregrinations and running [hrough [he darkness, of [he fear and trembling, sweats 
and horrors, before coming to see the Light described in the mystery literature;5 and 
we can see what the passage through the elements would be, after reaching the 
confines of death and crossing the threshold of Proserpine ,6 and what might be that 
analogue of Earth dissolving icself in Water, Water in Fire, Fire in Air that is 
mCllI:ioned in a Tibetan text as the experience that comes immediately after death? 

There are successive losses of solid support (Earth, i.e., the body) that distinguish 

3 I dare say. there is no reader who has never experienced {hose abrup{ jerks at the moment of falling 
askep. exacdy as if [he ground under hlln suddenly gave way. A rt:action of this kind at the beginning 
of the separarion is sponraneously produced every night in sleep . 

.. This clarifies ro some exret1(: wha( is meant when in the literature we read about receptacles in which 
are deposited" iron filings." The various quantities of the substances. wirh their dosages. etc. refer in 
general ro (he inner science of the. combination of spiritual states represented by metals or orher 
substance::;. 

5 In Stobaeus. Flor .. 4.107. d. Arisrides. E/cusl\ 2:=;6. 

6 Apuleius. Metamorphoses. 11.23. 

71n the Bardo Thodol (The Tibetan BookoE che Dead) (tans. by Lama K. D. Samdup (London. 1927). 
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the phases of the detachment, losing the sense of Earth, and suddenly feeling the 

Void-being precipitated or dropped-finding oneself as if dissolved in a great sea 

or in a dio:o:ying expansion of the AiL' And the Red Lion, that is, the irresistible 

and savage: insrincc of the animal ego's self-prese.rvation, has (0 be "reduced to 

extreme weakness," in order to pass such trials and complete the final process of 
"mortification" and "separation. "9 

Everything said up to now enables us to understand a wide range of symbols 

and alchemical allegOries that disguise similar experience" birds with wings that 

carry other birds without Wings in order not [Q "lose the ground under foot"; sea"i 
thtough which, one is cattied to and fro; currents that one muS( swim against; falls, 

aerial captures, etc. We shall leave it to the sagacity of the reader who will find all 

this in the texts, (0 takc it sub spcde interioritatL'5 and understand. 

II Cf. R. Steiner, Das Illiria.tenbewuftt~ein (Dornach, 1927), 64-69, 114-18, ere. A mysteriou~ correspon
dence of Agrippa, concerning a neophyre who a1s(1 wanted "(0 explore his aby:s~."' gives this inscrucrion 
"Ca:st him out to eesc space and let him be carried on the wing;, of Mt,tcury from the Austral to the 
Boteal Heavens"; (from the imroduccion to the italian (t~nslarion by A. ReghiIli of the Dc occu/ta 

philosophia, 1 :xxvi) 

9 Philaleches (Introitus aperws, §25) spe.aks of a di~cip1ine "incended to strip the King of his golden 
vesunents [meaning vulgar Gold] anJ to engage che Lion in such comb<lt as to reduce him to extreme 
weakness. then the realm of Saturn appears. There i.<; no further sign of life in (he mixmre. Thi~ 
sad spectacle and image of eternal deach is all the mort: agreeable for che Artist." 
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Twenty-Eight 

cl)e FL iQl)c OF 
cl)e bRA-QOT) 

• r n addition to the difficulty of the "opening," in retaining 

consciousness and suppressing the reactions that would 

return one to the animal body, there is the danger of being 

overwhelmed by the experience itself, of failing to master the use of the "seed" or 

"subtle essence" of Gold, which we haVE to know how to extract and preserve: for it 

is like the bursting of a dam I Everything that has been in a state of slavery and 

suspension as Mercury or fixed life, locked in rhe body, now, after the separation, finds 

itself in absolute freedom. TIlis freedom is a necessary iIltCnneruary experience, and is 

a matter of determining up to what point the consciousness can support the unex

pected change of State and actively rransfoml ksdf so as to maintain a continuity, and 

to assimilate it precisely as liocration. 
Anyone who has always dwelt in darkness, if suddenly subjected to a very 

brilliant light, could well be blinded. In the same way the fully liberated power of 

life could prove lethal to one who knows life only as a mixture of death and sleep. 

It is lx-cause of this danger that the alchemists recommend OUr constantly taking 
care that the "subtle" not escape from its "vessel" and dissolve in the Air.' Bernard 

j Ideographically, this is earth V that unbind" and frees itself from immobility and rhus we haVE V, 
thl:: Wau:rs. 

2 Cf. CAG, 2: 1$1: "The opl::rator needs a 5ubrk ulldcr.<;tanding in order w recognize rhe spirit which 
has exiced from rlle body if he is to make use of it anJ by surveying irs guardianship, reach his goaJ
raking care that when the body is destroyed. the spirit is not also destroyed ,1r the same time. 
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of Treviso explains it in these words: "This Fountain ha."\ a terrible power. 
cerrifying because if it should become enflamed and furious it would engulf every
thing and if its waters \Vere to escape we would be los[. "3 It is necessary to possess 
the dignity of that" King of the Land" in whose name alone, says the author, the 
Fountain is reserved and who, is so strongly fortified thereby that "none can 
conquer him." And so the already difficult trick of closing one's eyes and fearlessly 
letting whatever happens, happen, is complicated by another subtle and equal 
necessitY' one must hil as well as be killed, and "fix" what is fleeting, 

Flamel, in commenting on the eighth of his hieroglyphic images, in which we 
see a Red Man planting his foot on a Winged lion who wants to carry him off and 
ravish him, says that this is the "Lion that devouts all metallic nature [all indiVidu
alized nature} and changes it into its 0"W11 and true substance (non indiVidualized , 
liberated)," and that can gloriously [tansport the Red Man beyond the waters of 
Egypt-that is, from the waters of corruption and forge((ing4 We must awaken 
the force but not let it unseat us. The characteristic depiction of this ability is 
dramatized by the myth of Mithras who sei~es the bull by the horns and does not 
let go despite the animal's mad stampede until the buli, exhuasted, gives up and 
allows himself to be led back to the" cavem" (the alchemical texts speak specifi
cally and frequently of Mercury's cavern), where Mithras gives it death. After its 
death there follows the symbolic emerging of vegetation from the earth, sprouting 
[tom the blood of the sacrificed animal. 

Basil Valentine agrees, using more complicated symbolism: "One who is curious 
to know what this 'All-in-Everything' is [said to be the goal of the Artl must give 
the Earth great Wings [equivalent to the flight of the Dragon, the stampede of the 
bull, the arousal of the Serpent, etcl, and must rise up and fly over the mountains, 
up ro the firmament; then he must clip his wings by dint of fire, so that he falls 
into the Red Sea [here, fire and Red Sea ate symbols of the intervention of the 
principle of affirmation), and drowns.'" 

But in the reciprocal killing and being killed, both natures ate changed into one 
another, utterly interpenetrating. So that sometimes we speak of union and sepa-

Th<:: opcraror ha~ consummated his task nut when it ha~ been destroyed, but when he has penetrated 
inm the depths of the Metal." 

3 Bernard of Treviso, }Jhilosophic dcs mera.ux, EPe. 2:388-89 

4 b"lamd, TiJ?urr::" hicroglyphiqucs, BPC 2:2.'59. The waters of Egypt abu repre.sent "the rourine thuughts 
of 111ortal~. , . 

. ,.1:3. Viliemine, DuJici chiavi, 21. Pdagius (CAe;. 3·260) says (ha( "the dissolution in the divine Watt":! 
is called iosis because ios-poison, active force. virus-resides in it porr.ntially and rhen becomes activ<:: 

(the awakening ami flight of the dragon) 
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ration as though they were synonyms.' We now find ourselves at one of the first 

phases of rhe formation of the hermeric Androgyne, composed of Sulfur and 

Mercury. The "two enemies" are embracing onc another. The two serpents of the 
caduceus are inte[[wining themselves (male wim female) around the rod of Hermes. 

In rhe Divine Warer or Mercuty 01 the Wise begins the state of unity, which is 
the true "hrst Matter" from which it is possible to obtain all the "Elements" and 

"Kingdollls" of the Great Work Bur the work is arduous, "We must understand 
that we are in the midst of a terrible labor, trying [0 reduce to a common essence
that i.s, to wed the twO Natures [active to passive, individual to universal). "7 

When rhe "black" has reached irs limit, when immobility is complete, and when 

everything seems deprived of life and sound as in chaos or in "Tarrarus"-then the 

Ea[(h is known. Rut in rhis desert of death and darkness a splendor announces 
irself. It is the beginning of the second Kingdom, that of Jupiter who derhrones 
Black Saturn and is prelude to the White Moon. Dawn ("The Light of Nature") 
breaks. The warer of death becomes the Water of Resurrection. Once the body has 

been dissolved and that darkness dissipated that (according to the Cosmopolite) 
represents me body to the human eye, and once the "pores" (gateways) have been 
opened-Nature begins to operate and the Spirit manifests itself in the metallic 
"congealed" body.B 

This is the "White Opus," the albedo. 

6 This h matrimony-the action of [he Wingless dragon that carries along rhe one who has no wings, 
and who in rum return~ the former to Earth (Pernety, Dietiannaire, 219). R. Lully says that the "hlack" 
is mack of Sun and Moon. indicating an immediate uniun of the two so complete that in future they 
can no longer he separated. Cuncerning the dragon (hefe conceived as especially regal and celestial) and 
its flight, we can note that it CO]1sri(Utes a frequent enollgh symbol in Chinese esotcrism. And there are, 
as w€'1\, particular analogies between the allegory of the Mithraic buH and the illustrations of esoteric 
1:3uddhism (cf. Evola, Doctrine of the Awakening). 

7 Zosimos, text in CAG, 2:217. 

~ III the wurth of the Cosmopolite, Navum lumen chcmicum, 10, g50. 
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Twenty-Nine 

cl)e illec 

B dore moving on (0 an examination of the hermetic 
symbols of the albedo we need ro say a few words 
about the techniques for bringing about the experience. 

Essentially, there are two, we can proceed by directly provoking the detachment, 
such that as a consequence, the individual faculties conditioned by the body and 
brain arc suspended and thereby the obstacle they constitute is overcome; or, we 
can proceed from said faculties, submitting them to an action, such that as a 
consequence, the possiblity of detachment and resurrection into Life are vinually 
assured. 1 

In the first case it is primarily the force of the liberated Waters that is used. In 
the second, however, it is that of the "Fire" or ego that acts upon itself. We can 
refer to the two ways respectively as the wet path and the dry parh. In the terms 
of the secret hermetic language, in one path one is burnt by water, in the other, 
washed by fire; one liberates us from slavery by freeing the life principle ("Our 
Mercury"); in the other the principle of life liberates itself from slavery by its own 

I This h not unrelated to what has been said in the: Livre de la misericorde (OWA... 3:182): "for the 
subtili43.tion somE': employ external procedures and others penenaring procedures." 
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power. Among rhe many possible meanings of rhe rwo hermetic paths, dry and 

wet, the following preJominateZ 

In his Liber singularis de alchimia Barchusen says, among other things, thar the 
dry parh is characterized by the direct action of the naked "Fire" and by an absence 

of the "black," which fxpn.:sses morrif"ication. This is also associated with the 
methoJ that employs the so-called double Mercury, which is androgynous or 
counterbalanced. "Some," says Salm()n .. ~ "use a simple Mercury (wet path]; others, 

like Bernard of Treviso, a more active double Mercury, obtained by stimulation, 

adding a vivifying Spirit to it, a Gold artificially prepared." 

Symbolism aside, the absence of the "black" of which Barchusen speaks alludes 
to the possibiliry of working in a way that avoids crises, jnks, and abrupt changes, 

obtaining thereby as far as possible a continuous process of transformation: that 

is, by the use or a principle that is not only a Mercury having the raw power of 
life, but a Mercury rhac, being animated by a certain Gold brought to a given degree 

of purity (its "artificial" preparation), is now ready to participate in the double 

Nature that is the aim of the Work. 
Ideographically, the succession of I , -, and I (see chapter 23) would nOr be 

obtained, but instead, the gradation of a "double substance" +, in which predomi

nates the active principle whose starting point is in the waking consciousness (0). 
The centcr of action then is nor ~, which is too far from rhe limit thar ordinary 
consciousness can reach directly, but rather ~. Wirh this Mercury, which now 

comains the Fire wirhin irself, it can go on subtiliz;ing and purifying-without 
reaching the "black" first and then rhe "white," but having from the sta([ a much 

higher degree of luminosity and a certain condition On which it can be made to 
work without the ascending and descending phases of separation, maintaining itself 

instead, always in full and active consciousness within the body and corporeal 
systems to which the different powers correspond. 

In the dry path the difficulty is rhe overcoming of the barrier set up by the 
ordinary faculties with no fu([her help than these same faculties, which-it cannot 

be denied-implies a special privikge, a kind of natural "dignity," or prior initiation. 
In the wet parh, especially when the means used arc violenr and external, (he 

greatest problem is to maintain the consciousness, which has been brusquely 

7 Among the ll1erhods indicated by the Creek alchel11ists to obtain the Mercury. those that proceed by 
desulful'lzation (b<.f)cielv) of cinnahar (SUlfur of merCllry. who<;c Ted cobr expresses here, in the familiar 
symbolism. dH' active and intellectual qualities of the ordinary personality), or by heating rhr n1etals 
with Vinegar (Ji~solvent). consTirute the wet path. Those, on The other hand. who resort ro preparations 
of nirre~vlrpfAalOv~belong to the OTher path. (The purifying pown of niter <D is indicated in 
Jeremiah 2:22) 

:l lntroducrion to BPC cxi. Cf. Pernery. Dicrinnnairc. 34; equivalent TO rhe double Mercury, rhe hassem 
of the Arabs. symbolic alloy of Gold and Silver. which is where: we are Jirecred to begin. 
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deprived of "fixed" supp0r[-rhe body. The difficulcy. in rhe dry path is all the 

greater when Our sense of individuality. has been more developed, with that pre
domination of the cerebral faculties so characteristic of Occidental modern man, 

For anciem man, for the Oriental, and in general for every. being whose mind 
is still opm or semi-open to the noncorporcal world, the wet path has offered and 

continues to offer more immediate possibilities-owing [0 a lesser dependence of 

the: deeper organic circuits on the conrrol and fine tuning of the brain. On the ()thcr 

hand, in this case a supreme effort must be made_ if the accomplishment is to remain 

accive and not fall into passive mystico--ccstatic statcs.4 

In the dry. path it is a matter, above all, of destroying by means of an 

appropriate, rigorous inner discipline, all the infections that the amalgam with the 
hody. has evoked and fixed in the subtler principles of life, and by. means of which 

the body exercises its power over the superior nature. This requires asceticism and 

purification, but in an analogous spirit to that of a person who has carefully 

gathered all the necessary ingredients for a physical phenomCllon to take place. 
Asceticism in this case is the equivalent of an exercise and a [cchnique: that is why 

certain rules of life are preSCribed rhar if carefully. observed, result indirectly 
(passing through ~) in certain modifications in the subtle elements of the human 

being that are propirious or indIspensable to the Work.:i 

Thus, a hermetic master will not say that to feed an inclination, for example, 

toward concupiscence or hate is someching "bad" (whoever wishes is free (0 do so), 

but that it is contradictory for a person [0 imcnd (0 indulge that freedom and at 
the same: time aspire to anything that the direction of the energies set by greed or 

hate has made impossible. 

And a hermetist will ask only. that what is desired and the implications of that 
desire be well understood. Moreover, the full waking consciowmess and the direct 

action of the ego are to be maintained in a clearly moral discipline, and when certain 

condirions and qualities of the Soul have been established and reduced to a habirus 
by virtue of constant practice, the corresponding modifications are rransmitred 

from ~ to t,i. Then, if the right path bas been taken, one can better decide what 
is necessary as a favorable provision for the" :-;eparation." 

-1 Cf. IntroJuzionc alJa IIlilgUI, 2:352H.; 3:Hlft. 

5 The correspondences established by the: e~ote:ric Hindu teaching between the seven virtues and The. 
seven passion:; and the seven cencers of life-like rho::;(' oc.tWl'.en othe:r groups of moral qualitks, po~tive 
and negative, and [he currenes (nad!) running out of e,lCh of them-may ::;ervc (0 prOVide a basis for the 

practical development of these ideas 
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Thirty 

l)eRmecic 
Ascecicism 

• r n Greek alchemy we find the general conditions for the 
practice [0 be purity in heart and body as well as 
righreousness, dispassion, and the absence of greed, 

envy, and selfishness. "Whoever develops these qualities," says Lippman,' "is 
worthy, and only the worthy becomes a participant in the grace of The Above, 
whereupon in the deepest recesses of rhe soul, in rrue dreaming and visions, his 
intellect opens [0 the comprehension of rhe Great Mystery of the Egyptian 
Priests-which they communicated only orally (or enigmatically, so as [0 disarm 
the demons)-and turns the Sacred Art into child's play And Zosimos says, 
"Repose the body and calm the passions; if you yourself control yourself in this 
way, you will attract the divine essence to you.'" "Be ye pure of women," a Syrian 
text teaches, "cleansed of every spiritual and bodily defect and make a vow of good 
will. "3 

Others4 demand a wise and penetrating genius, a body in which nothing is 
lacking to enable one [0 operate with a sound judgment and subtle, though natural 
spirit, free of every tortuosity and impediment. In an Alexandrian papyrus one is 

I E. 0. Lippman. El1[sre1wng tiber AusbreirwJg clet Alchemic (Berlin. 1919). 34. 

2 GIG, 284 

3 CMA.. 2:1. 

4 Arnold of Vulanova, Rosarium, 1, §5; R Lully, Thear. rcst., 31. 
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put on guard against the demon Ophiochus who" putS obstacles in our parh . 
now producing negligence, now fear, now the unexpected, and in some cases 
punishments and afflictions, with the sole purpose of forcing us to abandon the 
Work. "S According to Geber,' the obstacles arise either from the natural organic 
weakness of the operator or from the fact that the" spirit is toO full of fantasies 
and passes easily from one opinion to the opposite, or because he doesn't know 
exactly what he wants and cannot decide." The secret chemic language also 
frequemly expresses the duty of creating a perfect balance between all the "recti
fications" (or principles of purified and strengthened being); a balance allowing the 
attainment of a center in the Self. which is the only place the operation can begin? 

In modern authors we can find analogous prerequisites; a great physical and 
intellectual equilibrium; the state of perfect neutrality such balance augurs; a 
healthy body, without appetites or desires, being at peace with oneself and 
others and with the things around one; making oneself absolute master of the 
animal envelope in order to make of it an obedient servant to the psychodyna£l1ic 
authority that must purify itself of every obstacle; to liberate whatever may be 
necessary. 8 

Eliphas Levi repeatedly warns that we must make use of every hour and 
moment, we must rid the will of any dependency and accustom it to domination; 
we must become absolute master of the sdf, learn how ro deny the call of pleasure, 
hunger, and sleep and be unmoved by success or failure. Life must be given over 
to the will directed by one thought and served by the entire nature to submit in 
every organ ro ehe spirie, and by sympathy to all universal forces corresponding 
to them. All the faculties and senses mUst participate in the Work; nothing must 
be left inactive. The genuine spirit must have secured itself against all danger of 
hallucination and terror, and so find us purified inwardly and outwardly9 The 
ancient teaching was that the Art engages the whole man-ars totum requirit 
hominem. The first condition, says Dorn, is the integration of oneself: "to become 
one." "Never look outside for what you need, umil you have made use of the whole 
of yourself. "10 

,; Lriden papyrus X, in Beuhdor, /nrtoducriol1, 19. 

(, Gcher. Summa. in Bee. 1:.')20, and BPC. 1:90. 

7 Cf. Geber, Livre des balances (ClvfA., 2:147): "The balance of the natures is indispensible to the Science 
of Equilibrium and dlt? practice of dl(' Work." 

f! So Krcmmcrz describes the hermetic preparation in La Parra Ermetica (Rome, 190.'5); A vviamenm alIa 

scienza dei magi (Spokto, 1929); Commentarium, 1105. 4-5, 6-7 (1921). 

9 E. Levi, Dognu and RJruai of High MagiC (1921). 243-45. 264, 271, 279-HO 

JO Pbysica Trithcmii in Theatrum chemicum, 1 :472. [This quotation from Dom appeared in an earlier 
edition of The Hermeric Tradirion.- "Ex aliis numquam usum fiu.."""ies qtwd qua.eris nisi prius ex {t' fiat 
unum."-Trans.) 
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The alchemists teach that the impurities, in addition to being of Eatth (the 
body), are also due to Fire, and that we must remove, not just rhe ditt, but the 
combustible pares from the substanccs.t i These are the instinctive and impulsive 

elements of the pe.rsonality, animosity, irascibility, fiery passion-all the forms of 
vulgar and impure Sulfur deriving from the hodily nature." We have seen, in fact, 
that the subtle human form, the body-life mediator between Soul and Body, 
consists of twO dements, onc subject to the telluric influences ~, and the other to 

the sulfurous influences ~: purification require_s the ncutralizacion of both influ

ences, and for that a preparation is necf.ssary that reduces the (crrestria! as well as 

the combustible. For amplification of these ideas we can refet to Geber and Albettus 
Magnus, who have morc fully expre"ed them, although always in the usual 
evasive: Cipher language. 13 

In general two kinds of impurity, "leprosies," or infirmities of the "metals" are 

to be distinguished, one called original. curable only by effective separarion (from 
the condition of the body), and the other elemmtal and quadtipattite. is immediate 
material for work on the dry path. Negative qualities are to be stabilized within 
the spirit analogou\ to the four Elements; and for their treatment is prescribed a 

kind of conversion from one into the other. The superfluous Water will be dried 
and activated by the Fire; tht (vulgar) Fire weakened to the point of being 
incapable of combustion or "viper attacks," whatever change of state may take 

place-ellen it must be congealed and reduced to the suhtle and c()rro~ive virwe of 

11 Grber, Summa, 1. ~4; and in the proem: "\\fhat is cast off hy imperfect bodies and without which 
they cannot receivr pertectioll, is ... useless Sulf Ut and impure earth . 

12 G. Ferncty (Dicrionnaire, 24::;--46): "Sulfur external. dry and separable from the true substancc of the 
mctai.s [i.e., of the vulgar ego] suffocares rhr imler and deprives it of its activicy; and mixing its own 
impurities wirh those of Mercury (as '!i1J produces the imperfecr mrtals" 

13 Geber, Summa, .~, §§1. 2 (BCC, 540, 541). "Sulfur or Arsenic (hearing always in mind the [Greek] 
homonymy in which arsenic signifies virility), which it resembles, haW' ill themselves the same two 
causes of corrupLioIl alld impUrity. One is rhe inflammahle substance, and the other rhe farx (dregs) or 
earthly impurities." The dregs-he adds-impede the fusion and pclle.tration (which is the solution of the 
fixed, in order to reach thar tOt which the fixed con:.titutes an impediment); the inflammable substance 
cannot sustain the Fire (the Emotions, the impulses, and rurmoils proceeding from the depths) alld in 
consequence cannot confer the fixation (that h, maintain the domination on the part of the ego as 
incombustible Sulfur). The Mercury also has two forms of impurity: an earthly impure suhstance (the 
body) and a supcrfluous and volatile humidity or fluidit y (desire or in<;mhiliry) that is evaporated in the 
Fire. but without burning (it is the dissolution in ,he ne.gativc sense in the act of $CC;jrarion, where on 
the contrary thcre musr intervene an active, i.e., inflammatory qLL1lity). Alherrus "Magnus (c..umposirum 
de compmitis, §1) speaks of Sulfur's modes of existence, two of which constitute impurities (combus~ 
tible and liqUid), while that of the third is sep,lrated from rhe. others and preserved: "reaified by 
resolution, it yields only a. pure sub.~cance containing in it::.df the active [perfecrahk] force nearest to the 
mctaL" The central nlldells (0 Or ~) of the ope.rator is unvdled. 
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Wacer;!4 the Earth quality, made "porous" and subtilized, must be converted into 
Air; finally, the ungraspable, diffused and mobile Air quality must be coagulated 

and fixed in one solid property like that of Earth. 
Gebet submits, on this basis, actual derails and procedutes of value as "medi, 

cines" for each of the seven metals,iS There is a whole series of suggestions that 

indicate adaptations, dispersals, readaptations, and transformations of psychic 

powers and actions that, correspondingly, the spirit must execute up(m itself. The 

discipline is applied to the senses, the will, and thought, from top to bottom, in the 
dry path. 

The inner and outer asceticism fortifie_s and simplifies the ego principle; this 
greater force, which has been awakened in the cellter, reacts on thought and 

imagination, subjugating them, controlling them against all the influences they 

endute while passing through the lowet and dark side of the unconscious. This 
mental control acts in wrn on the sufferings and appetites, tranqUilizes the inner
most being, cleansing. brightening, and subtili:z;ing the perceptions. So, through ~, 
the path to the I 0 is opened as far as t,i. If no further hindrances Or obstacles can 
be found in the mind, hean. or sensibilities, when every reason for alteration or 

distutbance has been removed, its action can proceed to the Mercuty or life 
principle immediately after conraCt with the body t,i, and through the isolation of 
the peripheral sensitivity, attempt to obtain the separation and extraction. Then, 

beyond the progression of the aforementioned equivalent states in the common 

man-sleep, dream. and lethargy-at the very last the light will appear. 

14 G. Livre de El H.1bir (GvlA.. 3:10.5): "'How can weakness constrain d1e strong? 111is is possible 
becau~e the weakness is ~() only in appearance-tested. it proye~ ~trong. stronger than anything that 
appears strong . That which resists the Fire is strong only in appearance, while the other. which 
h volatile and seems so weak. is actually the stronger." We ~hould recal1 here what Lao-tzu ~aid 
concerning the aJlalogy with the suhtle and invincible virtue of water. 

L"' Geber. SI.I1I11IL3. • . l §§i. 3. 9. 10. 12. The seven metab can abo be interpreted as symbols of 
characteristic human types. to each ot which is adapted. according (0 its OWl111ature, a specitic medicine 
and method. 
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Thirty-One 

cl)e PAcl) Of 
cl)e BReAcl) ADO 

cl)e PAcl) Of 
cl)e BlooO 

c hesitate to mention one of the practices used 
in the initia(Ory schools as the fulcrum for 
making the potential separation into an actual 

One. The reason we avoid it is that it is not possible (0 draw it directly out of 
the hermetico-alchemical texts, which speak constantly about the regimen of 
Fire-that is (0 say, the dosage and inner conduction of the spiritual force in the 
Work-but are silent about the means of accomplishing this. (What might seem 
to allude to this refers strictly (0 chemical symbolism and tells us very little.) 
Mirrors and other objects, however, have served in magic as devices for fixating 
or neutralizing consciousness and objective perception by means of the visual 
sense for separation and contact with the ethereal light. 1 In Hindu yoga special 
forms of mental concentration are used, sometimes assisted by symbols or adapted 
magical formulas. Orher schools use different methods, but we must always bear 

1 For the technique of the "mirror." see Inrroduz;ionc alia. rm.gia, L85H. 
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in mind that all of these are simply aids or stimuli for an act of the spirit. 

The faa that ~ is the point of departure for the dry path, and that therefore 

~ manifests in the organism through the respiratory and blood system, will suffice 

to enable us to glimpse two keys and twO pointS of leverage for those who 
understand. On the other hand, we already know the importance that respiration 

(more directly controllable by the ego rhan the blood system) has in Hindu 
e:sotcricism, as it did in ancient Egypt: the concentration on the: subtle force hidden 

in the breath (prilna), according to the yogic teaching, constitutes a way of 

achieving and "purifying" the !ii. But alchemy itself is not lacking in allusions to 
this possibility. 11" De pharmaco catholico, for example, teaches us that Mercury 
is specifically supported in the lungs by means of the element of Air-which 
"pervades and penetrates, like the spirit, the other two principles, Salt and Sulfur, 
that is, Body and Soul, and that it unites both, firmly linked by natural heat";' after 
which it is not difficult to understand on what the "Fire" has to act in seeking to 
undo and alter said union. 

PaSSing to the second key (which in certain methods is a further development 
of the first), this is acquired by concemrating on the blood, which can be attained 
by the sense of body heat. In this respect, the hermetic allusions are more frequent 
in expressions that are to be understood Simultaneously as real and symbolical. 

The Arab authors have spoken of a "decomposition that by gentle Fire trans
forms the nature into a blood. "3 And Morienus says, "The perfection of the 
Mastery consists in taking the united bodies Now it is the blood that 
principally and strongly binds the bodies; because it vivifies and unites with 
them. "4 And PernetY' "The solution, dissolution and resolution are truly all one 

with subtilization. The means for achieVing it according to the Art is a mystery 
that rhe Philosophers reveal only to those whom they judge qualified to be initiat"-'. 
It cannot be realized-they say-except in its own blood'; blood that the same 
author relates to the "Aqua Nostra, which composes our own bodies. ,,5 "In the 

three solutions of which I speak," says the Hermetic Triumph,6 "Male and Female, 

Body and Spirit, are no other than the Body and the Blood . .. The solution [in 
the sense of) the Body in its own blood is the solution of the masculine by the 

feminine and that of the Body by its Spirit. ... You will ,ry in vain to make the 
perfect solution of the body, I{You do not return tbe stream of ItS OWll blood back 

2 Dc pharmaco carholico, 5, §1. Cf. Introduziom: alIa magia. 3: 11. Still mOrC explicit is Pcmety. 
Dicrionnaire, 6, and Fablr:s, 1 :96. 

, eM'!. 3110. 

4 Enrrfriens, BPC. 2:CJ7. 

5 Pcrncty. Dicrinnnairc. 467. 

h Triomphc Hcrmctique. 283 
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[0 it, which is its natural nlenS[!UUm, its Woman and its Spirit together, that (0 

which it is united so tightly as to constitute nothing less than one and the same 
substance.. ,. 

Oom' says, "From the pale body we separate with the blood, this Soul, which 
is such a prize for us that we consider all bodies vile"; and [or Braccesco, the 
incorruptible and quintessential I\1ateria that we mU"it extract from the corrupted 
clements is drawn from human blood;" and in the Great Book of Nature, the 
tillcwra microcosmi magistere h explaim:d as "human blood for making the lamp 
of lifc.',g Finally, in Artephius the "Water that changes Bodies into Spirits, snip
ping them of their corporeal grossness," the "Sanguinary Stone" and the "powet 
of the Spiritual Blood, without which nothing can be made," all go together tO 

The sytl1hol of the crossing of the Red Sea, likewise employed in hermetism,l1 
can be introduced into this same order of allusions: especially if we recall that in 
some gnostic schools, whose symbols we have drawn parallels with those in 
hertlletics on several occasions, it was taught that "to come OUt of Egypt means 
to come out of the Body" and "(0 cross the Red Sea is to cross the Waters of 
corruption, Waters that are nothing less than Chronos," explaining that "that 
which Moses calls Red Sea is the Blood," and declaring with authority that "in the 
blooJ flashes the flaming sword barting access to the Tree of Life."" 

So we come to the idea of an operation and transformation that is found in the 
suhtle principle of tbe blooJ by virtue of the Art, whose sense once more appears 

(; Dom. Ciavis, .1, §'4. 

~ I:3rilcce~co, Es{>nsicione. fol 77b 

" Tmd .. 120, d. lil H", we must keel' in mind rhe traditional iniriat" symbol of lighr "' th' "Iif," 
ot tht: hody 

10 Livre dArrc:plJius. BPC 2:128. On reading that lhis is also "the living \Vatcr that irrigates rhe Earth 
to make it germinate." one h <;ponta11COllsly rC)l1inded by way of thi~ spirilUal blood, of thar other 
~pi1led by the dead bull of Mithras, which on tailing to earth prodw.xs the same cheer. CL Livre de 1:1 
Habir (aLA. ,1:97'): "It is importanr for you to know the power of this etL'!nai water . because its 
power Ie; that of the spirirual blood. When introduced into the body it transfurms the budy into 
spirit a~· if i.e; mixeJ wirh it, and both things then become one . The body which MS given birrh to 

the Spirit becomes spiritual and takes on the color of blood." Cf. also [Klla Riviera (Mondo magico. 
60-t): "And as tbe blood it; the seat of the vital ~pirit~, rhereby it contains it1 itself the spiriruallite of 
everything. Jt is this blood thar 0I11hclts is talking about in the Llpidary. when he says (hat rhc blood 
of Saturn fallen [() earth. is congealed in Stone: thes.e words camain, and perfectly embrace, bOth natural 
magics, that is. r.he the.oretical alld the practical at the $,lmC time. . lL stands to reasun, we read 
lj .. halisticaily, that (he m,l,gtcal bJoodprovides us With the health of rhe vital spirits; because it contains 
said quinressence. Moreover, this blood is called rhe Milk 0\ the Virgin. the Virgin being undersrood 
.. ;; the Muon." 

t \ Bernard of Trevb:o, it1 his SOgllO verde (Green Dream). speaks of a Sf"a, red fur ocing of blood. In it 
noat~ an ishnd h.'1ving seven kingdoms, whilher the author is transporred by a whirlwind. 

17. In Hippolytus. Pbilosoplwmcrw, :1.16; 6.15, 17. 
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ro be a reperition of the "heroic" adventure. Boehme, after declaring that the Fire 

of human life resides in the blood, speaks of a second blood that mllst be introduced 

into the choleric human blooJ and into the fire of death (creared by the "Fall") in 
order to extinguish it. 13 All (his must be connected to the "Red Lion" who is (0 

be brought to exhaustion; with that iDS or virus thar is a red nlSt., negatively 
speaking, that mllst be taken out of the copper; with the birth of the Son that in 

a little wIllie will acquire form and surpass the father (the operatot who has 

produced him), breaking the igneous essence that is the head of the Serpent, and 
passing through the death by fire;!4 with the liberation of the "tenebrous spirit" full 

of vanity and softness which, "when it dominates the bodies, prevents them [rom 

recdving the whircness,';15 \Virh the greed of Mercury that it is necessary to 

destroy and of whieh it has been said: "The cleansing is an appetite that feeds on 
itsdf ... and produces in the Four Elements [of manl an analogous spirit, with the 
hoiling saltpeter whose principle is the humid demenr. "16 

_3 Boehme. Dc signaTufa, 11, ~10 

:-t ThieL, 4, §24 

',', Comarius, text in C'AG, 2:206. 

11, Bochme. Dr: signaturil. 13, §34; 14, §47 \\lhm ir is said that all vegetaLive life:. that h, ~. con~i~ts 
ot dcsirc (Dc <;~i?tla.rul"3, fl, &1). it re:fer~ to that infection transmitted by rhe lunar principle whence: 

elemental greed h derived and the blind insriller of presCI"ving the animal body We may aha rCGlll by 
this [he eros, which according to PlotinlT~ (En1Jcads, 3 . .5.7). is engendered by [he reflection of the "good" 

in thie; \vorld, mistaken as the good in oneself. 
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Thirty-Two 

CbE bEARC ADO 
CbE Liqbc 

A s in physiology, so in hermecism, the heart and the 
blood are connected to one another, and the cransfor

mations and evacuations of the blood arc centralized 

in the heart. At the centcr of the elemental cross as at the centcr of the Body in 
the "white" work, the heart is where the "life-beswwinghght of the Quintessence" 
appears. 

Let us attend w GichteL "The Work takes place in the heart and here the 
gateway to the heavens [i,e" to the occult states) is most Violently attacked, The 
soul ~eeks to withdraw its will [rom the Quter constellation in order to turn to God 

at its center; abanJoning all senses and passing through the eighth form of Fite 
[which lies beyond the lower septenary and hence marks the boundary between the 
natural exterior world and the intelligible inner world-see chapter 15], which 
requires a relentless dfort, the sweating of blood [the 'Herculean task' of 'separa

tion'J, because the soul must now scruggie agaulsr God (in order to maintain itself 

anJ not 'be dissolved' in the light) and it must struggle at the same time against 
man [in order to overcome the human condition).'" The same author says that "the 
life of the Soul rises out of the eternal inner fire," which has its center in the heart 
and is swallowed up by "the fiery Dragon"; he speaks of a Holy Life of Light, 
hidden, inactive, and invisible to ordinary men, but when it is awakened it annuls 

1 Gk:h(d, The050pbiil pracrica, 2 §5; inrroducrion, §H; 1, §:'l3 
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the dark Fire, ptoducing in the innermost heart a spiritual light so btight that it 

breaks the chains forged by the ancient Dtagon around the Solar ptinciple. 2 This 

light, accotding to Gichtel, is ultimately telated to Water and to the Woman, the 

Virgin, Sophia (- Wisdom), which "drags the Soul completely out of the Body and 
makes it cross a sea of fiery water,"3 whose correspondence with Bernard of 

Treviso's Sea of Blood, and with the symbol of the Red Sea, is obvious. 

Also for the Cosmopolite, Water is found in the center of the heart of the 

symbolic metals· In the Book of Clemency the innet voice that manifests as a 
revelatory vision declares" I am the light of thy pure and dazzling heart. "5 And in 

the Corpus Hermeticum one is exhotted to be sobet and "open the eyes of the 
heart, "0 which can be compared to intellectual rebirth-vot:,ua y£V&uli;-the equiva

lent of the rebirth from the Water or from the Virgin and is completed in the 

awakening of the consciousness belonging to the "middle place" (see pages 82-83). 

In any case, the agteement of the hermetic teachings on this point with that of 
other initiatic teachings is clear. In the Upanishads, for example, it is said that the 

union of the two gods~the right-hand god, who is the flame, and the left-hand 

goddess, who is the light-into an androgyne is accomplished in an "ethereal space 
of the heatt"; whetein "the spirit maintained by knowledge, all light, all immot
tality," by "the seer unseen, the knower unknown," shines in man at the ineeriar 

of the heart. For the heart is the dwelling place of the spitit, where~at the bteaking 

of the chains of every bodily thing in the state of sleep-it becomes light itselF 
Putusha, the "Inner Man," vigilant ovet the sleepets (the "perennial guard"), the 

~ Ibid., 2, §§6, 12, 13, 51. 54. Cf. Boehme, (Aurora, 25, §98; 11, §§68, 70): "Heaven is hidden in the 
heart"; "The gates of Heaven arc opened in my spirit; whereupon the spirit sees the divine and celestial 
l:-<"ing, not outside the body-but in the bubbling wellspring of the heart the lightning strikes, reka~ing 
lts f1a~h in the scnsiriviryof the hrain, where: thc spirit contemplates for thE:' fla<;h begins in the heart 
and rises up (0 the brain, through the seven fountain~spirits, as though it were da\VIl, and this is the 
goal and the: e:nlightcnme_nt." 

, Gichtel. Thwsophia pracrica, §§98, 99. Gichtd, in de~cribing the experience, ~ays: "Suddenly my 
~pirit receiwd an impact and r fell to earrh "(3, §:'lO), which would be interesting to compare wirh rhe 
expressions concerning the death of the heart th<lt figure in the secret wnguage of the so~called Fideli 
JAmoIt:: in the Vita Nuova, "Love" awakens the sleeping "Lady" and gives her Dante's heart to eat -
and in Lapo GialluL when the "WOUl<ln" <lppears bringing "health:' "the heart that was living, dies." 
leL L Valli, 111inguaggio segreto, 159, 277); d. the hennetic maxim, "Kill the living, resu~citate the 
lead." 

~ Novum lumen chemicum, 4, §24_ Dante (Vita Nu()va, 2) speaks of "the Spirit. that dwells in the 
most secret chamber of the heart." 

. CMA. J135 

~ Curpus Hermericum, 4.2; 7.t. 

- Brmadaranyaka-Upanishad, 4.2.2-3; 2.5.10; 4.3.7-9; 2.1.15. In the final passage, the spirit that has 
?asscd into the state corresponding co sleep, and which is calkd "Great King Soma of the: whitE:'_ rooc_," 
.:an be compared to the hennetic albedo. 
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"imdligibk, sleepless nature" is the true light anJ ambrosia, he who bas been 
extracted from the body like a dagger [rom its sheath, takes bis "permanent 
dwelling place in [be hearc "8 

The rdatonship established by this tradition between the seat of the heart as the 
Dominator and to the "dike that contains the worlds within certain limits, so they 

do nO[ fall back into chaos,"9 is reflected in the gabalistie expression, "The heart 
in rhe organism is like a king at war. "to On the other hand, the association in the 

Qahalah, a."i in some Christian m.edieval manuscripts, between the hean and sym
bolic "palaces" or "temples,"!! can throw lighr on [he places wherever we find [hese 

same: symbols llsed in the hermetic tradition. 

We can also refer to the general traditional doctrinc_ according to which at the 

1l10lllent of death, or mortal danger, or extreme terror, all the vital energy diffused 
throughout [he body rushes to tbe hean, whose corona begins to radiate wi[h a 

supernatural light, [hrough which [he spiri[ "escapes"" This said, i[ is enough to 
remember that in principle the process of initiation is the same process that in 

others produces death. This reconfirms the link between the center of the hean and 
the "place" where [he new developmem will occur, [he place wherein [he initiate 

will reach the "triumphal death" tha[ wins immo[[ality and recovers the possession 
of [he "Tree" and the "Woman." Once tbe chains of [he hea[[ tha[ "keep the 

unregenerated [rom seeing the light" have. been broken and contact has been 

escablished with tha[ for which the heart is a symbolic correspondence in the 
physical organism, an uproo[ing cakes place, a subtilization, a breakthrough, an 
illumination in the sensation of rhe blood by which is ob[ained [hac "spiri[ual 

blood," without which, Artephius says, nothing is possible. I[ is the androgynous 

Mercury par excellence who, on [he dry path. has the power of the "Living Water 
to irrigate rhe earth and make it germinate." 

8 Karha~U{Jalll:~had, ;::.5.8, 2.6.17 Cf. Bllilgavild-Gita. 15.15; 13.17 

') Brihadaranyaka-Up.lIlishad, 4.4.22. 

to Cf. for example, Bonaventura. Vitis mysric.a, chap. 3; JOhil Chrysosrom, HOl1111ies, 1:\4.9; 7..ohar. 

1.6.5; and rhe words, as well, of Mlmepa (from Vie de !vl.ilarepa, trans. J. Bacot. 14i. 171 226): "1 kneel 
down ... in the mountain ]11ona<;rcry that is my body, in rh~ temple of my breast, at the summir of 
rhe rrial1g1e of my heart" "In the desert grotto [d. the cavern of Mercury" and the "cavcrnuu~" chamber 
of the heart]' 1 ~hall transform the uansmigrariol1 il) liberarioll. In the lllollasrery of rhy body-rhy 
strong soul will he rhe remple wherein <Ire reut1ited the gods joined by illumination ";" .. the holy palace 
that is the region of the pure idea" [ef. the: "palace of the king" or Philaierhes] 

11 Sephc.r Yerzirah. ch<lp. 7 

t!. Cf. Agrippa, Dc occuira philosojJhia, 3:37: Brih.1dlr,111yaka.-UpallislJad, 4.3.8; 4.1.2. 
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Thirty -Three 

OEl)U 0 ACiOl)S 

Al)O EcLiPSES 

C O a certain degree, the work of asceticism and purifi
cation is also a condition for rhe "wet path'· by way 

of "preparation." It so happens that every psychic 
dement remaining after the "separation" acquires (he capacity (0 transform the 

~nost profoul,d powers (hat manifest themselves. We encounrer them polarized 

.K_cording to their nature. So. if the appropriate preparation has not eliminated the 
iregs of the passions, sensations, inclinations, and irrarional complexes tenaCiously 

:-ooted in the penumbra below consciousness, the result will be an inordinate 

-:mpowermenr of all these elements, which will then be transformed inca so many 
Jiffercm Cha11nds through which will violenrly course elemental energies never 

":::-crote imagined. Hence (he saying: "Fire increases the virtue of the wise and (he 

corruption of the perverse."J In the fidd of cognition all vision will be deformed, 
'.Jbscured, or falsified, if not replaced by mere hallucinatory projectiolls of subjective 

:mpulses and complexes with repercussions in the organic functions. Every danger 
::hat can overload the circuit with a high voltage that willli111it resistance and the 

:apacity for transformation is concentrated in the force field. 
All this must be expecteJ if the "mortification" has been insufficiently rigorous. 

For this reason, the alchemists exhort lL'; to beware of the rosy and golden colors 
,hat may appear after the black but before the white they indicate a residue of the 

/.ivrc de 1a clcml:ncc. C.i\IA, 3:136 
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ego quality (in the negative sense, as human ego in the animal body), that may alter 

rhe experience to follow; the true red color (active reaffirmation) must appear after 

the white, as only in the white can the new condition of exi~tence be reached. 2 

On this subject Della Riviera says that it could happen that, once the Vulture 

of the dry and arid Earth 3 has obtained a part of the "virgin's milk reserved for 
feeding rhe delicate, newborn infant," marvels and astonishments take place, 

"Eclipses, new Jarkness, furious winds, hurricanes and vene.mOllS breezes, which 

may cause you to think that they are neither infusion of the Soul nor an illwnina
tion of the Body, but death and destruction for both." Only after the heavens return 

to calm, will tbe eartb depart from night, green and flowering' and the symbolic 
Child, divested of his many-colored garments, will assume a pure white attire, 

"symbol of celestial purity"-the albedo-after which will follow tbe royal purple 
and imperial sceptre4 Andreae also memions an unleashed wind and a darkening 
of the Moon,s and Philalethes points out the malignity of Air (in the no-longer 
earthly state) and the formation of dark clouJs that are cleared by the Waters 
(purified) up to the lunar whiteness6 

The Gteek alchemists mention magical conjurations-8az/lOV01<A.1)erVaz-that 
they use fat paralyzing the demons that might wish to prevent the divine Water 
from transmuting Copper into Gold? demons that, aside [rom possible references 

to effective operations of ceremonial magic, have the same symbolic value as the 
onrush of unclean animals to drink the blood of the bull sttuck by Mitbras. Only 

by scaring them off docs the miracle of vegeration continue, which said blood 
causes to spring from tbe Earth.1.\ In the hermetic interpretation of (he classical 
mytbs [his is the labor that Hercules must fulfill by killing the Harpies, black birds 

2 R. Bacon, Speculum alchimiae, §6; d. Albe:rtu~ Magnu~ (Compositum de composiris, §5): "\Vhirm 
ye the black earth before adding rhe fennenrarion [the acrive, or red, principle]. . Sow ye your Gold 
in rhe \Vhirc{ned] Earth." 

3 TIm: vulture, hidden in the Emh, that is in the Body, can be compare.d ro rhe Promethean myth: it 
is rhe swIm, or infinite Fire (in herrnetism the soul 1:; called Prometheus as often as infinicc), converted 
into the principle of dl1rsc thar consume.~ man ill his fall, when he finds himself chained to the rOck or 
Stone that is "fixed" in the body, and deprived of the Living Wacer. The "Vulture that shricks from 
the mountaintop" is a frequenr allegory in alchemical texts. Symbolically, the mountain expres~es the 
highest state that can be: attained while remaining on "Earrh," and rhe Vulrure of me Mountain aspires 
to Hy into (he Air and promises the supreme prize to the one: who suffcr~ him and restores ro him the 
"liquor" (dEspagm:t). 

4 Della Rivie.ra, Mondo magico, 90-92 

5 J V Andreae, Cbemical Wedding, chap. :). 

6 Philakthes, Jnrroitu.~ appertus. §6. 

, Ole;, 2397 

8 F. CUlllonr, Les mysCfl'fS de l'vlirilra., i37-3H. 
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rising au( of the separarion, "rapacious spirits unleashed in the magical world";' 
and it is also the extermination of every last one of the armed warriors who, in the 
myth of Jason, are born on the Field of Mars, where the extracted teeth of the 
Dragon have been sown.lO 

Finally, in mystical terms, Gichtel speaks of the danger rhat appears at the 
moment when the power of the Virgin is transmitted to the "Igneous Soul," 
because this last may then depart from humility and equanimity and fall back in 
love with itself, turning thereby into an egotistic and puffed-up demon. Nor can 
the Virgin help because her husband (the Soul) can neither be liberated nor dissolved, 
hut always becomes only more fiery and exalted, and repels anything that is not 
fire; so that Sophia retreats into her principle o[ Light and darkens the fire of the 
soul, which thereupon falls into the S[ate of "sin."" 

It is a matter then of allusions to what can be derived from the dregs and 
elements that have not been reduced to "ashes" (such that they can no longer be 
., rekindled") that have been left behind when the deeper [orces emerge from the \;i 
life, reinforcing and multiplying-and being unable to Stop reinforcing and multi
plying-everything they encounter. In the Wet parI" the separation would not take 
place wltil there is nothing lefr but the pure ego principle to be invested and 
transported. On the dry path this would be when this same principle has reduced 
its own nature. to a "quintessence" of all the superior ~ faculties, suitably equili

brated and purified. 
We might, at this point, recall the disconcerting caveat that Andreae issues 

concerning the" erial of the balance" -which indicates preCisely in what sense the 

polarization of tbe power, by virtue of the greater "weight," is produced. He said, 
"You must know that, no rnatcer what path you have chosen, by virtue of an 
immutable destiny you may not abandon your decision and go back without 
running inco the greatest peril of your life. . If you have not purifed yourself 
completely, the wedding will be for ilL" And in the moment of trial he warns; "If 
anyone now in this company is not completely sure of himself, he should quickly 
Jepart because better is it to nee than to take on what is beyond one's 
strength. "12 

In this sense, apart from (he differences between paths, the texts arC in accord 

about the necessity for a preparation of the substances. In (he Work no substances 

will be utilized as they are, but only prepared (whitcled down) substances. A 

Della Riviera, Mondo maglev. 105. Cf. Filum Ariadl1<1f". 26 

:~ 0. hrnery, 'Rlbies. 457-79. TIle myth also proVides rht' remedy: we must make such soldiers fight 
.!.nd destroy nne anorher, Witbout ourselves enteriIlg iIlW dJe baulc Cf. Evola. Tbe Yoga of Power. 175 

:: Gichtd, Theosophia pnlCcicil. 2, S§66, 67. 70; cf 6, §§45, 411 

:~ Andreae. Chemical Wer..-Jding. i,§4: 2.§1:5 
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re.ClJrrent theme. in alchemy is "getting rid of the heterogeneous parts": eVf.rything 

that is not itself or that is an irrational interference of one faculty with another. 
A second theme is the denudaTion. which extracts and isolates the useful 

dements, The ini(ia(e's usc of (he symbol of "nudi(y," on (he ocher hand, is 

traditional. 13 We must, nevertheless. emphasize tViO different unde.rstandings of 
the. hermetic "garments" and their "stripping"; the_ first refers precisely to the 

ascetic preparation, to the innermost simplification of the soul which. while the 
general conditions of the human state of existence remain, must be returned to 

itse.lf,; the second refers to a plane of reality and corresponds to the separation, 
understood as [he putting into action of the consciousness and the power under, 

neath its garments that now rfpresent the conditions of the same general human 
c()rporeaHty. 

13 For cxample. Philo of Akxamlri<l (Leg alleg. §L5) calls the "naked" tho~c who, "abandoning the life 
of death and participating in immarrality." arc (he only ones who "conremp1ate the inefLlble my~teries.'· 
Thr renouncing or the possession of "clorhes" and "ornamenrs" can be c'1.11ivalenr ro the precepr of 
poveuy, which then is elevared to an initiatory mral1il1g. In a gnostiC cesrament we find an important 
c0l111ection berween nudity anJ spiritual virilitY-j'oS or virya-rdative to the "Gate of He,wen," 
"reservrd only fur pneumaric 111en." "On entering, rhey cast off their clorhes anJ bewme hridegrooUls, 
having obcained rhc_ virility [read /3altdv and not Aapdv] at the Virgiu Spirit" in1;\,hich the Mercury 
in "white" is ea~ily tecognizahk (Hippolytus. Pht1nsnpbllillClW, 5 8). Ct., also.llJ.otinus (Ennead::,. 1.6.7)' 
"Those who a..~ccnJ by the rungo;; of the sacred Mysrerks arc pllrified and drop their vesrments which 
had covereJ them. ,md go forth naked' 
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Thirty-Four 

CbE cbiRSC FOR 

qoo ADO CbE 

CORROsivE illACERS 

e have said that after the preparation and 
whittling down, the essence of the wee path 

consists in directly provoking, artificially or 
\'ioienrly, the separation so that it is not ego (Gold) that is to Iiherate Life 
I Mercury), but it is Life that must liberate the ego and cure its leprosy 

For that we may employ the technique of elevating the forces of the same desire 
co an abnormal intensity, but directed elsewhere. The premise in this case is set 

forch by Boehme, who says rhar "hunger" is the principle both of corporeal birth 
and of rebirth, being that which impels toward the body and impels towarJ 
eternity.l 

Hence Gichte1 says. "Everything comes down to the conversion of our Soul 
and the direction of our 'desire' inwardly, to desire and never ccase desiring God 
until Sophia and the Holy Spirit meet the desire, , The perpetual "hunger" of 
rhe obsolete body serves as fertilizing manure: it exhausts everything to the 

point of disgust and anguish uncil ic is consrraine.d to turn to tbe J:-achcr. "2 He 

I !:3Ot::hmt:. De ~ignatura. 15, §51 

~ Gichtd, Thcusophia prilaicil. 1. §2:5; 3, ~26 
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continues with some interesting technical allusions; "The magical Or magnetic 

desire of the soul's will is the architect and creator of what the soul has con
ceived in its imagination, that is, of the noble and gentle Light of God l . 

Under the powerful desire of ptayer. the soul is cnflamed with a clear light, 
which triumphantly causes the celestial Virgin to ascend The Fire [of the 
inner man in desire) swallows up this cekstial presence of the Light, which the 
soul imagines yearningly. attracts to itself and makes manifest-then burns 
clearly, producing, ill the heart, a beautiful, clear Light.'" Here images work as 
"transformers" in a transcendent sense. with regard to States of deep emotion 

concentrated in the release of the fire of desire. 
In the Book of OSt;!1JCS we find, "When the love for the Magnum Opus 

pmetrated Illy heart and the work's preoccupation drove slecp from my eyes; when 
its preoccupation kept me from eating and drinking to the point of emaciating my 
body and I appeared to be in an alarming state, prayer and fasting finally delivered 
me" to what followed. In the form of a vision, as the first of a series of experiences 

the amhor speaks of a being who leads the alchemist to seven doors, JUSt as Gichtel 
says God introduced his spirit inro the seven centers.s 

C yliani speaks of the scate in which "one has lost everything and has no mort.: 
hope" and when "life is a reproach and death a duty"6 in the same way sui juris 

n()n esse [based on some law outside oneself] the disgust for the world, death of the 
free will, ha<.;tiness to renounce, toral submission, and faith, of which the mystiCS 
speak, can themselves be conSidered useful anJ practical elements for the Work, if 
one lacks the capacity to make the separation oneself (the dry path) but still longs 
for the supernal, having the center of self in the "Waters," in the viscous "Soul," 

in which the self must he used up? 
On the other hand, we already know thaL all this call be justified hermetically 

only by the standard of the very real effects that can follow initiation, and not by 
moral Or religiOUS values; so, if the results: are the same. we can also tum to other 

methods, which to the eyes of the profane may present quite a different character. 

3 Mort;:: technically Boehme (De sign8rura, 8. §6) writes: "The oily quality only exercisn its vivifying 
faculty whm it is compressed in the angui<;h of death. which agitates and c.xalts it. Seeking to flee, it 
escapes and thereby creates the vegetative life." that is. the symbolic grovvth of ~ equivalent to Sophia 
and "Light." 

4 Gichtd. 711t:osophia pracrica, 4. §42; 8 

, Ihid., 6. §43, 3. §66, 4, §S. 

(, Cyliani. Hermes devo11drev. ed., Paris. 1925). 23 

7 So, if the process continues, we can grasp the idea that the subsequent change of state may be 
interpreted as the grace of the mystics. 
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Such may be the violem forms of orgiastic ecstasy among the Cybellenes, 
Dionysians, or lviaenads, who, under certain conditions, are brought to sclf~ 

transcendence and violence to themselves by evoking elemental forces. I.{ We can 
refer further to what in hermetism are called Corrosive Waters (or poison), in the 
special sense of substances capable of artificially provoking the dissociation be
tween dalerent elements of the human composition. The texts, nevertheless, either 
advise against the usc of these waters and "violent Fires," Or recommend the 

utmost precaution because, they say, they burn rather than wash; they dissolve 
bodies but cannot Save spirits; they work not with the "slow fire of namre" bur 

with the "impatient haste that proceeds from the Devil." Their action is abrupt and 
discominuous-so the difficulty of keeping them active in the changing state is all 
the greater. 

In this order of things, Greek texts have indicated the use of magic herbs 
[3orCtVal. For the most pan, we must refer to the ancient traditions concerning the 
"sacred" or "immorrality-conferring" drinks, like the soma of the Vedas, the 
haoma of the Iranians, the mead of the Eddas and even wine itself. 

Originally it was a question of symbols; the holy drink was the Ether of Life, 
the principle of exaltation and inner regeneration, which to come into C01l(act \\lith 

was for man a much likdk_r possibility in the beginning than it was in later times. 

For the tradition maintains that at a certain point in time, such a drink ceased to 
be "known" and something else was substituted for it, which wa"i no longer just 

a symbol, but a real drink composed of substances adapted to produce a 
psychophysical state constituting a favorable condition for the spirit to be able to 
realize the true and immaterial soma, haoma, etc. In the hermetic use of the 
f30raval one of these artificial means to reach an exaltation Or inebriation was 

probably thought to be a means of attiving at an effective ecstasy. 
The same can be said of that which, in mOre disconcerting jargon in SOme 

alchemical texts, goes by the name of urina vini, meaning "urine: of a drunken 

man.'" "Urine" is explained by the root ur, which in Chaldean designated fire 
(Latin, urfrf, "to burn") and with the anagram UR Illfcrioris NArurae,1O which is 
precisely the humid Fire agent in these methods. Specifically, "urine of a drunken 
man" alludes to the state of exaltation, "inebriation," or :'enthusiasm"-,uavia
which is linked to one of the manifestations of such Fire. When others add that 
the urine mUSt be "infantile" and "prepubertal," they allude to the condition of 

~ Classical mysre.ry lire.rarure: speaks ..:ontinually of "sacrc_d orgies," as a designarion, generally, of states 
of sacred enthUSiasm, (:wn frenzy, which lead [() a particular type of initiation. 

9 The Grear Rook of Nature. 120. 

10 Dc11a Riviera, Mondo magico, 196. 
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simplicity and purity (or of clememarity, the "nascent state") that mUSt be main

tained in such "combustion," that it produces that "movement or impetuosity of 
the spirit" and that" inspiration" that arc the only things-and not reason, reading, 

or srudy-that can effect, as Geber says, the discovery of the secret. 
Le.t us make mention at this point of the frequent referencE's to wine in the most 

recent texts, srarting with Raynlond LulIy, and repeat that here it may be either 
~ymbolic wine Or actUal wine, or both at the same time. We shall cite but one text: 

"It is a wonderful thing, and to the vulgar incredible, that the spirit of the wine 
extracted from its body (a questiOll of capturing the subtle aspect of the experience 

provided by wine] has the power, by dint of its continuous circulating movement, 
to extract. . any other spirit from ics bodY' be it vegetable [ l;I ], mineral [ 0 ) 
or animal [ ~ ]. ... The Quinta-virws-essentia-prirIla of Vinum attracts the vires 

(powers, Virilities] of all beings infused in it; loosening them from the clements 
through dissolution of the natural ties; enabling the spirits, by appetence and 
reaction, to elevate themselves above the passive resistances. "11 

And is it not significant that the word aquavit, "firewater," (i.e .. "brandy," aqua 

igIlca) aims so directly at the expetiences of the alchemists and can also signify that 
other ancient deSignation, aqua vitae or "Water of Life," or "burning watcr"? 

It might be helpful to Clllphasi~e that in rhe usc of the corro.sive waters (as well 
as in the "Path of Venus," which we shall discuss presently) the fundamental 
condition is the preparadon of the androgynous clernent: "The secret of the sUCcess 

of the operation is the secret double fire." This means that (he operation must 
connect its acrivity, beginning with the incombustible Sulfur, for (he empower

ment, in Some external fashion to the substance.s used and to maintain connection 
to (he end. It is in this sense. that we speak of the "Philosopher's Wine," as opposed 

to ordinary wine, also called aqua ardens, and in cotnllleming on the reCipe of 
Raymond Lully, recipe vinllIll rubeum album (spiritus viniphilosophorum), we say 
that the preliminary condition is the secret fire. 12 In all other cases, (ha( is, in the 
case of a passive experience, the sole result will be the phenomenology, utterly 

11 G. Dom. Chvis, Bec, 1:2.)3, 239. 0. R. Lully in Tlu',1(fum chemiculIl, 4.334: Arnold of Villanova, 
Opera omnia (Rasel. 1585. 1699): Dc pharmaco carhnfico, 17. §1. For (he coming (ogcd1(~r of other 
(radirions on this thetTIe we may recall (hat "vine" in Assyrian ",-,as karana. that i". "the tree of the drink 
of He" (D'Alviella, /l.f.igracion dC5 .~ymbuks, 184), and that the wine uSI'.d in urgias(ic tantric rituals 
(pancha£aLL Vil~piij5) with regard to the awakening of consciousness in (he form of the Air principle, 
takes the name of " savior in liquid form'· (drav,1.lllayi-tara), but also of "semen or power of Shiva," the 
name also given by Hindu alchemy TO Mercury (Evola, The Yoga u[ POWTr. 107, 120). For (he technkJ.l1c 
of (he "Corrosive Warers," sec Inc{(I(1uzionc alia magia. 2: 140ff. 

12 Cf. esp.,J. Seger Wr.idenfcld. De 5('crctl:~ adcpwrum siV(' de U.~LI spiricus villi Iufliani(Lol1don, 16.H). 
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devoid of any interest to us, of "artificial paradises" and of those who abuse alcohol 

or drug_'. As Titus Burckhardt has aptly remarked,'3 a drug as such can only 
prepare or encourage rhe attainment of a spiritual state, it cannot engender it. Its 

action must be directed and integrated; the "qualitative" compulsion knows only 
how to come from another domain.14 

l.l T Burckhardc. Alchemic: Sinn und Wdrbild (Oken, 1960), 184 

14 [The tina! paragraph and notes are tram the 1948 t:dition.-Trans.] 
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Thirty-Five 

cl}e PAcl} Of 
veDus ADn cl}e 
RAnicAL PAcl} 

• r n the wet path of hermctism the repetition of sexual 
symbols occurs tOO frequently not to suggest a cer
tain foundation to the suspicion that this tradition 

must also have possessed knowledge about another type of "corrosive waters" 
related to the power of disintegration that a woman exercises pvcr a man 
when she uni(es wi(h him in love and (he sexual ace As could be said of soma, 
so in (his respec(, i( could be said that the "Woman" of the Philosophers 
(symbol of the life-force), after a certain point, had ceased to be "known"; 
whereupon the terrestrial woman was subsriw(cd as a means of returning to 
the life-force, by way of the dizzying ecstasy that eros can produce between 
(WO sexual beings. 

Hence the idea of certain "operations using two vessels," to which we enig~ 

matically allude in alchemy. The two vessels may also be imcrprered as the bodies 
of two persons of different sex, which comain separarely the two hermetic 
prinCiples (ha( in other alchemical practices are prepared tOgether within a Single 
being: the active and the passive, the golden force against the captivating and 
sympathetic wet force that "dissolves" the former in its 0\\111 "enclosure." So it 

would be possible: to give a concrete inrerpretation, alongside the symbolic one, to 
such expressions as: "Our coporeal gold is as though dead before it unites wi(h irs 
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mate. Only then is the secret. interior Sulfur developed,"! and, "With the Sulfur 

of Venus, the inner Sulfur of man is rectified, reinforced and whoIly perfected.'" 

On this plane the phases of the rapture produced by the extraction, then by the 

arrest and fixation, which we have already seen in the symbols of cutting the wings 
of the Dragon at the beight of its flight into the etber and the felling of the Bull 

at the end of his raging stampede, can be recognized behind the exptessions of an 
alchemico-qabalistic text where the lance of Phineas appears (Numbers, 25,S), 

which "transfixed them in the moment of their union and in lads genitalibu5, to 
the .solar 0 Israelite and the lunar « Midianite ... This biting fang, Ot power of 

Iron, acting on the Materia, purges it of all filth. The Israelite 0 is here no othet 

than t the masculine Sulfut (in its vulgar state), and by Midianite « we must 

understand V the Dry Wa[Cr [here perhaps alluding to the mopping up of the 
'superfluous moisrurcs' which by corresponding preparation the woman must have 

consummated in her senSitivity and faculty of sensation] duly mixed with the ore 

or red marca"itc. The spear of Phineas nor only curs down the male Sulfur *" but 
also mortally wounds the «, his female, and both die mixing their blood in a single 
procreation (supernatural rather than physical)' Then the wonders of Phineas (who 
represents the operator) commence to manifest themselves ... 3 

The De pharmaco catholico also mentions [he extraC[ion of the hot ~()lar 

Mercury from the Ote of Venus by means of Tartarus (eqUivalent of chaos, the 

dissolving power of such symbolic combustions) and Sal Ammoniac, whose virtue 
of contraction, in contrasr to the former, could have the ~ame meaning as the 
aforesaid "lancing.,,4 And if the hermetic texts ftequently speak of a death that is 

1 PllJ:Jaierhes, introitus apercu::" §1 

1 De pharmaco c.acbolfco, B. §§1, ,').1:3racccsco (EposiriOllc, fob. 56b, 63a) abu speaks of twO sulfurs, om: 

of Venus and the orner of lviars. The read.cr will have acqUired by now a certain practice in the rransposition 
of symbols. Also corresponding to Venu::, (tbe r:c111inine) is a Sulfur that is likewGe a vessel (botly) for irscff 
Phila!t::thcs (Introitus apercus, §19) spe.1h of the otber path, besides that ill which only tbe internal hear 
oJ.xrates, in the following terms: "The othcr Work is done with ordinary Gold and our Mcrcury, n,ain· 
tained for a fong time ovcr a hot fire rhat ::,ervcs ro cmk thcm hoth, with the help of Vcntc:., until from 
the two exits a subWU1ce that we caillumlr khat~, 'g) juice The impuriries mu::,t he discardul and rhe pure::,t 
part raken." By such a procedure rhe true sulfur will be obtained, which is then lln{red [0 the Mercury 

(fixatiun of the white. sec cbapter 38) and then "to the blood tbar is peculiar to it" (the red work) 

; Asdl Mc4areph, ch;,p .. ') (quuted by Eliphas Le.vi). The Qahalah contains further reference to sexual 
e.soterla:~m. Cf.. for eX<1.mpk, Zohar. 1..5.') b, "the saint -though blessed-elects to reside only where 
male and tf!TIaic are united," inasmuch as the occult se:n:;e of rhe sexual ullion is the path of the spiritual 
Androgyne destroyed by "sin' 

4 0. abu the recipe ()f the Great Book of Nature (12H): "To Jissolw a metal, make it red hot and then 
sub111nge it in water." PlOWlllS (rnncad~. 3 .s.H), in an unfortunately confused text, gives an idea of how 
to understand ambrosia as an inebriating force that spin~ around itself without emptying into another. 
\Vhm the power of .<itopping (striking with the lance) acting on desire restllts in that. amar (e.ros) is 
transformed into a~11lors (nun..-cleath, ambrosia). to u::,e the "arne phoneric a:;:;imibtion a:; t:mploye.d in 
trouhador esotericism. 
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the consequence of the coniuncdo, of the "joining," perhaps it also refers to the 
[taUl11a that can occur at the height of the embrace and orgasm if subjecced to a 

deliberate control. 

In realiry, the life-force itseU' is eminemly hidden in the energy of generation and 
he:re it is a matter of surprising it, arresting it, and taking possession of it at the 

moment it is tUrning to the ,procreation of anOther being. It appears naked, so to 
speak, in a nonindiviJ.1.uated state, which cannot transmit i...,.df from one !xing to 

another, if, for a rIlQment, it does not pass through the free and undifferentiated stage. 
But trus stage, in itself. is the "poisonou5" aspeCt of Mercury, the state that kills. 

Thus it is possible to encounter in the sexual act a condition analogous to that in 

which, under the guise of an active death, the initiation is completed. Hence the sense 
of the double a..-.;pect of Love and Death in certain ancicm deities: Venus, as Ubitina, 

is; also a goddess of de.ath- we read in a Roman inscription dedicated [0 Priapus; 
mortis ft vitae ·locus.:) 

The convergence of the. various meanings is finally complete in the Hindu 
notion of kundahni, which is, at the same time, the Goddess and the "serpent 

power," the force that has produced the organi.z;ation of the body and continues to 

sustain it, the root of sex, the power manifested in death and separation, and the 

power used by rhe. yogiS to cross "the rhreshold of Brahma" and break ontO rhe 
"Royal Path "6 

In the alchemical texts we may find other allusions to d1e usc of the power in man 
that manifest..') itself a ... ', scxuality: r."ipecially in the more or less direct references to 

Saturnal and Aml110niacal Sulfur that lies sJeeping in rbe inferior scat 'Y' (see page 
83), and corresponds to, the "Father" (Cichtel); and Infcmal Nirer (]) thar is a "fiery 
magical key," an adversarial and destructive power for the other Sulfur, the exterior 
one (1)(' pharmaco catholico). But when a similar power is found throughout a work, 

it is no longer rhe we.t padl, even though ir still has some of those qualiries, but ir 
is now a path that, on the contrary, could he called ultra dry, inasmuch as it leads 

direcrly to the final "red" srage, jumping over all rhe intermediate phases, striking 
rhe Materia directly with the fiery lightning bolt contained in the inrerior of the 

tellurian and saturnine heing, the same that brought down the Titans. 
1l1is is an extremely dangerous parb l Gel"'r calls it the "balance of Fire," and 

Considers it "extraordinarily difficult and perilous," "a royal operation, prompt and 
qUick," but the sages reserve it only for princes, alluding to the presupposition of all 

exceptional qualificarion and natural "dignity. "7 Of the four ways rhat we are told 

S Bachofcn, Urrdigion, 1:263 

6 The hmnctic fxpre~~ion "royal path'· is found again preCisely in these traditions. Ct Ha(ha~yoga~ 
priu-{ipika, 3.2-3 (commentary); ., Pri1Ila.~ya ~:UIJyil padavl tacb;} rifj.1.pa thXyacc," 

7 CebrJ', Livre de fa royaute, a1A. 3:126, 131. On the contrary. "balancc," which is acquired by tbe 
synthesis of the balance" of Water atld Pire, i~ recotllmended "If the balance of w'"ltCf i~ united to that 
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ahollt in Andreae, this is the one by which "no man reaches the palace of the King," 

that it is "impossible because it consumes and can only be suitable for incorruptible 
hodies. ,,8 

Perhaps it is the same thing as the direct and fiety awakening of kundaiini, 

according to tantric Hatha-Yoga, only preceded by a single "heroic" prepararion

vira-krama-without "mortification" Or "so1ucion in the white," that is to say. 

without passing through the middle part of the hreast (sec page 82). The general 

danger of death -death not simply as a physical fact that confronts the initiate 
is maximal here; 9 it is said in the hermetic Rosariulll: "Nonnulli pcrierullc in opere 

1105[rU111. 

As an attenuation of this mcrhod we can mention, finally, still another path of 

a certain "androgynous" style, both dry and wet at the same timc, which refers to 

the heroic initiations in the strictest sense, related to the ancient sacred meaning of 

war, to the ancient assimilation of the warrior with rhe initiate, to the mOrs 

[riwl1phalis as "the path to heaven," etc. A transporting and violent force i::. 

awakened, an eros similar (0 the frenetic and orgiastic forms of the wet path-but 

along with tha[ is added the metallic quality of Iron or Mars. 
The heroic impulse offers, technically, the same possibilities as the mystical 

impulse, (he orgiastic ecstasy, and the subtle mortification of hermetic asceticism, 

but only when the Mars ekment, by elimination of the earthly, watery, and 
<.:ombustiblc dross. has bffn prepared to the point of nearing the Gold or Sun 

quality, and when the same impulse is so intense that it can carry itself beyond the 

dosure constituted by the vitile hardness and beyond the individual limit as well. 

Also by the. same path, however, one can come to "break the enchantment that 

holds the Gold body in bOllClage and would impede it from exercising its masculine 
functions" without having to follow (he method according to which "the Fire is 

worked most gently and tempered from beginning to end," but follOwing that 

othet method in which a "violent Fire similat to the Fire used for the multiplica
tions" is necessary.lO 

, .. f Fire, everything will come out in its mOre complete form. lhough Fit(' hy itself alone can also kad 
to pcrfection" (ihid .. 132). 

, Chemica! Wedding, 2, S15 

: Ct". Evola. The Yoga of Power. part 2. For the practical aspt:ct of the sexual methods. see Inrrrx1uzione 
alh11Jlagi.1, L23Rff.; 2:329f1. For <111 explanation of the techniques relative w magic. initiatic,.anJ 
\:c~tatic u~age in the difterent traditions, d. Fvola, Eros and [be Mysteries of Love: The MerarhY'ics 
of Sex (Roches[(.cT, Vt.. 1991) 

... Philakthc~. Introitus aperrus, §18. anJ .. Iso Cn"'bcr, Summa. Bee 1 :530. [On [he heroic path. warrior 
:.nitiarion, and rriumphal death. d. Evola, Revol[ against the Modern World, cbaps. 18, 19. in which 
:,e abo alludes to the tcchnical side of evoking [he" double" or Mercury in warrior experiences.] 
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Thirty-Six 

cl}e DeRmecic 
fiRes 

B dOfe concluding these. preliminary fe.marks about tech~ 
nique and getting on with it, we need to mention some

thing about the Hres employed in the Work by the 
hermetic ma'\tt:rs. 

"\Vithout fire," it is affirmed, "the Matter is useless and the Philosophical 

Mercury is a chiInera that hves only in the imagination. It is on the rule of Fire that 
everything depends. "1 And we need hardly belabor the fact that this is not vulgar, 
physical fire. 

Crassdlamc scorns those who "flutter day and night around srupid coal fires." 
He calls them "singed moths" and adds: "In whar kind of names do you persist? 

It is not Violent coal, Of inflammable kindling that the wise Usc for the hermetic 
Stone, "2 And many mher authors mock the "charcoal-hurners" and the "puffers"

Pernety would like to possess the "voice of Stenror" to denounce them-saying that 
the hermetic fire is a [ire that does nOt burn, it is a magic fire, an inruiorfirc .. subtle 

and occult, "The Opus is accomplished neither by (vulgar) Fire nor by the hands, 
but only by means of the inner heat,'" as with a "riSing [ever," as the Turba 
philosophorum reveals to those who understand. 

1 filum Ariadnae. 7:5 

2 Crassellame. Ode ::Iiehe-mica. 3.1.1-2 

3 PCtnrfY. Dicrit:mnairc, 397; Fables, 1:125 
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On [he ocher hand, [he hermetic Philosophers [ecognize various fires, which 
ore [Q be brouglu wgether in the work so tha[ one may help the other, The 
'11ain difference lies between" natural Fire" and" Fire against nature." Unnatu

pal Fire. is the Fire of the hermetic An referring to (he aspect of the "onc 
~hing" a.;; the hasis on which it is "Nawre that dominates trseJf," "that kills 

:tself" and thus is capable of reaning against the fact of being ill order to 

:nfuse in it a higher discipline that sustains rhe fallen and erring natures, "n.:c

'ifying" [hem, "4 Aher which, the Cwo fires-that of the Art, direc[Cd by the 
,,'perator's will, and that of Nature, which is the vital fire, that is [Q say, the 

~sychophysical fire, by which perhaps it can refer again to the heat of the 
~cart and the blood (in ~)---arc united and, as has been said, the. One incrca...:;es, 
for[ifies, and develops [he ac[ion in the inner depths of the other, Besides the 
t"ire called imcnnediate, unnatural, and composite, a third is mentioned, the 
Tire [hac kills," which recalls the primordial 'fixations," tha[ is w say, [he 

absolute individualization of the force, 

But the first of these fires, if it is nO( fire of wood, neither is it a simple state 

vf feeling but an "emhusiasm" of the spirit intensely energized, which is concen

rrared and reunited in itself, as one that embraces, shelters, nourishes, cooks, and. 
. loves, " And all of a sudden a speCial and subele warm[h permea[Cs [he whole body 

In the Orient they speak preCisely of such an inner heat on which meditation 
is concentrated, a heat that is not just physical or psychic, which is evoked by 

speCial practices (for example, [hat of the breath) that produce special effects and 
favor the meditation and the awakening of the power contained in the formulas and 
symbols of initiation.:; 

All of this is proposed as a gUide for the inrnprftation of expressions in the texts 
that are routinely encountered in great ahundance. We shall limit ourselves w 
~uoting Pernery, for whom "the philosophical Fire is tha[ with which the philoso
phers wash the materia, that is, purify the Mercury"; and the "unnatural Fire," or 
.. intermediate," is the "result of the union of the natural Fire and the Fire of the 

philosophers which is against nature." This unnatural Fire is the cause of the 
putrc[accion and dea[h of the composition and of the perfect and [rue philosophical 
solution "-and to this Fire "against nature" remains the task of "reanimating rhe 

~ The two ~ymbul:, have another meaning. The natural Fil"c i.~ that which has been specialized and 
personalized. Thc Firc against nature, on the other hand, is the not yet individualized pmvfr ot cre.arion 
and, as such. antithetical to the firse for which we sometimes refer to the Mercury in the free state as 
rhe "poisonou.~" Mercury. Cf. d'E~pagnet, (ArGlIlUIn llt:rmaicilc, Bee 2. §54): "The rire againsr nature 
is contained in (he s(inking mensrruum. which transforms our stooe into a certain poisonous Dragon. 
powerful and voraciolls." 

) Cf A David~Ned. Migic ,1J1d Mysr('ry in Tibet (1932; reprint. 1971), Pil~Simi d. "Psychische 
Schulung in Tihet." in Dil: Chri;,tliche WeJc. nos. i, 2, 3, (1928). Bame Vi(' d(' Mifa.r('ra., 1s? 196 
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hidden Fire in the orher, liberating it from the prison in which it has been locked. "6 

The De pharmaco catholieo also concerns itself with the three "hermetic" or 
"magical" fires) without which the "solution" cannot take place, pointing OUt by 
symbols the functi(llling of each; the text calls one of them "sympa(hetic" (in 
sympathy with the ocher profound and primordial Fire of (he telluric emi(y), and 
says tha( it is increased by d,e careful kindling of (he igneity of (he mna1s, bur as 
soon as the ignition occurs OnC must be sure to corporealize (he Soul in order to 

keep it [rom dissolving in Air, by the action of such Fire (which returns the various 
powers to (he undifferemia(ed paint)? 

And Artephius speaks of (he (hree Fires and calls the first "Fire of d,e Lamp"
that is, hght-b'ire, l11uminated Fire-"colltinuous, humid, airy. proportioned"; the 

second L,) the: "Fire of the a"ihe.\," that is, a fire that is sheltered in the interior, 

analogous (0 (he so-called nawral Fire, on which the a(hanor is placed; finally (here 
is the Fire against nature, "Our Warn," which is rdated to the Fountain, and 

desrroys, dissolves, calcinates,.s But often these three Firf-5 arc used in the texts as 
symbols to mean (he (hrtt phases of (he Work. 

The operators next call speCial attention to the Regimen of the rire that "must 

maintain itself constantly at the same tempr.rature and never go out." Nawre itself 
will indicate to (he enligh(cned mind the inrCllSi(y of (he occul( Fire" The 
prescriptions, as a rule, arc of this type: "Ye must not force the Fire at the 
beginning of (he Work on (he Mercury, or i( will be volarilized. BU( once having 
achieved the fixation, then the Mercury resists the Fire (that is, the "ego" active 

dement can be made [0 intcrvene, without running the risk of the "Mercury" 

consciousness disappearing, and returning to the conditionalities of the body], and 
resists it all the more for having been in combination wir.h Sulfur."tO With a slow 
and patient reheating, with continous, gentle heat, it must bc worked until one 

h Pemety. Dicrionn;lirc., 49. 163. 16,'). 402-3 Cf. Geber, Summa, :530-31; d'Esragne.t, (Arcanum 
l1ermaicac:, 980): "The Fire i.nnate in Out Stone b the Archeus of Narure, rhe 'Son and Vicar of rhr. Sun' 
mo\'t~. digests [- rirens] and compkte~ everything. if it is Ie.ft free:." Cf. G. Lensdr, rC." apparrnces de 
verite' ct \frayc pr,10l]Ue de IArchimic (m~. 3012. Bib!. Arsen .. in de Givry, 413): "The Fire of [he. Sages 
b the only insrrument that can work this sublimation: no philosopher hilS ever ()'vcrtly re\'CilJcd {bis 
SCCIe:t f<i'rt'J who does nor und~rstand mu~l ;,LOp here and a."k God to illuminate him." 

,. De pharmilco carholicn, 3. 991, 2, 4 

(,' UwulArrcphim, BPC 2: 148-49, 150-51 Each ofthc following attributes of Fire, givm by &rt1ilrd 
of Tre.vi:;o (philosophic desll1craux), for him who understands. contains a direclion: "Mlke a vaporous 
fire, diges[illg. continuou~. noL violent, subrlr. c.lJvc.{oping, airy, closed. non-combustible. altering" 
Artephiu~ has said of "our" Fire: "it de~troys. dissolves. congt'.als, calcinate~, is altering. penetratirlg. 
subtle. airy, 11on-violent. . cncirdilw. containing, and unique." 

q Livre de l::!1 Hi/bir. CMA, 3:\H, 109. 110. 

til Ibid .. 79. 
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·)btain:-; the "occult "\V()rld Spirit" (Archeus) locked inside the symholic Stonc. 11 

We shall ab"ain from further references because they would only lead us into 
:11ore complicated mazes of the secret alchemical language. \\Ibo now possesses his 
.)Wn trusty thread of Ariadne, can venture farther by himsclf.12 The general 
?rescription is always ro avoid using violenr fires at dle beginning, because the 

purpose is to awaken not the extnior and impure fire (the Red that appears 
prematurely), btlt the Jeep fire, which is at the same time Gold and Sun, enclosed 

wi[hin the body "and is not awakened before the [sense of] hody has been dis
."olved," For this purpose one must first have reached the \\1..'lter and the rebirth in 

,he Water; wheteafter the Water is extracted and flees from the violent Fires, 
which necf.ssarily are stamped by the impure and terrestrial element of the person. 

The calm fire, sub[le and illuminated, that "cooks"lllittle by little, is that which 
must be used until thr. mortification and the revelation of the Light, unless one may 

have chosen those particular methods of the aforementioned wet path that so 
trcquenrly have the drawback of raising the residual and combustible parts along 
with the subtle principles. 

11 Chymica vannus, 2:59 

12 We refer especially to Philalethes. EpL5[, Ripfcy. §§5h. ,"17, :=;4; f7i{um AnildJJ.1t" 82-,33, 84. 89. 105; 
Turh1 rhilosophorum, passim 

].1 The symbolism of "COOkillg" refrr::; j1reci<;rly rn rlw "pf'cifk anion or fire, which little by Iittk 
.. ripens" (he crude and brute ~ub~laIlce~. Whereupon the TlIrba ~ays: "Understand ye by it rveryrhing 
,K..:ording to Nature alld Order, And brlirve yr mr wirhour seeking furrher 1 cOlllmand ye only to couk; 
cook at rhr beginning. cook in the middle and cook to the end, wiehoue duing any uther thing than cook, 
and so Nature will be borne to the completion." 
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Thirty-Seven 

cb€ mbic€ mORK: 
R€BiRCb 

hiteness-light, spring, resurrection, life, flow
ering, birth, etc. -,hermetically expresses the 

state of active ecstasy that uplifts the human 

condition, It regenerates. restores the memory, reintegrates the personality with the 
noncorporeal statf. "What mor(' can J say, my son?" reads the COrpli'i Herrnccicum, 

"Only this: a simple vision (aJt'AaC1"t"ov] has taken place in me ... 1 have come OUt 

of myself and have clothed myself in a body that docs not die. I am no longer the 
same, I have been intellectually born. . I no longer have a color, nor am I tangible 

or measurable. All of that is now alien to 111(' . and I no longer sec with physical 
eyes. "1 1l1is is the. foundation that we must bear (n mind when we encounter the 

expressions of the enciphered language referring to the experience of Mercury or 

divine Water and, in particular, the albedo, 
'The life-giving Magic Light" drawn from the center of the "Elemental Cross" 

(seat of the heart, se.e. page. R2), the "dearest water" or Mercury, is-according to Della 

Rivieta-"thc Spirit of the World Soul" [Archetd and in this "arc all things seminally 
contained." TIle amhor then explains that in this "Heaven" there is no "reunion of soul 
and body"; rarher "the body is included in the nature of rhe soul and is almost the soul 

itself, extensive, visible light without maner or dimensions." And he repeats, 

t Corpus Hcrmcticum, 13.3. Cf abD 13-14, where: it i~ said that the: rebirth is "no longer seen as of 
bodies or three dimensions" Cf Plorinus. ~ll11eiK{s, 5.3.7, 6.9.9 
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'TI1is ceieS(ial Mercury is spirir being perfecr lucidiry. . narure in itself brilliant and 

cransparenr, almosr diaphanous, and illuminated ... nor subject to any alien mixture 

\)r any p~sion; a.n act of pure il1telligence, having an invisible_ and incorporeal 
,Iluminarion rhar is the source of rhis visible light. "2 

So the conferring of such a principle means transmutation (the first of the 

alchemical transmutations) and resurrection. "When the White. appears in the. 

:natcria of the Great Work, Life has conquered Death, their King has been resus~ 

cirared, Earth and Water have been converted into Air, it is the Regime of the 
\ loon and the Son has been born." TIlen rhe Mareria has acquired such a degree 

,f fixation rhat the Fire can no longer desrroy it (ir is "rhe stabiliry of rhe inititiare," 
:10 longer conquerablc by death "). "When the artist sees the perfect whiteness, the 

:hermetic] Philosophers say that the moment of tearing up the books has arrived 
:.ccausc at that point they arc no longer of any usc. ".~ 

An Arab ((Xt asks, "What do we call combuS(ion, transformation, disappear
.met: of darkness and production of the incombustible compound? All these terms 

apply to the compound at the moment of its turning white. "4 

Artephius speaks of "that which is clear, pure, spiritual and lifted up by the Air," 
:arrher on he speaks of "turning into Air, "5 and then of being made alive with Life 

and made completely spiritual and uncorruptibk, as the feeling rhar marks the 

sublimation, conjunction and elevation, in which the whole compound is made 

xrute. "n "Pure, subtle, hrilliant, clear as the dew, diaphanolls a..'i unflawed crystal," 

:hese are, for Basil Valentine, eqUivalent to the qualities of "our Living Silver," 

,,,tracted from the best Metal by Spagyric Art, that is, by separation, The Syrian 

:t:Xts refer to it as "matter tbat turns copper white, white cloud, Water of clarified 

Sulfur, transparency [8io'l"';]' my"ery unveiled."l 

. Della Riviera. Mondo magico, 20, 47-4H 

Pcrnety, Dicrionna.ire, .5H 

- Livre de Crates, CMA., j:69 

Cf. Agrippa (De occulta pfulosophia, 2:26): "Air is the body of (he life of our sensitive spirit and does 
:-:.,)[ have the nature ot any perceivable. object beyond that of a spiritual and elevated virtue. Nevertheless 
: happens chat the sensitive Soul rejuvenates rhe Air thar surrounds it and rhat it feds the quality of 
:~c objects that act on it in an Air enlivened and juined to the ~pirit. that is, in the living Air . 

. Livre d'Artt'"pll1'us, BPC 2:139 

-In CMA., 2:82. \\!hite Gold. \\1hite Sulfur, \Vhite SlOne, ecc., are other symbols for the ego principle 
_:. thh state. Still another symbol is Magne~ium by way of an ancient etymology that would derive 
::lis word from " mixing." J.lIyvVEtV, the Natures united by combiI1<1tio(see CAG, 2: 202}. \\1hite Sulfur. 
:,.lr Bernard of Treviso (Philosophk de:. metal/x. BPC, 2:432). i~ '"the ~impk wlil of the Stone, upright 
'"-nd noble, removed from every corroreal density." Then he goes on to give in<;tructions for converring 
::11~ Sulfur, freed from all excess humidity, into all "impalpable and most subde powder." lllis last 
:'\pression may perhaps suggest a real inner experience. associated with the ~ense of "los~ of Weight." 
:,~' lightness and airiness in contrast to the ordinary state of corporeal consciousness 
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"By means of the Divine Water," Ostanes teaches, "bUnd eyes see, deaf ears 

hear and the thick (Dngue speaks with clear words," And he continues, "This 

Divine Water revives the dead and kills the living, for it makes natures kave their 
natures and because it revives the dead. It is me Water of Life: who ha.\ drunk 

thereof cannot die. When it has been extracted, perfected and mixed completely 

[With the principle dlat has been obtained]' it impedes the action of the Fire on the 
substances with which it has been mixed, and the Fire can no longer disimegrarc 
[in the lethal and negative sense) similar mixtun::s. "1'\ 

Arnold of Villanovac "Our Water mortifies, illuminates, prunes and purifies. In 

one principle it makes the dark colors appear during the mortificatiOn of the body, 
but then come other colors, numerous and various, and finally the whitcning."g 

And Raymond Lully: "This water is called Water of Wisdom . .. in it resides the 

spirit of the Quintessence that makes everything where otherwise nothing could be 
made."iO 

fl Livre du mcrCllt'(' occidclltai. (ex[ in U\1A., .1:213. 

9 Semita semitac, 12. 0. Turb,1, §§16. 17; Philak:thc:s, incmirus apcrrus, 911 

10 R Lully, Vade mecum. Cf Boehm£', Aurora 24, §38. 
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Thirty-Eight 

COT)iu T)ccio 
iT) rul)ic€ 

O nce its ., location" and meaning have been established, 

we must return to the importance of conferring an 

active character On the experience.. It is necessary to 
recover the magical heroic sense hidden in the symbolism, according to which the 

Divine Water is represented by a Virgin. who is the Mother with respect to that 
which is reborn! out of her by "immaculate conception" (autogenesis, spiri[Ual 

endogene-sis), and Simultaneously the Wife of this her O'Wl1 son who, serving as the 

male, possesses and impregnates her. 
According to another allegory in the literature, while the mother engenders the 

son, the son engenders the mother, that is, his act accompanies, creaUvely and 
exactly, the entire process-provided this is always in accordance \\lith "the rules 
of [he Arc" This genera[ion of rhe Mother purifies her (what purifies is also 
purified), and at the same time it tran:-;forms the "\\lhore of Babylon"2 into a 

virgin. 
Here we have the n fixating" action that the reborn Gold, almost by its sheer 

1 Hence the alchemical symbolism of rhe "Virgil1's Milk" by which rhe "T krmrric Child" is frd 

2 Pernery, Dicrio1lIlilire, 408: "TIle \Vhore of the Philosophers is thdr Moon or Babyloni3J1 Dragon· 
The Art pllfuks her of aU filth. turning it into virginity. Whm in tins state, the Philosophers call her 
rhe Virgin" Tn T Tel1cni<;lll, rhose. alkgorij:s correspond ro the myth of the '"Perfect Man" who pcnetrate~ 
lbe hnpun: Womb and alleYiate~ the pains of its darkness; when the mysteries arc known, he drinks 
from the cup of Living Water that liberates him from the "garment~ uf ~erYituJe" (in Hippolytu:::., 
Plll1osoplwI1lfl1il, 5.10) 
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presence, exercises over the evoked power. If it has not been dissipated, the power 

is relieved of its desire nature and its "viscosity," by which it had been attracted 
and enslaved by everything (symbol of the whore). It is then reduced to "aqua 

permanens" (Eternal Water). This is the result of rhe "philosophical incest." "The 

True Mercury." so says one text, "does not work alone, but must be fixed by 
Arsenic," that is by the Masculine.' On his parr Osranes says that Mercury "used 
in the trial of souls," "transformed into ethereal spirit (liberated or extracted) is 

launched into the upper hemisphere; descends and reascends avoiding the action of 

the Fire (equivalent to the Masculine or Arsenic) until upon its fugitive movement 

being stopped, it reaches the srate of wisdom Firsr, it is difficult ro retain it and 
it is mortal";' bur in the Greek enigma of the "four syllabb and nine letters," 

knowledge of which confers wisdom. the key is, apasvuc6v, Arsenic, eqUivalent 
to the fire avoided by the "Virgin," the" fleeing demon," which must be resttained. 

Here the hermetic exegesis of classical mythology also intervenes; recall the 
labor of Hercules in which he conquers Achdous. son of Earth and Ocean. who has 

assumed the. form of a river. Delta Riviera explains that in allegory this is dle 
resistance necessary to oppose the waters attempting to sweep away the Earth 

(that is, individualization, speaking generally) via the wet element still hidden in the 

substance, which causes the latter to try to dissolve itself. "But the hero battling 

pyronomically [that is. opposing the Pire stare of rhe Spirit), finaily overcomes the 
powerful flow of the stream, keeping it to the destined Earth [which here expresses 
the supernatural form of individualization). ":"1 

In the same way. on the Porta Magica of Rome we read Aqua torrentum 
CQllVCtrfS ill perratn (You "Will converr the water of the torrents into stone-Trans.). 
Surely not standing alone is another inscription that announces that Our Son who 
was dead, lives, and the king has returned from the Fire (after having conquered the 

water) and enjoys the occult mating; Filius nosrct 1ll0rwus vivir rex ab igne redit et 

coniugo gaudcr occulw6 And again in Della Riviera; "Our Finnamem is congealed 
Water in the likeness of the crystal which the Heroes are accustomed to call Dry 

Wate.r Or skinny water." Finally, the same concept of active congelation is also 
ingeniously related to the two "magical Angels"--now interpreted as the primordial 

forms in which the cosmic waters have been fixed-according to the formula; 
ANtico GELO [an Italian pun: literally" ancient ice." and thence angelo or "angel"]? 

3 CMA 2:R4 

4 c.Jl.G, 2:276. 

5 Della Riviera. MOlldo llwgico. 105. 

6 P Bornia, La Parra Magica 32-33. 

7 Mondo magiC(), 80. 99 ·100. 
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The expression, already used in the Greek texts for the hermetic worker, "Lord 

01 the Spirit," ",1J).a~ 1I:VWJ.lIXrov, is found again in Basil Valentine, for whom man 

-,.-as "made Lord of this spirit [the mineral, required in dlC Work) to set it apart as 

<omething new, that is, a Dew world, having the power of fire.'" The meanings as 

-xdl a.s the expressions converge once again in the entire tradition. This is kno'\VTl 
~'-; the hermetic "Coniunctio in \\!hite," Incest, and Dominion over Life . 

. B.Valendl1c, Aurelia, Bee, 2:207 Prom the idea of [ran~parcncy, a:,;,:ociaccd wirh that of hardness 
'cquivalent to congclarion), proceeds the alchemical symbolism of Glass and Vitriol. Because of this 
Lully says, "A philosopher is onc who know;,: how ro make glass." According co Rraccesco (}j"sposilioIlC, 
~ol. iDa) lhe metals di.ssolvcd in the prima materia are viuioL "which 1 call Dry Warn" and which in 
the formula of Basil Valentine j:;; linked to the precept of "de:;ccnding (0 rectify." 
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Thirty-Nine 

ECER nAL viqiL 

C O make it through this experience means (0 overcome 

sleep not just in the symbolic sense! bur in fact. The 
noc(Urnal state of sleep can be considered that dark~ 

ness that has to be thinned out of the Materia so that the inner Light can begin 

(0 shine, Apukius's "Sun shining in the. middle of the night." So it is that every 
night we naturally a((ain the "separation" that the philosophers are seeking. As 
we have said before, we must acrivelywork to witness it, as if we oursr.lves were 
the cause of its coming about, instead of falling into reduced and weakened states 

of consciousness. 

Now perhaps we can understand these words of the Corpus HermccicuII1: "The 

sleeping of the body became the lucidity vij""c; of the soul; when my eyes were 
closed they saw the. Trurh"; and also: "You can leave yourself without sleeping, just 

as they who, although sleeping and dreaming, are not asleep. "1 ThG. explicit 

rderence is of capital importance.. It is an esoteric traditional tcaching that there 
is a similarity berween the mystery initiation-as partial catharsis with respect to 

death-and sleep that temporarily liberates the soul from the body by means of a 
:-,cparation that docs indefd resulr in death if carried beyond a certain point. 1 The 

1 Corpus Hermec.icuIn. 1.30; 13.4. d. Elipha.~ Levi (Doam,l ,md Rfwil/. i58): "To sleep awake h: to see 
the Astral Light." 

.2 0. Proclus. Commentary on the Cratyfus. R2. 133; V lviacchioro. Ht'raclituj, 128-29. 
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:lUllle.tic "diaphanum" is the Light that appears in the night for those who with 

,lased eyes attain, while still in life, (he state of death3 Onc( again, this Light is 
;:he ethereal and intelligible light of Mercury, which according to correspondences 
already mentioned, begins (0 shine in the symbolic "heart." 

We have previously emphasized the white characte.r attributed by a Hindu text 
to the garment of the "Spirit consisting of knowledge" when, " once the conscious-

1ess has appropriated the vital spirits, it resides during the course of sleep in the 
ahereal space of the heart. "4 And the correspondence is too precise to leave any 

Joubt about the recognition, also in this case. of one of the "constants" of the 

s"mbology and primordial initiatic science, We might also include the Pauline 
:-cference to the heart that watches while the. ego sleeps and, espeCially, the 

'ollowing quora(ion ftom the Qabalah: "When a person goes to his bed, his 
-::onsc!ousncss abandons him and goes up. But if every soul leaves the sleeper, not 

all rbe to behold the countenance of (he King [(he Soul) passes (hrough 
:lUmerous regions jumping from place to place. In its journey, it places itself in 
contact with impure powers that constantly surround the sacred regions. If the soul 
IS contaminared by impurities, it mixes with them and remains with them during 

the entire night. Other souls ascend to the higher regions, and even beyond them 

to contemplate the glory of rhe King and visit his palaces .... A man whose soul 

reaches this supreme region every night can be assured that he will participate in 
the future life," which, mind you, is not as some decrepit ::..urvival, but as immor

tality in the highest sense .. 5 Nothing less is the promise of initiation. 
To arrive at the Light after the alchemical "black" means to possess the capacity 

to complete this "voyage" conSciously, entering thus into the supernatural vigil. 
""TIlat which is nighr for creatures, is the time of awakening [or the man who has 
dominion over himself, and the awakening of all beings is nigh( for (he Sage of 
penetrating mind"; it is in these Oriental terms6 rhat it is possible to express the 

conquest implicit in the realization of the white Work. We might also recall the 
barrie of Jacob, who, once he was alone, engaged vicwriously in battle againS( (he 
Angel. or "NIan," for the whole night, overcoming and resisting him until (he 
dawn, whr.reupon he came to sec the face of God witholl( dying? The hermetic 

3 Heraciirus (hag. 26 Did;;) says: "Man lights his own Light when ht: extinguishes himself each night 
And though living. he visits death when his eyes dose in slumber." 

4 Bribadaranyaka.L/panishad, 2.1.15-17 We mighr also recall [he" radiant white' c()I()r acquired by the 
rolx of Chri.~[ at tbe moment of his trjrdiguration. (Luke 9:29) 

-; Znhar. UBb. 

'-' BhagavaJ-Gic<l. 2.69. Recall also th,1( "Buddha" is nor a l1ame but a title it means '"The Awahned 
011c"-and rcfc.rs ro the supcrsensible experience that the enlightened have during the four warche,> of 
the !light. Cf Evola. TIJC DoCtrine nf the Awakening. 

, Gcn. 32:24-30 
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content of trus myth is evident, even aside from the fact that the "Angel" is, not 
without reasOn, one of the. secret names chosen by (he hermetic masters [Q signify 

"the volatile matter of their Stone."8 
It has been said, besides, that alchemy repeats the theme of revelations conccrn~ 

ing the Great Work obtained from the perspective of visions during dreams, the 
magical sleep, and analogous states; that is to say that they are allusions to a partial 
illumination dramati2:ed by fantasy and propitiated by a certain support of the 
waking consciousness when, in a natural way, the "separation" is attained once the 

eyes of the body have bten closed 

I{ Pcmc:ty, Dicciolll1i!ire, 33. 
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Forly 

Cl)E BOOg OF liql)c 

ADO PROOuccioD 

OF silvER 

e have spoken of the active ecstasy in 

which liberation and transfiguration arc: 

exact! y balanced by an equal degree of 
drfirmation, in which any giving over to rapture or "combustion" is arrested 
2nd frozen. So we can speak of a "fixation" which is like an experience with~ 

'ut form. From thb, however, there may proceed another kind of experience, 

-.\'hich is first SC[ in motion by a descent that completely defines and confirms 
'.,-hac is achieved_ 

The sensation of the body is in[[ociuced into the new state, experiencing 
.:orporeality as a function of the state of "light," "day," "life," etc.-and, vice 

-,-ersa, that experience becomes a function of the new corporeality. The result, 
:!1 a special sense, is what is called the "White Stone": the first embodiment 

,x projr.ction of the spirit, the resurrenion, by which the remaining dark dregs 

~ccome white and a detacheJ new form arises, abandoning [he "sepulchre"; 

whereupon the consciousness of the body is transported into the full cxprcs~ 

sian of those energies by which the body lives. The hermetic masters, refer~ 

'mg (0 the ancient myth, call this new "body" weir Diana and say: "Blessed 
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2-t~ [hE' Acteons who succeeJ in seeing their Diana naked,"i that is, seeing her 

','mpletely, beyond the terrestriality she had been hiding behind; and thereby 
they also say that their stone "espouses a celestial nymph, after she has been 
stripped of her terrestrial form, to be.come with her a single thing.,,2 TIlis is 

[he first hermetic transmutation: from the Lead or Copper to Silver. 
Let us quote in this regard a few words that arc charactcristic of Gichtel: "Tn 

the regeneration we Jo not receive a new Soul, bur do receive a new Body. ... This 

Body derives from the Word of God or the heavenly Sophia (symbols equivalent 
to the heavenly Waters)' which appears rising from the holy and inner Fire of Love 

. it is spiritual (this hody), more subtle than air, similar to the rays of the Sun 
that penetrate all corpora, and as different [rom the old body as the brilliant Sun 
from the dark earth;3 and though it remain in the old body, is inconceivable and 
incomprehensible to it. though at times it is felt. "4 And Artephius says, "Our 

Bodies are raised up in a white color, over the dissolving Waters, and this whiteness 

is Lire"; with it "the Soul enters the Body, anJ this Soul is mOre subtle than Fire, 

being the true Quintessence and the Life that asks only to be born and to be stripped 
of the gross, earthly dregs, "5 

From what the literature says, concenrrating on the stone_ we must embody me 
spirit and .... piritualiz.e the body in ()ne and the ..... amc act. Silver. the hermetic" White 

Rose," first efflorescence of the seed sown in our earth,1i corresponJs then to the 

"astral and radiant body" aVYOe,/ii;q ij asrroe,/ii;q of l'hilopollus, to the Homeric 
aerosome, and, in a certain measure, to the Pauline, but above all Gnostic, "resul'~ 
rection body"-m:O,ua JrvEiJ,uarzKov. The most "noble" quality of Silver is found 
ill Pclagius's teaching, according to which the subtilization produceJ by the Divine 

Water confcrs iosis, the active virtue, on the bodies, the general idea being that 

bodies in the Mercury pass from pOtential to actual; all this karls us back again to 

10 PhilalC[hes (Epist di Ripley. §5i): "In this work our Diana is our Body. when it b mixeJ with 
\Mucr." He adds rhar rhe Dian,) has a foresr. bCC<1U<;C "in whire rhe body producrs vegetation" (a 
symbolism we have aleady explained. p. 84). The hermetic Acteon. as contrasted to the classical myrh, 
docs not .<;urfn punishmcnr rot haVing seen Diana naked. Diana, as raiser ot Apollo. means that thb 

prupitious state. in its turn, favors the supreme scate that will follow (he solar scagc 

2 TriOII1plJ(~ Hermiriqut'. BPC 3:276 We could draw one parallel. among others. in th .. po<;sibly csmeric 
intcrprct.:"ltion uf thb pa~sage frum the Song of Songs (2: 13-14): .. Arise, my Jove. my fricnd, my wife. 
Hasten to comc (0 rhe crevices of rhe rock fO rhe deprh of rhe Scone ,. 

3 Ct _ f)rlla Riviera (M()nd() magico. 9.')): "The very pure and simple magical land. that compared (0 (he 

othcr [impurc allJ unclean], is like the radiam and true solar body compared to op<1que shadow" 

.. Gici1rel, Theosophia rmaiCil. 3, §§13 .. '1 

:3 T.IVrc d'Ar[('rhiu.~. BPC. 2: 137 

~ Bernard of Trevisu. La J41ruk: ddah:8x. (Ere 2:434): in the ~ubtilizalioll .. tht" whitc Rose. celesrial. 
sweer. so beloved of rhe 'Philosophrr~', i~ comp!efcd" 
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:ne aristotelian and neoplawnic conception according to which every material 

ching, as such, is nO(hing more than something sketched out, a projected design 
chat rends to be, bue is nO(, because there can be nO "being" in the world of 
:-.cc0111ing, 

The same applies to human embodiment, which in its materiali:z;ation almost 

cxpreSSf_S the stoppage and fading of an intellectual power whose complete attain~ 

:clmt is the "body" of the regenerated ones (first with the white, then with the red), 
Jnd which is designated also by the term-aW!lu rEA-SlOv-the perfect body. 11,is 
~s why the hermetic authors insist that the transmutation is not an alteration bur 
-iuite the_ reverse-a perfection, integration, reaii:z;ation, and consummation of 

~l)mething that is imperfect, a multiplication and vivification of the power of that 

'.\'hich was "c1cad." 
The phase of simple fixation of the Waters and that of the extraction of the 

Diana or Moon can, in practice, be confused with one another. This is espeCially 
_"0 in the dry path, since on this path, from the beginning, we are dealing with 

~omething at once corporeal and noncorporeal, active and passive, that is, of one 

~ature or the other. In any case, the formula-w release the corporeal and w 
embody the noncorporeal-as we have said, is a recurrent and central theme of the 
',\'hole tradition. The hermetic J11~"iters recogni:z;e the difficulty of actively main~ 

::.a.ining themselves in a purely noncorporeal state; which is why they say, unani~ 

:nously, that the complete fixation is reached by Simultaneously making the spirit 

Oody and the budy spirit? They admit the necessity of the body as SUppOH for the 
~lxation and as antidote against the danger of escape and dissolution,8 Even if the 
:,uddell repe_ated "precipitation" had not the power to transmute the materia into 

?ure silver, a cycle of successive sublimations (separations) and precipitations 

[e(Urn to the body) all the way to completion would be desirable, in order not to 
:ose conran with that which-although only in the Earth state-possesses in itself, 

oeverthless, the condition for individualization and the seed for the Red Work and 
:he "Diadem of the King."9 As a general precept, there always remains: solve et 
.:()agula. 

And Potier explains, "If these two words arc too brief and unphilosophical 

- Cf. Livre d'Arc£phius (BPC 2: 168): "The: solution of the: body and the: coagulation uf the: spirit tah 

:,lace in one and the Same operation." Cf. also Prrnexy, Dietiannaire. 532 . 

. Livre d'Auephius. BPC, 2:17.7.. Cf. also from the Syrian texts (ClVfA. 2:R4): "The Water requires 
;xrkct budies, the: n::ason being thaL after having dissolved them ie congeals, fixes and joins wid1 them. 

:1 a whire earth·'; Flamel (DeSir desire. 31H): "The Mercury is fixed by means of that in which it is 

..:ontained," that b. the body; and the Turba (§40): "Th- spirit is nor congealed excepr rhrough rhe 

.:iissoJurion of rhe body and the hody is not dissolved but through the congelatiun of the spirit." 

Cf. Zacharias (Philmophie naturelle Jes Int'mu.x 532. 534): "It is nfcess,uy to be attentive and vigilanr 
"030.<; nm ro miss (he right time for me birth of Om Mercmial Water, to unitt: it with Our own body .. · 
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for you, I will speak more broadly and comprehensively. Solve is to convert 
the body of our magnet into pure spirie. Coagula is to make this spirit corpo
real again, according to the precept of the philosopher, who says, "Convert 
the Body into Spirit and the Spirit into Body. Who understands these things 
will possess everyrhing and who does not understand them will have noth· 
ing."l0 To the solve corresponds the symbol of the ascent; to the coagula 
corresponds that of the: descent. According (0 the hermetic literature, the "de

scent" rde.rs to the Water of Life that restores life to the "dead," and takes 
them out of their graves. It is the first liberation of the titanic vulture that 

cried out from the top of the symbolic mountain that he waS "the whiteness 
of the black." 

If we were to provide quotations rderring to this phase of the Work we 
would never come to the end of them. All references speak of it; although 
they seem to say different things, they all say the same thing with diverse 
and complicated symbols. The expressions appropriate to the Whirr Work, 
however, arc often woven into those peculiar to the Red Work, because the 
tWO proceedings run analogously. We shall limit ourselves to two or three 
examples and refer rhe reader to the texts in which, if he has acquired intelli· 
gence, he wiI! gradually be able ro orient himself with the help of what we 
have: said up to this point. 

In one of his customary graphic analogies, Zosimos speaks of the Copper 
Man, "Chief of the sacrificial priests and himself an object of sacrifice (at the 
same time}-he who vomits his own flesh and to whom has been given the 

power over these waters," and who upon the altar says: "1 have completed 
the rask of descending rhe fifteen steps imo the darkness as well as the rask 
of returning thence to rise into the light. The Sacrificial Priest renews me by 
casting Out the denseness of my body. And so ordained as a priest by means 
of the compelling power (of the Art), I am become a spirit I am the one 
that is (div) the prieS( of rhe Temple. "II And the Copper Man, in a vision, is 
transformed into the Silver Man in the splendid form of the god Agathodairnon. 12 

In technical terms, it is always said in the Greek alchemical texts that from 

10 Potier. Philosophi,1 pura (Frankfurt. 1619). 64. quoted in ignis (1925). 

II In CAG, 3: l1H-1 9 

12 Whose name. means" good daimon." Thc. classical daimon corresponds to the "double." [hat is to 

rhe lunar and subtle form. which [hen is actualized as rhe first tran~furma(ion of [he cunsciousness of 
(he corporeality and b convened inro immortal foml. Later on we shaH speak of [he "cloud" or 
".,moh:." Again. (his 1.<; [he "double" or~; the "soul--ciaimon" uf which Emprdocles speaks and which 
in Homer is designated by [hymus. [he same word. ex.terly. a<; Latin {umu:::,. (Cf. Gompcrz, Geschicbcc 
deT Crirch Philn.mphic. chap. 4. 97) 
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,he srone rises a spirit like a cloud that rises UP-V&t/iA'1 8w{3aivn13-and 
:he fixation of this spirit in our Copper produces Silver. It comes down to a 
:natter of projecrion-£1Ct{3aAAe,-on the bodies of the sublimaced, (that is, 
:ibrrated spirits, which makes them unite with the inner nature, or Soul-lJIvxlj
:n spiriruali20ed bodies-a6i,ua nvw,uaruc6v-to the point of taking over rhe 
\1atter and dominating it, while they are made corporeal and fixed-mj;'q
"ady to produce Silver and Gold. 14 

An Arab text says more clearly rhat what is to be fixed in the body, until 
::hc "Body and Spirit share a single: nature," is the "vital element," and that 

chis is the symbolic "tincrure" and the "path followed by the prophets, by the 
,,,ints and by all philosophers."" Flamel teaches that, on descending, the Na
:ures "are transmuted and transformed into Angels, that is, they become spiricual 
J.nd very subtle" ;16 and the De pharmaco catholico describes the transforma

"on that takes place in the organic Structure of the body as fol1ows, "Freed 
Ji all pollurions and earthly encumbrances, reduced and reconverted into c1ari

:led Salr and illuminated soul, this liquid, [because it has been dissolved in 
xater J, drinkable Gold will be dissolved in the body or human stomach, and 
iiffused little by little-or invade the body rapidly-until it occupies every 
:nember and (he entire blood syste.m, in order (0 exercise (as befits a universal 
:,hannaceutical) a general effecdveness all the way up to the ultimate miracle. ,,17 

Nor do we wish to omit reference to the hermetic interpretation of the 
,arne myth in the Gospels serving as operations of the Royal Art. After the 
,Id man has been put up on the cross, he is then placed in the sepulchre 

~igredo). Awakened to new life after having been hidden in the depths of the 
Earth, in Hell, he first takes celestial form and tho1 human (ascent and de
'~ent) with the purpose that in the l'entecost "the Holy Ghost comes down 
Oil impregnate the entire Body and free it from death",18 whence the relation
,hip with the "birth, from dead flesh, of another celestial and living Body 

Cf. Livre de la misericorde, (CMA. 3:167): "The action of the soul on the body transforms ir 
.i.::J gives it a non-material nature like its own .... The innermost nature of the subsrances is that 
, .. hich is comained in the inner part of rhe body and this is uni(t'd to the intimate nature of the 
.)ul. though it must be returned arrer the latter has been serarated from the intimare nature of the 

,:"xly:' 

'CAG. H07, 112. 114. 122-2.1. 129, 130, 140, 151, 172-73, 195 

Livre de fa mi~cricordc, CA1A, 3:Hl3-R4 

. Flamd, Figures hicroglyphiques, §o (BPC. 2:251). G, Bernard of Trcviso Parole dCTai~si. BPC. 2:.145. 

- Dc pharmaco ciltilolico, 12, §5 . 

. Hucbme. Dc signamra, 7, §S3. 
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thac knows and comprehends the LighL"19 An analogous exegesis can also be 
applied to the Old Testament, It is said, for instance, that Moses ascending 
Mount Sinai after seven days (possible allusion to the purification of rhe seven, 
sec pages 60-61; regarding the symbolism of the "ascension" and the "mount," 
see nOte 10 On page 128), ente.rs the cloud animated by a consuming Fire. 
Upon descending from it he has a form and "face" that irradiate lighL20 Ac
tually, the 'ym bob agree with those of alchemY' for "cloud," as we know, in 
the enciphered language, is a frequent name for the product of separation and 
thE: texts ohen say that a Fire is hidden in it; this Fire, aparc from the power 

also deSignated as "venom," can also signify the parentiality of the following 
"red" stage. The radiant form is the "body of life" or Diana, \;1, regenerated 
and liberated. The hermetic exegesis can also be applied to the Flood, which 
expresses the "dissolution" phase, while the successive retreat from the Wa

ters corresponds to the desicCation that gives way to the fixation of the vola

tile. the coagula. After which, the black raven no longer returns. A white 
dove instead brings an olive branch, the semper virens that symboli:z;cs the 

renewed and everlasting life of the regcnerared21 as well as the "peace" to 
follow. As sigil of the alliance between "Heaven" and "Earth" rhe sewn col
ors of the rainbow that appears in the "cloud" arc manifesrcd. 22 

We may also refer to the a,cent of Elijah on Mount Horeb, also called the 
"Mount of the Lord," which, however, etymologically has a possible relation 
to desolation. desert., raven, and soliwcie,n that is, with the inner states that 

arc manifested in the work of mortification and purification. And it is on 

Horeb that the manifest arion of the Angel of the Lord takes place, in a Flame 
of Fire, and the revelation of the "I am that 1 am"" Also, the symbol of 

19 Aurora. 20, §66.H::rm:ty (Diaionnilire, 349) [hus sums up the hermetic imerprctation of the Gospels

"Their elixir is originally a part of the universal spirit of the: world, corporealized in a virgin Earth. l'<rom 
this it must be extracu:::d by passing through <Ill the reqUired operations before: it reaches its goal of glory 
and itlunurabk pnfrcrion. Tn the first preparation he is tormented to (he poinr of hkeding; in the 
putrefaction he dies, when the white color rurns hlack, he steps out of the dark and the (olTIb and is 

gloriously revived, rises [(l Heaven, all quintessentialized; whence he comes ro judge the: "quick and (he 
dead," the deild being everyrhing in matl that lacks purity, which ~llccumbs to alreration, cannot 
withstand the fire and ~o will be descroyed in Gehenna." 

7.0 Exud, ,14:28-30; d. 24:12-18; Dell(. 9:Hl-2,,); 10:10. 

21 Cf. the symbol equivalenr to thr. dove that brought Zeus ambrosia. (Odyssey, 12.(2). 

22 Gen. 7:4; H:1-12 

23 Ct. \?ni" no. 11 12 (1925), .179ff 

24 This senrcnce-recailing the "I am time which is" in rhe alchemical text of Zosimo~ yuoted e,ulier

could refrr to rhe experience of the pure ego, which the preparatory purificarion (that very often in 
alchemy is a~sodateJ with the symbolism of the period of "forty days") liberate~ from all hererogem'ous 
dements. III his spiritual regeneration-according to Cagiiosrro (quareel in Tgnis [1926], 148, 179)-dx 
initiate says of himself. "I am rhar I am." 
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:iesfrr retUrns in the forty days of Jesus' retreat, and in the myth of a thirscy 
Dionysus, to whom Jupiter appears in the form of a ram ( 'Y' ), (he sign (bat 
evokes Sulfur or Fire, Fire which in Chaldean is expressed by the same word, 
Ur, by which (he Old Testament refers (0 the companion of Moses in his 
rcrrea( (also of forty days), who leads him across (he desert to a fountain, in 
wbich he quenches his thirst. 2\ The number forty reminds us also of the num
~er of hours that Jesus lay in the "sepulchre.," and that in the calendar of 

Catholic feaS( days, afrer Carnival lollows Ash Wednesday and a period of 
:norcificarion of fany days, culminating in Easter with the resurreccion. Eas

:er is immediately preceded by Palm Sunday, which reveals (he well-known 
wge(ab\e symbolism and is also associated with the symbols of Egg and Lamb, 
" Aries. We have then, again in Aries 'Y', (he allusion (0 the power of Fire 
J.nd "transcendent virility" (ios. virtllS, vis, vlrya, see chapter 24) and at the 

:oame time the astrological indication of the correct date for Easter, which 
:-aUs on the spring equinox, under Aries. But at this mOment a new assoda

rion of symbols appears to us, now that in spring (he Eanh and the dead 
":,ark ("cortex") open, and grasses, vegetation, and flowers rise, that is to say, 

:he emergences of the "powers" takes place. Many alchemists for their part
cow Olympiodorus, nOW Rhases, Rudienus, the Cosmopolite, etc.--say (ha( 
:he beginning of the work (in the sense of the first positive res uk) is obtained 
-.\-hen the Sun enters Aries; and Pernety26 informs us of the correspondence_ 

"='ctween the immaculate Lamb, consecrated at Easter, and the "purified Mat
:er of the philosophers." 

This is one of those many cases of strange and exact concordance of traditional 
q~mbol5 resulting in a kind of illuminating short circuit in the sign of universality. 

Returning to the practice, it must be noted that the "descent" and the new 
..:ontact with the corporeal constiwte the most propitious condition for the even

:ual return of those old resistances that we have discussed, owing to incomplete 

::'urificarion (see page 126ffJ We must be able, if (ha( happens, CO repeat (he 
Herculean labor of (he Erymanthean boar sene by Diana, which could only be 
:<thered when, after the falling of (he white snow, the animal was obliged to find 
:-duge in a small fruit orchard. 

We shall now quo(e Stephanius once more, "Do ba((\e, Copper' Do barrie, 
"bcury' Unite the male with rhe female. Here is (he Copper (ha( receives rhe red 
..:olor and the ios of the golden tincture: it is the decomposition of Isis ... Do battle, 

Copper' Do battle, Mercury' The Copper is desrroyed and deprived of its body by 

- in the zodiacal series. after Aries COllie: Taurus and Gemini, whose: corre:spcmdence:s to phases of the 
;r[ migbc be rhe Red Work and chen the: Androgyne, or Rebis. 

" Pe:rne:ry, TJictionnaire. 10. 
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Mercury and the Mercury remains fixed by vinue of irs combination with the 
Copper."27 This is the battle of the "two natures," of the "Equilibrium of rhe 
Wate.r," which again requires a subde and sublime art so that the. onc of the natures 
does not destroy, by some excess, the other; so that the corporeality and the human 
form of the ego do not rend to reestablish themselves as a new, :if not even stronger 

prison; or that the spiritual is not transformed into a poison that corporealization 

can no longer support and usc for its transfiguration. 28 

Z7 Text quoted in Berrhelor, Incroduccion a lewde de 18 chimic, 292. The reader will separate the 
allusions ro [he subsequent phases. Here: copper is the e:quiva1em of the Body-

7H We would point out to the reader who may be imcresrcd cetrain texts ill which he can find the 
char,lCterisric al1usions ro rranSl11urarion of the two natures to the white:: dEspagncc Arcanum 
hermcc.icum. §68fL Livre Je E1 Hilbir, (MA, 3:112, Zosimos, in CAG, 2:223; Gcber, Summa, Bee 
1:557;, Livre d'Artrphiu.<;, BEe. 2:L')3; Boehme, De signatura, 5, §17; H'Jum Ariadll<le, 100; Turba 
philosophorum. §§5, 6. We shilll cite only Artepbius furrher who. after saying that the Water or 
Mercury is "the Mother who must introduce anJ encapsulate in her womb her Son, i.c., Gold," and that 
"she must revive the body and restore Life ro what was dead," adds, "In this operation the Body 
becomes Spirit and the: Spirit b. turned imo Body. 111ereupon are established friendship, peace, accord 
and ul1ion of the oppositcs, that is, betwe:c:n the Hody and Spirit which inte:rchange their narures 
mixing and uniting down to their smallest parts. . Thereby is obtained a middle substance:, a body 
alld ."pirit mixture"; and it is cle:ar that "thh could not be possible. if the Spirit did not become: a body 
with the: Bodies, and if by the Spirit the Bodies had not been made volatilc and if the whule: was not 
fixed and permanent" (BPC, 2:131. 133, 134). We: shall also recall a notable passage of Della Riviera 
(MOI1JO magico, 85. 86-87): "After the ceksrial union [of the Moon and the Sun. corre~ponding CO the 
fim fixation of the invuked force]' the: Moon b. made equal to the SUll in perfection and dignity. such 
thar haVing been linked so intimately to the: Sun, she is raise:d from the: lowest to the highest of 
positions: while: the water~ beneath the Firmament, chat is to say, placed under ir, retreat little: by little: 
ro a single place and arc re:duced until finally the dry earth appear~, which Jrier than ever, after the: 
summer's exainsic heat, and exrremdy athirst, draws back to irsdf again. by virtue: of its power of 
arrraction, particles of this wate:r, like a celestial de:w ... which gently irrigating and fecundating the 
card" excite" and moves the vegetating virtues in her, of which the green color is manifestated eVidence. 
that again appears on her. The green color is [he symbol of [he vegcwfivc soul and, at the same time. 
of the universal nature. New natures are engendered "in a water that :.ubstant.ially is !lor:llillg Jess [han 
the puP: ~piriL [of the Heaven and Earch]' brouglu from t/1e pOtf:I1fial to the accua./, and maJe one ching. 
in the sa111e way thar tWO horns are one thing. Vv'he:n all the celestial rain has burst from the sky and 
recc:1ved by the Earth, the darkness of the Earrb disaprears and the terra illuminata returns all around " 
lr is important to crnpha"izC: tbat this "terra illuminata" to which this passage refers is the radiant form 
or Di<ula, ~,for which rh(' explicit referencc to Ari.<;[Ot]e's vegetative soul, brought to actualization, has 
spe:cial importance. 
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Forly-One 

BiRCh iDCO 
LiFE ADO 

fmmORCAL icg 

aving arrived at the white, as we have said, the condi~ 

(ions for immortality have been met. "\Vhen the materia 

turns white, our king has conquered dearh." The "white 

~tone" haVing been obtained, the preservation of consciousness stops depending on 

:::he ordinary body State and its continuity can maintain itself in States and modes 
.)f existence that no longer participate in (he material world. At death, "the soul 

joes not cease to live it goes on to live with the putified body illuminated by the 
:-ire, in such a way that soul, spirit, and body illuminate one another with a celestial 

.:larity, and arc so embraced that they can never again be separated."l Then, for 

:nan, death becOtnes nothing mOre than the ultimate "clarification." 

So the Diana whom the disciples of Hermes suddenly get to see completely 
::aked is tbe eqUivalent, from this point of view, of the luminous form that, 

l.:cording to the Hindu tradition, is liberated amid the flames of the funeral pyre 

irom the physical body and serves as a vehicle for the liberated to take celestial 

'.-oyagcs that symbolize leaps (0 other conditions of existence, haVing no resem-

- B. Valenrine, Dodici c/Jiavi, 10 . 
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blance to the "Earth. "2 This is equivalent, also, to everything that other traditions 

always designace in the maS[ varied ways (Q indicare somerhing like or analogous 
[0 the body, that replaces the fleccing flesh and expresses, mnaphysically, the 

group of possibiliries brougbt ro the surface by the consciousness that has been 
victorious ovr.r death in the ne_w modes of existence. 

The closeS[ agreement is found in alchemical Taoism. According (Q this doc
trine, the condition [or immortality is the actual construcdon of a subtle form to 

subsdtutc for the gross body; tbis is obtained by a sublimation that returns said 
body to that "ethe.re_al" state from which all things emanate, and by an extraction 

and concentration of the immortal and nonhuman dements making up the foun

dation of ordinary life. 3 In this case, as in occidental hermetism With its similar 

opposition to the mystical orientation, immortality rdies on the concept of a 
"condensation" or "coagulation," and docs nor correspond to turning a light on or 

off, but (Q a return of the self to individualization. 
It would not be amiss to emphasi.2:e the positive aspect that the idea of physical 

regeneration presents in such traditions. A contemporary Hindu alchemist has ex
pressed it in very clear terms, and those who are beginning (Q understand will observe 

rbat the same teaching ftequently lies behind tbe symbols of tbe ancient, Occidental 
hermetic literature. Narayana-Swami4 speaks of the power of life which, phase by 

phase, like a plant from a seed, has evolved the physical and psychic organization of 
man [rom rhe masculine germ cleposired in rhe womb. This power Ues ar rhe base of 

every fWlcrion and pa((ern of rbe organism, once its complere development has been 
reached. The goal of Hindu alchemy wa..<.; to introduce consciousness into this vital 

force, causing it to become part of it; then to reawaken and retrace all the phases of 

the organizadon, reaching rheteby an actual and cteadve tapport wirh rhe completed 
form of one's own body, whicb could then literally be called regenerated. "The living 
man," as opposed to the tradition of the "sleeping" and the "dead," esoterically 

would be precisely the one who has realized such direct contact with the innermost 
source of his corporeal Uk with the force that makes his heart beat, the power that 

makes his lungs breathe and that by which the various physico-chemical transfor
mations become what arc considered to be "higher" functions. 

\\!hen this happens the transmutation has been completed: it is no longer a 

question of phYSical transformation, but of the change [rom one function into 

2 Bri1wdhilrall.vaka~UpaI1islJ<ld, 6 2 14-15 Note th,lt in this same tradition ,It the same rime it is 
affirmeJ (and BuJJhism will be evc:ll clearer in this affirmation) that "there: b no consciousness after 
death" (referring (Q ordill<)ry consciousness) as in the linage of a grain of salt thar, cast imo rhe water, 
dissolves and cannot be recovered (ibid .. 2.4.12; 4.5.13). It is necessary always to bear in mind the b<lsic 
ideas expressed in the inrroduction (0 rhis parr at [he presenr work 

3 C. Puini, Taoism (Lanciano, 1922), 16 -19fT 

4 Narayana-Sw;,unl, TnlIlsmLltalion of MaIl and Mela15 in ImmdLlziom: aJJa magia, 3:176ff. 
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anorher function. TIle relation that the regenerated man maintains with his own body 
is no longer the same as that of its previous tenant and indicates a new existential 

condition. When the ego is simply joined or united to one's body, we can say with 

Boehme, that it is almost as if it were the body that generates the ego, that shapes 

It and gives it the clear sense of self, and by which the ego rules and falls according 

'0 me rule and fall of the organism-of a particular, unique and intransferable 
organism. But when me center of the body is situated in the life-farce-which is not 

:he body but that which produces, forms and sustains it-then things are compete1y 
changed. 111is life force is not exhausted by that which it has animated, but can be 

continued, from one body to other bodies, like a flame that jumps from one log to 
"nother; and whoever has come to be dominated by this force-which is altogether 
.)utside all ordinary conSCiousness-naturally will hardly be affected by the dissolu
cion and the deam of the body. He will not be touched by death, any more than the 
:aculty of speech is lost when we fall silent or when a word has been interrupted, yet 
:cmains fully capable of being spoken sooner or later. 

So much for me connection between re-{= new)birth and immortality. In Diana
\\/hite Stone, Silvcr, or Moon, ctc.-"-"cxtractcd" from the material body-Lead or 

Saturn-or in that which the material body has been transformed, one no longer has 
a "body," but rather the general power that can manifest a soul in a body in me fullest 

sense. Rene Guenon rightly says that "the glorious body" of Gnostic-Christian lit-
2"ramre, to which corresponds the aforesaid Silver, "is not a body in the proper sense 

.:."If this word but is its transformation (or transfiguration), that is, the transposition 
xyond the form and other conditions of individual (human) existence, or again, in 

.Jther words, it is the attainment of the permanent and immutable possibfiity of 
-dlidl me body is no more than a transitory expression of manifested form ... 5 Whence, 

"iso, the truly profound sense of the permanence and fixation attributed by the 
oermeric texts to the new body, and in which Body and Spirit have become one thing. 

Finally, everything we have just explained can give us me meaning of this 
concordance-indeed even of the identity and simultaneity-of the two things to 

'x done, the embodiment of the spirit and the spiritualization of the body, which 
as we already know, is an explicit teaching of alchemy. In fact, the spiritualization 
.,1f the body is not-as the materialism of certain modern "occultist" views sup~ 
::,ose-simply its becoming less physically dense, as though passing into a gaseous, 
.lcomic, Or similar state. Quite the contrary, it is a matter of the body, while 
remaining as it is on the outside,6 now existing solely as a function of the spirit and 

R. Gucnon, LH()mme e[ son devcnir scion Ie Vedjnra (Man 311d His Brcomi11g. [Paris. 1927J), 150. 

- Symbolically. this idea is expressed in [he [exes by expressions such as: "111£" tincture does nor in any 
',\'ay increase [he weight of a body, because (har whith rintS it is a spirit which has no weight" (Livre 
:it" Crates. CAM. 3:67) 
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no longer for itself. on the basis of a cenain coincidental" cosmic" conjuIlClion and 
on obscure processes falling below rhe threshold of the waking consciousness. 

According to such an interpretation, the body is not "spiritualized" until the_ 

first moment that the spirit can live: out the existence of the body as its own 
actualizarion, while the spirit at the same point "embodies" itself with tbe help of 

a "projection" and "coagulation." and it is this in-corporation as actualization that 
allows the body [Q become "nonphysical," that is, nonexisrent, as a thing in itself. 

The soul has already been dissolved, has reached that which possesses neither 

form nor conditions. that is, the pure state. Once it has done all this, it goes on 
to (c_generate forms, conditions. determinations-in sum, those trungs from which 

it has been dissociated-so that by its own action, the "fixed" is no more than an 
active "fixation" of (he "volatile." "TI1is dissolution," says one text, "comes to 

reduce the body, which is terrestrial, to its First Matter (that is. to the state of pure, 

wldifferenriated power or ether, of which it is the coagulation)' so d,at the body 
and the spirit arc made inseparably one ... this is done in order [Q reduce the body 

to the same quality as me spirit, and then the body mixes with the spirit, 
inseparably (as the outer word mixes and is made one with the action of the voice 

that recovers it and says it again) without ever separating itself from it, just like 
water poured into water. To such an end the body, at first, is raised with the spirit 

and finally the spirit is fixed [Q the body"7 
Obviously, the chemical terms "sublimare" and "elevate" must be unders[Qod 

metaphorically, as it is understood, for example, when one is spoken of as haVing 
been elevated to a certain charge Or dignity;/) in the case of the body it is exactly 

the a..'isumption of a superior function, which is that of the superindividual spiritual 
principles [Q which symbohcally correspond the mosr noble metak first Silver, 

tben Gold." 
Likewise, the word androgyne (or Rebis), used so frequendy in the present 

special practice to designate the union of the two natures at different stages, should 

not give an impression of twO separate and different substances or principles. as if 

they could be twO things. The "tnateria" is no more (han a stage, a phase of the 
Spirit's being; the Spirit, on increaSing. incorporates nothing different from itself; 

on the contrary. in nothing other than in the practical inner reahzation of this 
nondiversity consists the true conjunction-says Rouillac in the Abrege du 
Grand Oeuvre: ''it is called Rebis, because they are twO things that are not [wo." 

7 I-lium AriaJnae. chap. ;:51. 

S ArnolJ of Villanova. Semica semicac 12 

9 "To change rhe narures"-says Prrnery ([)icrionllairc. 4.1)-i<; 110t ro make [he mixtllrc~ pa~s from one 

kingdom of natllIi: to another. but on the contrary and precisely. it is (0 spirirualizf' rhf' bodies and 
corporralizr. [he spirirs. rhar is. [0 fix rhe voia[ik and vola[ize [he fixed. And. in synthesis. ro achieve 
consciousness as il body and the hody as consciousness through tbe pure aCTion of [he lik-light." 
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And Pernety, "It is called Rebis because it makes the two one, indissolubly, 
although the two are nothing less than one and the same thing and Materia. "111 

Artephius says even more explicitly of the reduction of Body and Spitit "to the 
same simplicity rhat will render them equal and similar," which is obtained pre
cisely not by the addition of one thing to another, but by an action, "spiritualizing 
[he: One and corporealiZing the: other. "11 

The analogy to which we have already alluded here, can be expanded as follows, 
let us imagine ourse:lvcs before a manuscript written in an unknown language. The 

only thing that this writing means co me is that it is a group of signs that I have 
simply found and contemplated. Very similar is the ordinary state of rhe "fixed", 
;c,uch as I am, as far as a living individuality with given organs, faculties, possibili

ties, etc., for the most part I simply accept, I merely "am." "To be" is one thing, 

but to wish, comprehend, to be able co want something different, is something else 
altogether. 

We can expand the analogy by saying that I know the language in which the 
inscription L"i written, and then I am no longer limited just to looking at it, but r 
can read and understand; the signs are then converted for me into a mere prop, a 

mere point of departure for an action of my spirit. In their physical sense it is as 
if they no longer existed, the inscription can be destroyed, but I will always be able 
to reproduce it beginning with my spirit and finishing with those signs instead of 
starting and ending in them, as was the case when they were nothing but fncom; 

prehensible hierogl yphics to me. 
Carrying rhe analogy12 to the corporeal being, one can undersrand how the corpo

real in somedling can be transformed into that which is noncorporeal, without chang
ing outwardly: because in fact, from the materialist point of view, no d1ange has 

taken place in the signs. It is the same whether they have been encountered so or 
wri((en auw11latically, or if they have been produced ctearivdyas a free expression of 
a spirirual sense. So, a "spiritual body" would be completdyindiscernible-extemally
from any body, insofar as the supernormal possibilities that the former can manifest 
arc left our and, in the scond place, if we disregard the fact that in this ca.."le "body" is 

no longer limited to an expression of the single condition of human existence. 

10 IbiJ .. 427. 

11 Livre d'Arccphius, (BPC 2:164) adds. "This is impossible if ie's not separaeed beforehand." Petrus 
Bonus (in Bee 2:29ff.) speaks of an almOST incredible subrle[y (subnliras fete incrrdibilis) and of a 
naTure "as much spiritual as corporeal." 

II In our Yoga of Power we have employed ir (0 explaio rhe rannie docrrine of rhe world as "word" 
and the "names of puwer," Or maneras. We have also useJ it in our Doctrine of chc AWilkcIling to clarify 
similar analogies. 
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Farly-Two 

REO lUORK: 

RECU R 1) CO EARCl) 

e have taken somewhat longer with these ob
servations because up [0 a certain point, what 
is true_ of the working of the \\!hire is also true 

of the Red. In fact, the distinction between these two phases (corresponding to the 
terms "small" and "great medicine") is simply one of intensity; they are two 

successive moments in the same process of "fixation." If the first labor is aSSigned 

to the Moon, certainly, as we have seen, the masculine Sun also plays a part. To 
arrive at the red aU (hat needs to be done is to increase the Fire, which is now no 

longer united with the body by the Water, but directly, arriving by virtue of its 
nature at a depth the previous work had not touched; where the "limestone," the 
"almighty giall('" lies sleeping. 

If we stop at the White Vvbrk we are reunited with Life, but Life that has a 
certain given form, subject to a kind of intcmallaw that arises at once and which 
'when followed, achieves its purpose but is not its own origin; much as onc who 
having in his head a thought Or feeling could represent or write about it freely, but 
could not claim he was himself its creator. 

When we spoke of the quadripartition of the human !xing (page 46), we saw that 

I Cf Triomphc Hcrmfciquc, BPC. 3:296: "JUSt as (here afC three kingJom~ in nature, so there ,Ht' also 
three meJicines in our Art, which are three: different works in practice: (corrc>;ponding to 6, V and L!.J 
which are nmhing more (han rhrre differem seeps that r<lise our dixir to its ultimare perfecrion " 
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it is not in its vital energies themselves rhar. the order of the body lies but, mOre deeply, 
in its mlneraii[y. in its telluric, determined, unanimous essentiality, over which the 

laws of the physical world (Earth dement) dominate, and not laws of biology or 
psychology TIlis aspect of the body is the first b,,-sis of its fonn and individuation. 

And behind that arc hidden the primordial powers of all fonn and individualization. 

Bur when by increasing rhe Fire the dean, dear, life-bestowing water is reabsorbed, 

we come into contact with this region no longer via me ~ energies, but through the 
individuating ~ actions. In this way a new solve is obtained and a corresponding 
coagula imposed; and that is what constitutes the Red Work. 

The ego is transformed by these actions, and is these actions~the "!'ires of 

Saturn," the Gods of the "Golden Age"~t() the point of reducing completely one's 

own individualization to that function of "nature which is dominated by itself" and 
corporeality to something that expresses nothing better than this same domina

tion. It is to this stage that we auribure. the purple, (he sceptre, the. crown, and all 
the other symbolic elements of royalty and empire. For only here is the regenera
tion complete. On the other hand, in this Work~in the coagula to which we refer~ 

the supreme energy of the spirit is obliged to manifest: an idea clearly expressed 

in the formula of the Emerald Tablet that says the Telesma, "strong strength of 
all strength," is compiete in its power only when it ha~ been "converted into 

Earth. "2 And the Greek texts concur when they represent the third phase after the 

nigredo and the albedo as the true reanimation of the Fire- avasro7rVproulq -and 
the resurrection of the dead.3 

Characteristically, teachings of every tradition agree that we mll'lt not stop with 

rile "Wbice" Work. "The white elixir is not the ultimate perfection. because it still 
lacks the. Fire'! dement as resllrrection of me primordial Fire thirsting for [he [eUuriary 

of the Body. "Tn the philmophic Saturn resides the authentic resurrection and the (tuly 

inseparable life," it is said elsewhere5 "TIle Earth found at the bottom of the cup (that 

is, the body, as that which remains after removing the subrle principles) is the Gold 
mine of [he Philosophers, the Fire of Nature and the Fire of Heaven,'" whence we can 

2 Cf. Filum Ariaduac. 107: "The Work begins with the Earrh element. whichi~ reduced to %tc:r; then 
the Water is re.duCt'd [0 Air. the Air to fiire and the .Fire to Fixation. chat is. in Earth. so rhat rhe work 
ends where it began This is rhe philosophic conversion of the dements. from une: to another 

3 In CAG. 1:252 

4 ibid .. 14.') . 

. 'i Dc pharmaco catholiC(}. 9. &2. 

6 D'Espagnet. ArcaIlum her1Jlcric<1e. §§122. 123 An engraving of the Margarita prctiosa shows a coffin 
in which the king has been enclosed. Out of thb comes a Child (first phase: the Regenerated) thar the 
.1khemist. nevertheless. mUSt shU( away again with the Father or King. which is an allegory uf the 
m:ct:ssity for the Regent:rated to be enclosed wirh rhe still donn<1nr and subterranean forces of the: 
rriJ110rdial individualizarion. 
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rerurn to the different quotations already annotated (see p. 68ff.) about the rimness 
of the scum, ashes, dregs, and other residues of earth, where in reality the "dtan" 
hides, the "consummated act," the "Diadem of the King," the true Gold of rhe 
Philosph.rs, etc. 

Here again, by the act of awakming and being awakened at the same time 
(the dcep powers produce a transfiguration of the principle that has awakened 
them, in which, in the final analysis, they still participate), the mineral body, 
so to speak, returns (he ego (0 the consciousness of its primordial and absolur(' 
act, of which the body expresses petrificarion, the neutralized state, sleep, and 
the mute state of dark slavery' The Silver thm is transmuted into Gold, not 
only as life and "light" l;I (since spirit and body now form a single thing), but 
also as pure ego 0. 

The Greek literature speaks of a virility, or Arsenic, prepared With Egyp
tian niter (niter <D again, indicates the speCifically masculine qualification of 
the spiritual energy-while the "Egypt" in these doctrines is often the equiva
lent of a symbol for the body and of such a force <D as is produced in the 
body) and they "ach how to extract the divine water-Bda iioara-from 
such substance, in whim the spirits (then) take corporeal form, elevating themselves 
as divine or sulfurous mysteries-Bcla J.lV<Ynjpla-as celestial bodies-ovp<Xvla 
uWJ.'ara-and rcdescending "to the darker depths of rhe infernal, of Hades" 
(technically it is the inferior site 'Y', of which we spoke On page 46, the 
organic correspondence of the "will" prinCiple), and there they meet with the 
crude masses of "our Earrh," that "Ethiopia," equivalent ro the Lead and the 
Saturn of the later texts; they are rhe dead-vclCpofq-who are reanimateci
OV1]ra £,Ulpvxovvral-and by alteration and transformation-aAAo{QJ(n~ 1<ai 
J.'Haf3oAr,- [emficd, so that the black Earth produces precious stones, divine 
bodies-Baa <YwJ.'aras Speaking comprehensively there is all "essential men
struum that washes the Earth and is raised (0 a quintessence in which the 
sulfurous thunderbolt in one instant penetrates the bodies and destroys the 
cxcrcmcnta. "y 

71n ~ymbols that must by now be rather transparent to the reader. 2oSi1110S (CAG, 2:93, 9.:'5) says that 
rhe black Lead is fixed in rhe "Spheres of Fire." Irs heaviness auracts a new soul, and "in thar consisrs 
the Great Mystery," called the "Great Medicine" which induces l1ew colors and new qua1ides in the: 
subjecr 

8 CAe;', 2:292-44, 2%ft Tn rh(' rradirons of sam .. rrim.iriw peoples, which \.\It haw ro consider a..<; 

degenerated and materialistic survivals of more ancient traJition~, they ~pcak of IIl<,gic "stones" or 
"crysrals" substiruH:d by the spirirs in place of [he body organs, rur ill rhe111 during rhe magical sleep 
of initiariol1 leading ro rebirth. Cf Hubert~M1uss, Mdl11ges din'scaire de 1a religion (Pilris. 1929). 

9 J. M. Ragon, initiation hermcriqllf, 4:5. 
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Let us see what Eliphas Levi has to say, "The power that proceeds from the 
gold is comparable to lightning that, at first, is a dry terrestrial exhalacion united 
with the humid vapor but then, when exalted, takes on a fiery quality, and acts 
on (he humidity inherent [0 it, attracting it and agitating it in its own nature 

until it precipitates dizzyingly (0 Earth, where a fixed nature similar CO its uwn 
[corresponding to the "projection" of the primordial act that has determined the 
essentiality of the physical form] attracts ir. "10 Synesius says that with the 

.. descent" the airy substance begins to coagulate whereupon the Fire Devourer 

appears, hom which proceeds the destruction of the humidity, that is, the root of 
the watets, the ultimate calcination and fixacion." The philosophic basilisk-says 
Crollius12--in the guise of a r11UIldcrbolt inscantiy penetrates and destroys the 

"imperfect metals." Now we have repeatedly referred to the correspondence of 
such a bolt with that by which the "titans" were Struck. We need only add that 
the "imperfeccion of the nmals" means specifically debility and insuffiCiency (the 
"incurable disease of privation") with regard to the total action, that of identify
ing oneself with the original power in order to be reintegrated supernaturally-but 
(Q avoid being" f ulminared." Such is the perfection of the Opus Magnum or Great 
Work. 

JUSt as there has been a "trial by Water" and a "trial by the \bid," so in the new 
experience we can expect a "trial by fire," morc risky but (0 no different purpose. 

But in the first trial the separation of the viral principle from the denser body 
combination that kept it immobili:z;ed did not atle'C( the combination itself, which 
went on existing and kept the seals of individuality. Bur now these seals have been 

broken and we pass beyond the absolutely undifferentiated point, beyond the poinr 
from which every individuating act successively has taken origin, but that as such 

can likewise serve as the central point of the "great dissolution" and, to tell the. 
truth, not only with regard to the human condition or to some other particular 

state conditioned by this or any other "world," but in generaL Every awakening 
demands an act of mastery (the repetition of a primordial act of control) so that 
the revived Fires do not act destructively. 

According to some texts both operations, the white and the red, blend into 

one another to some: extel1r. 13 in any case, only when the consciousness has 
been "subtilized" so that the ego learns a mode of being that is no longer 
supported by the corporeal and is able to perceive the forces directly and not 

10 E Levi, Dogma iwd Riwal. 395 

11 Livre de Synesius. BPC. 2:18:'5. 

12 Crollius, Bilsilica chymicil (b'rankftJ[[, 1609), 94. 

13 CL [or example, Entrctien<;, BPC, 2:92. 
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by the sensations or emotions of the body, only then can One hope to reach 
the deprh of the Earth and there find no limits, but the beginning of the 
awakening of a higher wave in an absolute self-union, a resurrection without 
residlH:::. 14 The separate phases are always: first, the tincture, that is, the infu~ 

sinn of 0 or 6 into ~; the.ll penctration, realized by means of ~, which is 

introduced into the forms animated by it; and finally, fixation, in the full 
maniEr.station of the primordial forces contained in such formsYl 

l~ Sec Livre de: b1 Hlbir (CJ\M, 3:107) "The soul cannot tint the body, if {Jne has not extracted the 
spirit hidden within it; then Body is kft without Soul (the dross Or scum), during which we possess a 
spiritual nature whose gross and H'rresrrial rans have been eliminated. When this has ocel1ll1ack subtle 
and spiritual, it is in conJition to receive the rincrort' [hat is inrroduced into the Budy and tinrs ir " 
Geber, Summa (BCe. 1:537): "The dissolution takes place with the help of the subrle, airy, caustic 
Waters free of all scdimmt.lt has been fabricated by Tendering marc subtle the things that are not fusible 
Or pellnrable [fu.~i(Jnem nec ingrc;,;sium:m habenc] that possess wry useful fixed essences, which would 
be k)st without this operation." Cf. Arnold of Villanova, Thesaurus (in HCC. 1:665): "Nisi corpora 
hunr incorporea nihil opcramini" (Unk~s the bodies are Ina.c\e incorporeal your work comes to naught] 

[5 The three power~ of the xcrion or Projection PoVJCIet: !3at/11J, dm<platf;, wooXov, according to rhe 
Greek alchemisrs (CAG, 2:20,')). The alchemical idea expressed by the symbol ot rhe "grain of 
incombustible Sulfur" has its correspondence ill rhar ather symbol of the "tiny bone." called luz, from 
which, according to Agrippa (Dc u<..:ctllta p1ulosopMl, 1:20), "as platH gro\VS from seed, the body is 
regrown in (he resurrecrion and which has rhe virt11e, mureover, of not having been destroyed by the 
fire' 
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Forly-Three 

COLORS Al)O 

muLcivLiCACiOl) 

• 
1 n addition to the three fundamental colots-black, white, 

and redo-others are also found within the literature. 
Essentially there are seven in all, which brings us back 

to the planetary correspondences mentioned before (chapter 14), But as for their 
place in the Work morc than one interpretation is possible. 

For Hamel. for example, the appearance of seven colors expresses the operation 

of the Spirit that adapts itself to the body by means of the soul;' the colors are 
equivalent to the seven colors of the rainbow appearing after the Flood as a sign 
of the alliance between "Eatth" and "Heaven"'-after the blacktaven did nor return 

and the white dove flew back with the ohve branch" Thus the colors are so many 
phases of the phySical regeneration that follow the rebirth in the Water. The 

opening of the seven doors or seven seals, the passage through the seven planers, 

the knowledge of the seven gods Or seven angels, the ascension into the seven 
heavens and the various septenary figurations whose possible Ide.rence to the seven 

1 Hamel. Desrr df:sire. 314. Cf. Arnold of Villanova, .)ernic.:l semic,lt', 12 

7 Nore rhar j[ is also [he doves that bring rhe golden bough ro Aeneas, so rhar he may descend to the 
underworld ,md return from it, a myrh rhar even in antiquity referred ro (he initiatic mystery 
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"centers of life" in the body-all these correspond to the hermetic colors, which 

express the successive "tying'" and "untyings" of the "knots" of the telluric being 
as it is worked by the rire power. 

Among orhrT things, here: we can discover the alchemical process of mu1tiJ7li~ 
caeion at work, which happens when, instead of a gradual ({)tal transformation, the 

conquest of OIle: principle or spiritual state come.s first. This principle or state: is 

then "multiplied" by the transmutation of other natures into its own. As one: flame: 
ignites another Hame, so om.: awakening awakens anothrr. Such "multiplication" 
can be quantitative. when the: re:sul[am new elements do not change: the nature of 

the function in which they are resolved (they do not lead, for example, from the 
White to the: Red. bur they infuse the: white quality [Q successive orders of 

principles); or it can be qualitative, when said new elments are instead such that, 
to dominate them, the hmction that invests them muse itself be transfonned and 
pass through "exaltation" (ex~ika[io) inca another higher functinn.·~ It is said, in any 

case, that "if we are satisfied to arrive at the: perfect white or red without making 
any 'multiplications,' then we have settied [or very link, beeau;;e the multiplica
tions bUild up a treasure and growth of power approaChing the infinite,"4 a saying 

that tefers to the teaching that the Spirits, although they may have attained the 
strength of physical entities, multiply and reach their maximUll1 intensity only 
when they cOlnbine with living hodies.·') 

Expressive symbols for multiplication. in the texts, are the allegories of persol1-
ages (especially the King) who give their own "fksh" (their OWn nature) ro orher 
pcrsonagE~--frequenlly these are six or seven-which represent the principles that 

must undergo the rransmurarion; that is. each of the Six or Seven ask the One (a 
King on a throne, in the illustration of the Margarita pretiosa) for a kingdom or 

crown, that is, [or the conquered and spiritually revived quality o[ royal Gold or 
the Sun. 

Flame!, on the orher hand,6 associating multiplication with the symbol of the 

3 Prcscm\y we "hall say somc:ching more about "multiplication" in its aspect as regan.ling the nansmis
~iOIl of a quality or qtinctUl"c" (color). not tu the principles still ut1nallsformed ("crude") in the SanlC 
being. but EO different bdnp. ~o thac thc same spirirual influence of the initiate: is transmiued EO them. 

4 Filum Ari<ldIlae, 124 

.<, Livre de 1a miscricordc, C7'vfA, 3: 1 RO. In this text it is specified (hat chose energies that. combined 'Nirh 
rhe Body. reach their maximum of intenSity and resist the. Fire" are not the ODes that Ci1n be reached 
through the orciiIlary seme<; " 

6 FlameL Figures hicroglyphiques. ~I.:C: fig. 7 (BPC 2:257). Orher symhols of multiplication afe: the 
IX'licaIl Lhut feeds her own flesb fO her children; the:: Phuenix (after all. phoinix means "red"). from whom 
come other hird~ as seen in an engraving of Libavius (in Afchimia rccognica. emmdacam, f'C auC(.a 
[Frankfur[. 16011]) which is accnmpanic:u by (he legend: Crncirc er muhl}Jlicamini [be fruitful and 
multiply]. 
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ke,Y ( - opening and closing) brings us back to a well-known meaning' to open, or 
solve, is what happens to each contact when energies arc released inw the: free 

state; to close, to fix (coagula)-and even more expressly, to fell, to kill, to 

decapitate-is to reseal, awakening the .. nacure that dominates and COIlrams Na
(Ure," and arresting the return of the dampening power of chaos that would try to 

sweep away and drown out whatever has brought on the turmoil of awakening.' 
[n the hierarchy of the Seven, every" closing" also establishes a quality by 

means of which One is attracted automatically to thr_ next principle.. For these 

imerior experiences one could employ the image of a nuclells [or kernel) that lets 

the influence of a magnetic field in wbich it entets act upon it, allowing itself to 
be drawn into and idemify witb the nucleus, in turn, of tbe field-except that it 
detaches itself and becomes independent again once that identification is perfecL It 
then goes on to a higher force field in which the same phases arc repeated: until it 

has traversed the entire hierarchy. fixating it and rescaling all the powers-powers 
'[har. in turn, have allowed inca their dissolucions wliversal and nonhuman forms 

of vision and power-in the full possession of the recomposed corporeality. 
At this point wc return to the cipher language of do ... ;ing-exact qllantities in 

. mixtures" of active and paSSive. attraction and repubion. abandon and mastery
(he so-called science of balances. concerning which it has been taught, "If we could 
(ake a man. dismande him in order to balance the natures in him and rnurn him 
to a ncW existence, such a man would no longer be able [Q die"-moreover, "Once 

this equilibrium has been ohtained, heings are exempt from change .. no longer 
altered or modified, "R It is the supreme stability of the Philosopher's Stone, re
sponding to the command of tbe Arab alchemiSts, "Make ye immortal the bod
ies."Y which expre.sses [he other nature's way of ocing: that of the no-longer-men. 

Bccau..o,,;c of the cquivaIancc of "dissolve" and "elevate." of "coagulate" and 

- The work of cxringuishing rhf' resurgcllf gushing forrh ot the warers wiTh {'wry conracr is heftncri
.:-ally rehued CO Hercules' labor of killing the Hydra-whose name betrays its connection to th<ll 
ckment - hacking off the immediately reborn heads that arc the ever-renewil1g trunk of desirc. in rhe 
primordial energies; and also because sewn are rhc heads <;olnai!l1c!; a(rribured ro rhe Hydra. Before this 
rebirch-says Della Riviera (Mondo magico. 103)-"stands the uncon4l1crcd Hero. and to cxtmguhh it:, 
"rigin [as water) by the fire of N<lrure. he conqtl{'rS ir; rhar is. he trallsmures the body fluid imo Earth. 
though still imperfecl." An equivalent enterprise is the killing of Ceryon. who .\ssumes three forms, 
which it is nrces<;ary (0 conquer in order (0 be ahle to take away the "flock"· form" that corrrspond 
in the hermetic interpretation to the three critical poims-separ<ltion, triai by Wacer. ,1llU trial by ,Fire
which. moreover. arc rclate.d to the: three site~: head. breast. and trunk (se:e: page R2ff.). IlKse art'. also 
found in Hindu esotcricism. which speaks of the three "knots"localized in the b<1sai. c<lrdiaL and frontal 
centers (muladhara. anahata. i)'fjfl), where the force that tries to arrest the initiation process b particu
larly diH"icul[ to overcome (d. Evohl, The YOg,1 of Power. 173) 

, Livre des bala.nces. CMA. 3:14R. 

~ Livre de Crat6. CMA. 3:52. 
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"descend," muldplication can abo be called the "circulation" of the substance that, 

by the power of Pirr., is obtained in the hermr.tically scaled vessel-seven times, 

according to some authors-which substance, when subtilized into vapor, is raised, 
condenses upon touching the upper part of the vessel or Jchmor, and is reprccipitated 

in thr. form of a sublimate that transmutes a par( of the rcmains below as caput 

mortuum. When because of the greater heat the substance reascends, it transports 

this parr with it, in order then to be condensed and redescend with an even more 
energetic "tinting power, ,. which in turn act~ on a further pan of the substance, and 

so on successively. We have spoken of this merely chemical symbolism before. 

Retllfning [0 the symbolism of the passage through the planets, Basil Valentine 
sh()ws LIS the whole process in the following apocalyptic form, "Then the old 

world will rade away and a new world will take its place, and every planet will 

spiritually consume: the other, in such a way that the strongest, having fed on the 
others [see helow: the reduction of the suhs()lar planets through the agency of tl105e 

of the higher symmerricsJ, will he the only ones that remain, and two and three 
[the twO expresses the generic principle of opposition, while the three is the number 
of planers in each group, R, 2\-, d' and Q, \;I, <.C] will be conquered by the One 

alone [rhe final simplicity. corresponding to the state beyond the Seven).,,10 We can 

also quote the following passage of Boehme, concerning the moment when 
"Mercurius judged in the Sulfllf Saturni is transmuted according to the lU<.;t for 

liberty": "The cadaver is raised up in a new body with a beautiful white color. 
The Materia delays resolving and when it has been made desirou::. again 

[rderence to the impulse that leads to further contaCt) the Sun rises from it. . in 
the Center of Saturn, with JUlliter, Venus and the seven fornls. And it is a new 
Creation, solar, white and red, majestic. luminous, and fiery.l1 

Petrus B01ll1S has this to say: "The ancient alchemists, thanks to the recogni

tions of their art, were well informed about the end of the world and the resurrec
tion of the dead: because the Soul unites again, for etcrnity, with its original Body. 
The Body becomes completely glorified and incorruptible, so incredibly subtle that 
it can penetrate all densities. The ancienr philosophers saw the Universal 
Judgment within the operations of their art, that is to say, in (he germination and 

birth of the Stone, because in it OCCllrs the union of (he Soul to glorify with its 
original body, Ul an 'eternal glory.'''l' According to Michael Maier the last phase 
is a sempi(ernal fire, the rubedo, whose emblem is the circle in which the perfect 
triangle of the Body, Soul. and Spirir can he [(lund. I., 

10 n Valentine Dudici chi,nd . . ')9 (ninEh key). 

11 Boehme, De !>1.gnacura, 12. §23 

11 f'. Bonus. Marga.ri[a. prctima, 13CC. 2:29 

13 M Main, S·crutiniLirn ciJymicllI11 (prankfurr, 16R7), 6.~ 
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Forty-Four 

cbe pLAT)eCARg 
bieRARcbg 

( the beginning of the previous chapter we men
tioned that there arc different inrerprcrarions of the 

seven. These differences also haw to do with part 

of the disagreement over the order of the planets as given in various texts. This 
inconsistency, when not a quesdon of distortions, proceeds either from the desig

nation of different terms and symbols for the same trungs, or from an actual 
difference of the methods followed. When we speak of the seVen "centers of life" 

we must also bear in mind that present in each are the forces of the others alongside 

its uwn, which is the dominant one.1 Thus, by way of a given method or of a 

temperament more akin (0 one of the secondary energies than [0 the dominant one, 

there can be produced in a given center the awakening of a principle that normally 

should correspond to another center; so that one planet in the symbolism may take 

the place of another. So, for example, that same tiny IU2; to which we have alluded 

(see page 172, note 15), from which "the body sproutS or recreates itself in 

resurrection" according to the qabalistic tradition Agrippa refcrs to (and in full 

accord with the analogous Hindu teaching), is situated in the mystic region of the 

sacrum-but in certain Teraphim figures is found beTween the two eyes and also in 
the heart. So one and the same force, or state, is manifested in different centers. 

Della Riviera gives the follOWing order, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Earth, Venus, 

J See BOt'hme (AutGm, 10, §40): "The seven arc not separate. bur rhey are as you see the stars in heaven . 
. ~[anding apart from one another and yer all rogr.thcr. one in the other. like a single spirit." 
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Moon, and SW),2 The interpret,uion is double and depends on whnher it is a 

qut:sLion of the dry path, that is, of a continuous line of purification and transfor

mation up to the light form (Moon) and then to the Sun-or a question of phases 

succeeding to a preliminary reali:z;ation of the Sun, [n the: sense of the grades of 
resurrection that the Sun itself works through when it goes to work on Saturn, the 
Body (or Earth). In this instance Saturn generates, as the myth says, the different 
gods (corresponding to the plane,,) and rises finally to the absolute perfection of 

the Sun or Gold, wherein, by "the temoval of all their infirmities, impurities and 
ht.:Tcrogelleolis ingredients," rhe "magic metals"3 are tramJormed. 

Perncty provides this ordeL Lead (Saturn, black), Tin (Jupiter, gray), Silver 

(Moon, white), Copper (Venus, reddish-yellow), Iron (Mars, rust), Purple, and Gold 

(Sun, red).! Here it is clear that the planers and the metals correspond to the pbases 
of the diminishing of the darkness (from black to gray to silver) and of progressive 

ignification (orange, rUSt, red), 
In Philalcthes, the Lordship of Mercury takes first place as the "Labor of Hercules," 

of "separation" whereby rhe Gold "is stripped of its gilded garments," "the breaking 

of tbe Lion by such a srruggle that he is reduced to the greatest debihty" The rulership 
of Sattlm follows, the black color, and here "the Lion is dead," Jupiter COmes next, ,he 

God that dethroned Saturn, who now approaches but the first traces of the albedo 
The illunacuiare white is the dOlnain of the Moon. Venus follows-going from tOC 
white to rhe green-expressing the first symbohc plant growth from the Earrh-body's 

cohesion, which rises up as l;j, freed of the impure hear of thc dead Lion. TI1C grCCI1 
rhen becomes sky blue, turning livid and changing ro reddish brown, then pale purple. 

colors [hat in(licarf. the iosis or conlbustion that begins to be produced within toc 
heart of ~. But now Mars intervenes. virile and ironlikc, to produce the desiccation: 

"Here the M,,"ter is enclosed and scaled in the bowels of her son and purified until 
having cast out of tbe composition all impurity and having replaced it with crerrull 

plirity", it is the color orange (which in Ferncty corresponds to rust). Finally the lord

ship of the Sun is reacheJ, in which "from thy Materia a hght bardly to be imagined 
will irradiate," which after three days becomes the most imense red:1 

1. MOI}(lo magic{), 207. 

3 Ibid., 208. This pass,lge is rarher important because it says that the G<)ld is "the Soul and Life of the 
thing itself," which when ir. has been "magically regulated and prcparcJ" is Ui\tlsformcd intu this Gol':' 

4 Pemer}" FaNes. 1:73. 

5 Phibkthcs, Jmroiw~ iIJ-"'IeICU5. §§?A-30. Another symbol used for the cliffe.rent symbolical colors is clx 
peacock's (ail. In Boehme (Lk siglli/((1r,J, 7; §§74-7(), the on.lcr h the follol},'ing: Sacurn, Mooll, Jupircr 
Mars. Vmu~, Mer(Il~y, SU11 The process is ucscribed as follows: "When the: lOrporralization of rh: 
Child h'l.~ hegun. Satliin carries it off ;)110 drops it into the uark.Iltss rh{' Moon's taking possessiO!: 
of it follows, !llixing the cdestL,1.1 properties wirh rhe earthly, and thereby IIl<lflifeSting the veget;)fiu: 

life [i {'., li]. BLJt there still ret11,lin~ a dallger to be uvercome [sec p. 130-131]. After the MOOI1, Jupiter 
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In the ancient Hellenistic tradition transmitted by Stephanos,6 the order varies 

again. The sidereal regions, associated with the gods and sacred metals, have the 
following ordeL Saturn (Lead, R ), Jupiter (Bronze, 2!- ), Mars (Iron, r:J ), Sun 
(Gold, 0), Venus (Copper, Q), Mercury (\;!), Moon (Silver, (( ).l1lis dispOSition 
can be turned around, however, according to a symmetry that has the StUl in the 

center with Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter above it as a triad of masculine divinities, 
with Venus, Mercury, and Moon below it in a triad of feminine deiries (Mercury 
being the "Lady of the Philophers"), as in the diagram reproduced below The 
spiritual itinerary, so to speak, then proceeds in a spiral: s.tarting from a highe.r 
masculine god, it descends to join the symmetrical feminine diVinity, then rises 

again and arrives finally at the center occupied by tbe Sun. The rising and falling 
movement that unites the symmetrical pairs corresponds, thils, to the successive 
sublimations and preCipitations also circulating within the enclosed arhanor: a 
descent to the "Infernal," where each "Arsenic" enCOunters a WatEr with which by 

dissolution. recomposition, and resurrection, prepares it to be converted into a 

metal each time closer to the Gold. 
It is a peculiar "coincidence" that this same disposition of the planets is found 

in Gichtel, the same spiral journey beginning with Saturn R and ending in the SUIl 

0; an iCinerary we have already interpreted (see pages 57-58) in i(S ocher possible 
sense as an involutional process. We know, however, that Gichtd connects each 

planet or god to a specific region of the body and we have remarked how these 
regions correspond, if we refer them to points on the spinal column, to apprOXi
mately the places that Hindu esotericism assigns to the seven "centers of life." 

The spiral also allows us to express in synthesis the whole process of the Art 
if we. consider it to have a double course: centripetal from 1Z to 0, and centrifugal 

from 0 to R. In the first case, the upper triad expresses the dements of the vulgar 
state that are covered in "shadow," which encounter in their respective lower 

dements their liberating "dissolution." If we base ourselves on the teaching of 

Macrobius (Commencarium in somnium Scipioni.'')' Saturn 1Z corresponds to the 
incelligencia-ro 8eCOp1]TlICOV· -and to the raciocinatio-ro lloYHTr6v-which in 

com;tructs a dwelling place for the life in the Mercury and starts the movemem of the wher! that 
elevates it to but greater angUish. where Mars furnishes the Mercury with rhe fiery Sou\. In Mars the 
more sublime life is enkindled, dividing imo tWO essences: a body of love am.I J spirit of fire. The life 

of love [the sympathetic power of attraction and of the penerratiOl1 of the 3 J descends into the fiery 
interior effervescence a!ld i<; manifested in all its beauty; but Mercury gobbles up this Venus. The Child 

then turns into a black raven, and l\.1ars oppresses Mercury to its alll1ihilation. Then (he four delllC"!lts 
arc liberated from it and the Sun garhers up rhe Child and presentS it in its virgin body to the pure 
Elemenr. The light h<1s shone in the quality of M'1.ts. in this is born the true life of the Unique Element, 
ag<liJlst -.vhich no Cholc:r and no Death can stand.·' These expressions can be interpreted in various way~: 
poSSibly also hom the per<;pe.crive of (he episodes of the 'W'hite work alone. 

o Cf. Berthelot. introduction. R4 
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the first descending arc are dissolved in the Moon <C. This is an allusion to the 
immersion of the reflective waking consciousness in certain vital energies, desig~ 
nated by the tfrm ra <t!Va'KaV. The successive ascending arc rejoins Jupiter 2!-. to 
which corresponds in the external consciousness the vis agcndi·- TO npaKTlICOV
(we could also call it the "will," in its narrow modern sense); this is dissolved in 
Mfrcury \;! as in the energy, frequently infraconscious. of the subtle intellect that 
runs invisibly through the woof of the common psychiC processes-To 
{pJ...ll1VeOrIK6v. It returns to rise up to Mars a, as ardor animosicads· . TO 8VJ...lIKOV

which finds its dissolvent in Vellus 9-ra emeVIi17t1KOV, after which the descend
ing arc enters the renascence or reminiscence of the. solar 0 consciousness, which 
begins to shine OUt rhrough the dark masses of the body's prison. 

Now follows the second movement, starting from the exact center 0. TIle 
Sun, as vircus, ios, ferment, "stem," virile force of "rectification," etc., proje.cts 
itself onto Venus and transforms her into Mars. With this power it agitates and 
fixates the Mercury and from it ex(tacts the Jupiter. Finally it descends into the 
radical power of the Warers, unders(Ood as ti,e outer limit of the vital force (( 
irradiating "Our Earth" and with that, it reascends, rejoins Saturn and recognizes 
it as the God of the "Gdden Age." Thereby-and in accord with the gnostic 
precept-rhar which is above is extended to that which is below. and that which 
is below is carried above. Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars in this phase are "regenera
tions," noble metals no longer dead, out of which is produced an elixir of treble 
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potency, capable of curing the "incurable disease of privation," that is, of the state 

of necessary materialism (see pages 77-78), of the three kingdoms, mineral, veg
etable, and animal. 

Here essentially are the deep entifications of man, and because of the not only 
symbolic and analogical bur also magical correspondence of these entities with the 
kingdoms of nature in the true sense, this can also signify an introduction of 

consciousness into those nonphysical entities, of which these three kingdoms are 
the cosmic avenues of perception. "l\.1ars" must be recognized, then, as that which 

is manifeseed tangibly in the form of the collective energies of animality; "Jupiter," 
as that which is reflected in the structures and growths determined by the nature 
of the forces of plants; while" Saturn," would be the" gods" that produce the world 
of metals, salrs, and cryseals within the mineral Earth,? together these planets 
constitute the triad of the great Uranian Gods. 

The other three planets or principles, below the Surl or heart, act as dissolvents 
of the three vulgar suprasolar forms and represent macrocosmically that which 

corrrsponds to the human subconscious. n1ey are the "nether" powns where the 
principle of chaos dwells. The "dissolution" that the initiate confronts as he 

descends into these interiora terrac is equivalent to that dissolution which, at the 

moment of natural death, returns the individual principles of the human being to 

the original impers(mal macrocosmic roots whence they derived and on which they 
were fed. This region can properly be called the realm of Hades, that is, wbere tbe 

dead go, and when the portal is opened-not by a stream flowing down from the 
upper to the lower, but, on the contrary, by a nether force moving towatd the 
higher spheres, the faculties of the awakened higher consciousness-then OCCurs the 

phenomenology of mediums, diabolical posse.sskm, confused and instinctual clair
voyance, visionary and nebulous mysticism with its angels, demons, and divers 

apparitions. This hybrid result of noncorporeal experiences mixed with repercU';~ 

sions of organic states and subjective residues. takes the form of uncontrolled and 

schizophrenic imagination. 
This danger is greater in the methods of the wet path because these try to seek 

the objective precisely through (he ascending path (hat the power of [he liberated 
dissolving waters open. We have to insist here on what we have already said about 
anything deriving from the presence of unreduced elements. whether their presence 

is due to an inadequate preparation of the material or to insufficient energy of the 
awakened forces, which in the wet path are necessary to neutralize completely 

("decapi[ate") every faculty of [he external human consciousness . 

., In (his context, we might recall The images of the pOt'T A. Hnnnfrius in his Terrfstrid del sok 

(Flnrc:llcc:, 1926): "Beings all made of pOlJ./Cr come. to us from above-Cdesdab" thinking diamond and 
iron. within their craggy graves Lightning~fJashillg rowers, nut of you comes the pcrfect form of 
the crystals." "In the head ami shoulders is the: power-that in mighty angels thinks earrh-as in the 
breaSt, blood, am.! rhythm ;He the Sun." 
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However, when the current descends from the upper spheres, bringing with it 

a "quintessence"-obtained by means of asceticism and purificadon-of the faeul, 
ties of the higher level of awakening, which have become independent of all 

infrasemible and affecdve influence, then such a "quintessence" acts a' one of those 

chemical reagems a single drop of which is enough to clarify and make transparent 
certain very muddy solutions. The light is extended through the netherworld and 

its dark and vague forms change into definite and divine forms of the higher world, 
the one and the other being ultimately-as the septenary declares-the same reality 

that presents itself in two different state...; or experiences.s 

Let uS add a few words about the correspondences between the metals, gods, 

and CClUttS of power in man from the practical point of view. In the same way that 

the energies of a "god" arc expressed in the processes that form those metals in the 

bosom of the earth that traditionally were consecrated to it; and, moreover, as they 
are manifested also in the kinds of life energies which in man are expressed by 

designated organs and centers-so between certain forces locked in the body and 

certain metals there exist analogical reladons of a "magical" (sympathetic) type, 
which serve as a basis for three distinct practical possibilities. 

First, the introduction into the organism of certain metallic substances in given 

doses and forms, when rhe consciousness has been "refined" enough to be able (0 

accompany and surprise what happens behind the scenes of the densest corpore
ality, can serve to introduce the same consciousness into the corresponding "cen

ters" that have been especially energized by those substances. Moreover, if the 
imagination has a ccreain independence of the corporeal senses, it is possible for the 

resultant experience to be dramati:z;ed in the fonn of visions of figures and divini
ties, often utili:z;ing the images that the operator keeps latent in hi~ subconscious 
as vestiges of his faith or tradition,9 As can be seen, this brings us again, in a cf.rtain 

S In this regan'! it is very imeresting (Q read in the Barda Thodo} (Tibetan Book of the Orad) about the 
f-)()S[ morrem experiences (which in initiation, in a sp'-'c1al stare of consciousness, arc produced while still 
in life). It is taught that the dark and infernal gods arc all one with the luminous ones: they are the same 
gods, but realized by an understanJillg incapable of identifying with the first, incapable of recognizing 
them as part of irs own transce.ndcnt being. and dominated by irrational impuLses 

9 A Christian or a Brahman will have visions conforming to his beliefs, as different vestments for the 
same experience. The teaching abour the. corn::sponde:nce of "ali the members and pans of the human 
body" with "sacred fonus" is explicit in the Qabillah (d. Zohar, 1.272b). In Hindu e~oteridsm there is 
a praCtice known as ny5sa, in which the Uivinities that correspcll1d (Q the diHerem parts of the body 
are rimally imposcu on them. (d. Evola, The Yoga of Power, 10.'1-7) Agrippa (De occulr.1 phl1osophia, 
3:13) writes: "If a man capable of receiving the uivine influence maintains aile clean and purified member 
or organ of the body, this becomes a receptacle for (hat member or organ corresponding {Q the god [that 
is, of {he primordial Man contained in the sepulchre of the body] which is hidden in him as behind a 
vdL" In [he medieval texts we ofren encounter human figures, in which the astrological signs of the: 
merals and planets placed in each part of the body serve to indican? [he respective: correspondences. In 
order to cover all rhr. variants of such corre:spodc:nces, we would have {Q pt'nerrate far into the terrain 
of astrology. which would exceed the limits of [he present book. 
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way and at least from a more precise direction of efficacy, to the technique of the 

"sacred beverages" and the "corrosive warers" in general (see pages 135-137). 

Vice versa, once the consciousnesses sleeping in designated centers or organs of 

the human body have been extracred, ic is possible thereby (0 be introduced into 

the "mysrerics" of the forces acting occuldy in the corresponding metal natures. 
Or in more mythological terms, it is propitious to contact the gods under whose 

influences these metals are formed. Tbis is one of tbe fundamental premises for tbe 
operations of alchemy, strictly speaking; that is to say, tbe actual transmutation 

of real metals by means of tbe bermetic power (sec page 202). 

Finally, by certain rites known to ceremonial magiC and theurgy, or by other 

techniques not excluding cases that seem to be in the category of spontaneous 

phenomena or "revelations," it is possible to arrive at the beginning of an experi
ence rhat takes on the form of a god and whereby one can be introduced into the 
"mysteries," either of the body or of designated metals. This can go so far as to 

provide the illusion of a transmission of wisdom on the part of a being considered 

to be real and existing in it. This is, in any case, the fOlllldation of ancient traditions 
Mthin memory, according to which certain diVinities taught men the sciences and 
arts, but kept the secrets of them to themselves (an echo of this is preserved in 

Christianity in the form of the "protector" saints of certain human activities). In 

the traditional world it is this aspect of that organic and unitarian conception of 

the universe by virtue of which every art and crafc also had grades of iniriation that 

conferred a sacred mystery upon it. 
In this way physiology was, in ancient times, also a mystic theology; and 

theology was at the same time a "phYSiCS," an introduction to the accual interior 

knowledge of nature. And it was also a "medicine,"10 as much in the practical 

matter-of-course sense as in the transcendental sense; and this double sense, incon

ceivable to the modern mentality, reveals the synthetic point of view of sacred 

"timee, which can be reached only through the spirit. 

10 in ancient Greece, for example:, medicine: wa:,: con:,:idercu a sacred and secret science. And now we have 

said enough to make me reason for this secrer undersrood. Galen (De U..~u part., 714) compares medicine 
to the mysteries of Eleusis and Samothrace. Asdepius, "inventor" of medicine. gives his name to one 
of the books of the Corpus Hcrmccicum, and the Asclepiads who followed his tradition made up a kind 
of sacerdotal caste. In the Vita with which the: works of Hippocrates begin, it is said that he taught 
his arrs only to cOl1St"'crared men and under the seal of sile:nce. AIl this le:ads us to susp\:ct a meuicine 
different frum mat vaunte:u today anu presemed as science. And it would be interesting to show how 
often modern pharmacological medicine can be: rdated factually to cum:spondences between certain 
substances and certain organs Or functions that were spdlc:d out in the initiatic tcaching. 
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Forty-Five 

KT)oruLEOCjE Of 
C1)E REO AT)O C1)E 

CRiUT)icg 

L et us move on now to some rderences (0 the_ final stage 

of the work: transmutation. 

In the Corpus Hcrmccicurn a "Robe of Fire" is mrn; 

tioned. which the intellectual being 0 dons when it has been Iiberaced from the 
body and which could never be endured here below. For a Single spark of this fire 

would suffice to destroy the Earth [wete it not for the guardianship of Water]. yet 

it is said that it is JUSt the absence of this Fire that prevents the soul from 

completing (he divine tasks,! The Art-as we have seen-is directed, on the othe.r 

hand. precisely toward making the otganism strong enough to suppOtt this fiery 
element. whence the alchemical adage, "Mastery has been achieved when the 
Matter has reached perfect union with its mortal poison. ,I 

Mm: specifically we can say that the true cause of all cormprion is often the abnormal 
manifeseation of a power higher than whar the tigid circuits of the body can handle. 

Therefore, Once. the body's organization has arrived at its fulfillment it is djsinte~ 

gtated. consuming itself Iitde by link. which is what dearh means for whomever has 

j Corpus Hcrmeticum, 10.17-18 
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not a'isimilated the inner nature of thi.'i flame and ha'i not transferred his form2 into it. 

The Corpu.·.; Hermccicum teaches that for any body to become permanent it must 

be transformed-but, unhke mortal bodies, the transformation of immortals is not 
accompanied by dissolu(ion,·' precisely because (he soul has been uniced with (he 

"dissolvem" and with i( has designed and es"bUshed (he na(Ure of (he new individu
ali:z;ation,4 in whatever form of exiscence it may manifest or maintain. For which it 
has been said (har (he adept of yoga will nOt suffer any desrrucrion, nor even in rhe 
final dissolu(ion-maha,pra/aya-as laid down in the traditional doccrine of (he cycles. 

If the r.sAo~, the final goal, is the sense that colors this development in its 

entirety, there is nothing be"er (han (he nature and dignity of (he Red Vvbrk to 
help us penetrace (he spirit of (he hermecic Work. 

111;s is especially so when we come to the problem of immot(all(Y The 

hermetic Work carried to the. Re.d stage is rdated to the supreme "supcrcosmic" 
concL'Ption of immortality. This conception is not easy to understand for a 
civilization (ha( has long Ios( it; God unders(Ood theistically as a "being" and our 

identification with that being serve as Umits beyond which i( is absurd to imagine 

2 The hermetic symbols for birth out of fire and ability to prevail within it without changing an: the 
Phoenix and the Salamander. Cf. Prrnety (Dietionnaire, 434, 446), where for the (('Tm "residence" this 
explanatlon is given. "lviastery of the Redness, that with the Mercury. comprhes a whole capable: uf 
remaining eternally \vithin the Fire and of resisting its violent attach." For rhe "rate of union with [he 
"poison." d. also Flame!, (Desir desire, 315): "The Fire is born out of and feeds itself on the .Fire and 
is the son of the Fire, which is why it returns to the Fire and does not kar the Fire. 

3 Corpus Hame:ticum, 16.9: d. with the pas~age of the Virgin of the: World (21.1): "Between an 
immortal body and a mortal body there is but one difference ... one is active, and rhe other passive 

one is free and governs the other enslaved and subject to impulse." 

4 Cf. the Upanishadic "[0 rriumph over rhe second dearh," because "death has no furrhrr hold on him. 
death has become part of his being and he has been transformed into one of these diVinities" 
(Brihadaranyaka-Upanishad. 1.2. B). Par the. same idea, ex[ended to every partial form of negativity. 
d. Metaphysic ofSvrrow and SickniO:'s, in lntroJuzione: alIa magia. 2: 182ff.; and Vie de A1iIarcpa. (277): 
"The world and liberarion ate visiblr in plain lighr. My hands are tied [0 their deed by the seal of the 
Great Seal ... my daring knows no obstacle. Disease. evil spirits. sins and miseries adorn the ascetic 
that I am-in me they are arteries. :;eeds and fluids." "Seal" and "daring" here are related to the spiritual 
characteristics of the Red Work. Cf. also Boehme (Aurar,iI. 10, §50): "If every fountain still has its sap 
when you separate: from this wurld [that is. at the: transference: into the incorporeal of the different routs 
of vital forer]' then [he fire thar blazes in the Pinal Judgmenr does not damage us: it will have no power 
over the spirits that serve the organs uf your lifeblood. and after this terrible tempest yuu will be. in 
your resurrection. an angel and one who has triumphed." We may also recall the most ancient teachings 
of the Qabalah (Book of the: He:khaloth) that speak of the passage through the seven celestial palaces. 
in each one of which we meet the adverse powers against which we must defend ourselves hy means 
of a magical seal created by a secret name; with this (he initiate seals himself as well. It is said that little 
by little the dlfficulties increase and "a fLtc that proceeds from his body threatens to devour him." It 
is rhe same transformation "of [he flesh in [he burning torches" (hat Enoch is subjected to; but he who 
is not as wurthy as that prophet runs the danger uf being destroyed by the: flambeaux. According to 

une fragment of this literature, one must be capable of remaining standing upright "wirhout hands or 
feC[." cr G. Scholem, Mysciquc juivc, 63-65 
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Or to want anything else. But in the initiatic teaching the supreme scace lies beyond 
being and non being. According to the cosmic myth of the cycles, in this 
nondifferentiation, which is iocntical to the absolute cranscendence., even this 

personal God Himself and all his Heavens are reabsorbed in the moment of the 
"Great Dissolution. "5 The ultimate perfection of the Work, which has been at
tained when the Earth has been entirely dissolved and united with the "Poison," 
means (0 have succeeded in reaching this outermost limit. At that point no further 
"reabsorption" is possible. The royal initiate, garbed in Red, is a survivor who 
remaim, even (as in the myth of the cycles) when worlds, men, and Gods go under. 

There is a measure of legitimacy in connecting the White Work and the Red 
Work, respecdveiy. to initiation into the Lesser and Greater c1a'\sical Mysteries. The 
promise of both was immortality, which is, let us reiterate, something positive and 
very different from the vague "spirituahst" conception of simple survival. But the 
first immortality was only such in terms of "life," even Cosmic Lik and therefore, 
ultimately, a conditional inmlortaUty linked to manifestation. The second, that of 
the Greater MystE'ries, was a "supercosmic" immortality in the sense juS[ indicated, 
and it was in the Greater Mysteries that use of the royal symbolism predominated. 

Another point: It is interesting to note mat in hermetism the White Work is 
always subordinace to the Red Work, and as a consequence the Light is cubordi
naced to the Fire. This is no mere variation of symbols, but an eloquent signature 
for the_ experienced eye, because the hierarchical associations of such symbols 
within other traditions are the opposite, and not by accidenL It Can be observed 
that where White and Ligh( take prinlacy they denote a spiriruality that may 
eventually also have an initiatory character, but which falls predominantly within 
the boundary of contemplation, "knowledge," and wisdom, and so is nearer the 
sacerdotal tradition than the roya!.6 Bu( when the Red and Fire (ake primacy, they 
arc indications of (he Royal Mystery and the magical tradition in the higher sense. 
In hermetism the latter primacy is clear. 

Let us now pass on to the human analogy. The Orient knew long ago the 
ideal of the One for whom there no longer exists either this shore nor the othe_r, 
nor both together--who, without fear of any kind, has forsaken his human 
chains, has broken his chains (0 (he divine and has been delivered from all 
chains: the Hero, whose path is kno\VIl neither to Gods nor to men? But behind 
(he hermetic symbolism of the Androgyne and "Lord of the Two Na(ures" we 

5 G. Guenon, Man and His Becoming; Evola. The Doctrine of the Awakening. The approximate 
cquivale:nt of the "Grand Dissolution" in the ancienr Western rradirions is the "cosmic burning"
h(mJpomq-retuming here to the idea of Fire, the dement that is Death and Life in the Red "Vvbrk. 

f, Likewise, in Catholicbm the supreme chief of the hierarchy is dressed in white, while the red is Worn 
by rhe "Princes of the Church," who are subordinate to him. 

7 ExpreSSions of the Dhammapada, §§383, 417, 420. 
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can discern a very similar conception of the adept. As we have seen before, the 
"race of hermetic Philosophers," says Zosimos, is autonomous, above destiny, 
without king (because it irself is royal). According ro the Corpus HermeticllDl, 

the double nature, far from being an imperfection, is considered the expression 
of a power that is beyond mortal and immortal. It is said time and again in the 
texts, that the Son e.ngendered by the Royal Art is noblet, greater, and more 
powerful than his cosmic progenitors, Heaven and Earth. He is called magrupotens; 
he holds in his hands the sceptres of the spiritual kingdom and the temporal 
kingdom, and has wrested the glory of the world and has made of himself his 
own subject;' he has been crowned eternal King, says the Chymica vannu,9 He 
is "the one who Lives," because in the act of receiving the "tincture" of the 
Fire-death, evil, and darkness flee from him: his light is living and resplen
dent. 10 Hero of Peace whom the world awaits, known as the seven~times-purged 
by Fire, there is none like him and he is the conqueror of all red GoldY his 
might is sovereign over all his brothersp he has been called all things, every
thing in everything, the very "Prima Materia" itself; 13 and accordingly, say 
"Hermes" and Chymes the ~1jp!Ov (Powder of Projection) possesses the" great 
Pan," the Mystery "sought for cons and now found at last." 

At the center of the planets, with the emblem of the universal empire <5 in his 
hand, one text putS these words inro his mouth: "Radiating great brilliance, I have 
conquered all my enemies, and from one 1 am become many, and from many, one, 
descended from an illustrious lineage ... 1 am one and many are. in me [unum ego 
sum, ct multi in me]"14-whence it is clear that the initiatic "we" (which can be 
associated with the pluralis majestatis, the royal or pontifical plural) expresses a 
state of consciousness that is no longer that of a particular being, but that which 
reigns over tbe possibility of multiple individual manifestations. 

In particular, the assimilation to the "body" state corresponding to the Aris
totelian "pure forms" or to the "angels" of Catholic theology is the same as 
expressed in hermetism, since in this "the enlightened man will not be less 
than the celestial spirits, will be in all and for all like them "in One impas
sible and incorruptible Body."" "A new glorified soul will be united to the 

S De pharmaco cath()lico, 3, §§13, 17 

9 Chymica. vannu~, VB. 

10 Serre ca.piwli d1::£rmcrc, §3. 

It B. Valentine, Au«Jia, Bee. 2:214. 

12 Triamphe: Hermerique, BPC', 3:255 

Ll B. Vakmine, Dodici cniavi, 21. This is not undersrood naturally in a panrhcistic sen~C, but in [he sense 

of rc:lcasc from the "fixarion" ami (he Possc.<;sion uf the unlimi[(·.d pOSSibility of manifestation. 

14 B. Vakmine, Aurelia. 215. 

15 B. Vaienrine, Doc/ici chiavf, 4h (key 7). 
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immortal and incorruptible body, thus will be made a new heaven."16 

And in one of [he Gnostic-Mystery traditions there is a similar symbolism in 

"[he [Unic of Tyrrhenian purple," "scintillating and flaming, incapable of change Or 
alteration 1? and over which neither heaven itself nor the zodiac have power; who~c 

radiant splendor and bright lustre convey to one a supercelestial aura18 which, on 

being made known, amazes, cerrifies, and makes one tremble all at the Same 
time. "19 

I'mally, now that we have given the sense of the ultimate union of the natures, 

or triunity, we will cite an ancient text characteristic of Comarius. 11le first thing 

mentioned is [he "shadow," because of which the "Body, Spirit and Soul are 
debilita[ed" (cf. ,he "tvw as a srare of "privarion"); rhe "dark spirit, made of 

vani[y and flabbiness," an obstacle to [he attainment of the Whiteness, and an 
image of the phantom created by the body; and finally, the character of [hat which 

is divine or sulfurous, consisting in the power by means of which "the Spirit 

acquires a Body and mortal beings acquire an [immortal) Soul, being dominated and 
dominating a[ the momem of receiving the spirit [or Mercury) which emerges from 
the substances [when it is liberated from these conditions)." After which, the text 

continues: 

\\!hen the dark and fetid spirit has been rrjecred, to rhe poinr where neither 

its smdl nor dark color can any longer be perceived, then the Body becomes 

luminous, the Soul rejoices, and with it the SpiriL TI1e darkness having fled from 

me Body, the Soul calls OUt to this now luminous Body and says to it: "Awake 

from the depths of Hades and rise from the darkness! Awake amI hreak away 

from rh" darkne'ss! Truly thou hast assumed the spiritual and divine state. The 

voice of resurrection has spoken; the Pharmakol1 of Ufe has penetrated thee:." 

Moreover, the Spirit (in the text the symbol of Cinnabar, the: rrJ sulfur of 

mercury, appears here] rejoices in turn in the Body (1l, Lead], just as in the Soul 

(<<:, Silver] in the body [0, Gold] in which it n'sicies.20 This runs wiill joyous 

16 Philalcthes, Experimmra de preraratione macurii, §17 

17 It should nor Ix forgortrn that initiatic immutability does not refer to anyone manifested form, bur 
to the immutable fUIlction chat comprises the possibility of manifesring various forms, withUllt being 
in any way altered by such appearances. 

1i! In the C'orpus Hcrmcticum (4.5) it is said (hat the hermetic initiates ,. embrace with (he intellect what 
exists on earrh, in heawn and beyond heaven." whereupon we are again facing that unity and wuqueness 
beyond the corporeal and the noncorporeal. The twelve signs of the zodiac correspond to twelve 
dominam archetypes of the forces of life: to be emancipated from them. mt:arr:, to bt: superior ro rhe 
same power that has acted in the \\'lute Work 

19 Flame], Fi~urt's hicro~fyphiquc,<;. 2,')9 

?O It is interesting to look at the metallurgical symbols of lIle signs accompanying [he text Cil1nabar, 
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precipitation to embrace it-does embrace it and then the darkness ceases to 

dominate it, because it has teached the Light [ 'Y', tbe sign of the Sulfur in a 

nascent state, that is, before its passage to the amalgams). The Body (b."s nor 

(any longer] support its separating {rOm the Spirit (as happms in t.kath)' and !:akes 

pleasure_ in thl' pl'Tmanl'"ncl': (0, the Gold] of the Soul,21 which, after having seen 

the Body hiJ.r.kn by the_ darkness, is now full of light [ T, Sulfur in it..;; nascent 

state)' And the soul is united to it, after which it has become divine with respect 

to it, and h.:15 taken residence in it. Once the Divine Light has been assumed, once 

the darkness has fled from it, the three are united in tenderness [perhaps in the 

sense of "tenuousness" as the first dissolving of the dense-in the text, the 

Mercury sign as the Greek lenrr Jl (mu) inrrrpreted by Berthelot as an amalgam 

of Me;curyJ Body [ 0, Gold]. Soul [ ~, Me;cucyl" anJ Spirit [Cinnahar) 

TIley are transformed into one. And in such (unity) the Mystery is hidden. With 

their union, the mystery is completed. ~nle d\VClling place has been scaled, and 

a statU('_ has been lTccted, full 01 light and divinity. Insofar as the Fire [ T. Sull Ut 

in the na.;;ccnt stage] ha.;; united and transmuted them, and they have cic:parted 

from its bosom [sign of the ios of the CopperJ.23 

In the interest of rendering everything clear in this text, the reader may PUt to 
the test what he has learned of that which has been revealed up to this point. 

In generaL the hermetic achievements have various levels of permanence. "To 

fix," in such a sense, can also have the special meaning of appropriating, in a stable: 
way, (he stages teached by the operations of (he An. Thus Geber dis(inguishes 

hetwccn a "medicine" of first, second, and third grade. 24 The first has merely a 
momentary action, as in the case of anything that can be attained by violent 

methods with a blow of the hand. The second produces an incomplete transforma

tion, as in the case where spiritual states do not succeed in producing the corre
sponding body transfotmations. The lase is (he "ro(al medicine," which acts 

integrally with a permanent transformation. 

here. means Mercury united with Sulfur ( ~ ) in the organic compound. Notice also that the Body in 

the vulgar Mercury function is combined with Lead. but in its Soul function with Gold. 

21 The body, inum:rsed in light, h manifesteu as Gold and the individualized form of the Soul Cf. page 
70 

22 Here we employ a symbolism according to which the Body, in the redness, takes on the masculine 
and Gold function by virtue of the personalizing powers of fires whose emry it brings about, while the 
Soul. as still distinct hom such powers, is assimilated to the Mercury. 

2.1 Coma[iu~. text in CAG, 2:296~97. The ios of Copper is the profound power that stands at the root 
of the common reddish "metal" (Coprx:,_r) and that is liberated by the Work and transformed into the 
roOt of all resurrections 

71 CTcber. Summa, 1.4, proem. §2 
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Forly-Six 

PRopl)ecic 
KT)oruleoq€ 

L et us hriefly discuss the supernatural possibilities deriving 
from the various levels of the Work. 

In general, the separation, as it breaks the chains of the 
body, to all intents and purposes can liberate the faculties of the awareness of. and 
ability to deal with, the conditions that weigh upon the body itself rhat is to say, 
the conditions of space, time, and causality. Thereupon the ackpt can pass on to 
stages and activities that in some measure are free of such conditionings, provided 

he succeeds in "fixating" or mastering the process of separation. 

Thus Della Riviera, having identified as "Magic" the conquest of the Tree that 
stands at the center of Paradi~c, says that the first result is the illumination and 

exaltation of all the human faculties. Liberated from the petrification of the animal 
organs, the energies resulting from mental unity 0, "without obstacle of any kind, 
can freely perceive future things, as easily as pre.sent and past. ,,1 

Various hetmetic authors such as the Cosmopolite and Philalethes discuss this 

prophnic abiifty; but it must not be seen as separate from a faculty of realization, 

as Agrippa says, "The soul haVing been purified, teleased from all mutation, 

glowing externally with fref-dom of movcmem. . imitates the angels in its own 

nature and obtains what it desires, not in succession or time, but in a single instant.2 

I Della Riviera, Mondo nw.A"ico. 4. -"I. 116, 118, 149 

~ Agrippa. De occulra phi/os()pnfB.. 3.53. 
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This prophetic science-insofar as it is a science, and not a sporadic or sponta~ 

neous phenomenon-proceeds, as a rule, [rom a new experience of time and events 

that is peculiar to the hermetically renewed consciousness. It is not explained by 

fatalism {wherein (he future is predetermined and therefore foreseeable), but by an 
ego~s[a[e tUlited with certain influences that determine the events of the external 

world. in the same way that the ordinary person is united With the active powers 
of his material body. 

It is stated clearly in (his passage from Plo(inus: 

For a superior soul the. stars are 110[ only prognosticS, but the soul is parr 

of and evolves internally along with the All, in which it participates. the 

knowledge that. [the superior man) has of the future that we attribute. to him 

docs nor at all. resemble the knowledge of fortune-teller~, but is like that of 

active participants who have a certainty of what must be-; and such is the case 

with genuine rulers. For them nothing i~ undetermined, nothing is unce-rtain. 

Their decision perSistS as it was in the first moment. Their judgment of things 

to come is just as firm as their vision of present things is exact. .. The adept 

persists in wanting that which he must do and, in chis persistence, he will do 

only what he wills, and nothing else but thar which derives from the ioca in 

himself. . \\!hen one rules alone, on whom does he depend? On whose 

dc:sires? To such an agent action does nor come from anything else, any 1110re 

than Wisdom comes from or.hers. He needs nothing else: neither argument, 

nor memory. since these things (compared to the superrational and absolute 

"awakening" thac he possesses] are useless.] 

In this sense prophetiC knowledge, rather than being based on fate, is based on 
its mastery. Moreover, the unanimous teaching of hermetism, especially hellenistic 
hermetism, is that the power of fate does not extend beyond a certain limit and that 

this limit docs not Stop an adept. Zosimos's declaration has been repeatedly quoted, 
according to which the race of Philosophers is beyond destiny and "autonomous"; 

"The race of Philosophers acts without undergoing the action [bratl<% rap 
tpyaS&rar],,;' after having" separated the sulfurous Soul from the elements," it has 

3 PiotillUS, Enneads, 2.2.9; 4.12. The inve.stigations made by Uvy~Bruhl in Primitivr:.McllCali[yand 11,e. 
Primitive Soul demonsrrate how, interestingly, unde.r the surface of many rites for the "knuwledge" of 
[he future., there. is actually a hidt-ten magical operation for dctcrmining the future; thus, the exactitude 
of the presumed prorhecy and the efficacy of the operation or rite would be the same thing. That evell 
turns out to Ix the case, in cerrain aspects, with the ancient Roman augural science 

4Tcxt in CA.C. 2:213. Agrippa (Dc occulta pluJosoehia., 1. 13) ~peab of a double expe.rience of the action 
as command in the first causes, and as "neceSSity" in the domain of those "ministrants" from whose 
circle, according TO a hermetic text already quoted, the immortalized soul e.scapes. 
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be.r.n reintegrated into the principle of pure action and is no longer subject to 

conditions. 
Thus Agrippa speaks of a magical power "acting without limits Or extenlal 

help," residing in the "permanent and nondecaying souL"" The rdation of this 
powr.r to the "separation" is confirmed by this pa..'\sage from Braccesco: "The 

subtle and formal substance, submerged in quantity and maner, cannot exercise its 
p(Jtentialities, but the more spiritual and formal it is, and the more: separated from 

matter and quantity, the more it can extend its powers to produce many effects. 
And since our medicine is composed of subde spirits and is almosr separated from 

all elemental matter it can, but withoU[ any obstacle, be extended to all curable 
infirmities." And here we can interpret "infirmity" in the more general sense of 

imperfcnion, limitation, and privation of being.6 

But to speak in detail of the different powers it is necessary to consider, by 
reason of the various occulr. "entities" enclosed in corporeality, the profundities that 

the work of separation and recomposition, of . ..,Dlve et coagula can reach. 

:, Agrippa, Dc occu1ca philosophia, 3.44. 

6 Rraccc:ico, EsposicioIlC, fo1. li2a; d. with Agrippa, 3 .. 50 
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Forly-Seven 

Cl)E FOUR SCAC}ES 

OF -rOiliER 

e hC first "Materia" that we encounter v.Jirh which the 

ordinary ego has the most immediate r~prorr is mental 
energies. Once they have been freed hom the condi-

tions of the body (and specifically from the brain), these energies acquire a "pen
etrating" and ubiquitous virtue: they can communicate dire_ctly with other minds, 
bridging d,e spadal separation between individuals. But this ability commonly 
referred to ~" "reading minds" is not the only faculty acquired. There is also the 
power to arouse, in other beings, specific thoughts, visions, and plans of action 
(mental commands).l The experience itself of a particular thought, moreover, can 
vary, and shows that our usual consciousness derives not so much from thought as 
from the repercussions of deeper energies. Such surges of energy at this point are 

picked up directly and isolated by (he brain, which acts as a "transformer." It is in 
this state that the supernormal psychic abilities we have mentioned are manifested. 

And the same can be said, analogously, for the deeper stratum of the human 
entity that is the seat of the emotions, passions, and sentiments. Nonhuman 

influences are at work behind (he subjective forms of the stirrings of the ,oul and 
senses. The various feelings of the human emotional spec(tum result from different 

primordial energies, of which the types of the animal world are often considered 

I Agrippa. (Dc C!cculra p1Jiio50plJia. 3.43): "He will thus succeed in obtaining great power [0 immerse 
<lnd insinuate him~df into the spirit of other men, even at grr.ar disrances, and COt1vey to them some 
of his conceptions, will and desire." 
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the.ir avenues of sensitivity. It seems then, that what appears in man in the form 
of a particular passion or emotion is the same that is manifested in Nature by a 

specific species of animal. The twelve animals of the zodiac refet to this; and the 

"marriages with sacred anilllabi" mt.':ntioned in certain aaditions must be unJer~ 
stood as the union with energies acting through the world of human affectivity, as 

general. invisible, nonhuman causes of the forms of it,2 

This is the poim at which we also acquire the virtual fatuIty of "projectiug" to 

other beiugs not only ideas and images, but emotions and affective states iu generaL 
even "charging" objects and places3 with specific emotive states, This provides a 

supernatutal authority over the animal kingdom as well, as recotded in the lives of 

many saints and ascetics. 
And all this is an effect of the sepatation, putification, and stripping of every

thing that is manifested in the double aspect of thought and feeliug iu the common 
man. But now let us go on to the third "level"; to the plane of the vital forces 
corresponding to the sign \;! of the "lunar Mercuty" (vegetative soul). After the 
"separation" has taken place (that which occurs in the "Whiteness" with the conse

quem transmutarion of the Lr.ad into bright Silver). there follows a control over a 
"form" or "subtle body" that can be detached from the physical body l11Creupon it 

becomes possible to project one's own "double" which, as a regenerated conscious
ness, has the power to transport itself instantaneously to any given point in space, 
resultiug thereby in a corresponding apparition. 

This "form," being sustained solely by the mind, can assume whatever shape the 
miud imagines and imposes. Hence not only bilocation, but also the ability, that the 
Orient attributes to the yogis, to appear Simultaneously in several different forms 
apart from those which (up to this stage) the unity of a Single phySical body lying iu 

abeyance mainraius. If iu many popular traditions or among primitive people there 
are vvitch doctors said to have the power to manifest themselves and act in the forms 

of animals, while remaining elsewhere and lyiug iu their human body, there is reason 

to think there are other phenomena substantially like thr.se. But in the greater part of 
these cases (if they are authentic), they are not the deliberate acts of the Higher Soul. 

Such phenome.na are the result rather of a dark promiscuity on (he part of the 
sorceror with one of the occult forces of animaliry, which erupting in him, dominates 

the "double" to whom is transmitted the tlgure of the type that corresponds iu the 
visible animal kingdom ("werewolves," "leopard-men," etc) dissociated projections 

2 When the C011neCt10n is esrablished ras.~ive1y so a.<; to overwhelm the pcrsonality, we have what is 
called mtemism; in that case the per;<,on b. in a certain way. the incarnation in human form of the spirit 
of a given species of animal 

3 Here we can also point to nbJ·ccts and even to places (for example. certain traditional sanctuaries) that 
by consecration and imposition, have occome. so to speak. storage batteries of "spirimal influence," 
rirher benefic or malefic. G. Magic of che Creacion in IncroduziotJc all.1.1J1agia., 2:2R3ff.; and A. David~ 
Ned. Mlgic and Mystery in Tibet. pa.~sim. 
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in which are dramatized the. totemic rapports mentioned in footnote 2. 

That which is dissociated, in any ca,>c, is that which in the subtle forces of man 

corresponds to the vegetable kingdom; and as affectivity in itself opens the way 
to extrasensory knowledge of the "sacred animals," so the "ex[tacUon" of this 

group of subtle forces opens the way to [he extrasensory consciousness of [he 
vegetable essences, a consciousness distinguished by a corresponding "power." The 
phenomena of desiccation or the abnormally rapid growth, well known in the 
Orient, of plants and herbs arc also mentioned in the he.rmetico-alchemical tC:'Xts. i 

\ 

As for the strictly human application of the "Medicine," the acquisirion of the 

"White Stone" confers on the soul the capacity to act on disturbances or ailments 

of the body not merely in a funcaonal way, but also organically' An intuitive 
knowledge of those natural remedies can also be acquired which, according to the 
circumstances, can act on the sick body. This is the method followed, for instance, 

by Paracdsus, for whom the basis of true medicine [the knowledge of signatures) 
was essentially alchemy. 

Finally, when dissociation, purification and reconstitution vest the same cohe
sive telluric structure in the body-apart from the possibility of transporting into 
the invisible everything that makes up visible man, (invisibility, death without 
leaving a body-"raising the whole body to heaven by Assumption," "the body 
raising itself, by its own power, to the region of Brahma," etc)-and apart from 
the possibility of magically dissolving the body in one given place in order to 
recompose it and cause it to appear intact in another, and not JUSt in its double (in 
that case there occurs in the human body what today we must admit under other 

conditions, mat is, mediumistic conditions, which take place in the metaphysical 
and "psychic" phenomenon of the "apport")6-beyond all thac, is the not inconsid
erable po\VCr to act on substances and on the laws of external minerality, on the 
occult forces active in them, that henceforth the initiate has activated within his 

own magically enlivened organism. 

4 Cr.. for example. Della Riviera. Mondo wagico. 178-79 

."i The true "medicine," say rhe alchemisrs. "is rhe srellar body," thar is, the pOVJer of life. rOar of the 
organism. with which it i:::. now joineJ directly ill such a way that one has the power of concentrating 
it on a given organ and conquering the forces that are disturbing it. Cf. Della Riviera (Mondo lllagico, 
169): "In the same way that the life of dIe branches lies in the roots of the tree, so sick boJie:::. an: 
magically healed by the help of the radical humor, the Spirit of Life and in sum even Nature itself. by 
no other agent than themselves." 

6 cr. Agrippa, (De occulca philosophia, 3.43): "The Chaldean philosophe.ts expound a( lengrh on rhe 
power of the mind ... which can be so full of light that it pours out its beams through the particular 
intermediaries [ ~ and ~ ] fve.n 3.<; fat as the de.nse .. dark. heavy and morral hody; bathing if also in 
abundanr light, making it radiant as a star and, because of the abundance of the rays and their lightness 
of weight, it can be raised to the heights as a flake of ash is raised by the fire. and so transported a[ 
once with the spirir ro faraway regions. " Ollf of the. names given to the Philosopher's Swne is Lapis 

invisibiHcacis. Stone of inviSibility (cf. , for example. Sendivogius. Novum lumen che:micum in Musaeum 
hcnncricwn. 547) 
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Forty-Eight 

meCALLic 
CRAT)SmUCACioT) 

C O this final smge we amibute the possibility of alchemi
cal transmutation a~ it is commonly understood: the 
transmutation of metab. 

If you have followed our explanations up to this point, we ttust you will have 

no need for specific arguments CO be convinced that alchemy cannot be reduced 
merely to chemistry in its infancy-unsystematic, superstitious, and overshado\V('d 

by modern chemistry. When alchemy is understood in the emire context of 
Western history, it surely has morc than one aspect. In its essence, however, it 

remains a traditional science of a cosmological and initiaric character. 

Given the synthetic na[Ure of this type of science, alchemy must of course 
incltlJc a chemical side, particularly as a ha:;;is for symbolic transpositIons. In the 
same way that the art of construction, or masonry, could be used to express aspects 

of a spiritual, ritualistic, and initiawry process (an echo of this has been preserved 

in Freemasonry), so the physical understanding of the elements and certain opera
tions involving the metals can he said to have a similar function'! 

Secondly, some hermetists were also practical chemists, and were able to make 

certain precursory discoveries as, for example, the different compounds of mer

cury, siiver sulfide, various kinds of ether, quicklime, aqua rrgia, and various dyes 

I cr. ill[mduzioDC allamagia(thirJ ell. [Rome. 1971]. vol. 7:) in which Pictro Ncgri has made: an attempt 
at an inrerprcrarion that in an alchemical text on lead com.ider:::. Simultaneously; the tWO rossible aspects· 
[he chemical anJ the hennetico~syrnbo1ic. 
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("tinctures"). But this kind of knowledge took only a secondary and subordinate 

place in a system whose premises, methods, and spitit had absolutely nothing in 

common with the chemical domain Of any other modern scifnce. 

So if in this special secror the objective of the production of metallic gold is 
sometime;.; pursued and sometimes even attained, it is a question neither of a 

sensational phenomenon nor a scientific discovery. It is a question, on the contrary, 

of the producrioll of a sign, that is, of something that Catholicism might properly 
call a miracle, particularly as opposed to a simple phenomenon; or better yct. what 
Buddhism would call a "noble mirac1e"-ariya-in comrast to "vulgar" prodigies

anariya-which even though they may be supernormal phenomena. arc not accom

panied by any higher meaning2 The production of metallic gold was to alchemy 
a prooF of t.ransfiguracion givt'11 hya power: the testimony of haVing realized the 
Gold 0, lil oneself 

But with the diffusion of alchemy through the West these understandings were 
separated from the others and lost their true spirit; the desire al1d greed for pure and 
simple gold. for monetary gold, became the main interest. And so that brand of 
alchemy was born that could be considered the. infantile stage of scientific chem~ 

istry. But hermetic or traditional alchemy ha"i nothing to do with the origin of 
modern chemistry, says Rene Guenon correctlyj'~ and he adds: 

It was rather d1e deterioration of Alchemy, in the strictest sense of the word, 

which took place pnhaps in the l\!liddle Ages, with the incomprehension of 

c!.'Ttain persons who, incapable of perceiving the true meaning of the symbolS, 

took everything literally and believing that in them therr was norhing but a 

description of purdy material operations, gave th("mselves over to more or kss 

disorganized expl'"rimCl}[.3.tion. Such persons, forever obsessed with toc fabrica

tion of gold, made. here and there, some formitous discoveries. And it is these 

that Wl'n? the true prectlrSors of modern chemistry. So we can say that ocrmctism 

and the Alchemical initiation arc nOt related to modern chemistry by evolution 

or progress, but quite on the comrary, by d('generalioJl. In this. as in other 

fields, modern science is bUilt on tht.'" r("mains of anciem sciences, which have 

been guw.':J of their substance and ahandoned by the ignorant anu profane. 

That modern science should have acquired the precise expcrimeuca! knowledge 

and technical mastery of a quantity of natural phenomena and in less than a 
century changed the face of this earrh to a degree unmatched by any ancient civi

lization; and that in particulat, it has pragmatically solved the problem of the 

L Cf. Evola. Mascbcra c volto della :.piri[u;}1ismo cnllccmporanco and T11t'DoerriHc nf [he Awakening 

3 R. Guinon, 1.a cd~e du monde modernc (The crisis of the modern world). 106-7 
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transformation of the base metals into gold by mEans of the disimegration of 

atomic nuclei,i may be qUite. inte.resting and may enormously impress the profane, 

but it says nothing to anyone who has any idea of what true consciousness and 
power are. or the means of acquiring them. 

Modern science enjoys general accomplishments within the. reach of everyone. 

Tn the premodern world only sporadic, exceptional, enigmatic conquests were 
made, like flashes of lightning. But the achievements of modern science possess 

only a material value; and airplanes, penicillin, radio. and similar producrs up to the 
atomic bomb and other dibolical creations say nothing to anyone beyond their 
physical meaning. Altogether different, we reiterate, was the case lor things that 
could be realized in the ancient world, because e.ve.ry phenomenon, conquest, or 

realization was a sign or a symbol. It testified to a spiritual k:ve:1 or sacred tradition, 
illustrating what was concurrently possible~as a culmination- -for whoeve.r had 

followed the path of overcoming the human condition, had risen to the supersensiblc 

and had made a tiny rip in the veil of transcenden! meaning. 
And precisely because to have_ con.sidered these "signs" from their utilitarian 

point of view would have meant a profanation and a degradation, the hermetic 

masters harbored a natural repugnance to produce them, and the alche.mists them~ 

selves repeated the gospel saying: "Do not cast pearls before swine"; finally, at a 
certain point. alchemy retired, without further ado, from the Western world of 
technology and scientism. 

A few mysterious hermetic adepts continued to appear here and there, perhaps 
in order to confound and rock, by the miracle of gold made before their very eyes, 
the edifice of researchers of the "positive" mentality;S Or perhaps in order to 
enlighten someone. who was on the point of being overwhelmed by doubt and 
despair; or perhaps in order to change the Course of some human existence_ by gifts 

of an irrational or capricious form. Nevertheless, the "making of gold" continued 

to remain a mystery for those who thought that it depended on a secret formula, 
or on this or that jealously guarded procedure, or on special substances, instead of 

understanding that they needed to direct the attentOn and action elsewhere, that 

4 Ie is known, however, that umil now this achievement has not been fea::.ibk in practice, bec.ause rhe. 
expense of producing gold in rhf' lahorarory i_" higher [han the value of the gold to be obtained. We could 
almost apply-ironically the truth intuited by Bernard of Treviso at the end of a lifetime of srrugg!es, 
labors, and vain attempts: "To make gold One musr already possess it." But Bernard was talking about 
hermetic gold, presupposed for eventually prodUcing physical gold 

:i The noted chemi::.t Van Hdmont. and Hdvctil1;<'. physician to William of Orange, were visited by 
scrangers who produced gold, after which they entertained no further dOllbts abOllt the "holy science_ 
of transmutations.·· The same was repeated by the physician Ibisson who. air hough [he operaton of 
prodUCing gold was controlled by Boyle, contrary to GaWeo'::; "bppur si maove, "mainminf'd his anti
alchemiC<ll ideas (0 [he end. We could also eire orher ca.~e_s of positive testimony. 
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what wa:.; missing was the understanding, in the first place, of the mystery of inner 

transmutation. 

Thus, in what can be regarded as the specific argument of this chapter, it can 

be said that hermetism may also contemplate the transmutation of metals, but not 

as a purdy material operation. Among others, Artephius and Morienus say, and in 
the. dearest terms, that "the work that the magister docs is not a work done by 

the hands" and that it depends, on the contrary, on artifice, "subtle plans and 
procedures"j6 and everyone else repeats that the. substance.s and elements of which 

they speak arc not the same as those of the common man. 

Yet even when chemistry had begun to take shape a<.; a "science," there \Vere still 

alchemists who went on talking exactly like their Arab, Syrian, and Alexandrian 

predecessors. An example given by Fernery shows uS the difference between 
hermetic and vulgar chemistry. "The. first," he says, "takes Principles as its 
material, and acts on them following the ways of nature itself; vulgar chemistry, 

on the other hand. takes the "mixtures" after they have reached their goal, and 

works on them with extrinsic decompositions, which destroy their natures, and its 
results arc monstrous. "7 

By these words he wishes to convey to us that profane. chemistry acts on that 
which the physical form has already taken, on the "corpses" of processes already 

used up, without considering these same processes in their suprar and presensible 
aspect. Hermetic chemistry, hO\Vever, starts on the concrary, from the spiritual 

understanding of the Principles (thar is, from the primordial powers of elemental 
qualification), and acts on the formation processes that precede ontologically that 

state in which the substances belong to the nature of thi:.; or that metal and obey 

the laws that chemistry and physics have discovered in the realm of simple 
phenomena. 

Alchemy, then, is differentiated from profane chemistry by a "metaphysic," 
that is to say, by an order of consciousness beyond the senses, which ultimately 

presupposes the initiatic transmutation of human consciousness. Between this 

transmutation (the latter) and the transmutation of metals no longer in the sym
bolic sense, but now real, there are analogical correspondences. So certain teachings 
and principles that first of all have a cosmological and metaphysical sense, can be 

applied not only to onC but to the other transmutation-to that of man and metals 
"because the furnace. the path to be followed and the Work are all one." 

For the operations of physical alchemy" different spiritual and corporeal forces 

arc necessary," says an Arab text. 8 "These forces mUst be converging and not 

6 Livre d'Artcphius. BPC. 2:162; Entrcticns. BPC, 2:92 

7 Pemer)" FilbJes. 1:16, 21. 

~ Livre de 1a. mistricorde. CA:VI... 3: 136 
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moving apart ... the spiritual and physical forces must be similar ... so that they 

can murually he.lp each other." "It is necessary that the operator be immersed in 

the work (oportct operi.UOre111 interesse openl" Pecrus Bonus says that thl'" work 

is completed "by the adjunction of the Occult Stone, which one acquires not by 
rhe st.'nscs, but only by intelligence, inspirarion, or divine revelarion, or by the 

teaching of one who already knows [j.X'r scfentiarn scientis]."g The intellectual 
principle that is the form of man (in the Aristotelian sense), "is the beginning and 
end of the preparations." With the saffron color it appears precisely that "man is 
the principal and greatest force in the spagyric Work. "10 "Our Work is interior and. 

exterior," confirms another text. 11 It is not a question then of processes that are 

exhausted in a mass of external determinisms. In alchemical processes the psychic 
energy and the "dignity" of the operator play an essential rok. They exercise an 
dlicaciom influence on the mineral forces. thanks to an inner relation with them 
that is absolutely beyond the reach of normal consciousness. 12 

As for technology, it is necessary only to recall and apply certain principles 
already known to us in connection Vv'ith human palingenesis. The first teaching is; 
"Change the nature of the body On which you wanr to act." Equivalent sayings 
include, "Extract the nature hidden Within"; "Make the hidden manifest and the 
manifest hidden "; "Remove the darkness "; "o,1Oloth< it"; "Make the visible invis
ible and the invisible. visible"; and Ol1e of t.he most ancient renditions of this idea: 
"If you embody the incorporeal substances Without making the corporeal sub .. 
stances incorporeal, nolle of the expecteJ results will take. place."13 

It is evident that this mutation in the substanccs on which you l11ust act does 

not refer to making them pass from OnC physical state to another, but to make 
them pass from a physical state to a nonphysical state. And this is eqUivalent to 

saying that the true preliminary operation ConcernS the. operator more than the 
~llbstances themselves. An alchemical manrram goes: transrnucamini in vivos 

'J The;JttuI11 chcmicum, 5:647. 

10 Liber Plarolll:~ quawrum in TheiJtwm chcmi<--um, 5: 114ff.; Darn. Spccuiarivac rhilosophiae. ibid. 
H85. 

II Livre de la clemence. CMA, 3:135. In (his same rext (p. 136) it h said that the "removal of its 
corporeal and material form from a thing" is th<:: foundation of "all operations. internal and cx(t'rnal." 

whether ir he exercised on the principles ot man, or on sub~tances. Cf. later, page 218. 

12 The Greek alchemists declared d1.at whar words like ~1jplOv-an ancient name for the "powder of 
projection" dIat changes common metals into silver and gold meant b th<:: spirit (CAG, 2:258). And 
theyad.dcd that unly the Stone (dlm is, only the human urganism) in which resides the f/>ap~taKOV ro 
-r1)v (ivva,Ulv .f.xov--the Remedy uf the JUS[ power-can produce the "Mithraic Mysrery." that is. the 
SUI1 and the GolJ. here and now in a real sense. (ibid .. 2: 114) 

13 OlympioJorus. texr in CAG, 3:110. Cf. the same theme in Zosimos (C4.G. 2:114); Flamel (ViSIT 
desirc'. §§1, 6); Arnold of Vulanova (Bee. 1 :(65); Rusinus (ArtiS <1unIcrae. j :300); B. Vaieucint'" (Dndici 
chiavi. 20); etc 
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iapides phiiosophicos-Be ye transmuted into living philosopher's stones-and 

consists in reaching that condition of the consciousness by virtue of which is 
precisely realized the psychic aspect of physical things, the "subtle soul" hidden by 
their exterior. This is the hidden that is made manifest, while the manifest-that 

is, the sensory and corporeal aspect-is made hidden; this is the appearance of the 
"hidden nature within," the "underneath" that is brought "up," etc. Only after this 

condition is realized does it become possible to act hermerically on substances. 

"Life."says Basil Valentine "is nothing more than a Spirit; fat, all that which the 
ignorant considers to be de.ad must live (for thee) with an incomprehensible life. 

visible all the same, and spiritual, and in that must he be saved. "14 

In the same sense other authors. speak of "the vision in the Light of Nature," 
and the Novl.Im lumen cncmicum relates the operation <, of removing the shadow 

from hidden things" to an act that must be at once intellectual and imaginative. i5 

We find in the texts frequent and quite explicit allusions to the "magical imagina
tion," which is opposed to simple fantasy. Sendivogius, in Dc su1plwn:, :-.ay:-. that 

it is the key that the ancients have not revealed, and we must remember that 
Alocrrus Magnus teaches that all the magical techniques, which alchemy com

prises, act only when man is in a sorr of ecstasy or active rrance. 16 

So we. can understand the reJation of "Transform the natures and thou wilt 

obtain what thou seekest," to the injunction to "mix" the substances with OUT 

Mercury. or Divine Water: it is a question of referring the perception of the 

substances to the consciousness transporred to the state that corresponds to the 
symbols of Water and Mercury (the White Wotk) , which we have seen in the 
initiatic work. 

Comarius teaches that in the vapors of the Divine Water the spirits (of the 
substances) are revealed as divine mysteries-l)da {lV(Hljpla-and celestial bod
ies-ovpavla uW{lara. It is this, rhe appearance of rhe "roors," about whose equiva

lence to the resolurion in Mercury we are told in the Seven Chapters of Hermes 
(chap. 1). "111< water changes the Bodies into Spirits, stripping them of their gross 
corporeahty" says Artephius,'7 "you have need only of the released and subtle natute 

of the dissolved bodies, which you will obtain by means of our Water." 

14 B. Valenrint', DCIi.:iici c/Jiavi. 37 (<;fcond key, §,'). Cf. Agrippa, De occulta philosophia . . IlO: ''It is 

nece::.ary to know how to intellectualize exactly the perceivable properties by means of a sccrn 
analogy" 

1.; Musaeum hermericuDl, ,')74 

16 Here, one cm!ld also cite the three condition::. that Thoma:, Aquilla;, him::,elf. in [ollowing Avicenm, 

considerfd necfss.1ry for rhf t'xrcrior matc.ria to OhfY the. prophet: to know the clarity of intelligence, 

a perfect creath.'~ imaginatiun, and a mightiness of the soul. (1 M.~L von Franz, A1Jrora C01151lrgc115, 

1.')4 ;-;7. 

1/ Livre d'Artephius. BPC. 2:128. US. 
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Clearly, Zosimos tells us that the "tincture" of Gold (rhe metallic transmuta
tion) cannot be obtained in the solid state (that is, the material state) of the bodies: 
" [hey must first be subtili~ed and spiritualized," until "the spiritual forces, which 
cannot be pecceived by the (physical) sense.s,!' have been made effeccive." It is 

necessary to ., dissolve the substances and what then must be transmuted to obtain 

the physical crans1lluration arc. the celestial natures. "19 

Moreover, for what makes the conversion of the incorporeal into the corporeal 
(apart from the corporeal into [he incorporeal prescribed in the formula), it is 
necessary to underscand, by analogy with everything that pertains to the purely 
initiatory experience, that the consciousness must not be the pure: "spirit" aspect 

of the subscances bur, afrer being devated to that aspect, it must be put back in 
rappon with the_ same substance a'i the body in such a way that "the two arc made 

one." Otherwise, the results would be bU( a step to other forms of consciousness 
without direct relationship [0 [he physical plane, which is necessary for the 
alchemical operation. It is necessary then to form "intermediate substances" or 
"androgynous" substances both "spiritual and corporeal" (perception of the sub
stance and perception of its "psychic" dimension, the one in function of (he 
other):20 and thus has been established the first condition for the operations of 
physical alchemy,2! 

Also important, in this regard, is the rderence to a "true and not fantastic 
imagination" and to an "intellectual vision," the first being accomplished in the 
"Light of Nature."" 

18 CAG, 2·2B5 Cf. Bracceosco, Espositi(mc. fo1. BOa: "Neither metal::. nOr stones receive celestial virtues 
when they are in the form of metals alld S(OI1(', bur only when they are in the furm of vapors." 

19 Livre de Ia misericorde, CiVVL 3:1BO. Cf. Livre de HI Habir. CMA., .~:107 

20 Syrian texts. in CA:UI.., 2: 1 

11 Interpretable in re.!ation to this, in one of its aspects. is the symbolism of the "circular distillation," 
which results ill "the external becoming internal and the internal, external," anJ everything "is in a 
circle, so that inne.r can no longer be dbtinguisheJ from outer, or higher from lowe.r." from Tractacus 
aurt'Us (Leipzig, 1610), 43. 

22 Rosarium phiIosophorum in Artis auri[crae, 2:214; Novum lume1l ill Nlusaeul1l hermeticum, 534. 
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Forty-Nine 

COR ReSPOnbenCeS, 
cimes, Anb 

Rices 

e he premise for transmutation is the i!v TO mXv("One, 
the All"). 

This premise is that at the root of all things having 

form, quality or individuality there lies an undifferentiated prinCiple. This principle 

is without form or individuality. above and at the same time prior even to the 

opposition hetwccn I and n()t~I, between materiality and spirituality. benvecn inner 
and outer. For the alchemis[S, to go back. or as they also say, ro dissolve their 
substances in this "prima materia" is the. fundamental aim of all their art. l So in 

order to "transmute" it does not suffice to pass beyond the perceivable types of 
substances to the state of "spiritualized bodies" or "androgynes," it is also neces

sary to know how to go beyond their detailed specifications to reach the undiffer
entiated principle, and rhen to CXfcutC, by an act of the spirit. a "projection" that 

unties the knot of those invisible powers manifesting themselves as a given minerality. 

I Cf. Arnold of Villanova (Semicil s('111ime, § 10): "Thcy ate corrcct who 3..<;scrt that transmu[ation is 
nor possible if [he mctals cannor be rerurned ru their prima materia"; Raymond billy. (Clavicula, 21) 
"TIle mctals C,lll110t be transformed, un kss they are reduced to the first matter"; Zacharias, (Phi]usuphk 
nattlrdk:- des metaux. BPC. 2:::;01): "If you know not the (tue dismanrling of our body, do nor begin 
rhe work: because if rhis remain<; a stranger [() you. the rest will be useless." 
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The conseyuence will be a "precipitation" on the material and sensory plane that 

precisely determines the passage of this materiality from one species to another: 

for example, from COPP" or lead, to gold. 
It is thus evident that for physical alchemy to succeed, one must know how to 

pass correct! y through the successive stages that mark the transmutation in a 

spiritual sense. The power to remove the indiViduality of a particular metal is yuite 
strictly measured by the suspending of the same human indiViduality, so far as to 

realize, in an act.ive ecstasy, the pure Mercury that contains the "seeds" (or 
sjgnaturesJ of all things, beyond the opposition between the physical body of a 
man and that of natural things sepatared in space.' Specifically, there are thtee 
points of correspondence. First, there is the power to "extract the natures," making 

manifesr rhar which is hidden with regard to the phy.,ical metallic substances and 
which corresponds to the power of carrying out in itself the "morruication" and 

of prodUcing the "Black Materia" and then, lirde by lirde, rhe white from the black. 
Second, there is the po"WCr of rerurning the metallic soul to the prima materia, 

which is the po-wer to be maintained in the "Great Sea" and to dominate the 
Mother, that is to say, to fix the "matter" in the whiteness. And finally, there is 

the power of projecting from the undifferentiated prima materia a new qualifica

tion, obtaining rhereby rhe rransmutation of the metal, which we finJ in the Red 
Work and rhe regime of Fire, in which there is enough primordial energy [or every 
individualization. 

So much for the general sense and scheme of mccallic transmUtation. There is 

no cause to go into the technical dccails here because it is very difficult to pry them 
loose from the labyrinth of texts and reqUires a very specific competence. Apart 
from what we have said about the required inner yualllications for palingenesis
about ascetic preparation, about the two lives, about the difficulties, dangers and 

uncertainties -. we would also now have to deal with astrology and magic in the 

same way, but these themes fall outside the scope of the. present work. 
Actually, alrhough in a higher realization all operative virtue proceeds~accord

ing ro ,he reaching of Agrippa-out of the "stable and not Jeclining soul" of the 
regenerated without any external help, in other cases we are presented nevertheless 

with the: opportunity of a meeting of dements. And if they do not immediately 
create rhe act, ,hey serve ro favor and gUide it effectively in the desired direction. 
So then, in sOme alchemical texts, in addition to physical and mental purity and 

integrity, and in addition to spiritual dignity, there are also rirf's mentioned, and 

prayers, conjurings, magical herbs, speCial substances-in this case not symbolic 

J From thi::, arbes the error of (hose who think rhar rhe foundadon ot" [he. alchemical will-o'-the-v.;isp 
is [he. forerunner of the scientific trllth uf thr: ll1liry of maner and eTlf"Tgy 111i<; "rrurh" is limited to 
exren1al realiry, rhar i<; ro <;ay, ro a mere sec[{)r of reality that modern ::,cicncc ha::, lllethodically isolated 
hom everything cl:;t:. 
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but real-and finally the "proper rime and fdiciwus momem" determined by 

particular positions and conjunctions of the stars. Here a [tue science comcs i11[o 

play that seeks to create favorable conditions for momems of sympathy and 

synrony between the various orders of conciliating forces, exterior and interior, 
individual and co~mic, to the point of "oneness" in which the. action of the spirit 

can be vibrated efficiently and without hindrance. 

We can now come back to what we were saying about the correspondences of 
the "Seven": certain groups of subtle dynamics of [he human organism (that can 

be energized by the appropriate magical rituals) are fowld to correlate with powers 

that are also manifested in the mineral kingdom in the form of typical rncrallities 
and, in heaven, by the various planets and the invisible influences proceeding from 
their movement. 

With the astrological aspect in particular, the principle is the actualization 

linked to a specific me.aning occurring at the exact moment in the which the 
exterior (stellar) reality is presented as a symbol that objectively parallels it, rhen 

by syntony a hidden circuit is closed, as it were, multiplying the effectiveness of 
that same expression in rhe physical world. 

The planets, on fixed dates, with their conjuncrions-especially in aspect to the 

Sun and Moon-are presented preCisely as great symbols of particular hermetic or 
alchemical operations; and when these arc conducted on such dates they have a 

major probability of succeeding:' Naturally, cold calculation is not enough for this. 
A lively sense of narllre is needed, the living Fire of "communications." As for the 
moment of the "coincidence" or "oneness"-and transmutation-ellis will always 

be a culmination, an apex of the whole being. 
For beginning (he Work, Razi and Rudienus recommend the period when the 

Sun is in Aries, follOWing rhe tradition of the Greek alchemists. The Cosmopolite 

and the Hermeric Triumph extend the time to cover the whole period of the spring 
Signs: Aries, Taurus, and Gemini. In his Theatrul77 chemicum btitannicwn Ashmole 

proVides a table of the favorable cdestial aspects with respect to division, separa
tion, rectification, and conjunC[ion of the Elements. The first purifications take 

place when the Sun is in SagittariUS and rhe Moon is in Aries, while the work is 
completed at the cunjunction uf Sun and Moon in the sign of Le.o. 4 

Ail this may-or rather, must-have both a hermetically symbolic value and a 
strictly astrolOgical value at the same time-for the reason already given: that the 

astrological factur is effective only at the moment when a rigorous and mutually 

3 Cf. lntroduz;ione alia magia, 2:iNff 

4 Among the various reasons for the notable differences between asrrological prescriptions are: those: 
deriving from the fact char a propirious dart' for OnE' particular individual may not be propitiuu:, for 
anorher: rbe diHerem ascendent of each individual COllstitutes, strictly speaking, a factOr of primary 
importance:. 
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reciprocal correspondence has been established berween reality and symbol, though[ 
and [hillg5 In addition, [he counsel of Agtippa must be observed, that tD invoke 
the stars OTIC agrees to become like them, to the point of panicipating inwardly in 

[heir light, [he soul fleeing the darkness that se,eks to take advantage of the body'" 
As for (he magical rituals. their aim, in the idea of the Greek alchemists, is on 

the onc band to obtain the cooperation of the natures, and on the other to resist 
the influence of the" demons. ''7 In the first case it is a question of indirect methods 

ro activate those correspondences between the macrocosmic and microcosmic 
manifes[atiol1S of an identical force, correspondences that otherwise can also be 

actualized directly by the "drawing out" of the consciousness hidden in a given 
"CeIW?r" of the invisible man. And as for the demons, these arc considered visionary 

dramatfz;ations of the obstack_s and resistances ill the deeper strata of the human 

entity.' So the conjuring ritual, in the final analysis, has only a symbolic value and 
the effectiveness of an indirect method. 

Regarding prayer, of which mention is sometimes made in thc tcxts, we may 

recall what has already been said: in this tradition prayer has a value essentially as 

a compelling menral act (:similar to a speJl) and not as a sentimental effusion of 

devotion. It is an dement of technique, executc_J at the correct momenL with the 

right attitude and a clear "direction towards effectiveness." Finally, with r('.speet to 

the aforesaid use of magical he.rbs, this is a ma[(er of potions which, according to 

the function we have explained for the" corrosive waters," faCilitate the state of 

spiritual exaltation summoned by the alchemist for his operation. Different sub~ 

stances, such as perfumes, etc., may also be used, in an ambience consecrated to the 

work (the "laboratory"); these are substances that, in particular circumstance:s, also 

serve as n condense.rs" for certain occult influences. 

Elsewhere, we. have touched on the power that solutions of metals. introduced 

inw the organism in particular physical and psychic conditions can manifest: for 

every metal exercises an action on its corresponding" center" in the body. The 

metal natures of Gold, Tin and iron aHen, for example, vital energies tha[ ac[ 
respectively in the region of the heart, the brow, and the larynx. If when this 

happens rhe consciousness remains concentrated in the subtle state, it can be 

5 Another common demem for tbc Uctcrrnim-ltion of the ,. rigbr time:" can b: furnished by rhe: symbolism 
of the seasons: ro winter. spring. summer, and fall, as we have said (p. 8.5), corrc:sponJ respecrivdy the: 
Worb in black. white, red, al)d gold (a., fi...xatiutl of the red) Tn alltiqLlity tht: Lesser Mysteries (White 
Wurk) WCre celebrated in ~pring, aud rhe Grea[er My~tt:rb: (Red Work), in autumn 

G Agrippa, lJc ncclllt~l pbilo:,opl1J;l, 7.:f)\) 

7 (:t'. C4G, 2:72. 74. 79, Hfl, H7, 9,"). 

~ Thu~ they correspond ro rhose: ,. clouJs," "poisonous vapors," winds. Or eclipses that in the hc:rm('[ic 
work occur wht:n the Warn goes again to tluc:nch the rhir.~r of an earth nut entirely purified (~c:c page 
127ff) 
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introduced and transformed in the "mystery" of the center corresponding to the 

metallic substance that has been introduced into the bodY' by means of the specific 
reactions that arc manifested. So we arrive at some equivalem (0 that which in 

antiqUity wa.." the initiation according to the various planetary gods; an initiation 

that among other things conferred the virtual possibility of the relation with the 
"inner nature" of given metals, and therefore of the action on thfm.lO 

On the other hand, we can also consider special physical or chemical conditions 
to which it is convenient to subjeC( the metallic substances, in order that even their 

physical condition offers less resistance to the operation of [tansmuration than, for 

example, when they arc submitted to a vibratory state of molecular instability. The 
alchemical teaching, according to which the "projection" would be effected on 
heated metals, can also be interpreted from this angle. 

There. is more to be said abom the time necessary for the completion of the 
Work, but on this particular the opinions of the Philosophers arc much divided. 
And that is only natural given the difference between the action of spirits and 
machines. Frequently, the indications arc reduced to symbols, as when in place of 
days, months or years, the numbers thref, seven, twdve, etc. arc used. Roger 

Bacon 11 says that rransmu[ation "is a ching of a day, an hour, a moment." Ochers, 
on the conttary, speak of long, long years of work that cosr them health and 
property. BeSides, it is ncccfssary to bear in mind that because one may have 
succeeded once, that is not to say. in the majority of cases, he can succeed many 
times at "Will, precisely because of the necessity of reuniting in one farcfulmomem 

a rather complex conjunction of physical and psychic factors. and because of the 
character of the culmination of the realization itself. It is true that all the philoso
phers agree to discourage rashness, and advise patience, perseverance, and tenaCity, 
without neglecting a "subtle intelligence.·' PseuiliyDemocritus. Zosimos, Pelagius, 
and the Turba declare "If you don't succeed, don't put the blame on the Copper, 
but on yourself; because that means you have not labored well." In any case.. it is 
useless (0 hope for any result before haVing acquired illumination. 

And on tbis illumination must focus every effort of the true alchemist. since
according to the texts-only this enlightenment affords that penetration into the 

"mystery uf the Egyptian pries[s," which is incommunicable. and has always been 

passed over in silence, but once understood, makes (he Opus child's play or 
woman's work-naz8iolJ natYlvlOv Kai yvvazot; {prOv. 

9 Cf. R. Steiner, Iniria[Cllbcl.VI1.Rtsc.in. 56-82. 116-26 

10 We might again recan in this regard the words of A gripra (.3.30) who, with Gebt.::r. Ledches " tb,lt one 
canoot excd in the alchemic arr without knowing ie:. prillciples ill himself"; cf. this Taoist text: "The 
five clemenr.<; that operate in nature. crearing and dc.<;troying, also operate in the mind. objecrifying rhe 
same narure So (he whole world lies [potentially] in Our hands. " (Yin fu Ching. 1.2) 

II R. Bacon, Speculum aichimiat:, §7 
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Fifty 

silel)ce Al)O 
CDe CRAOiciol) 

C hC law of silence has always been maimained by the 
Philosophers. In the writings of the ancient Egyptian 

masters we find descriptions and expositions ot 
the teaching, but its practice-{pya-was always silent. 1 In their own writings, 
the hermetists have addressed none but the initiarf_S: "They have written only 

for those who have been initiated imo their mysteries and because of that they 
have intentionally filled their books with enigmas and contradictions. ),2 "Wher~ 

ever it seems that I havc: spoken most clearly and openly about our sCience," 

says Gebe.r, "that is where I have spoken most obscurely and where T have 

hidden it. I declare that neither the Philosophers who have preceded 
me, nor I myself. have written [or others, but only for ourselves and our suc
cessors. ".~ 

Although it is true {hat the sagc~ "have mixed in with the process of inves

(igation the means of arriving at the perfect understanding of (he science" and 
although .. they have indicated a cenain path and have prescribed rules by which 

a Sage can understand what they have enigmatically written and reach the 

, CAG. 279 

1 Sahllon, Inrroouction to lWC iv, v. 

3 Gebrr, Summa, 4, §10 (Bee 1 :38.1). Cf. d'Espagncr. Arcanum hermeticae. §§9, 1.): Ramel, hgures 
hieroglyphiqucs, §2: Livre de Arcephius, BPC 2: 144ff 
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proposed objective even after making many mistakes"4 nevertheless, the reader 
is always assumed to be an initiate Or person of prepared mind::; 

The transmission-originally restricted to persons of rank: kings, princes. 

and priests6-is only given directly; (he key. says Agrippa. "is not transmitted 
by writings, hut is infused in the spirit by means of the spirit (sed ::"piritui per 

spiricuIn inf unditurl "7 Who recdve.s it swears never to reveal it to anyone 
who is nor one of them.' Quite drastic is the Turba phiJosophoruIIl,' "Who 
has ears let him open (hem and listen. who has a mouth. let him keep i( shue.·' 
And Bernard of Treviso adds. "I could not speak more clearly of that which 
I've said to yOU if I were to show you. But understanding does not permit iL 

And you YDurSelf. when yOU know it (I (ell you in truth). will hide it even 
more than 1. ,,9 

Concerning all this, we have to realize that the. "secret" had nothing to do with 

any exclusivity of sect or unwillingness to speak, but rather that it was a question of 
not being able to say, in addition to having to prevent the inevitable incomprehen
sion of those who would profane or distort the teaching. Since the alchemical tech

nique, in its truth, consists of an Art made possible by higher powers set in motion 
by superior and nonhuman Slates of consciousness, it is natural to declare that the 

seCret of the Great Work cannot be transmitted. but is the privilege of the initiates, 

who by virtue of their own experiences, can alone understand what is hidden behind 
the jatgon and symbolism of the technical rexts, For (he profane the only counsel 
was to be prepared and to pray. in the hope that through some spontaneous enlight
enment!O their eyes might be opened at lase. As for the possibility. admimd by (he 

1 Zacharias, Philosophie IlilwrelIe des mctaux, .Epe 2:495; Livre de Synesiu5, EPC, 2:177; d. CAG. 
2: 315: "Having written in enigmas, they have lrfr ir ro you, who hold thb book in your hand, [() labor 
constanrly ro (""It,lee the sllbject of the mystery." 

, CAG . .1h2. h3 

6 CA.G, .~:97 

i Agrippa, l::;piswlae, .~:56. 

~ Uvre de ennes. Ci\1A. 3:57 

'.I .B. Treviso, Phflnsophic de,~ meraux. npc 2:38.5. See Agrippa (De ()ccuica philosophia, 3.2) col,crrning 
rhe hiding of the doctrine and the secret that "musr be kepr in rhe heart": "It is a sin to divulge to the 
public in writing the doctrine of th05e secrets that must only be transmitted orally, down rhrough the 
rank<; ot rhe Sages .... The god~ them~dves detest things exposed to the public ,md profane, and 10\."C 
things kept secret: so each experience of magic f1ees from the public, wanrs to remain unknoWll. i~ 

forrified by siit."11Ce and destroyed by declaring it and docs nor produce the complete effect. It IS 

agreed that the operaror be discreet and reveal to no one either his work or the place, time or rhe goal 
heing pursued, except to his ma~ter or hi~ coadjutor, who must also be faithful, believing. taciturn and 
worthy of such knowledge through nature or culrivation" 

10 \\lh('n some tex.ts speak of "dection,"" grace," "divine inspirmion:' and dlC like. almost always the\' 
must be understood as a religiOUS version of rhe brusque and unintentional character that som.:: 
experiences can present. 
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hermctic Philosophers themselves, of the Jiren transmission of the secret on the 

pa" of a master, there is [he maner of one of [he powers proceeding from [he her
metic rf.intcgration that we have hinted at above: the projecrion into the spirit of 

anorher a given psychic statt, which in this ca'\e is a state of illumination. This 
corresponds, however. to one of the me_anings of the "multiplication" symbolism: 

the transmutation that multiplies the quantity of the precious substance because it 
induces in other bodies [he quality of this one, can be interpreted equally from [he 

point of view of the" inritiation by transmission" on the parr of a master. To trans
form the base merais into Silver and Gold is the eqUivalent, from this poin[ of view, 

of transmitting to others the interior state relative to the White Work or the ReeL 

tha[ is [0 say, to initi",e in[O [he Minor My"eries ([hose of the Mmher or [he Moon) 
or [he Grea[er Mys[eries ([hose of Amun or [he Sun). 

\\!hat has been said about the n transmission of the secret" being conferred only 

on the "worthy" need not be interpreted moralistically. It has to do with the fact 
that the consciou~ness of the one who is to be transformed has to be at the level 

of readiness to enter the new state and to be transformed within it; or else, either 
rhe operation will fail, or it could well provoke violent and dangerou~ dissociations 
in the na[Ural uniry of the differem components of [he person. Regardless of the 

:-,o-called narural dignity that must be attributed [Q priVileged qualities preserved in 

the higher castes of antiqUity, the.re remains the aforementioned fact that certain 
moral qualities, apart from their ethical value, produce in the person who cultivates 

them certain subde, objective conditions that arc propitious for the "transforma
tion." So much for the "acquired dignitic~." 

In this same order of things it is also necessary to remember another interpre
(arion of the hermetiC prescription, according to which the projection only happens 

with "heated metals." Here the metals are the candidates for initiation and allude 
to an intense emotional vibration, which itself constitutes an inclination to tran

scendence through. ~o to speak. an ambience propitious to the reception of the 

initiating teacher being transmitted to an action of the student and fully completed 
in the transformation that this produces. l1 

II In thb C;'1se rhe hCtl11eric multiplication is eqUivalent to the ,. univocal generation" abour which 
Agtippa says (Dt: occulm philnsopbia, 3.36): "In this 1lI1ivocal procreation the son is like the father 1n 
every respeer and. engL'TlJcred according ro his kinJ, ill the same way as the parent. And rhis ofhpring 
is rbc power of the Won--l forl11ed hy the meIl5, <l Worn well received in a subjecr ritually prepared, as 
a seed by a manix. for thi:: gcner{lrioll and birth. 1 say well disposfn and ritually prt-p.1Icd, hecausc all 
tbings do not particip<ltr in rhe word in the same way And the:;e arc secretS roo recondite by nature 
LU be bruired fLlfther to public_ "'Ih' dcsignarion .. :;OtlS of Hermes" rakes us back to thr .same idea, with 
the warning dwt. here "I krmes" should nor br considered an actual hisrotical pnsonage. but rhe srecial 
spitirual illfluenct: that definrd rbe initiatic chain and the organization. 1n the important work of A. 
l)aviJ~Nrd. {nitiarion;, hlITL:lfques (Pario:;, 1930). thcrt: is ample infort11ar.ion about these procf_durc:s that 
art"' stares practiced in Tiberan fsotc:richm 
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Finally, we must mention something that will leave many perplexed: the 

elixir of longevity and the powder of projection, not as symbols of spiritual 
powers. but a'\ real substances. Here there comes into play the supernatural 

possibility already alluded to (sec page 194) Df attracting to or liberating from 
one's own being certain subtle forces and of connecting them to specific phySi

cal marerials that are charged with them objectively in the fDrm of spiritual 
condense.rs. This possibility is confirmed by all magical traditions (in primitive 
people we find the idea of the supersaturations of mana that things or persons 
can bear). and betrayed by the positive religions themselves as necessary pre

requiSites of the powers that they attach to rites of consecration and rhe like 
This means that these substances converted into an "elixir of life" or "pow~ 

der of projection" are no longer mere phYSical substances; despite the fact that 
a chemical analysis would not reveal any supplementary quality in them, these 
substances have received an occult "vitali:z;ation" in relation to a "direction of 

dlectiveness" determined by means of a certain rite (recall the Rite of Epic1esis12 

in the ancient Church), which in Wrn presupposes the existence of a person 
capable of being raised to transcendent states. The supernatural action of such 
substances is not considered completely automatic, ex opere operato, A certain 

degree of exaltation and disposition is always necessary in the person for or in 

whom they must act, in order to awaken and transfer to his being the force 
that, it is hoped, above all will then be thar which will act objectively 11 

From this can be deduced some intncsting consequences aboUt the fact that 
the "powder of projection," understood to be a real suhstance and when uti

lized in a certain manncr, produccs the chemical transformation of the metals 
into gold, whereas when it is used on man can equally serve as onc of the 

means-a dangnous one if the subject is nor "prepared according to the rite," 
as Agrippa says, or there is no one to help him-of prodUcing in him the 
"separation.,'J4 Generali:Z;ing this idea we arrive at the hermetic conce.pr of rhe 

Universal Medicine fully capable of acting in an analogous way on the three 
kingdoms of nature, to overcome imperfection, infirmity, and '·privation." 

The renovation and prolongation of physical life ("physical immortality" is, 

naturally. an absurdity) assumes thereby the character of one of the possible 

t2 [The calling down of the Holy Ghost in the :Mass. who thereupon changes the bread and wine inro 
rhe body and blood of (hr15(.-Trans,] 

13 In alchemy rderence is also made ro rhe opposire pOSSibility. that is ro say, to dcsaturate the 
substances by releaSing their vital principlc~: as when we think of a supernatural nourishment based not 
so much on physical nurrimr.nt<; as-ahove all --on thf' nutritive virrues supposf'd to be dissociabk from 
dlC physicai!y and psychically aspirablc p,uts. (eL Della Riviera, Mundo magicu. 150). 

14 ct. this idea expressed in connecrion with the life of rbe alchenlisr John Dee in C. Mcyrink's novel, 
Der E1lgel vom wcstlicben Fenster. 
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symbols of a spiritual reintegration. Thus various traditions (each that (he ter r 

restrial life becomes shorter the farther man is removed from the primordial 
state. And even among certain primitive peoples there persists the idea that 

dea(h in general is always a violent cvell(, an act agains( nature. 
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Fifty-One 

cl}e rl)visiBLe 
mASceRs 

ftet associating the hermetic Philosophers with the 

Rosicrucians, Salmon says of the latter: "We have been 
told that they can spiritualize their bodies, transport 

themselves in an instant to discanr places, make themselves invisible whenever they 
wish and do orher rhings thar seem impossible. '" 

The abbot Langler du Fresnoy. in the History of Hermccic Philosophy. rdares 
that according to the Rosicrucians "the meditations of [heir primeval founders 

surpass by far all that has ever been known since the creation of rhe world, that 
they are deS(ined to accomplish rhe general reesrablishmcnt of rhe universe. They 
arc subject neither to hunger, nor to thirst, nor ro age nOr to any other infliction 

of narure. They know by revelarion those who are worthy of being admirted inro 
rheir sociery. They live in all rimes as if they had exisred from rhe beginning of rhe 
world. or as if rhey must remain in ir umil rhe end of rime. They are able ro press 
into theif service and control the most powerful spirits and demons. "2 

And Cagliostro says: "I belong neither to any centUry nor to any particular 
place; my spiritual being lives its eternal existence outside time and space. \Vhen 

I immerse myself in thoughr I go back through the Ages. When I extend my spirit 
to a world exisring far from anyrhing you perceive, I can change myself into 

I Salmon, inrrociunion co BPC xix 

2 Langh Ju Prcsnoy, Hiscoire de fa philosnphic hcrmeriqtle (,Chc Hague. 1742). 1 :371-72 
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whatever I wish. Participaring consciously in absolure being, I regulate my acrion 

according to my surroundings. My country is wherever I happen to set foot at the 
moment ... I am rhat which is ... free and master of Hfe. There are beings who 

no longer possess guardian angels; I am one of those."3 

Association with the Rosicrucians, those enigmatic personages whose cu.">tOm 

was to appear in the world as ordinary beings, hiding their true being and their real 
mission, must serve again here as a warning to those who, on the basis of the 

extraordinary possibilities attributed to the hermetic Art, seek in past epochs or 
even the present, some tangible and convincing manifestation of it to remove their 

suspicion that the whole thing is nothing matt than the mere fantasy of exalted 
imagination. 

Those who adopt this attitude will find few confirmations and little proof. 

They arc proceeding from a dramatic, theatrical concept of the magus or initiate: 
as if the adept is preoccupied, above all else, with "exhibiting," or manifesting-in 
forms that will astonish, atna:z:e, ()[ terrify-everything within the power of heaven 

and earth so that all eyes will converge On him. 
On the contrary, if there is anything radically opposed to the style of a true initiate, 

it is precisely such behavior. By definition, the initiate is an occult being and his path is 

neither visible nor penetrable. He is elusive, not to be pigeonholed. He arrives from the 
direction contrary to that towards which all gazes are fixed and takes the most 

natural seeming vehicle for his supernatural action. He may be an intimate friend, 
companion, Or lover; he may be sure of possessing all your heart and confidence. But 

he will always be something different, other rhan what he lets be known. We will 
perceive this "other" only when we have penetrated his domain. And then perhaps we 

will have the feeling of having been walking On the edge of an abyss. 
Men desire that what they are be known, that what they do be acknowledged, 

and that we be pleased by the quality of their performance. In the words of 

Agrippa, we have learned how different the law is that governs the magus and the 
hermetist. TIleY judge all exhibitionism and personality to be puerile. There is no 

adept. He does not exist. He does not speak. They but seek to net the Wind, who 
are diverted by such things. The hermetist has reached a state that categorically 
avoids all reaction to human judgment. He has stopped taking an interest in what 

others may think of him, or say about him, just or unjust, good Or bad. He knows 
only that certain things must happen: he prOVides the precise meanS and conditiOns 

for them and that is all. He does not pretend the acrion is his own. He is pure 
instrumentality. "Sdf~affirmadoll" is a mania he docs not recognize. And the 

3 M. Haven tt:xt (Cagfiosrm: Le: mafcre i1Jconnu, 282-84), reproduced in Ignis. no. R-9( 192'5). Of course 
it Ielllain.~ ro be set:n, withour prejudging. wherhe.r it is the right of Cagliostro Or nor, (0 attribute co 
himself hh own eligihility for initiation 
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farther he advances, the more deeply his center sinks into a superindividual and 

superpcrsonal range, like one of the great forces of Nature, while those on whom 
he acts will have the impresson of being free. 

Of the hermetic quality itself, since their texts are as if they have been written 

only for themselves, we have to rely for the most part on what the alchemists say 

of themselves and their works. And once a certain attitude: is assumed one can 
alway' find a way to convince oneself that the hermetic texts lack all inner 

meaning and have been reduced to an incomprehensible jargon in the service of 
superstition, chimeras, and muddles; just as, with a similar attirucie, we can always 

convince ourselves that nothing in history shows us "positively" that we can 

completely prove that persons of such extraordinary possibilities have ever existed. 

Actually, in the very fact of the miserable human existence led by so many 

alchemists we can see an ironic argument for the opposite contention. A hermetist 
would guard himself from dissuading anyone who thought him to be an ordinary 
person; this is preCisely what helps to make the mask behind which the tradition 

is hidden still more impenetrable. 
As for what might astonish some people-instead of furnishing suffiCiently 

documented cases of actual metallic transmmarions as proof. true accounts from 
a not so distant past4 that indicate some "phenomenon" regardless of the hermetic 

commandment to disdain the. vulgar magic associated with such and such a 

particular result, to let things happen outwardly according to "nature and author
ity" and to be directed, instead, to "know oneself and to dominate the nameless 

triad"'\-instead of fOCUSing 011 all this, it might be useful to consider how many 
Ilrandom" and unpre.dictable. dements are the germs of sometimes great revolution

ary changes in life and history. It might also be useful to con,ider how much there 
is in the natural order of phenomena, beyond the laws that explain the how, but 

never the why of their happening. All that constitutes an empty space, which 
might not be so empty after al1. 6 Behind the scenes of the consciousness of men 

4 MeTallic transUlu(ations have been attributed to Raymond Lully. to Nicholas Ramel. to Philalnhes 
(which seem~ to have been the pseudonym of T110mas Vaughn [sic]), [Q John Dee, who would have also 
worked with the. Hapsburg Emperor Rudolph II in Prague, to the Cosmopolite (Alexander Seton), to 
those unknown:) who ex.c:cuted the work on their visits to Van Hdmonr, ro Hdwtius, and [Q Poisson. 
to the enigmatiC Lascari.~ and Delisle. to Richthausen who had connections with the emperor l'<erdinand 
1II. himself very versed in the Art, to the Swede Paykull (of whom the chemisr Hierse gave notice). to 

the enigmatiC Aymar, also known as rhe. Marquis of &thunar, to Borti (who seem~ to have been the 
personage whose transmlltations gave origin to the Porta crmetica of the Piaz;:z;a VittOrio in Rome). to 

Count Manuel Gaetano. It can be seen in regard (although the references contained in it are in need of 
revision) ro the work of N Poce. Afcbimia e ilkhimisti (Rome, 1928) . 

. ~ Text of Zosimos in CAG, 2.230 

6 Cf. Introduzionc alfa. magia, 2:.115ff., (concerning positions and solutions (0 the contrast between 
positive science and magiC) 
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and their hisrory, where the physical eye and doubt alike dare nor stretch, there 

may be SOl11rone. Homer said that the gods often travel through the world in the 
guisl;'. of strangers and pilgrims and [urn [he cities of men around. This is not just 

mythology. There is reason [0 believe that no historical or social event of any 
importance, no phenomenon char has followe.d a determined course of terrestrial 
events comprising cerrain "discoveries" or the birth of new ideas, has not had a 
casual or spontaneous origin, but On the contrary has obeyed an inrention, if not 

an actual plan conceived behind the scenes and realized via paths we can scarcely 
imagine today, wlocr the sign of the Light, as well a,-according to circumstances 

under the sign of Darkness. 
Now the.l1, whoever. peradventure, COmCS to accept ideas so meagerly "pOSi

tive," it could be said to him that "the Transcendent Man, " created by the hermetic 

Royal Art, instead of playing with litde phenomena to astound the profane-like 
the sleights-of-hand of the music hall-or making "metaphysical investigations" 
his objective, he might very well prefer to focus his possibilities On the invisible 
world. He should not pay any great attention if some shock or rebound from above 
comes to alter (he more or less happy course of his terresrrial existence even if it 
result in the spectacle of a life that prrhaps few would envy. "Ye are not here to 
struggle with rhings, but with gods," said Boehme1 

Givf_n the nature of this work, we have said enough. For some we need only 

quote: from a master of the Far East: "JUSt as the fish cannot live outside the 

gloomy depths, so the common man knows not the weapon of this 'Noble 
Wisdom. ",8 For others, for those who despite everything wish to learn more, there 

is only one way to direct them: to create in themselves t?e capacity for a vision 
in which what is beyond their consciousness and thought be made as clear and 
distinct as objective things are for the eye and for the mind tied to the body. 

But it is time now to enter into the adventure and to becomE one of the links 

in the royal, golden, occult chain of the tradition of the sons of Hermes, for which, 
thew_ only remains for us-and thus we come to the end--to repeat these words of 

the second Rosicrucian manifesto: "Anyone who comes looking for us simply out 
of curiosity, will never find us. Bur if his will truly and in fact is to inscribe himself 
in the registry of Our fraternity, we, who judge by thought, will fulfill our promises 
to him. We do not divulge the place of our residence, because thoughts, united to 

the real will of the reader, are capable of letting us know him, and him US."9 

--; Boehme, Aurora, 7.1, §121 

8 Lw-czu, Tao tc Ching. 

':l In Langh du fre:'Iloy, op. elL, 1:377 
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